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AS-F1 Floorstanding .Speakers
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AS-82 Bookshelf Speakers

AS-C1 Center Channel

'I can't think of any speaker
that can rightfully be compared
to the athena

AUDITION

AS-131

in terms of both performance and cost."

"The athena

AUDITION

series home theater

speaker system represents an incredible
value by providing terrific sound at an
unheard of

rice."

"athena TECHNOLOGIES' remarkable
AUDITION

AS-F2 ... far exceeded what I

thought possible for its price —even
twice its price."

The AUDITION series from athena TECHNOLOGIES. Engineered to
add a little something extra to your home theater and home audio
experience. From years of thorough research comes a new benchmark
of rich sound, incredible value and great looking design that integrates
seamlessly into YOUR décor and lifestyle. The AUDITION series from
athena TECH NOLOG IES.

Create your sound.
athena
magnaucomr

AS-P400 Subwoofer

rito.

athena TECHNOLOGIES°
3641 McNicoll Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
Canada MX 1G5
www.athenaspeakers.com
C 2002 athena TECHNOLOGIES'

.Awesome"
-The Absolute Sound, Issue 135, April 2002

The New THIEL CS1.6
"THIEL has established anew benchmark

CS1.6 PERFORMANCE FEATURES:

for speaker performance, "says The
•Innovative woofer voice coil/diaphragm

Absolute Sound's Toni Miiller. "...this new

design for excellent upper midrange

THIEL possesses tonal, dynamic, spatial,

performance.

and transient resolution comparable in
most ways to the world's best speakers."

•Aluminum dome tweeter with long
excursion abilities for high output.

The CS1.6 incorporates new and
innovative driver design techniques to

•High 90 dB efficiency to work well

provide unusually pure and open

with lower amounts of amplifier power.

performance throughout the critical

•Phase-correct crossover design and

midrange where conventional two-way

time-correct driver alignment results in

systems perform less than ideally. The

THIEL's trademark phase and time

CS1.6's innovative woofer incorporates an

coherence for exceptional realism.

unusually large 3" diameter voice coil that
distributes its force more evenly over the

•Superior clarity and detail is provided

diaphragm, producing far less cone

by low distortion, metal diaphragm,

breakup and unwanted resonances. The

state-of-the-art drivers and very high

result is unusually smooth and open

quality electrical components.

sound for exceptional realism.

•The unique slotted bass reflex system

With its high efficiency and superior

reduces port noise and grille-loading

sonic performance, the CS1.6 is an ideal

effects.

choice for both your music and movie
needs. Visit our web site at

•The 36" tall cabinet is available in a

www.thielaudio.com to locate your

variety of exquisite wood, painted, and

nearest demonstrating dealer and find

custom finishes to enhance any home

out for yourself!

environment.

"...the THIEL
CS1.6 is an
instant
classic."
— Torn Miiller,

The Absolute Sound,
April 2002

(Sil, in Painted Black ttitis
optional outriser stand

Vare,

11-111EIL

"...the
CS1.6 is one
of the very
best
speakers
I've heard."
— Tins Shea,

SounclStage!, July 2002

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Contact THIEL for our free 44 page brochure and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nanclino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •Telephone: 859-254-9427
Email: mail@thielaudio.com •Web: www.thielaudio.com
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uicide junctions," Icalls 'em.
The ones with which I'm
most familiar arc on I-278,
just north of the Verrazano Narrows
Bridge in Brooklyn, New York, and along
North Mopac in Austin, Texas, but they
must exist all over the US. Traffic about to
enter the freeway must first cross the line
of faster-traveling offcoming cars, the
intersection's on- and off-ramps crossing
in ashallow X.
Using a suicide junction can be an
alarming subjective experience. However,
given the huge financial investment made
as the result of road planners' decisions and
the possibly horrendously expensive liability suits that would result if such crossings
were shown to be dangerous, there must
be objective evidence to prove that they're
as safe as the more usual cloverleaf.
A similar disparity has long existed in
audio, where some components with superb objectively assessed performance
produce subjectively disturbing experiences. In the THD Wars of the 1970s,
amplifiers offered successively lower levels of harmonic distortion without their
designers once trying to confirm whether
the "improved" performance correlated
with improved sound. In fact, the reverse
appeared to be truc: by reducing steadystate distortion to vanishingly low values
with extremely high levels of negative
feedback, further problems were introduced that led to bad sound.
When Idecided, back in 1989, to start a
program of measurements to accompany
our reviews, Ibelieved that if someone
could hear something, it would be possible
to find ameasurement —or, more likely, a
collection of measurements —that would
begin to explain what was heard. However,
my experience in the years since then has
convinced me that making the essential
causal comection between measurement
and observation is far from simple.
The problem is that, as Audio
Research's William Z. Johnson said in a
Stertvphile interview back in August 1994,
"hi-fi is one of the few industries where
products are measured one way and used
in another way.... Every measurement
that we're aware of falls into the realm of
what we call repetitive, or static, measurement. In the real world, the simplest musical signal has component signals one
ten-thousandth the size of some of the
other signals present, and at many, many
frequencies at once. It simply defies the
abilities of static circuitry measurement."
Stereophile, December 2002

See

It

Atkinson

comprehensive audio-related links database, and e-commerce pages to promote
(among other things) Stereophikes ventures
into recording.
But most important, from this editor's
point of view, has been the posting on
www.stereophile.com of the paper magazine's content. Since December 1998, we
have put up at least five archive items every
week. As Jon Iverson mentions on p.15, we
arc now making "Reconunended Components" — sometimes copied, never
equaled —available on the site as .pdf files,
starting with the complete 2002 and 2001
listings. The economics of Web publishing
dictate that we must charge for the RC
files, but by December 1, there were also
700 equipment reviews, articles, and
columns from Stereophile's first 40 years
available free of charge in the site's archives.
Stereophile's equipment reports assess
components both on how they sound and
how they measure. Sounds great but measures bad, as Iwas discussing above? You'll
find it all in the Web reprints, which sometimes include measurement graphs that we
didn't have room for in the print edition.
As well as relatively unlimited space,
one of the beauties of the Web is that it
allows publishing time to be compressed
or discarded. Many of our Web reprints
therefore include all of the magazine's
coverage of aproduct. For example, the
archived version of our report on Sony's
first-ever CD player, the CDP-101 (www.
stereophile.com/showarchives.cgi?193),
contains not onlyi Gordon Holes January
1983 review but his August 1983 FollowUp, his comments on the sound of the
Five Years of www.stereophile.com
first CDs, readers' letters responding negThis month we celebrate five years of unatively to JGH's advocacy of the CI)
interrupted webcasting, our website havmedium, Holes response to aDecember
1983 Stereophile article condemning the
ing emerged from the Internet darkness
then-new digital medium by Doug Sax of
on December 1, 1997, to become, at least
Sheffield Labs and The Mastering Lab
in my eyes, an institution. Ralph Waldo
(showarchives.cgi?194), as well as his yearEmerson wrote that "an institution is the
later thoughts from February 1984.
lengthened shadow of one man," and
www.stereophile.com is definitely the
It is a tribute to the guys who put
together www.stereophile.com that Ican
shadow of erstwhile high-end audio retailno longer envisage publishing aprint mager Jon Iverson.
azine without it being run in harness with
It was Jon, who is still our webmaster —
a symbiotic website. A lift of the glass,
or "web monkey," as he prefers to be
therefore, to Jon Iverson for his webmoncalled — who came up with the idea that
timely audio news presented regularly
keying, to Barry Willis for his abilities as a
would generate the repeat visits that arc a newshound, to Wes Phillips and Richard
website's oxygen. To the five and six stoLehnert for their copyediting skills, to
ries that have been posted every Monday James Wigger for his web-page designs, to
morning of the past five years, we have Jim Heintz for his programming prowess,
added weekly Votes and Soapboxes that
and to all of you who have become regular
1:1
allow visitors to take part in dialogues, a surfers. Salut.

Yet static measurements arc still all we
have available. Iremember hearing the
late Richard Heyser in London in 1986
present the idea of the hi-fi experience as
being multidimensional. The reproduction of music involves five or more separate parameters —as many as you care to
identify, in fact — changing instantaneously at any one time (time, of course,
also being aparameter). But if you want
to measure' that performance, you can effectively plot only one parameter against
another —or, if you have 3-D graphics
available, one parameter against two
other parameters.
The result is questions: Should we publish aparticular graph? Does it throw light
on the component's sound? Does it suggest the opposite? In which case is something overlooked to blame?
Sometimes the answers offered by
designers suggest that they've been asking
the right questions. With the big Mission
speaker in this issue, or our 2002 Product
of the Year, Halcro's 11158 monoblock
amplifier (p.61), it can be assumed that at
least some of the reason they sound so
good is because of the way they measure.
Yet the Sutherland DAC and the PS
Audio amplifier —also featured in this
issue and both designed by talented electronics engineers — have measured aberrations that psychoacoustic theory would
imply arc audible at least some of the
time. Yet both were well-liked by the
reviewers. Arc my measurements providing the wrong answers? More work on
the suicide junction is called for.
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2002 Products of the Year
John Atkinson and Stephen Was
brin ç' us the best products of the year,
culled from the personal recommendations
of each Stereophile reviewer.
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Wes Phillips and John Atkinson report on the genesis and
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PS Audio HCA-2 power amplifier
(Kalman Rubinson)

97

Conrad-Johnson Premier 18LS preamplifier
(Limy Greenhill)

107

Rogue Audio Magnum M-120 power amplifier
(Chip Stern)

113
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(John Atkinson)

119

Sutherland Engineering 12dAX7 USB
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131
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(Paul Bolin)
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Bel Canto eVo2 power amplifier
(Kalman Rubinson)
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Do high-end audio products soinu good because qf their measured perfinnance or
despite it?John Atkinson examines this and other hot topics.

9 Letters

Two Stereophiles amonth? we think not! But we're glad you asked. Other
readers: question the inteity of the "audiophile" industry and our coverage of it
(Mike) ,tries to set the record straight); accuse us, yet again, grqoilw kr the cidvertisiv
buck with our Class A recommendation f
the PS Audio HUA-2.
;correct our
mistakes; and applaud two-channel SA CD.
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15

Industry Update
heirs, including dealer-promoted seminars, plus: the complete 2001 and
2002 issues of"Recommended Components" available online; the passing of one of
Britain's fituiding firthers of hiji,Jim Rogers; Red Rose Music opens in Chicago;
Onkyo's universai DVD player; Martinan and Tweeter Group join krces to
bring hi-ji to is
customers; the immorality qf music Jowl:Marline;
industry pleas fir university education aeinst file-sharing "theji"; and more on the
UK's Hi-Fi Show.

29

Sam's Space
Sam Telhg listens to the Musical Fidelity A3.2cR pre and power amplifiers, the
X-ca,,' .2 headphone amplifier, and names his "2002 Product (!) the Year"

35

Analog Corner
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John Marks offers some ideas I(*)r sttflling your liworite audiophile's holiday stocking,
includie Christmas-themed'recordings,javonte interconnects and cables, and
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Record Reviews
December's Recording tithe Month is Coldplay's A Rush Of Blood To The
Head. Ou the classical front we have Renee Fleming's Bel Canto and apair al
un'
Mo: art Requiems. In Rock, two new Little Feat live albums findfavor. And in
Jazz u,e
.
h•ature the latest by Charles Lloyd and Patricia Barber.
Manufacturers' Comments
This mouth we hear ¡ion, Stereonw, Hagerman, EX-CELL Power Solutions,
141111111, Egqleston114;rks, Sutherland, and Rogue.
Aural Robert
I
S11111Sit -I0Sillg its place in
listeners' hearts? Is there adearth
of musical talent these days?
Robert Baird travels to the UK
and LA to look
clues.
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"... the Servo-15 rules ... will do things
that no other sub woofer I've heard will..."
-Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide on the Servo-15

wvvvv.paradigm_com

Letters
journalists, CEOs, etc.— sa 'ins that my writing
has helped than in some way to achieve musical
satisfaction in their listenissq rooms. I'm sure other
Stereophile WriterN get similarfiedback.
What I(we) do claim is that aline audio system, and not necessarily an expensive one, will
sound better than most of the corporate commercial gear you'll find at the big chain stores. That's
proven again and aeain when average consumers
But Rafael's done
are exposed to afine audio system fist- the first
Editor:
time. It takes most of them Isla aft's-, minutt's to
Irecently talked myself into aone-year
hear what such asystem cast accomplish.
subscription to Stereophile and now Iknow
OPer the years, I've invited guys wha'sy done
that it's paid off. Michael Fremer's comwork on my house to sit in my listening chair as I
ments to Jaime Arbona ("Letters,"
play them arequest. Not one of them has had any
October, p.15) have coiwinced me that
trouble heating and eApressing what he's eyedyou and your brethren "audiophile" ediowed, and most of them do it with asense of
tors are so full of yourselves as to be disastonishment. Usually thty say, "I've never heard
believed at every turn.
that song sound like that/ Iheard instruments I
Collectively, you've cheered the use of
didn't know were there, and I've heard that song a
exotic metals and production techniques
thousand times." Or, "It's like thty're playing et
for interconnect cables that cost thousands
there. Ican see them." On "I can hear each instruof dollars. You've stretched the limits of
ment stparated out in space. 1can finals ,just the
superlatives to try to describe infinitesimal
piano ji Iwant. I've never Iwo; able to do thee
differences in exorbitantly priced compoThere's nothing mystical, magical, or toldennents, all the while claiming that your
eared about it. Anyone can hear what ahigh-end
golden, trained cars can hear aworld of
audio system has to ofier. When Iclaim that you
beauty that mortals with consumer-level
can hear what the Boulder 2008 does on aCDproducts will never witness. Yet after all
R played on aboombox, where is the hypocrisy?
this, Mr. Fremer claims that "you can hear
What's the sham? If Iplayed you the LP directly
what the Boulder is up to on acar stereo,
so I'm sure you'll hear it on your rig, or on from the Boulder, it would sound much better
aboombox for that matter." All from a than the CD-R made from it, but it still sounds
muds better than aCD-R made from apoorly
CD-R, amedium that he obviously feels
designed phono SeCii011.
is inferior, otherwise he wouldn't be buyDo you think there's no sonic difte-rosce
ing aphono preamplifier that costs more
between awell-mastered CD and apoorly masthan the average American automobile.
tered one? Which do you think
sound (setter:
I
just want to say thanks for laying bare
aCD made firm an (nudge master tape played
the hypocrisy and utter sham that is the
back on atweaked playback deck, or ow' made
"audiophile" industry. I'm done with my
fiom athird-generation tape played back on an
trial subscription to Stereophile.
Rafael Rodriguez
reael@rodriguez-cadservices.com
Letters to the Editor should be sent
as faxes or e-mails only (until further
Idon't know of any Stereophile writer solso
notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
claims to have "krdden ears," Mr. Rodriguez. We
Letters@Stereophile.com. Unless
are trained listeners who try to describe what we
marked otherwise, all letters are
hear as clearly and as accurately as possible, both to
help our readers choose equipmentfir their systems
assumed to be for possible publication. In the spirit of vigorous debate
and to help than because better listeners. Some
implied by the First Amendment,
readers I've met hem as well as fnot better than I
and unless we are requested not to,
do—the deerence is that Iant able to tress
we publish correspondents' e-mail
what Ihear in what Ihope is an entertaining way.
addresses. Please note: We are unI've been doing this Pr 16 years. While I've
able to answer requests for informamade my share of mistakes—I'm indeed amere
mortal—for the most part, readers have decided
tion on specific products or systems.
If you have problems with your subthat their listotiuq tuperiences match mine, and
scription, call toll-free (800) 666they trust me to gim'e them a_IOW and accurate
3746, or write to Stereophile, P.O. Box
assessment of what something sounds like It's very
53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
grateng to .
eet letters and e-mails from highly
accomplished people-doctors, lawyers, news

Walter wants more
Editor:
Do you think that you could publish two
magazines amonth? Ican't get enough.
Walter
Bermuda
aaion469@northrock.bm

Stereophile, December 2002

out-o/alsknment, poorly maintained deck? In
either case, the CD will dononstrate the weak
links in the chain, but that doesn't 111Call dw CD
mviii sound as .
essod as the tape—or, in my apedelta', as good as aproperly made LP snade with
the same playback chain.
Ionce sou aCD-R Imadefrom amint original pressing of Vats Monisates Astral Weeks
(not using the Boulder 2008, but another excellent phono section) to an industry friend, who
compared it to the commercially available CD.
His non-audiophile fliends couldn't belioy how
much better it sounded than the commercial CD.
Itold him te..11 tise:,,
son to imagine how much better the undigitized LP must sound. (It does)
Perhaps awell-mastered CD sourced from the
miqinal tape might sound as good as, jfnot boter
than, my homonade CD-R, but it wouldn't
sound as good as the master tape, and most mastering engineers (and engineers from Sony and
Philips, who invented the C15) would agro:
Again: Where's the hypocrisy? What's the sham?
Mr. Rodriguez, Isugest that you do what I
Ile all of my readers to do: Don't believe me,
and go listen for yourself: Most of than do. There
are more than 80,000 Stereophile readers who
corroborate what We hear. If
don't hear it, yes,
be dosse with your trial subscription. But _first, go
-Michael Fremer
Confused?
Editor:
In the October 2002 "Letters" (p.15),
Freiner mentions burning aCD-R from
vinyl using the $29,000 Boulder 2008
phono preamplifier. The sound of his
CD-R is regarded as superior to commercial CDs.
Here is the sequence of tasks leading to
this CD-R:
1) The record company makes amaster
tape from recording-session tapes.
2) They make an RIAA-equalized tape
for cutting.
3) They cut alacquer.
4) After several plating steps, they make a
metal stamper.
5) The pressing plant stamps avinyl disc.
6) Fremer makes adigital transfer of the
LP with the Boulder phono preamp.
7) Fremer burns aCD-R.
Here is ashortcut: The record company sends acopy of the master tape to a
commercial CD mastering plant. The
commercial CD sounds inferior to
Fremer's CD-R. Steps 2-6 above can't
improve the sound of the master tape, so
why is CD inferior to the CD-R?
Larry Marks (cogfissed)
Dronto, Canada
9

Not getting it
Editor:
In one of the more humorous letters to
the editor ("Not getting it," October
2002, p.12), Doug Thornton expresses
astonishment about the popularity of vacuum-tube equipment, doubts the superiority of vacuum-tube equipment, and
poses the question about his having "slept
through arevolution."
He answered the question himself in
his letter when he admitted he had "lost
touch with the audio industry for the last
15 years." If Mr. Thornton has not heard
some of the qualities of tube sound that
make it so popular today, it may be that,
as an electrical engineer, he prefers to play
his music through an oscilloscope instead
of loudspeakers.
Not being hearing-impaired, Ifeel that
the expense involved with tube equipment is well worth the expense involved
in hearing music reproduced much closer
to the original score than it is via some
solid-state equipment.
Alan Woodne
Brideon, NJ
Corruption
Editor:
I personally cannot believe that you
placed the PS Audio HCA-2 amplifier in
Class A of October's "Recommended
Components." In no way can this amplifier be described as "neutral" in character,
even from the lips of the manufacturer
himself when he talks about "an incredible midbass performance." Further, the
HCA-2's harmonic distortion is nowhere
near as good as other Class A components (except for the corrupted tube designs, of course).
Clearly, you did this for advertising
money, since the beloved "Sam's Space"
column does not require measurements
(which arc horrible for the HCA-2).
Where is the "Follow-Up," and where
are the measurements? Iam going to
keep asking these questions in audiophile
circles until you admit your mistake and
demote the amplifier to Class B or C,
where it belongs.
Keith Cita/toe
Dkchahoc@aolcom
If Ihad anickel Jim- every time areader has
accused me of doing something 1(«ir advertising
money," Icould have retired to abox at Carnegie
Hall many years et Ka! Rubinson's MI review
of titis controversial amplifier, complete: with measurements, appears ebewhere in this issue. Ialso
address this subject in this month's Ms144'See
But the PS Audio HCA-2's provisional rating
in "Recommended Components" was based on
sound quality alone, as are all our ratings in the
—JA

Influence
Editor:
About ayear ago, Iwrote to you marveling about your inclusion of the Tivoli
Audio Model One table radio (all of $99)
10

in "Recommended Components." At that
time Ihad owned one for several months,
and your choice of the one piece of
equipment in the list that Ialready owned
showcased my impressive knowledge of
audio matters.
Now Isee that you included the Tivoli
Audio Model Two stereo table radio in
October's "Recommended Components." It just happens that Ihad bought a
Model Two several months before. Inow
have the sneaking suspicion that you
waited for me to buy one before you
stamped your prestigious seal of approval
on it, basing your decision on my almost
bottomless expertise in the field.
Thanks so much for your trust in my
audio taste. In the future, would it be possible to agree ois amodest fee before you
make use of my services?
Caasi Unnisa
vomisa@hottnail.com
Anguished cry #1
Editor:
Any reason you dropped the Sony SCD-1
SACD player from Class A+ of October's
"Recommended Components"? Ihad just
ordered one.
Roger Polo
rpolo@optonlinemet
Anguished cry #2
Editor:
Just wondering how the Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 3D CD player didn't make it
into the October "Recommended Components" list.
David Eide
Homer Glen, IL
DEide@ngelaw.com
While there may still be small numbers of these
two components in dealer showrooms, boils were
discontinued over ayear ago, mandating their
deletion from the list.
—JA
Incorrect #1
Editor:
In the August 2002 issue (p.31), Sam Tellig
mentioned the Sony SCD-XS777ES. This
unit does not exist. Did he mean the
SCI)-XA777ES?
Loe Trais
Lot Tran@butc.com
Incorrect #2
Editor:
Ijust waisted to point out atypo in the
October 2002 Stereophile. The text ois p.79
is okay, but the caption for the lower-left
picture on p.77 says that the Piega speakers were driven by Copulare amplifiers.
I'm afraid that this is incorrect. Copulare
makes audio/video racks only, and the
Picga speakers in the Sanibel Sound room
at Home Entertainment 2002 were driven
by the Italian Aloia 15.01 amplifiers.
Manbir Nag
manbirnag@yahoo.com
Yes, it was the Aloia amplyiers that were being
used in the Sanibel room at HE2002, and yes,
the Sony SACD player was the 2002 "Digital
Stereophite, December 2002

"Why would you buy anything else?"
Several years ago Arcam, a company with a 30-year

ance per dollar (British pound?) was so ingrained in

history of producing surprisingly affordable high-

the engineers' thinking that they couldn't quite let

performance audio components, gave their engineers

themselves go. They simply had to make sure every

a challenge — design a range of flagship products.

cent spent contributed to an audible improvement in

Spend as much as you like building components that

performance.

you'd want for yourself. The name of this secret

The end result was some of the most amazing high-

project was Full Metal Jacket and the first product

end audio components in the world, at prices that any

was the legendary FMJ CD23.

serious enthusiast can actually afford. The proof of the

You might think this would be like letting kids loose

pudding is that every product in the FMJ range ends

in acandy store. But, you'd be wrong. Something very

up being compared to components costing several

strange happened. The idea of maximizing perform-

times the price.

FMJ

CD23

CD

Player

-

"Certainly the CD23 outgunned,
in every way, my much-cherished
xxxxxx,

which,

years old,

though a few

cost over twice as

much as the Arcam. In sum, the
FMJ

CD23

is

a remarkable

machine." The Absolute Sound

FMJ DV27 DVD Player -Not content to compare the DV27 to just other DVD players, The Perfect Vision put
it up against expensive CD players as well. "...the Arcam DV27 is the player I'd buy. Its image quality consistently thrilled me, and it's also a high-end CD player that can complete with dedicated CD players costing multiples of its $2599 price. To me, this player is the elbow where truly superior performance and price meet. ...a true
reference-quality product."

FMJ A32 Integrated Amplifier - When
Sound Stage compared the A32 to amplifiers costing six times the price they said,
"...Arcam isn't just offering agreat integrated

UM«

amp at the price, they're offering agreat one
period. A perfect blend of ergonomics, style
and performance...

one of the finest audio

values I've come across this year."

FMJ AV8 Surround Processor and P7 Amp -As this goes to press in late summer the AV8 & P7 have only
been in production for amonth — alittle early for reviews. However, reports have already started to come in
from our toughest critics, our dealers. And guess what? They're putting the AV8 & P7 up against products at
twice the price. Watch for AV8 reviews (and announcements of even more FMJ products) in January 2003.

Audiophile
Systems
aIR

U.S. Importers & Distributors for
Arcam, Acoustic Energy, dCS, Nagra, Verity Audio, Nottingham Analogue & eXpress
8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658 •www.audiophilesystems.com
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all studios and manufacturers should have
been behind the launch. Instead, we have
customer confusion, studios backing one
or the other, and exciting new formats
going nowhere.
Iguess they are leaving it up to the
consumer. I'm tired of waiting, however,
Disappointed
so I'm jumping off the fence and buying
an SACD player. The SACD camp realIwas disappointed with John Atkinson's
izes the importance of releasing high-resreview of the Thiel CS1.6 loudspeaker in
olution [two-channel] stereo recordings,
September. The measurements section
not surround. The only way Iwill replace
was longer than the review itself.
my CD collection is with higher-resoluA couple of questions were left unantion stereo discs. Ilike surround as much
swered: How is the CS1.6 "redefining the
as anyone, but Iwant the option of play2-grand 2-way speaker," as mentioned on
ing the music in high-resolution stereo. I
that issue's cover? Where does this speakalso don't want to have to wait agazillion
er rank in relation to other speakers at its
years for every catalog title to be remixed
price point? Icame away feeling that this
in surround.
speaker did not redefine anything. Yes,
DVD-Audio seems more interested in
measurements are part of areview, but I
promoting surround. Ithink that is a
believe we could use less math and graphs,
huge mistake. While Warner is issuing
and more real-world information. Mike
DVD-As with both stereo and surround
mikald@pronetisp.net
mixes, Silverline and others are issuing
music only in surround. This is music
You got it wrong — big time
that Iwould have bought, but not withEditor:
out high-resolution stereo versions
1own Thiel CS1.6 speakers and find their
included. Let's face it: Your center-chansound quality far better than John
nel speaker used in surround music is
Atkinson's September review and October
never going to sound as good as your
"Recommended Components" ranking
full-range stereo pair.
would suggest. Ihad fully expected you to
So thanks to ABKCO for getting me
give this speaker aClass A rating, perhaps
off the fence. The Rolling Stones releases
in the "Restricted LF" category, due to its
were just the motivation Ineeded to make
limited bass. Indeed, Ifind the Thiel's
the plunge. Other studios: How about
sound quality consistent with reviews that
keeping this format going strong by
call it a"benchmark" at its price.
releasing the Beatles, Pink Floyd, and Led
JA's review findings reveal either insufficient break-in or inappropriate setup. I Zeppelin catalogs on two-channel
SACDs?
Rodney Duke
have found the CS1.6 to have an extraorSan Diego, CA
dinarily long break-in period, as did my
rduke@epicorcom
old Thiel CS23. Isuspect this is due to
their stiff, fast drivers. And they do reWhat gear?
spond sharply to even minor changes in
Editor:
gear (power cord, interconnect).
Ivastly prefer the CS1.6 to most of What test equipment does John Atkinson
employ in his test/measurement lab?
your Class B speakers, including Thiel's
Jonathan Levine
own CS1.5 and CS23. Take asecond lisjonathan@canuck.com
ten! Play them hard, fully break them in!
Then give them good, strong current and
For loudspeakers, Iuse the DRA Labs MLSSA
ahigh-quality source. Recall that JA noted
system v.10, calibrated B&K 4006 and Mitey
that he preferred them with LP. Hint: The
Mike omnidirectional microphones, an Italian
CS1.6 reveals the quality of the source and
Outline speaker turntable, and an Audiothe other components —big time.
Control Industrial SA3050A spectrum analyzArt Altman
er. Amplifiers and digital components are
San Carlos, CA
measured using an Audio Precision System One
artmaltrnan@yahoo.com
Dual Domain PC-controlled system, aHeath
digital oscilloscope (1987 vintage with 8-bit resAs Isaid in my review, Iwasn't convinced Ihad
got the _HI measure of the CS1.6. Perhaps a olution, which 1use because it doesn't have an
input antialiasing filter and so can show true
"Follow-Up" is called for.
—JA
squaretvaves), Hitachi and Ken wood analog
'scopes, atwo-board PrismSound DScope II, a
They got it right
Fluke 87 true-RMS AC multimeter, aNeutrik
Editor:
handheld signal generator, home-brewed pinkLike most readers, Iam tired of the
noise and pulse generators, Dale and Miller
SACD/DVD-Audio format war. ComAudio Research resistive loads, and the Miller
petition is healthy, but the time for that
Audio Research Jitter Analyzer, Amplifier
was before coming to market. The studios
Profiler, and QC Suite programs, these last three
and manufacturers should have been prerunning on two different National Instruments
sented with the different formats and
PC cards.
—JA
voted on the replacement for CD. Then

Component of the Year;" the SCD-XA777ES.
Both errors were mine. Put the fomter down to
brainfade brought on by rocking out to the Who
live at Madison Square Garden the night before
Iworked on the Show report.
—JA
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"..The Whispers emphasize
the aesthetic value of music

and emotion involved in it...
Agreat speaker and areal
pleasure to audition."
Anthony Cordesman
The Absolute Sound

o

Just Go Listen!
Handcrafted by
Call or go
online for the dealer in your area

Legacy Audio, Inc.,
800-283-4644 Fax: 610-965-4915

wwwlegactaudiacom
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Do you want a

major improvement
in your audio/video system?
If you want to realize the full potential of your AV system, Nordost cable is the
only choice. Derived from technology developed for the aerospace industry.
Nordost's unique designs and proprietary Teflon extrusion process produces a
level of performance our competitors can only dream of. Nordost's cables are
superior in all aspects of measurable performance, such as capacitance,
inductance, signal speed and durability. The result is an audible improvement in
sound quality and stunning picture quality.

Don't compromise the performance of your system with
inferior cables. Make your weakest link your strongest link
with Nordost cables.
Nordost Valhalla Cables
GGWinner
of The Absolute Sound Golden
Ear Awards 2000
"Let me put this aplainly

as possible.The

Valhalla system from Nordost is the least
colored and most neutral cabling ever to
hit the mar-ketplace."This stuff costs the
proverbial Midas ton, but it's probably
going to rank up there in the
stratosphere after all of today's competing
models have been replaced several times
with newer and "improved versions." "A
triumph pure and simple.'
Harry Pearson The Absolute Sound Issue
127 used with permission.
Editors Choice and product of the Year
HI Fl+UK

Award
winning
Nordost
Valhalla
Cables

Editors Choice and Award Winner Hi Fi
News 2002
"These are sensational cables, and you'll
love what they'll do for your system.The
Valhallas get my very highest. most
unconditional recommendation."
Brian Damkroger, Stereophile, November
2001; Recommended Component,
Stereophile, April 2002

Editors Choice and Award
Winner Hi Fi News 2002

N6RDOST
For more product information

MAKING

THE

CONNECTION

please visit our Nordost website:

www.nordost.com

200 Homer Avenue,Ashland, MA, 01721 1-800-836-2750
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THE INTERNET
Jon Iverson
Hard as it may be to believe, 2003 sees
the 40th anniversary of Stereophile's
famed "Recommended Components"
feature. J. Gordon Holt first set the list to
paper just before the Beatles were breaking big in the US, and its appearances
since then —in every April and October
issue since 1986 — have become biannual audiophile institutions.
Stet-collides "Recommended Components" may be copied by other magazines but it has never been equaled. The
problem is, folks wanting our "Recommended Components" issues often
find them out of stock at the newsstand,
or missing from our list of available back
issues. For example, both RC issues
from 2001 and the April RC issue from
2002 have been sold out for months.
As aresult, we've put together two
years' worth of RC features —2001 and
2002 —in two bundles, one for each
year, for sale via our website's secure ecommerce pages. Every scrap of text and
rating that was in the original RC features is included. And because they're
formatted as .pdf files (file size is around
350k13), we've been able to add indexing
and search capabilities, making these virtual copies even more convenient than
the "real" thing.
Click on https://secure.stereophile.
com/stereophile/reccomp.shtml
to
order the 2001 and 2002 "Recommended Components" features. Each

year's worth of listings costs $9.95 and is
sent via e-mail within one business day.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
James Dale ("Jim") Rogers, one of the
founding fathers of British hi-fi, died
peacefully on August 23, 2002. He was
84. Jim was born November 17, 1917, in
Boulogne, France, to an English father
and aFrench mother, and became bilingual before settling in England with the
family at the age of 15. As an engineering apprentice at the Woolwich Arsenal
during World War 11, he anticipated the
custom installation movement by 60
years by setting up a factory-wide
sound-distribution system for the
BBC's radio broadcasts!
In the 1950s Jim began the smallscale manufacture of amplifiers and
tuners above ashop in Blackheath, and
by the 1960s Rogers Developments was
operating out of afactory in Catford,
mass-producing affordable hi-fi electronics, such as the Cadet and HG88
series of tubed amplifiers.
Toward the end of the '60s, Rogers
Developments began its association
with the BBC, as alicensed manufacturer of monitor speakers. More than
any other factor, speakers like the twocubic-foot LS3/6 and the miniature
LS3/5A created and cemented Rogers'
international reputation, though the difficulties of manufacturing to the tight
tolerances demanded by the BBC spec

Update
meant that this activity was less profitable than one might expect.
The arrival of inexpensive Japanese
electronics, combined with invidious
domestic taxes crippled Rogers Developments in the mid-1970s. Jim left to
start up a new venture, JR Loudspeakers, designing and making clever
metal-jacket cylindrical speakers, such
as the still highly regarded JR149. But
by then he was getting on in years, and
he soon retired to the south coast of
England and his own legendary bespoke
hi-fi system.
Ididn't know Jim Rogers well, but I
never heard an unkind word about him.
and remember him as agentle, mildmannered man more enthusiast than
businessman. He was highly regarded by
his peers as adesigner, and his passion
for hi-fi was embodied in the speakers
he built for his own use: massively heavy
floor-to-ceiling ribbon designs that
Stow/Ville editor John Atkinson once
heard [in the summer of 1977—Ed.] and
described simply as "awesome."
US: CHICAGO
Barry Willis
Red Rose Music celebrated the opening
of its Chicago store with agrand-opening bash on Thursday, September 26.
More than 18 months in development, the new store, at 672 North Wells
Street in downtown Chicago — tel:
(312) 266-8630 — will offer luxury
home-theater systems, custom-installed

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related scrawls, shows,
and ,,teethes should fax (do not call) the
when, where, and who to (212) 886-2809 at
least er:ght weeks &Jo' re the month of the even
The deadline for the February 2003 issue is
December 2. Mark thefax `Attention Stephen
Mcjias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fax
back acorOnnation. eyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pkasefax us again.
Please note that it is not appropriate Jo.r
retailers to promote new product lines in
"Calendar" unless this is associated with aseminar or similar event.
Stereophile. December 2002

ARIZONA

•Tuesday, November 26, 7-10pm, Los
Olivos Senior Center, 2802 E.
Devonshire (28th St. N of Indian
School Rd.): AudioNut.com will host
"Seven Ways to Improve Sound and
Picture," an Arizona Audiophile Society meeting featuring the Arizona
debuts of the new 'Thiel CS1.6 and
Athena AS-F2 speakers, Rega Planet
2000 CD player, Rogue Tempest
Magnum integrated amplifier, and the
new Harmonic Technology Har-

mony-Link cables. The public is invited.
For more info, call AudioNut at (623)
487-1116 or e-mail info@audionut.com.
CALIFORNIA

• Audio Limits is proud to announce
the Grand Opening of their new showroom featuring the new Nearfield
Acoustics Hemisphere PipeDreams
and GamuT system. Audio Limits is
the only dealer on the west coast at
which the Hemisphere is available for
the public to audition. Also an autho15
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whole-house electronics, and Red Rose
audio products in alavish environment
described by manager Joe Cavanagh as
"part art gallery, part upscale home."
Among the store's unusual features are a
series of paintings commissioned from
artist Barry Gross and an Astonia babygrand piano, on which what Cavanagh
called "real live humans" will perform
so that customers can compare live
music to that played back through Red
Rose electronics and loudspeakers.
The new store is near Chicago's
Merchandise Mart in the River North
district, about eight blocks from
Michigan Avenue, and will cater to
movie and music lovers whose primary
concerns are sound, appearance, and
ease of use. The store's design center is
ared granite kitchen with in-wall loudspeakers, aSony plasma television, and a
Crestron whole-house automation system, so that customers can get afeel for
what might be possible in their homes.
"We want to make it easy for the
upscale customer by showing them that
advanced electronics can be simple to
use," said Cavanagh.
The store employs five full-time custom installers, who arc already busy fulfilling contracts signed while the store
was under construction. "We've had
eager customers since we first started
work on the place," Cavanagh explained.
"One gentleman tracked us down all the
way from Washington, DC."
Red Rose investors pumped approximately $350,000 into the highceilinged, 1800-square-foot location,
which includes a20' by 20' home-theater room in "Ralph Lauren faux
leather" with a high-definition Sharp
XV-Z9000 DLP video projector. A
two-channel music room features Red
Rose Classic and Rose Bud Mk.II loudspeakers; Revelation, Passion, and

Affirmation amplifiers; and Rega
turntables — because Red Rose founder
Mark Levinson insists that "less than
0.01% of the musical repertoire is available on true SACD recordings." Cavanagh believes that the $8000 Red
Rose Classic speaker system powered
by the $7000 Affirmation amplifier is
the "equal of anything in the world at
any price."
The River North neighborhood has
plenty of home-furnishing stores, including alighting center next to the Red
Rose showroom. The proximity to
related businesses bodes well for the
new store and its neighbors. "We should
all reinforce business for each other,"
Cavanagh said.
The Chicago store is "a dream come
true made possible by agroup of committed, passionate people," Levinson
said by phone from New York. He described the Red Rose approach as "a return to the importance of what you feel
rather than what you see," made possible by a sustained effort by "people
grounded in the love of music."
US: MINNEAPOLIS
Jon Iverson
For quite awhile now, Pioneer has stuck
its neck out by making universal
SACD/DVD-Audio/DVD-Video/CD
players available. No longer —Onkyo,
Maranta, Teac, and Yamaha showed new
machines at September's CEDIA Expo
in Minneapolis. These players are aimed
at consumers hedging their bets as to
who will win the hi-rez format wars.
Onkyo's DV-513800 universal player
decodes SAC), DVD-A discs, and
MP3 CDs in addition to conventional
DVDs and CDs. The company says the
progressive-scan DV-SP800 is the company's top-of-the-line DVD player. For
audio reproduction, Onkyo says, the

Calendar
rized dealer for AudioNote, Trans.
rotor, Electron Images, Galante,
Audio Valve, Supra Cables, Alón,
Bremen, Wolcott, Usher, and
Discovery Cables. Please call (661)
252-9222, visit www.audiolimits.com,
e-mail audiolimits@socialzr.com, or
fax (818) 366-1096.
CONNECTICUT

• Saturday, December 7: The
Connecticut Audio Society will be
having its annual Christmas gathering,
16

listening session, tag sale, food fest,
and confessional. Anyone interested in
learning more about the organization
is welcome to attend and join us for
the festivities. For more details and
driving directions, contact Carl
Richard, Society Secretary, (860) 7455937, or visit www.the-atom.com/cas
and download our latest newsletter.

DV-SP800 features high-quality 24bit/192kHz D/A converters in addition
to the company's Vector Linear Shaping
Circuitry (VLSC), intended to remove
unwanted pulse noise for "a smoother
analog output signal." The new player
also features onboard DTS and Dolby
Digital processing, as well as digital
audio outputs for use with external
DTS/Dolby Digital processors. For
reproduction of audio-only signals, the
player's video circuit can be switched off
"to deliver the purest audio output to
either the digital or 5.1 analog RCA
outputs," according to the company.
Onkyo's universal DVD player was
scheduled to reach retailers in October
for asuggested retail price of $1000.
US: YOUR LOCAL MALL
Barry Willis
An expanded alliance of one of the
High End's most respected speaker
manufacturers and one of its most aggressive upscale retailers should bode
well for both partners — and for musiclovers nationwide.
On September 18, Lawrence,
Kansas-based MartinLogan, maker of
electrostatic loudspeakers, announced an
expansion of its marketing agreement
with the Tweeter Home Entertainment
Group, whose continuing merger-andacquisition program has gathered many
successful local retail chains under its
corporate umbrella. The deal will put
MartinLogan's strikingly designed,
transparent, Curvilinear Line Source
(C LS) electrostatic speakers in at least
100 new locations within afew months.
By the end of 2003, MartinLogan products will be in 178 Tweeter Home Entertainment Group locations, including
HiFi Buys, Hillcrest High Fidelity,
Showcase Home Entertainment, Sound
Advice, and Tweeter stores.
MartinLogan entered its relationship
with the Tweeter Group through the
"back door," as abrand carried by several retailers acquired by Tweeter over the
past four years, including DallasHouston-based Home Entertainment,
Florida's Sound Advice, and Charlotte,
North Carolina's Audio Video Systems.
All but Sound Advice have since become Tweeter-badged stores.
"Through the years, we have noticed
the high quality of service that Tweeter
has maintained, even as the company
expanded in size," said Gayle Sanders,
MartinLogan's president and founder.
"Now is the right time for MartinLogan
and Tweeter to come together and
bring high-performance audio to the
next generation of music lovers. Both
Stereophile, December 2002

"Halcro's dm58: The Best Amplifier Ever!"
Stereophile Magazine, October 2002

I-low to improve
upon perfection.
Halcro have now released the dm8 & dm10 preamplifiers.

Halcro is the world's only super-fidelity power
amplifier. The only power amplifier able to claim
pure, unadulterated sound reproduction.
Its sheer musicality redefines what you
should expect from any power amplifier.

To maximise its performance, we have
introduced the dm8 & dm10 preamplifiers.
These units share the same proprietary circuitry
as the power amplifier range and provide the
best method to ensure your signal is kept as
pure as possible. The dm10 includes a phono
stage with variable capacitance and resistance
adjustment, with infinite increments to extract
the perfect signal from your turntable.

Glowing reviews and an ever-increasing list of
awards mean you simply have to listen to
Halcro. Contact us today.

USA: +1 (949) 488 3004
International: +61 8 8238 0807

Email: admin@halcro.com
VVebsite: www.halcro.com

ALCRO

UNITED KINGDOM • GERMANY • USA • JAPAN • HONG KONG • SPAIN
BRAZIL • KOREA • CANADA • DENMARK • THAILAND • AUSTRALIA
FRANCE • SINGAPORE • MALAYSIA • RUSSIA • SWEDEN • GREECE
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companies have astrong desire to grow
in away that supports and enhances the
existing quality membership of the
MartinLogan distribution group."
Most Tweeter stores will carry
MartinLogan's entry-level products,
with the company's premier loudspeaker systems reserved for "select
Tweeter locations in key markets,"
according to the announcement. The
expanded marketing campaign should
offer many music-lovers their first experience of electrostatic speakers. As anyone who has ever worked in an audio
store can attest, such first experiences
typically involve a customer walking
around the speaker in wonder, asking,
"How does it make sound?" Presumably, Tweeter salesfolk will be prepared to answer that question.
"We arc confident that these products
will excite our sales team, and our customers will appreciate the superb product and the unique style that
MartinLogan so successfully delivers,"
said Tweeter Group's director of audio
merchandising, Dave Malin. "Tweeter is
proud to feature the MartinLogan line of
loudspeakers in our stores. We believe
that the passion that both companies
bring to their respective brands will enhance the image of both in the specialty
col usumer-electronics marketplace."
The expansion will be carried out in
phases, beginning in November 2002
and running through May 2003. The
Tweeter Group operates 165 stores
nationwide, with plans to open 20 more
by the end of next year. MartinLogan's
full line of speakers, priced from
$1995/pair up to $90,000/pair, will
continue to be carried by its network of
independent retailers.
US: WASHINGTON, DC
Jon Iverson
It's shaping up as one of the big battles
of the 21st century: content owners (not
necessarily the artists who create content)
vs the consumer-electronics industry.
On the one hand are Hollywood, its
record companies, and the Recording
Industry Association of America
(RIAA); on the other, the manufacturers of products and technologies that
facilitate the manipulation and use of
digital content.
The Consumer Electronics Association (CEA), which represents technology manufacturers, is looking to
defuse the conflict, urging the content
community to work with, not against,
the technology industry in the critical
arca of copyright. The CEA's Gary
Shapiro explains, "We arc at acritical
18

juncture in history, when the inevitable
growth of technology conflicts with the
rising power and strength of copyright
owners. How we resolve this tension
between copyright and technology will
define our future ability to communicate, create, and share information, education, and entertainment."
Shapiro says that copyright owners
are terrified at the growth of reproduction, storage, and transmission technologies. "The content community has gone
on ascorched-earth campaign, attacking
and burning several new recording and
peer-to-peer technologies. Copyright
owners have used the Congress, the
media, and courts to challenge the legality of technology and the morality and
legality of recording. Despite cooperative efforts, the copyright community
has declared war on technology."
According to Shapiro, the content industry has reshaped the copyright debate by changing the language of the
issue, tying it to the success of broadband and calling downloading illegal
and immoral. "The content community
has labeled downloading as `copying,'
and more recently as piracy,"shoplifting,' and 'stealing.' [It has] confused [legislators] and convinced [them] that there
is aconnection between broadband deployment and copyright; yet broadband
has little to do with songs and movies
and more to do with high-speed Internet access, always-on convenience, exchanging home videos, and other
potential uses for education, medicine,
business, shopping, and gaming."
Shapiro rejects the content community's claims that downloading is illegal
or immoral. "One, fair-use rights are
guaranteed to consumers by statute, and
applied judicially on a case-by-case
basis. Two, historically, new technology,
such as the VCR and DVD, have shown
that technology can be beneficial to
copyright owners. Three, the 1997
NET Act's requirement of atotal retail
value of $1000 per infringement protects ordinary consumers from threatened lawsuits from copyright owners.
"To make downloading immoral, you
have to accept that copyrighted products
are governed by the same moral and
legal principles as real property. But the
fact is that real and intellectual property
arc different and arc governed by different principles. Downloading a copyrighted product does not diminish the
product, as would be the case of taking
and using tangible property such as a
dress. Real property can be owned forever. A copyright can be owned only for
alimited period of time. Copyright law

must bow to the First Amendment,
which expressly allows people to use a
copyrighted product without the permission of the copyright owner. This
concern contributes to the statutory and
judicial concept of 'fair use'."
Shapiro lists six guidelines for policymakers to follow when writing copyright legislation: 1) Do no hams; 2)
Advances in technology should not be
restricted; 3) Claims of harm from new
technologies should be greeted with
great skepticism; 4) Copyright owners
bear ahigh burden of proof before any
technology should be restricted; 5)
Copyright owners should continue
developing ways to protect their content
at the source; 6) Any restrictions on
technology should be narrowly written.
Shapiro concludes, "The collision
course between the copyright owners'
desire to preserve existing business models and the inevitable development of
newer, better, faster, and cheaper technologies need not be fatal. If the Play
button becomes the pay button, our very
ability to raise the world's standard of living and education will be jeopardized."
And media critics may be right: If
record companies had spent as much
effort building adigital distribution network as they have fighting digital piracy,
they might actually be making money
online instead of complaining about it.
This is the conclusion of an October
report from business consultant KPMG
and The Economist Intelligence Unit,
available at http://www.us.kpmg.com/
newilindex.asp?cid=1191.
According to the study, "companies
are wasting too many resources fighting
digital piracy while overlooking potential opportunities the technology offers." KPMG says the report was
conducted to gauge the media industry's
progress in managing and delivering
digital content.
A survey conducted in July 2002 and
used to form KPMG's conclusions
posed questions to 38 high-ranking executives representing 33 of the world's
largest media organizations, including 6
of the 10 largest global media companies
in the US, UK, Germany, the Netherlands, Japan, and Australia. While the
study found that media executives arc
"upbeat" about their revenue prospects
for digital content, KPMG says that the
data reveal that relatively few are putting
their energies into actions. Only 14%
indicated that their content is available
exclusively in digital format.
"The value of the opportunities
missed is, in fact, significant," says
KPMG, which estimates aloss of potenStereophile, December 2002

Genetic engineering.

Notice the resemblance? The CDM-NT series of loudspeakers
shares the same innovation and excellence that inspired our
original Nautilus design. At $40,000 per pair for the original,
we realized that not everyone could own the perfect
loudspeaker. Then we embarked on afive year mission to
bring this high technology down to earth.The result is aseries
of loudspeakers that set incomparable standards for
performance, style, and value. In case you're wondering,
we're B&W. We are the world's leading exporter of premium
loudspeakers and the number one imported brand in North
America. Available only at select audio /video dealers.

B&W

Bowers 8. ,
.^mk,r1,,

bwspeakers.com
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tial revenues of between $8 and $10 billion annually. "Despite the lagging progress, some are moving to innovate.
Many artists have set up their own websites offering 'free samples' to promote
their work. Others have begun to offer
additional perks to those legally purchasing the music." As an example, the
report cites several recent CD releases
that offer customers who legally buy a
disc aunique serial number, which can
be used to receive prioritized concertticket purchases and unreleased music.
The study also reveals how media
companies devote resources to piracy.
The most popular approach is encryption, which is relied on by more than
80% of respondents. KPMG says companies also rely heavily on law enforcement and the judicial system, with
nearly 75% of survey respondents saying they actually take violators to court.
The report adds that "about one in 10
firms seem to have given up in despair."

Songwriters Guild of America (SGA),
the National Music Publishers' Association (NMPA), the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA),
and the Motion Picture Association of
America (MPAA) sent ajoint letter to
more than 2300 educational institutions, asking them to educate students
against downloading music and movies
over the broadband lines available on
most campuses.
Some studies have demonstrated that
college servers are hubs for massive filesharing activity, with up to 75% of auniversity's bandwidth consumed by
frenzied downloaders. "Students need
to know that just because everyone is
doing it doesn't make it right," said
MPAA president Jack Valenti of what
he described as "Internet theft." The
signers of the letter asked the universities to impose penalties on violators.
"Stealing is stealing is stealing, whether
it's done with sleight of hand by sticking
something in apocket or it's done with
US: YOUR LOCAL MEDIA OUTLET
the click of amouse," the letter said.
Barry Willis
"Without copyright protections, the
Worldwide sales of recorded music future of the arts is threatened," said
declined 9.2% on amonetary basis and
SGA president Rick Carnes. "Copyright
11% on aunit basis during the first half encourages the promotion of new arts
of 2002, according to figures released in
in our culture." The letter sent to uniOctober by the International Fedversities coincided with deliberations by
eration of the Phonographic Industry
the US Supreme Court over the legali(IFPI). The drop is acontinuation of a ty of the 1998 Sonny Bono Copyright
long slump that began in the mid- Extension Act, which added 20 years to
1990s, blamed by many music-industry
the previous term of copyright protecexecutives on the widespread use of CD
tion. At the behest of the entertainment
burners and the popularity of downindustry, US copyright terms have been
loading tunes from the Internet. Others
extended 11 times in the past 40 years.
acknowledge that increasing competiThe copyright wrangle got nastier in
tion for consumers' time and money —
the first week of October, when musiespecially films on DVD —is eating cians Bob Dylan, Billy Joel, and James
into music-industry profits.
Taylor filed alawsuit in aManhattan
The London-based trade organizafederal court against Vivendi Universal's
tion reported that sales of CD albums
MP3.com, claiming that the music site
were down 7% during the first half of unlawfully distributed copies of their
the year, with CD singles sales off 17%.
songs on the Internet. The suit charges
Prerecorded cassette tapes arc headed
that MP3.com copied tracks from comfor obsolescence, with sales down 31%.
mercial CDs, then offered the music
Overall music sales were off 6.8% in the
files to users, and seeks $150,000 for
US, 7.5% in Western Europe, and apeach alleged infringement. MP3.com
proximately 16% in Asia. "The figures
has so far paid out $133 million to settle
are disappointing but not unexpected,"
copyright-infringement suits. Vivendi
said IFPI chairman Jay Berman. The
Universal declined to comment on the
trade group hopes for an upturn during current litigation.
the winter holiday shopping season.
Sales for the first half of the year typiUNITED KINGDOM
cally account for only 40% of the indusPaul Messenger
try's annual sales.
The UK's fall 2001 Hi-Fi Show was a
During the week in which the IFPI
gloomy affair. It opened just two days
released its figures, a consortium of after the September 11 terrorist attacks,
entertainment-industry
advocates
when US airspace had already been
launched an appeal to US colleges and
closed for two days; a decidedly deuniversities, seeking their help to conpressed mood settled over the
tain
Internet-based piracy. The
Hammersmith venue, which had never
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become popular among exhibitors.
This year, things looked alot brighter.
The sun was shining; the show had
returned to its spiritual home(s) alongside Heathrow airporr, planes were flying, and the foreign trade visitors were
back in very good numbers; and attendance on the public days seemed pretty
solid too. Despite some dissent, most
exhibitors Ispoke with were glad to be
back, and happy with the way the show
had gone. (Note: This year's new gear
from Naim, Meridian, Croft, Acoustic
Energy, and Musical Fidelity were covered in last month's "Update," so won't
be repeated in this report)
A number of brands (tg, Arcam and
TAG McLaren) gave Heathrow amiss
in favor of the less specialist Stuff Live
2002 show, scheduled for two weeks
later. Plenty of other key names
(Denon, Linn, Pioneer) were also
notably absent. But the Hi-Fi Show was
still large and very well supported, with
more than 120 rooms and booths, and a
rather indigestible "... & AV Expo
Audio Vision..." tacked on to its formal "The Hi-Fi Show ... 2002" title.
There was acertain amount of A/V
around, to be sure, and some mainstream hi-fi kits too, but the dominant
feature of this year's show was the
enormous amount of true high-end
equipment being displayed and demonstrated. Fun though this may have been
for the window-shopper and reviewer, I
can't help feeling uneasy at the way the
industry seems to be driving itself so
determinedly upmarket, and to ever
higher prices. There's no denying the
law of diminishing returns, or the simple fact that the further one moves upmarket, the narrower the customer
base becomes.
And despite the potential to show off
seriously expensive gear, in practice
there are considerable problems in getting good sound in a hotel room.
Meridian's room, for example, had false
ceilings with loose tiles. (The TacT guys
painstakingly Blu-tacked each tile in
place in their room!) So Meridian opted
for a silent display, and other firms
restricted themselves to small loudspeakers. A pair of tiny Totem Dreamcatchers, for example, driven by Rega
sources and electronics and supported
by Partington racks and stands gave a
very good account of themselves, and
proved you don't have to spend afortune to get good sound.
Wilson Benesch had a good-sized
room, but was actually demonstrating
its tiny little Arc speaker to very good
effect, even WB's real news was adrasStereophile, December 2002
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"...another PSB success story."
Sound & Vision

"...exceptional value and rare musicality."
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater

psb

1 888 772 0000
www.psbspeakers.corn

pure design

Karat Series

Reduction to the essentials: The Karat series from Canton combines pure design with pure listening pleasure.
State-of-the-art technology in simple yet elegant furniture quality cabinets represents the Canton ideal of
loudspeakers. Information about the Karat series as well as the complete line of Canton loudspeakers is available
in our new "Living HiFi" Magazine.

To receive a free copy, please contact Canton, 1723 Adams Street NE,

Minneapolis, MN 55413, call 612-706-9250, or visit www.cantonusa.com.
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Curved shapes and exotic enclosure materials are becoming fashionable in speaker design. Shown above (l-r) are one of KEFs new XQ line, B&Ws 309, and the
Cabasse Kara.
tic revision of the classic A.C.T.One. By
abandoning its speaker enclosures of
wood and carbon-fiber composite
(CFC) for anew combination of metal
and CFC, WB now fits their Two's
internal volume within the smaller outside dimensions of the One, and ups the
total weight to aconsiderable 150 lbs
per speaker. WB's Tactic bass/mid driver now has alighter coil and athicker,
stronger cone.
Though coming only three or four
months after Steraphi/e's Home Entertainment 2002 show in New York and
the Frankfurt Show in Germany, the
Hi-Fi Show managed to corne up with
several important new components.
Among small stand-mounted loudspeakers, Sonus Faber has anew little
jewel called the Auditor. Part of SFs
mid-price Cremona range, the Auditor
seems well capable of delivering genuine high-end quality.
While curved shapes and metal enclosures can improve a speaker's acoustic properties and structural rigidity,
they used to be available only in very
expensive models. Now such design
elements seem to be becoming the
trend at more modest prices. KEPs Qseries introduced curved cabinets last
year, and this year Wharfedale is curving the sides and narrowing the back of
its new Pacific-Evolution range while
discarding the external tweeters of earlier lines. Meanwhile, KEF's new XQ
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speakers, which fit between its Q and
Reference lines, also feature curved cabinetwork, but here the curves are
applied to the top and base rather than
the back and sides, which makes arefreshing change.
Crane Audio is A/V-oriented and
optimistically plans to sell direct from
the Internet (www.craneaudio.com).
The company is acomplete newcomer
whose speakers use multiple drivers on
aslim, flat baffle, backed by aV-shaped
alloy extrusion in amanner reminiscent
of Celestion's C-series of afew years
back. More conventionally shaped newcomers at down-to-earth prices included B&W's 309, a floorstanding
"two-and-a-half-way" variation on the
303 theme, and the new budget Bronze
and mid-price Silver series from
Monitor Audio, with large drivers used
to bring worthwhile gains in sensitivity.
The AIV influence remains pervasive
among even the most traditional of
British speaker builders. This year
Harbeth is joining the ranks, with
(almost) its first ever floorstander, the
AV 103, backed up by the 102 standmount and the 101 subwoofer. ProAc,
too, has an all-new A/V-oriented system, the Response Hexa, which is basically asatellite-subwoofer package built
around tiny 4.5" main drivers (wwwpro
ac-loudspeakers.com).
Moving toward the more esoteric,
Neat now has awhole family of upmar-

ket speakers, the Ultimata: three floorstanders and astand-mount, all featuring top-mounted planar tweeters,
isobaric bass, decoupled baffles, and plywood enclosures (www.neat.co.uk).
If Neat is adding atouch of omnidirectionality, others arc going for creative coaxiality. Cabasse has agorgeous
new speaker, the Kara, that positions a
triaxial "eyeball" driver just above a
woofer set into the slanted top of a
delightfully curved plywood bass enclosure. Less ambitious and costly but no
less interesting is the Syrinx, built in
Switzerland by Precide, which places a
Heil AMT pleated-ribbon driver immediately in front of abass driver located
on the slanted top of an attractively
curved bass enclosure (wwwprecide.ch).
A more conventional ribbon is found
in the more conventional-looking
Perigee FK-1 speaker, ahybrid design
from an Australian operation whose
name is a tribute to the legendary
Apogee full-range ribbons from the
US, for which Perigee also supplies a
rebuild service (www.perigee.com.au).
Want headroom? Another coaxial
that caught my eye was the 1812, from
newcomers Ornen Ra. Described as "a
bit of an overture," the 1812 uses an 18"
bass driver and a 12" full-range dualconcentric, both made by Fane and
housed in acurved-back pro-audio-look
cabinet and controlled via an active filter network. Another interesting Omen
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faceplate and custom extruded sides, and ahighquality remote variable
output option (www.
talkelectronics.com).
To say that Chord
Electronics
is
moving
dowtnnarket is like talking
about acheap Ferrari, but
the components in the
company's new and distinctly more affordable
Choral range cost between
£2000 and £3000. The
Prima preamp, Symphonic
phono stage, and Mezzo
power amp (30W into 8
ohms) are also more compact than earlier Chords,
and feature unusual and
Amplifier designer Mike Creek celebrated his 50th birthday at
very cute "soft" styling dethe UK Show.
rived from the company's
successful DAC 64 (www.chordelectronRa design combines an open-baffle
midband with transmission-line bass.
ics.co.uk).
Style is as important as any ingredient
Want even more headroom? Icountthese days, and is something the Italians
ed 54 drivers in each of Nearfield
have traditionally done very well. Iliked
Acoustics' Model 18 PipeDreams satelthe look and sound of the devices in the
lites. These genuine line sources extend
Mel Audio room, including abrightly
well above standing head height and still
need additional subwoofery. Add apair colored CD player shaped like aFrisbee
of monstrous GamuT S300 power
(www.melaudio.com). More conventional but no less stylish was Sugden's
amps to do the driving, and it's time to
neat little MusicMaster single-ended
bring in structural engineers to check
(pure class-A) 16W power amp, whose
the strength of the floor.
polished gunmetal finish matches the
Don't want headroom? Maybe you're
firm's other mini components. It was a
amember of the BBC LS3/5A fan club.
nice surprise, too, to find abrand-new
This classic speaker had its own room at
100W tube amp from Audio Research,
the show, and the good news for fans is
the VS100, costing anot-too-excessive
that speaker company Richard Allan is
£3999.
putting not only the LS3/5A itself back
Less physically attractive but techniinto production, but also the AB1 subcally fascinating was the new DA)(
woofer. There is another LS3/5A, from
Discrete, which Audio Synthesis has
Stirling Broadcast, as well as Cicable's
brought out of the lab for the first time.
outboard crossover upgrade. In short,
Three years of development lie behind
despite its limitations, the venerable
this software-based "ultimate DAC,"
LS3/5A has achieved cult status; it's
which handles all digital formats (ingood to see the support network growcluding SACD and DVD-Audio), delibing (www.1s35a.com).
erately operates in multibit mode, and
As the stereo hi-fi sector becomes
uses bespoke discrete components
more specialist, traditional budget elecrather than off-the-shelf IC building
tronics brands like Rotel and Creek find
blocks to achieve the very best perforthemselves moving steadily upmarket.
mance. Price will be between £3000
The components in Rotel's new 02
and £5000, depending on options
series, for example, start at £250 each.
(www.audiosynthesis.co.uk).
Creek — this year celebrating its 20th
The wackiest item Isaw among the
birthday and Mike Creek's 50th — has
electronics was Tim de Paravicini's
totally re-vamped its lineup, replacing
EAR/Yoshino prototype stereo in-car
all 43-series components with new and
amplifier. No tubes, but there were a
improved 50-series versions, which sell
couple of output transformers, and an
for an average £600 each; the 53 series
output power rating of 100Wpc. Then
begins at twice that price.
Talk Electronics is also moving there was Isotek, with the biggest, most
massive mains isolator-filters I've ever
upmarket. Its new upsampling Thunder
3.1 CD player features balanced output seen—the largest weighed 150 lbs.
They helped some attractive equipment
circuitry, a hefty build with a 10mm
Stereophile, December 2002

"...Ray Kimber once again
demonstrates his leadership
'designing a sUperior r '
performer at a reasonable
price."
"...the Kimber Hero
obviously takes the "best
buy," as well as the top
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onors of the survey."
"aul Seydor -The Absolute
Sound, Oct./Noy 2002
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Designer of the Moulton AM7:
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Adifferent Classé
Outstanding achievement in any field is attained by single-mindedly holding on to avision.
Just as Dr. Alex Moulton focused his enormous talent on designing abicycle that made
history, for over twenty years, we at Classé have been quietly refining audio components
to achieve our vision—audio equipment that can free the spirit and nourish the soul by
bringing recorded music to life.
Passion for music is the driving force that underlies every decision we make. Design
topologies, component parts, everything—including your Classé Audio specialist—is
chosen to achieve the most involving and satisfying audio
experience possible.
But words alone do not suffice. Visit us online to locate your nearest Classé Audio
specialist and arrange for ademonstration. You hold the records in your house,
you should be the judge.

Classé
www.classeaudio.com

than is usually used. This was making very nice music in the
Audiofreaks room, alongside Karan
power amplification and ceramicdiaphragm Avalon loudspeakers.
However, Audiofreak's main man
Wank° Bozic reckoned that his
DAAD acoustic traps, from Italian
brand Acustica Applicata, were making amajor contribution (www.kuz
ma.net, www.acusticaapplicata.corn).
Idon't believe in trying to judge
the sound quality of different
rooms — the uncontrolled variables
are too great. That said, my attention was caught by the Danish
Gryphon brand, which has now
completed its end-to-end system
with the addition of a compact
active speaker, and incidentally providing further evidence that such
designs are usually better implemented by electronics than by
acoustics specialists. A few doors
away, a combination of Rogue
The Rogue Magnum M-120 amplifier (reviewed in this
Audio tubed amplifiers and excepissue by Chip Stern) got agood sound from the
tionally elegant Finnish Amphion
Finnish Amphon speakers.
speakers were also making fine music
together (www.amphion.fi).
from Clearlight Audio and the tubed
The TacT digital amplification and
SQF Pharao amplifier achieve sonic
room-correction system surprised and
very nice results (www.clearlightintrigued me. The surprise came in the
audio.com, www.isoteksystems.com).
Mikey Fremer covers the vinyl stuff way areproduced rim-shot made me
blink with shock — something that's
with his usual thoroughness in this
normally beyond the capabilities of a
month's column, hut for completeness'
mere hi-fi system. The intriguing explasake, here are some brief highlights: It
nation, from TacTs persuasive Peter
was nice to see Garrard doing well
Lyngdorf, was that corner-mounting a
again, this time under Loricraft: sales in
subwoofer is the only way to generate
Germany are particularly strong, and
truly fast, clean bass, because then the
the new Garrard 601 turntable comes
pressure wave won't be muddied by
with atonearm from German designer
delayed wall and floor reflections — but
Frank Schroder that uses a filamentthat the midband and top will give
and-magnet bearing. Much more
cleanest results when well clear of reaffordable is asimple but effective-lookflecting walls. TacTs biamped system
ing new turntable from Nottingham
Analogue, the Horizon, providing a uses its digital delay capabilities to timealign the corner-mounted subs with the
new entry-level price point from this refree-space main speakers to obtain the
spected brand.
best of both worlds: fine transient coJust in time, on the final day, Max
herence and low coloration (www.tact
Townshend's extraordinary Rock Refaudio.com).
erence Master turntable made it to the
The last word goes to recording engishow. Priced at £11,000 ffl without
neer Tony Faulkner, who'd intended to
toneann, this monumentally massive
play the SACD of his new recording of
affair has a45min platter of PVC, builtShostakovich's Symphony 11 (available
in air suspension with integral pump,
on LSO Live). Only the Cl) version
two battery-powered DC motors, rewas ready in time, however, so he
mote VTA adjustment with digital readbrought along a very capacious hard
out, and probably anything else the
drive filled with lots of lovely DSD
obsessive vinyl spinner might come up
master recordings, including the Shostawith if he gives Max a few weeks'
kovich, instead. Played through Classe
notice! (www.townshendaudio.com)
More ultimate vinyl replay is prom- power amps and quite modest B&W
speakers, this proved ahigh point of a
ised by Frank Ktizma's splendid AirLine
thoroughly enjoyable show for inaià
parallel-tracking air-bearing tonearm,
people.
with higher bearing pressure (4-bar)
Stereophile, December 2002

ACTIVE X SERIES
NOTHING COMES CLOSER...

"...it challenged my highpriced reference, the
Nordost Valhalla..."
-Neil Gilder on our 5194 meter pair
"Alpha Sterling" interconnects.
The Absolute Sound
November 2002 issue 138

"My jaw dropped ...I could
have sworn there was
another half-octave of
bass extension."
-John Atkinson on our "Designers'
Reference Squared" AC Master
Coupler. Stereophole.Vol. 24 No.11

"The upgrade to Active
Shielding is profound.
Imagine your soundstage
illuminated from within..."
•Chip Stern on our pat. pending
Active Shielding process
Stereophile. Vol. 24 No.11

Seven new X-Series cables
listed in Stereophile's
"Recommended Components"
Stereophile October 2002
VOL.25 NO. ro
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"High-end speakers from Polk?
You can't be serious."
Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist
ctually, we are. My partners and Istarted Polk Audio
because we love music and audio, and wanted to provide excellent-sounding speakers at reasonable prices. We've been very successful, and have become one of the largest speaker manufacturers in the world. You might think that that kind of success would
dull our passion for good sound. But it hasn't. We're just as passionate about high-end audio today as we were over 30 years ago.
Success has given us economic clout, ready access to the world's
most advanced technologies and the manufacturing efficiency
to bring something unusual to the high-end speaker market:
sensible prices.
Loudspeakers For Serious Listeners
My new [Si Series Loudspeakers boast high-end
appearance and performance, but sell for far less
than 'boutique' brands. 1Si Series Speakers feature
Ring Radiator tweeter technology (found on
speakers costing as much as $35,000/pair),
Aerated Polypropylene drivers and beautifully finished acoustically inert cabinets. In short, my new
ISi Series features the kind of technology normally
found only in very high-priced speakers, at asurprisingly affordable price.
Matt Polk,
Speaker Specialist

If you're aserious listener in the market for
new speakers, and desire the accuracy and
detail of high-end speakers but not the
high-end price, please give my new
Series alisten."
Don't Take My Word For It
"[The Polk Audio LSil 5is] an
amazing bargain.. .1 am alittle
stunned..." Anthony Cordesman,
The Absolute Sound
15/15 with Cherry
veneer side panels.

"The LSil 5sounds balanced and
(1740/pair MSRP)
natural, and it's more accurate than
many 'exotic' speakers that cost awhole lot more."
Wes Phillips, OnHiFi.com
"...The new Polk LSi series provides
exceptional value for the money..."
Anthony Cordesman, The Absolute Sound
"They've hit the bull's-eye with the LSi9.
Not only is it an exceedingly refined, firstclass performer, it has specific sonic qualities
that make it stand out in its price class."
Doug Schneider, SoundStage.com
"...[They] outperform most
speakers costing more
than twice as much."
Anthony Cordesman,
The Absolute Sound

Find Out More
Now
For complete product
information about the
new [Si Series and full
text reviews, call 800-3777655 extension 163 or visit
www.polkspeakers.com/new'2.
5601 Metro Drive
Baltimore, MD 21215 USA
Customer Service

800-377-7655

Monday -Friday 9:00am to 6:00pm E.S.T.

www.polkspeakers.com/new2
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od's teeth! Has it been two
years?
Antony Michaelson, managing director of Musical Fidelity, comes
up with colorful expressions. As he will
confess, most of these expressions mean
nothing at all. They're verbal release
valves.
Tempus fugit. (Time flies.) It was for
the October 2000 issue that Iwrote up
the A3cR preamp and power amp separates.
"God's teeth, Antony, you got aClass
A 'Recommended Components' rating from us for
the power amp and a
Class B rating for the
pre. Why not leave
well enough alone for
another year or so?"
"I now know how to
make them even better, and there's no reason not to," Antony
replied.
The new A3.2cR
components arc sized
the same as the A3cR
combo, and the styling
is similar, with brushed
aluminum — oops, aluminium — faceplates. But the look has
been toned down, with platinum trim
replacing gold flash. The red LEDs have
been changed to blue. The preamp
sports three of them. One tells you the
unit is powered, another tells you the
input selected, and athird is built into
the volume knob to indicate the gain
setting. As Iwork the remote from
across the room, Ican see the volume
knob change position.
Prices have scarcely budged. The
A3cR components were last sold for
$1595 each; the new A32cR separates
cost $1695 each.
According to Antony, the power amp
is more changed than the preamp, incorporating an entirely new output circuit derived from Musical Fidelity's
NuVista M3 integrated amplifier. Yet it
was with the A32cR preamp that Iheard
the most dramatic difference, compared
to the previous A3cR separates.
Ithought that the performance of
the original A3cR preamp did not quite
Stereophile, December 2002

match the stunning achievement of the
A3cR power,
which Ifelt was very close
to as good as it gets with solid state,
considering the amp's modest power
rating. Icouldn't name another solidstate preamp for under $2000 Ipreferred over the original A3cR, yet Ifelt
that it slightly intruded itself into the
proceedings somehow.
Another manufacturer recently told
me that it's much more difficult to produce agood preamp than afine power
amp. When you're dealing with low-

Musical Fidelity A3.2cR pre and power amplifiers.

level signals, there's simply much more
that can go wrong. Stray currents. RE
Ienjoy teasing Antony by playing
back his favorite words and expressions.
"Well, Ireckon you've really done
something with the A32cR. But two
years ago, with the A3cR pre, you told
me you couldn't make abetter preamp
regardless of price. Ireckon that was
wrong."
Antony caught on to my game.
"I reckon that the differences between the A3cR and the A32cR are
very small," he replied. "I stand by what
Ioriginally said. The fundamental concept of the A3cR preamp can't be bettered."
"But the A32cR seems quieter somehow, and more transparent."
"The A32cR preamp is the same circuit as the A3cR with small changes in
circuit values. That, plus an extra stage
of choke regulation so there is no noise
on the power supply rails at all."
Both the A3cR and A32cR preamp

Tellig

are dual-mono designs. The original
A3cR preamp had one stage of choke
regulation per channel, but the new
A32cR has two —that is, there arc two
inductor coils per channel, whose purpose is to "choke off' noise from the
AC mains before it reaches the power
supply. (See my October 2000 column.)
"With two changes of choke regulation, you entirely get rid of any residual
ripple, power-supply noise, or RF interference," said Antony.
"And that accounts for any sonic difference?"
"I suppose, yes. Power supplies are areal black art. You
would have thought — /
would have thought — that
any noise that remained
after the first choke would
be irrelevant, but that's apparently not the case."
Iused the A32cR preamp both with the matching A32cR power amp and
the PS Audio HCA-2 digital switching amplifier I
reckoned with in October.
Ino longer had the original
A3cR pre on hand for direct comparison, but Iwell
remember the A32cR pre's predecessor. It had, Ithought, something "electronic" that came between the music
and me. With the A32cR preamp,
whatever that was didn't.
Excuse me while Isearch my reviewer cliché closet. Open window. Clean
your glasses. Remove the veil —or, as my
late friend Lars liked to say, "the whale."
My beef with preamps —as you'll know
if you've been reading this colunui for a
while —is that they do tend to intrude
themselves, so much so that it seems that
the best thing to do is often to get rid of
them and go passive. But "passive" preamping has its own often-discussed
drawbacks —cg, your CD player lacks
the juice to properly goose your power
amp and your system loses, ah. .stiffness,
becoming limp, flaccid —
("Stop that!" says Marina, reading
over my shoulder.)
The A3.2cR preamp made itself
known — expanding dynamics, extending bass, giving the power amp amore
29
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robust signal to work with. And yet it
wasn't there; its circuitry seemed notably absent. The A32" was so quiet,
so transparent, that the effect was kepi
breathtaking. This from a $1695 preamp, mind you, not a$5000 or $10,000
state-of-the-whatever assault on the
audiophile wallet.
Iheard no layer of electronic haze or
grunge. With either amplifier — the
Musical Fidelity or the PS Audio—the
sound was superbly dynamic, both
macro- and microdynamics. The midrange and treble were smoothly and
sweetly extended. Detail was delicate to
the point of being exquisite. Good
thing, perhaps, that Audio Advisor no
longer distributes MF: their catalog
copy would have tue "raving."
Never mind Antony's favorite instrument, the clarinet, which he plays.
Listen to asolo violin. It doesn't have to
be Joshua Bell. It can be Jascha Heifetz
or Yehudi Menuhin, on a recording
from the 1940s. Better yet, dig out Joe
Venuti in ajazz recording from the late
1920s and dig that.
In addition to the phono stage, the
A32" offers four line-level inputs plus
atape monitor loop. There arc no tone
or balance controls. (Antony was one of
the first manufacturers to banish abalance control.) Only single-ended inputs
and asingle-ended output are provided.
There's just one pair of line-level outputs. But wait — the matching A32"
power amp has its own line-level outs, so
you can "chain" your amps. .or send a
line-level signal to powered subwoofers.
For the most part, Ilistened to the
A32" pre with the A32" power, and
with the new Sonus Faber Cremona
speakers. CD source was Musical Fidelity's discontinued Nu Vista 31) Cl) player.
If the A32" has aweakness, it's the
switchable moving-magnet/-coil phono
stage, which you get for free, in effect.
It's there and it's serviceable. The phono
stage struck me as quite good, considered as part of a$1695 preamp.

Contacts
Musical Fidelity Ltd., 15-17
Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex
HA9 OTF, England, UK. Tel: (44)
(0)181-900-2866. Web: www.
musical-fidelity.co.uk. US distributor: Kevro International, Inc., 902
McKay Road, Pickering, Ontario
L1W 3X8, Canada. Tel: (905)
428-2800. Fax: (905) 428-0004.
Web: www.kevro.com.
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Itried A32cR phono two ways: with
my moving-magnet Goldring GWGAT
cartridge (in aRega P25 turntable), and
with my new reference, the Ortofon
Kontrapunkt B cartridge, in an SME
309 arm mounted on my modified AR
ES-1 'table.
Either way, there was little noise and
little to complain about in terms of "getting it up." But I thought that the

"Definitely bipolars!" declared the
always-declarative Antony. “Bipolars
have a higher current yield than
MOSFETs. A high current yield is very
important — the amplifier is always
comfortable. Within its power rating,
the A32" delivers loads of current.
The amplifier is never stressed. As you
start trying to get apeak RMS voltage,
the current isn't limited."
Not until the A3.2" runs out of
power, anyway. Past that point, the current crapped out and Iheard audible
The Musical Fidelity A3.2n clipping. However, there is a way
around this, and considering the A3.2"
is one of the finest
power amp's absolutely stunning sound,
you might want to try it. On the back of
line-stage preamps
the A32" power amp, as with the
original A3" power, there are lineIhave heard to date.
level outputs. You can run interconnects
from these into another A3.2" power
(assuming your speakers permit biAcousTech PH 1P phono stage offered
wiring). You can have one A32"
more detail and more ambient informa- power amp on the bass, another on the
tion. Ithought the sound was more
midrange and treble.
detailed and more dynamic, too. Ifelt
One of the aims of the A3.2" power
that the phono stage of the A3.2" pre- amp is to offer low distortion, Antony
amp, unlike its line stage, was simply not
told me. "Many designers have reduced
quite first-rate —a feeling that Ialso got distortions by using highly complex cirwith my reference McIntosh mic2200
cuits with high feedback. The results
preamp. Yet, like the Mac, the A3.2"
keep the measurement equipment expreamp offers agreat line stage.
cited, but the sound didn't prove acceptWhat should Iexpect? At $1500, the
able to human ears.
AcousTech PF1113costs almost as much
"Over two decades, we have reas the A32" preamp. And the PH1P
searched how circuits interact with
itself sounded superb through the
power supplies. We have learned how
A32" line stage —enhanced dynamto implement subtle and elegant PCB
ics, no loss of information. The sound, I layouts that allow low feedback and
thought, was better than "passive."
maximum sonic purity."
The Musical Fidelity A3.2" is one
"So low feedback is akey element?"
of the finest line-stage preamps Ihave
"Yes, very much so."
heard to date. Inoted an utter passAntony also pointed to the virtues of
through transparency. Iheard dynamic
choke regulation: "Full choke regulaenhancement, compared to passive
tion allows the circuit acompletely sta"preamplification." Line-stage perforble and predictable platform on which
flume doesn't get much better than
to form its function. There arc never
this, tubed or solid-state.
any electromagnetic pulse [EMI type
Now for the matching A3.2" power
discharges from the power-supply capamplifier.
acitors, and thus nothing that could inAntony described it as having "the
teract with the delicate signal circuitry
M3 circuit without the nuvistor [tubes]
and PCB tracking. Choke regulation
and with 3dB less power." (The NuVista
allows this superior rendition of lowM3 integrated was a limited-edition
level detail, even within loud passages."
integrated amp designed to match the
There was something very special
Nu Vista 3D CD player.)
going on with the A3.2" power amp —
The power rating remains the saine
and, especially, with the A3.2" pre and
as that of the original A3" power:
power combination, which Ilistened to
150W into 8ohms. "You have loads of in much the way I've listened to great
peak current," Antony assured me. He
single-ended triode setups. Ididn't get
also said that the A32" could easily
my kicks from quick thrills and grand,
deliver in excess of 250W into 4ohms.
Stunn-und-Drang climaxes. Rather, I
MOSFET output transistors vs bipoespecially enjoyed —mainly with the sulars. Does anyone want to open the deperb Sonus Faber Cremona speakers —
bate again? (I love it — more grist for quieter, more serene and intimate pasthe old reviewer mill!)
sages of music, especially solo piano or
Stereophile, December 2002
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"MY NAME IS AL. THIS IS MY OFFICE."

Al Galati,
Owner/Engineer
Coyote Studios
Williamsburg, NY

/
,-)

/

n my office, a simple mistake can
cost me plenty — in both time and
money. With all the equipment I've
got, Ican't waste time searching for
the right cable or the last master tape.
That's why Iuse the P-Touch PT-2300
to keep me on track.
It's compact enough to fit in a drawer,
and because the labels come in lots
of colors and sizes, it's versatile
enough to identify everything — like
my sound board, master tapes,
cables, reels, even schedules and
invoices. Ican even connect it to a PC
for fonts and graphics.
And since P-Touch labels are laminated, they'll stand up to almost anything:

late night coffee spills, scratches, hot
amps — and all the other stuff that I
call business as usual.
So now, instead of spending time tracking down dead mics, Ican focus on
what's really important — a great mix.
P-Touch systems—the perfect office
labels, wherever your office may
be. Enter the
P-Touch People
Contest and tell
us how your
P-Touch helps
you organize
your office. We
want to know.
www.ptouchpeople.com

Available at Staples, OfficeMax, Office Depot and other fine retailers.

www.brothencom

1-877-4PTOUCH

)

Electronic Labeling Systems

P-Touch" Electronic Labeling Systems
create industrial strength and standard
adhesive-backed, laminated labels to
organize virtually anything.
• Laminated tapes: Water, abrasion and
heat-resistant to resist stains, scratches,
scuffs and radiant heat from equipment
• Industrial adhesive tapes: Adhere up
to two times stronger than standard
laminated tapes
• "Fluorescent" tapes: Eye catching,
bright labels for easy color-coding
and visibility
• Security tape: Leaves evidence of
tampering if the label is removed

At your side.

chamber: a particular sequence of
chords, afleeting moment of exquisite
beauty (retrievable with the remote control's "back" button, if you want to ruin
things). Iluxuriated in the harmonic presentation. For several nights on end,
Marina found me in the living room, still
listening (and still awake) at one or two
in the morning.
If you read my writeup of the original
A3cR separates, you'll sec that Ifound
the sound somewhat austere. Never
shrill. Never harsh. Not harmonically
threadbare. But alittle lacking in body —
or density, perhaps.
This austerity was true of the A32cR
separates as well, Ithought, but less so.
I didn't hear the harmonically ripe
sound of tubes. But what Idid hear
caused me to question whether harmonic ripeness in audio gear is always a
good thing—whether or not it
becomes additive, or editorial. The
A3.2cR combination was not only
astonishingly clear and transparent, it
was breathtakingly quick. It got on with
the music, letting go of the notes.
Be patient with run-in. The A3.2cRs
needed at least 100 hours of run-in, and
really came "on song," as the British like
to say, only after 200 hours or more —
and that's not just powered on, but playing music.
As Ilisten to our living-room system — the Nu Vista 3D into the A3.2(s
separates driving two Sonus Faber
Cremonas — Imarvel at the quality of
the sound.
Musical Fidelity X-Canv2 headphone
amplifier
Musical Fidelity's A3.2ck preamp lacks
aheadphone jack, so if you do alot of
headphone listening, you might want to
consider their X-Canv2 headphone
amp ($295). You run apair of interconnects from the tape or line output on
your prcamp to the X-Can, which has
its own line output, to replace the one
on your prcamp.
Like the original X-Can, the XCanv2 uses two readily available
ECC88 vacuum tubes [equivalent to the
6D38 —Ed.]. Musical Fidelity's Antony
Michaelson recommends leaving the
unit on at all times (there is no off
switch), and says the tubes should last
for at least several years.
The X-Canv2 is part of what was
once Musical Fidelity's X series of accessory components, only a few of
which remain in production. Antony
foresees that the X-Canv2 may go out of
production soon, to be replaced, perhaps, with something more elaborate
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and expensive. Maybe you should buy
don't listen much to headphones; bean X-Can while you can can.
cause, with the X-Canv2,you probably
There's adouble play on words here.
will listen more. This headphone amp
"Cans" is slang for headphones, espedelivered tube magic: adegree of light
cially in Britain. Meanwhile, the Xand life that seems lacking even with
Canv2 itself is shaped like acan. The
the best solid-state designs. The treble
chassis, which Antony describes as
was sweetly extended. The midrange
"nonmicrophonic," is stabilized by two
was free of glare, grain, or grit. The
integral rods that run the length of the
sound was clear without being clinical.
chassis. These rods, in turn, are
I used my two reference
fitted with rubber insets, to
'phones — the Sennheiser HDprotect furniture and to
600 and the Grado 11S-1 —
provide additional vibraand achieved superb results
tion control. The entire
with each. For most of my
chassis functions as a
listening, Iused my Musical
heatsink. Ileft my
Fidelity NuVista 3D CD
review sample on
player straight into the Xall the time and,
Canv2,bypassing any preMUSICAL FIDELITY
even in summer, it
amp. I also tried the
ran only slightly
Musical Fidelity A32 CD
•
warm. The front
player, and, with very
panel is brushed
good results, Marina's
aluminum.
five-year-old Panasonic
The X-Canv 2
portable CD player.
does look strange,
I won't claim that
but Irather like it.
X-Canv 2 headphone amplifier
$295 buys you the best
headphone amplifier, bar
none. Even with the power supply I
bought from Hosfelt, which plugs into
The X-Canv 2 brought me
awall outlet and sits on the floor or on
ashelf, Iheard some reining-in of large"the ineffable magic
scale dynamics. But Iwas probably listening too loud. Low-level resolution
of tubes" without the
was excellent.
According to Antony, headphones are
usual penalties.
not always easy to drive —even though
they can be driven by the cheap op-amps
used to power the headphone jacks
Friends arc almost certain to ask,
found on many CD players. Some
"What's that?" It measures 4 1
/"high
4
headphones arc sensitive but present
and wide by 7" long. Not something
highly reactive loads, which puts great
you can easily stuff in asuitcase, though.
demands on an amplifier. Others are
My only other beef is the size of the volrelatively insensitive, demanding a
ume-control knob, which is tiny and
greater amount of power and dynamic
hard to grasp.
headroom than is available from an
And the power supply.
ordinary op-amp.
The X-Canv2 comes with a wall
"We designed the X-Canv2 to have
wart, which Ireplaced with a more
truly extraordinary load-driving ability,"
robust AC/DC adapter made by Ault,
said Antony with characteristic underInc. An electronics supply firm, Hosfelt statement. (Ha!) "They will drive any
Electronics, offers the Ault for $9.95
headphone loading—with more than
plus shipping (12V AC at 4.5 amps, part
adequate power, stability margins, and
#56-821). Order at www.hosfelt.com or
sheer grunt — to give headphone listencall them toll-free at (888) 264-6464.
ers that certain late-night thrill."
The X-Canv2 brought me what
"What about my late-night thrill?"
Michaelson calls "the ineffable magic of asks Marina as Itype.
tubes" without the usual penalties assoDo upgrade the power supply. It's like
ciated with tubed gear. The ECC88
giving the X-Canv2 adose of Viagra.
tubes generate relatively little heat and
The Ault unit made asignificant differare inexpensive to replace —you should
ence in sound quality, provided amore
be able to find them for about $10 a detailed, dynamic, and effortless sound.
pop. Even so, Ileave my X-Canv2 un- The little wall wart tended to diminish
plugged most of the time.
things by comparison, especially shrinkCome to think of it, you might coning the illusion of space. (I'm not sure
sider buying an X-Canv2 even if you
what a"soundstage" is when it comes to
Stereophile, December 2002
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headphones.) The Ault/Hosfelt unit
sounded much more.. stiff.
"P/ochoi! (Bad!) Stop that!" Marina
says, reading over my shoulder.
Headphone quality can get crazy
good for relatively little money. That's
one of the appeals. One danger is that
you might not want to go back to listening to your big rig, such is the loss of
definition, delicacy, and detail.
By the way, I've heard that the XCanv2 can work its magic with sonic
very inexpensive headphones. You
might want to try the X-Canv2 with the
cans you already own and establish a
benchmark. Itried a25-year-old pair of
Yamaha HP-1 'phones. The sound was
remarkable. Ihad no idea these headphones sounded so good until Itubed
them with the X-Canv2.
Sam's Product of the Year
"Product à the Year" awards arc frustrating for me, because some of the best
values get passed over, thus pissing nie
off— like the Triangle Celius loudspeaker last year.
The Unison Research Unico integrated amplifier, which Ireviewed in
September, is acase in point. At $1295
(add $100 for aphono card), the Unico

is too expensive to be nominated for
"Budget Component of the Year." But,
being a relatively modest integrated
amplifier, it won't walk away with the
Product of the Year Award. either.

"Product of the Year"
awards are frustrating
because some of the best
values get passed over.

Iconfess: Irushed the Unison review
into print because Iwanted to deliver
the news fast. (I was so fast Ieven
scooped some Italian hi-fi rags.) Now,
after two more months of proper runin, the Unico sounds even better. It has
gained transparency. The sound has
become more open. Dynamics have
improved. The Unico can deliver startling bass —extended, tight, and fast —
with the Sonus Faber Cremona speakers in our living room.
There arc limits. At 80Wpc, the
Unico's power is modest. The optional

Visit us at CES. Alexis Park, suite 1808.
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phono section is something less than the
state of the art. But as a$100 add-on, the
phono card is fabulous.
The Unico should be the Budget
Component of the Year, but it can't be
because it costs more than $1000. It looks
and sounds as if it should cost at least
$2000, and could probably compete with
most $3000 integrateds. It combines the
best of tubes (the line stage) with the best
of solid-state (the output stage). And
remember: where power levels are concerned, less is often more. There is often
magic in asingle pair of MOSFET output transistors per channel.
Sorry if I'm raving, but the Unico's
build and sound qualities are extraordinary for the price, and the Unico has a
luxury look and feel.
But it's the sound that Idote on. The
Unico has light and life, a harmonic
rightness: there is truth of timbre. Many
integrated amplifiers sound lifeless and
sterile compared to the Unico, especially when the Unico runs in "unprotected" mode.
So, if John Atkinson will permit, I'd
like to make the Unison Research
Unico "Sam's Product of the Year." Few
other products in hi-fi offer so much for
so little.
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Over the last several years we have developed and
manufactured what we believe to be the absolute finest
CD players in the world.
Sonically superior with a build quidity that rivals fine jewelry.

CD-308 CD Player (24-bit 96 kHz HDCD)
CD-308-T Vacuum Tube CO Player
(24-bit 96 kHz HDCD)

CD »inn ma., ze. MS. RAM

CD-306/200 Transport/Processor
(24-bit 192 kHz HDCD)

CD )01,."00 gmbut

mat, MVO»

CD-303/200 CD Player
(24-bit 96 kHz HDCD)

The very nature of Cary Audio products means that the
emotion of music is our primary goal. Cary Audio is always
linked with "That Cary Sound".
Enjoy your music with "That Cary Sound" with a
Cary Audio Design CD player.
Visit your local Cary Audio dealer for an audition.

1020 Goodworth Drive •Apex. NC 27502 •Phone: 919-481-4494 •Fax: 919-460-3828 •www.earyiniclio.coin
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he day was more unsetding than I'd imagined.
Flying the evening of
9/11/02 to attend Hi-Fi News'
Hi-Fi Show and AV Expo produced more relief than anxiety,
though I did have a Rod
Serling moment when my
room at the Heathrow Le
Meridien turned out to be
5911.
The Hi-Fi Show seemed
smaller than when last held at
The Renaissance and Le
Meridien hotels a few years
ago. The mood seemed
muted — more like what Iimagined it
was like last year. My view may have
been obscured by post-9/11 melancholy, because while Ididn't see much
that moved me during the three-day
show, on returning home and reviewing
my notes and photos, Iwas surprised by
just how much important news there
was — at least for analog lovers.
Henley Designs Ltd., the UK
importer of the Czech Pro-Ject turntables, claims to have sold 17,000 of them
last year. That's a lot of turntables —
especially for acountry the size of the
UK. That statistic was one of many
indications that the UK analog revival
continues to gather steam. Negativos
countered that most Project models
sold were budget Debuts, which sells
for £120 (ca $185) complete with
Ortofon 5E cartridge. Arc they kidding?
Think of the upgrade possibilities —not
to mention the potential vinyl sold to
those 17,000 analog fans.
Loricraft, makers and rcfurbishers of
Garrard turntables, showed the Archivist, anew moving-magnet/movingcoil phono section capable of matching
any equalization curve ever used. It has
up to 60dB of gain. Also new: the
Garrard Arc du Son 601 'table. Tim de
Paravicini must have had the Manley
Steelhcad on his mind when he came up
with his new E.A.R. 324 solid-state
MM/MC phono stage ($300043500):
among other handy features, it has multiple transformer taps for MC cartridges,
front-panel loading and capacitance
adjustment, and aStereo/Mono switch.
Probably sounds good too.
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Iwas surprised by just
how much important news
there was [at the UK's Hi-Fi
Show]—at least for
analog lovers.
Speaking of handy features, how
about Max Townshend's new, handsome, long-promised, three-speed
Rock Reference Master turntable? It's
got ranote-controlled VTA adjustability
with LCD digital readout calibration on
the plinth front. It also features silicone arm
damping at
the headshell,
where it belongs. An admission:
I
missed Max
and his turntable. He was
hiding in the
Art
Loudeatte 90„,, eled
speaker room
and wasn't listed
in
the
show
guide. Thanks to Ken Kessler for the
post-show heads-up, and to Cable
Cooker designer Alan Kafton for forwarding importer Dan Meinwald's photos (whew!).
Nottingham Analogue (imported
by Audiophile Systems) introduced the

A stack of Pro-Ject turntables.

new and very handsome Horizon turntable. Complete with
Rega
1113250
ce Mee.
tonearm,
the
ele
nd "c1‘ e‘
Horizon is expected to retail for around $1000.
The folks at Origin Live (www.origin
live.com) have been very busy: first
known for modifying Rega arms, the
UK-based company now offers four
turntable models, including the
extremely intriguing-looking Resolution
and Resolution Classic (£1979), and the
new, top-of-the-line Illustrious toneann
(£1570). This full-featured arm drops
into astandard Rega fitting. Also spotted
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at the show: the graceful-looking
Clearlight Recovery turntable,
made in Germany, and, from Italy,
the Blue Notes and the elegant
MEL Audio Go EL, improved with
Zeroha II unipivot tonearm.
Franco Kuzma's long-awaited
linear-tracking tonearm, the Air
Line, was launched at the English
show. The ca $4500 capturedair-bearing design uses amachinetool bearing-rail combo made in
the US. It features fine adjustment
of VTA on the fly, a unique
azimuth-adjustment system, and all
the accoutrements to suggest that
the Air Line is aworld-class tonearm. You supply the compressor
and air-dryer — this saves you
money, Kuzma says, because he
doesn't have to buy them, import
them to Slovenia, and then resell
them to you. Makes sense to Inc.
This Igotta try!
Also new: Chord's strikinglooking Symphonic MC phono
preamp (ca $3000) with up to 80dB
of gain and no transformers in the
signal path, and Dynavector's XV1S
cartridge ($4000), which US distributor Mike Pranka showed me. Ialso
inspected Art Audio's chromeplated Vinyl One tubed phono preamp (ca $2000) and the new
Clearaudio Matrix vacuum-operated record-cleaning machine,
which looks superbly built and easy
to operate. Finally, Ringmat introduced aspecial Anniversary model
of its acclaimed record mat. Owners
of older Ringmats can trade them in
toward the purchase of an Anniversary, which includes anumber
of upgrades and refinements.
Toward the end of the show,
Loricraft's European distributor,
Martina Schoencr, gave me the latest news on Thorens. There will
be two Thorens companies. One,
not named Thorens, will be staffed
by veteran machinists and service
people, and will handle parts and
repairs for older Thorens turntables (there's awarehouse full of
parts for models going back to
nearly the beginning of the company). The other company,
'Thorens, will produce three completely new turntable models.
Schoener assured me that this will
be "good for everyone." If she says
so, 1believe her!
A pilgrimage
One of the highlights of my UK
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Nottingham Analogue's Horizon turntable

Origin Live Resolution frame and Illustrious tonearm

Original Resolution with Illustrious arm

Kuzma Air Line air-bearing tonearm

trip was avisit to EMI's newly reconstituted vinyl pressing plant,
thanks to an invitation from the
plant's new publicist, Steven Carr
(formerly of LP distributor
Vivante). The relocated plant — on
former EMI property in Hayes,
Middlesex, near the now-demolished original factory — is now
owned by areal estate developer
who became avinyl fetishist only
after learning about the mothballed
pressing equipment, which he was
able to purchase for avery reasonable price. He moved the presses to
the current location in September
2001 and hired Roy Matthews to
run it. Matthews is aveteran of the
original plant, havingjoined EMI in
1952. After apprenticing as an engineer, he joined the record division
in 1957 and later retired. When he
was asked to return to work, he
couldn't believe vinyl was actually
coming back.
With nine presses operating 16
hours aday and a10th press being
refurbished (11 more arc still mothballed), Matthews has become a
believer. Most of the plant's business comes from 12" dance singles
and some rock, but with 180gm
pressings possible, the company is
looking to establish an audiophile
label. The presses, EMI 1400s, are a
hybrid design using the best aspects
of American Capitol, EMI UK, and
German technology, built in the
UK by EMI.
When Ivisited, the presses were
busy with Nahn's first LP release, a
reissue of Antonio Forcioni and
Sabina Sciubba's Meet Me in London,
originally issued on CD. Too had
there's no room to publish the
entire fascinating interview with
Matthews, or one Iconducted later
with Bob Jones, one of the last
vinyl mastering engineers trained
by Decca/London, which later
scrapped its own pressing facility.
One of Jones' tidbits was that
George Bettyes, whose cuts ended
with an "L" after the matrix numbers, so hated pressing Decca/London Phase 4LPs that he eventually
quit the company to become a
milkman.
'three Phono Stages
In an ideal world, I'd have every
phono section I've reviewed in the
past 16 years on hand to compare
with these three and with all that
arrive in the future. But because I
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the IC used in the former
and its interaction with
the special low-noise
Lithos voltage regulation.
Because Iuse many different cartridges, Iasked
for 1000 ohm loading,
which worked well for
every cartridge I tried
from 02mV to 0.5mV,
though at 0.5mV there
was much more gain than
Ineeded. Be sure to specify your needs.'
The Groove's internal
construction is impres-

EMI record press

have alife, Idon't, and Iwouldn't
even if Icould, though some readers
(and one retailer) have insisted that
that's the only way that Icould possibly be of any use to them. Ha! And
for those who are concerned that
I've neglected the Manley Steelhead,
not so! It's still my reference.
That aside, here are three intriguing new phono sections. One, from
the UK, has been extensively covered and hyped elsewhere and I'm
late to the dance, one is from awellrespected American maker of tube
electronics, and one comes from the
far left field of Hawaii.
Tom Evans Audio Designs The
Groove: The Groove is a single-box
design that seems to break all the rules
on its way to becoming one of the most
highly touted phono stages now available. Evans has along, well-respected
history in the UK, having designed
well-regarded phono stages for J.A.
Michell, as well as other notables not
often seen in the US. The Groove is
housed in an acrylic box of modest size
that also includes the power supply. It
uses op-amps, is not easily adjusted by
the user, and, at $3600, is not inexpensive — until you consider what's inside
and how it's built.
When you order your Groove (see
www.besthifiintheworld.com for dealer
information), you tell the dealer what
cartridge you'll be using and they do the
rest —or you can specify the loading,
which will affect the amount of gain they
include (up to 70dB) and the version
they send you. The fact that there are two
basic Grooves —one for 20-1000 ohm
loading, one for 1-47k ohms —is necessitated by the current-pulling capacity of
Stereophile, December 2002
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Give the Groove
about aweek to settle
in before doing any
serious listening.
sive — like aless complex version of the
Connoisseur Ireviewed in October —
with copper shielding on both
sides of the sandwiched main
boards, and adual-mono power
supply featuring a separate
transfonner for each channel.
The shielding makes the
Groove essentially RF-proof, so
if that's your problem, here's a
1Though Iasked for 1000 ohm loading, a
communications error led to me being sent
100 ohms, which Ididn't find out about
until after the review was handed in. My
comments about the top-end extension was
based upon my belief that loading was set at
1000 ohms. Clearly, a100 ohm load would
darken the sonic picture somewhat and better conform to my observations.
—Michael Fremer

Corner

solution. Gold-plated loading sockets
are accessible, but only for the nimblefingered. The rear panel features discrete input/output jacks, aground, and
afused IEC mains jack.
Give the Groove about aweek to settle in before doing any serious listening.
When Idid, Iheard aphono section
that competed, without apology, with
most anything out there at any price, the
Boulder 2008 and Connoisseur 4.0
excepted. I'm not saying the Groove
wins the contest, but it belongs on the
playing field.
The Groove's keen sense of rhythm
and pacing was, as its name implies, the
first thing Inoticed —as will you,
probably, especially if you've never
heard this level of performance.
Everything arrived close to on time,
with perhaps a bit of a punchy
emphasis in the lower midbass,
though that served to reinforce the
Groove's rhythmic drive. Isay "close"
to on time because of what the
Boulder and Connoisseur can do in
that regard.
Next I noticed the non-tubey,
non-solid-state harmonic development — neither leading-edge crystalline nor lushly overripe, but
plenty rich. There was an abundance
of clean air on top, but no ice particles, no grain, no glare or mechanical
etch. But the Groove did have the
Connoisseur's immediacy. Ididn't
sense that the signal was traveling down
along, lonely electronic pathway on its
journey to my preamp. Dynamics at
both ends of the scale were rendered
without hesitation, and the overall resolution was first-rate, thanks to the ultralow noise floor. This was avery quiet
phono section.
As with every great phono section
I've heard, when Iswitched from alesser design to the Groove, instruments on
familiar recordings that had been stuck

The Groove from the inside.
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in the mixing muck suddenly
emerged with startling, obvious clarity —not because of
spotlighting or other spectral
tricks, but because the Groove
deftly untangled musical elements in time and space while
leaving them harmonically
undisturbed. The Groove presented apicture that was solid,
nonmechanical, harmonically
complex, and ultradynamic.
While such performance
would be impressive at any
price, it was more so considering the $3200 asking price!
Negatives: The Groove
sounded slightly congested
compared to the very best, and
tended toward the dark side (go for 47k
ohms if you like it more open), but without softening transients. Some might
prefer abit more air; and, as with the
Connoisseur, Ididn't get the last word in
decay. Bass extension was impressive,
but clarity and subtlety on acoustic bass
were merely adequate, with a bit of
thickening. Still, tonally and harmonically, the Groove was remarkably neutral.
"With the Groove, the price of admission to the top tier of phono preatnplification drops precipitously."

In Heavy Rotation
1) C,oldplay, A Rush of Blood to
the Head, UK Parlophone
180gm LP
2) Lovin' Spoonful, Daydream,
Sundazed 180gm LP
3) Lee Morgan, Candy, Blue
Note/Classic Records 200gm
Quiex SV-P mono LP
4) Rirnsky-Korsakov, Scheherazade, Fritz Reiner/Chicago
Symphony,
RCA/Classic
Records 200gm Quiex SV-P
LP
5) Various Artists, Verve/Remixed,
Verve EC 150gm LPs (3)
The Vines, Highly Evolved,
Heavenly/Capitol UK 180gm
LP
7) Steve Tibbetts, A Man About a
Horse, ECM CD
8) Rob Mazurek, Silver Spines,
Delmark CD
9) Shemekia Copeland, Shemekia Copeland, Alligator CD
10) Sonny Rollins, Tenor Madness,
Analogue Productions 180gm
LP

6)
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Lamm LP2 Deluxe from the inside.

The Lamm LP2
competed texturally
with the Boulder 2008,
and bested the Manley
Steelhead in that regard.
Lanun LP2 Deluxe: The dual-mono
vacuum-tube Lamm LP2 (www.lamm
industries.com), asingle black box featuring switchable moving-magnet
(MM) and moving-coil (MC) inputs, is
also meant to be heard more than to be
seen. The Deluxe edition ($6690), with
added damping and high-capacity
capacitor bank, weighs more than 40 lbs
(22 lbs for the $6290 standard version).
Vladimir
Lamm's
high-current,
pure-class-A, zero-feedback design uses
two pairs of small, high-transconductance, low-noise, post-WWII Western
Electric 417A/5842 tubes originally
intended for RF preamplification. The
RIAA EQ is passive. The Deluxe power
supply uses a 6X4 full-wave rectifier
tube, achoke-regulated filter, and 150
Joules of energy storage (125 Joules in
the standard edition). Selectable MC
step-up is via a10x Jensen transformer
with a40 ohm input impedance. The
MM input is 47k ohms in parallel with
200pF. High-quality components are
used throughout, with the Deluxe edition bypassing some caps with polystyrene, and the build quality is superb.
Though the On/Off switch is located
inconveniently in the rear, the LP2 is
designed to be left on all the time,
should you so desire. Iturned it off
when not in use, giving it ahalf hour to
warm up each time Ilistened. Each unit
is burned-in at the factory for 72 hours.

The documentation is the
most complete and detailed
I've seen for ahigh-end audio
product, with unusually complete instructions and full sets
of useful specs and graphs.
Every expensive high-end product should include such thorough advice.
The LP2 Deluxe was superquiet in both MM (38dB gain)
and MC (58dB) modes. Backgrounds were pitch-black, out
of which emerged the subtlest
of low-level details and graceful musical textures. In fact,
the LP2 competed texturally
with the Boulder 2008, and
bested the Manley Steelhead in
that regard. The Manley — still my reference, and l'in still in love with it—
can sometimes sound abit mechanical
on top.
The Rega Exact positively sang
through the LP2, as did ahigh-output
Adcom Crosscoil (rebuilt by the Garrott
Bros.) into the MM input. But the MM
input is more of autility; few buyers at
this price point will be running MM.
The 40 ohm input impedance proved a
good compromise for most MC cartridges, even for the 3ohm Lyras (the
multi-tap Manley transformer stops at
25 ohms). There was nary atrace of
transformer signature to be heard
through the MC input; the overall
sound was warm, relaxed, and expansive, though free of such cliched tube
signatures as bloom, overly ripe bass, or
softened transients.
A/B comparisons with the Groove,
which is not exactly bright on top
itself, indicated that the Lamm's top
end was ever so slightly diminished,
but not at the expense of transient
speed and definition. It reminded me
of some of the recent Dynavector cartridges, which many readers rave about
to me, but which Ifind slightly reticent. The Lamm's output impedance
was asomewhat high 3.5k ohms, so I
went back to John Atkinson's measurements of the Hovland HP-100's input
impedance (see Stereophile, November
2000). This was 100k ohms across
most of the band and down to astillhigh 86k ohms at 20kHz, so Idon't
think the slight lack of top-end presence was an impedance mismatch.
Bass extension, control, and definition were startlingly good. Not since the
Boulder 2008 have Iheard the standup
bass on the LP of Alison Krauss's New
Favorite sound so well-defined. (The
Alcsis MasterLink was so helpful in
Stereophile, December 2002

Hear it for the first time.
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sirius.com

Enough fooling around. It's time for you to experience music the way it
was meant to be heard. Pure, uncut and with no commercials. Introducing
Sirius Satellite Radio. 100 channels of digital entertainment for your car,
including 60 channels of completely commercial-free music. Our philosophy
is simple: Respect the listener. Respect the music. Whether you're into
hip-hop, rock, dance or blues, it's better on Sirius with S>PLEX technology
for superior sound resolution. Ready to go all the way? Hook up with Sirius
and Kenwood for unheard of satisfaction. In fact, you may already be
halfway there. Look for the Sirius icon on your Kenwood stereo and go to
getsiriuswithkenwood.com or visit your authorized Kenwood dealer.
02002 Sirius Satellite Rodeo Inc. 'Sinus - and rel iiil marks are trademarks of Sm. Sateihte Radm Inc
I.
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SENNHEISER AND STEVE GREENE

Steve Greene's fluid style
of jazz guitar covers the
entire

emotional

and

audible range from whisper
to shout. And whether he's
in the studio or listening
at home, his only choice
is Sennheiser. Critics, artists and audiophiles agree
-Sennheiser sounds better.
See us on the web, or check
us out at your local audio
boutique.

HD 600
Our flagship dynamic
headphone. Stereophile

CLAS

Class A and afavorite of
music lovers worldwide.

Recommended Component

HD 280 PRO
Sealed studio monitor
headphones. Reference
quality with excellent
isolation.

vvvvvv.sennheiserusa.com

re

SENN HEISER®

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, 1Enterprise Dnye, Old Lyme, CT 06371
Telephone 860-434-9190 •Fax 860-434-1759 *Web: http://www sennheiserusa.com
Sennheiser Mexico Av Xola 613. PH6, Col Del Valle 03100, Mexico, DF Telephone 15251639-0956 Fax 15251 639-9482
Sennheiser Canada 221 Labraste Ave,

PQ 699 1A3 Telephone 514-426-3013 Fax 514-426-3953

Manufacturing Plant Am Labor 1, 30900 Wedemark, Germany

cially given the Trumpet's reasonable price of $1895.
Iopted for single-ended (the
design itself is balanced), which
has 44dB of gain (vs 50dB balanced). This meant Iwas unable
to use low-output MCs with the
Trumpet, though it had almost
enough gain for the Lyra Titan's
0.45mV output into the Hovland HP-100's relatively lowgain line stage.
The Trumpet uses handmatched quartets of 12AX7 and
12AU7 tubes, but Hagerman encourages NOS or other exact substitutions, as long as you use
Hagerman Trumpet phono section
carefully matched sets (because of
the balanced configuration). To operate,
Built in Hawaii, the
you first turn on the heaters, wait a
minute, then turn on the high-voltage
Hagerman Technology
section. Then you go from Mute to positive or inverted polarity. (Yes — an
Trumpet uses
$1895 all-tube phono stage with apolarity switch.) You can solder in loading
hand-matched quartets of
resistors of your choice.
Iused the Rega Exact and Adcom
12AX7 and 12AU7 tubes.
Crosscoil cartridges. The HT Trumpet
proved competitive in direct comparisons with the Lamm Deluxe, with an
making these instantaneous comparisons!) Subtle dynamic scaling was on a open, airy, detailed, and thoroughly
intoxicating sound. Still, specs-wise, the
par with the Boulder and notably supeTrumpet's 66dB signal/noise ratio
rior to the Connoisseur, which, while
couldn't match the Limm's 86dB in
maintaining a superb musical grip,
MM mode, and its 750 ohm output
seemed to jump more than it flowed,
impedance means you'd better keep
dynamically and rhythmically. The
your interconnects very short and low
Lamm had great control of the proceedin capacitance.
ings, but also knew when to let go.
The Trumpet's bass was very wellSubtle string textures, reeds, and
controlled, texturally coherent, and
female voices were positively thrilling,
exceptionally nimble, given the Exact's
and the size and weight of the entire
less-than-controlled bass, and the pacpicture — especially stage depth extending and rhythmic flow were stellar. In
ing well behind and in front of the
short, the HT Trumpet sounded stunspeakers —was particularly impressive.
Add that to snap-you-back-in-your-scat ning, and was atotal pleasure to listen
to — which is what I did for many
dynamics and authoritative decay, and
the Lamm became one of ahandful of hours. Dynamic slain was somewhat
the finest phono sections I've ever diminished compared to the Lamm
heard. Classic Records' 45rpm reissue of LP2's, but not to any great degree. The
results with the rebuilt Crosscoil were
the Reiner/CSO edition of Mussorear-opening, the HT's rich sound comgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition (RCA
plementing the somewhat dry but wellLiving Stereo LSC-2201) never soundcontrolled Adcom.
ed better.
The Lamm LP2 is a tubed MM
design with atransformer in front for
Hagerman Technology Trumpet:
MC, so you could add a$5000 Audio
Built in Hawaii, the Hagerman
Technology Trumpet is awell-built if Note transformer to the Hagerman
Trumpet and still spend less than
quirky, all-tube phono preamp available
$7000. Or you could buy some far less
in single-ended and balanced-output
expensive transformers and do it youreditions. Check out the website, www.
self, and the results could be incredible
hagtech.com; Jim Hagerman's résumé
for under $3000. I'm out of space now,
and accomplishments will assure you
but I'll have more to say about the
that you arc not buying sonic garage tinTrumpet with transformer as soon as
kerer's design. You'll also find some
possible.
impressive design and build details, espeStereophile, December 2002
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Component reviewers often comment on how many high end transistor amplifiers sound
bright, sharp, detailed ... and fatiguing! Please visit our website and see what SIX leading
reviewers say about the SMART 2X150VT amplifiers. Also, our product is one of the
Stereophile recommended components for 2002. Perhaps this is the sweetest sound you will
hear anywhere, and Natural!

The 2X150VT dual channel audio power
amplifier features avacuum tube input (to
add atube sound) and apatented MOSFET
power output stage. Very conservatively rated
at 150 Watts per channel into 8ohms, the
product will develop 500 Watts when run in
mono bridge. Individual certified performance for each amplifier. This amplifier has
the warm sound you expect from atube
amplifier but the power, stability, and high
damping factor of asolid-state amplifier.
Return the amplifier to the factory after the 3
year warranty and we will re-tube, re-certify,
and pay the shipping back to you.

Our newest amplifier is designed for high
quality home theatre installations. The three
channel 3X150 features the same MOSFET
power output stage as our other models. Many
home theatre enthusiasts build their system as
the budget allows. You may have amodest
system now, but will upgrade to premium
components in the future. Since most of the
music, dialog, and effects of aOVO soundtrack are on the front channels, it makes sense
to "put your money" up front. Buy another
3X150,later for your surround channels
'.•

".... it wasn't difficult to notice one of the standout signatures of the sound produced by this amplifier. There
was adefinite sense of three-dimensionality, apalpable, compelling perception of "air", or atmosphere
Perry Sun -Widescreen Review Magazine

The 2X150 dual channel audio power amplifier features the same patented MOSFET output circuitry as our other models. This product is ideal for ELECTROSTATIC speakers, or
any speaker systems that require an amplifier
to drive alow impedance, inductive or
capacitive load. Superior technical specifications similar to other high performance
amplifiers. Like the 2X150VT model this
amplifier has astainless steel top cover and
Art peco styling that fits almost any decor in
your home. A heavy 14 gauge IEC power
cable that is 100% shielded is supplied with
all models of our amplifiers. 3year warranty.
If your dealer does not stock SMART products
please vist the SMART-STORE on-lin

"The 2X150VT is amoderately powerful, warm-sounding tube-MOSFET amplifier that avoids sounding soft
and mushy and certainly does not sound bright, hard, and sterile, as some solid-state amps in this price
"
Michael Frerner -Stereophile Magazine
"Despite its modest size, price, and apperance, the Smart Devices 2X150VT is quite apowerhouse. Its
catty benign distortion characteristics and generally unflappable measure behavior indicate solid, conservati
engineering." John Atkinson -Stereophile Magazine

5945 Peachtree Corners East -Norcross, GA 30071
(800) 45-SMART or (770) 449-6698
email: HTinfocgsmartdev.com

Please visit our website at www.smart-cinema.com for details on these products and many more.

The

Fifth

Element
John

T

he custom of giving presents at
Christmastime recalls the Magi,
or wise men, of the Nativity story
(Matthew 2:1-16), who were most likely not "kings" but astrologers. Paintings
usually depict three wise men presenting gifts to a newborn in a stable.
However, a persnickety reading of
Matthew's text reveals that the precise
number of Magi, although it must have
been at least two, is not stated. The text
specifically mentions a house rather
than astable, and implies that Jesus was
atoddler. So much for the great Renaissance painters doing their research, or
even reading carefully. The text, however, does specify three gifts, and it is that
inventory —of gold, frankincense, and
myrrh — which has given rise to the
common (but not necessarily commonsense) inference that the number of
wise men was three.
Many years ago I saw a droll
Christmas card. On the front, in acartoonish sketch, a short, fat, turbaned,
bearded chap was frantically pulling
along by the chains a typical Boris
ICarloff-style Dr. Frankenstein's monster. On the inside of the card, two other
cartoon Magi arc seen yelling "No, no!
Frankincense!" In case you were wondering, frankincense is the dried resin of
the Boswellia tree. It was and is used in
perfumes and incense.
The liturgical celebration of the visit
of the Magi is called the Epiphany, from
the Greek word for "showing," "illumination," or "discovery." In modern
speech, epiphany is often used to describe
an unusually sudden manifestation or
perception of the essential nature or
meaning of something, or an unexpected sense of pure reality occasioned by
the perception of something ordinary
yet arresting. The modern notion of the
secular epiphany is most closely associated with the fiction of James Joyce,
although advertisements for expensive
audio equipment run aclose second.
Epiphany is celebrated January 6, 12
days after Christmas. This does not necessarily imply any judgment that the
wise men arrived precisely 12 days after
the Nativity, merely that their arrival —
even two years later — is properly celebrated in the same season. The span of
Stereophile, December 2002

Marks

(or worse) in their home country. John's
church had raised money for awater system for the refugee camp. He and others
had gone over to see it completed.
That kind of thing can put our obsessions with this power cord and that
speaker cable in adifferent perspective,
can it not? So here's the favor Iask:
Please visit www.waterandhope.org,
which is awebsite John has put up, and
use the Paypal button to donate $5 or
$10 to John's refugee project. Ihave a
sneaking suspicion that that will give
you more satisfaction and peace of
In modern speech,
mind than any other money you spend
this season.
epiphany is often used
Okay, public service announcement
over.
Let's get to the serious business of
to describe an unusually
maxing out those credit cards, small bites
first. Here are five Christmas-themed
sudden manifestation
recordings of unusual artistic quality:
or perception of the
Kathleen Battle: A Christmas Celebration (Angel Classics 47587): Ican put
essential nature or
up with the occasionally sugary arrangements, because when Battle just lets go
meaning of something.
and sings, it's really something special.
Celestial Christmas (Celestial HarmBy the way, for those of you in or near onies 45040 et sea): This series of comsouthern New England, the Chorus of pilations from Teldec's classical catalog
provides top-drawer performances of
Westerly, Rhode Island, will perform its
dramatic and musical A Celebration of musical selections that arc refreshingly
unhackneved.
Twelfth Night January 10-12, 2003
(www.chorusofwesterly.org). A cast of Rejoice! A String Quartet Christmas,
VoL2 (John Marks Records JMR 18):
300 — including Morris dancers and
No false modesty here, because the
juggling jesters — raises the roof of the
performance hall, an acoustical gem of a credit goes to the musicians anyway. In
converted 1880s-vintage church that the first track (Bach-Gounod, Ave
retains most of its original horsehair plas- Maria), violinists Arturo Delmoni and
Nina Bodnar play like twins separated
ter. Catch it if you can.
at birth. The Renaissance motets arI'll get around to music and gift suggestions in amoment. First, Ihave a ranged for string quartet are particularly
evocative.
favor to ask.
Scurrying from one place to another John Rutter and the Cambridge
Singers: Christmas Night (Collegium
at the Home Entertainment 2002 Show
106): The gold standard in chamberin New York City, Iran into my old
choir Christmas-carol singing.
chum John Bevier. Ifirst knew John
when he was at Sennheiser. Now he's Angels on High: A Robert Shaw
Christmas (Telarc CD-80461): This colwith Audio Plus Services, US importers
lection is praiseworthy for its inclusion of
of, among others, JMIab loudspeakers
more substantial works, such as Britten's
(www.audioplusservices.com). I told
A Ceremony of Carols and Morten LaurJohn that he was looking very well
idsen's 0 Magnum Mysterium.
turned-out (as usual), and enviably fit
And here arc six CDs of unusual
and tanned. He chuckled and told me
artistic quality that arc not Christmasthat he'd spent the previous two weeks
in Kenya, working in arefugee camp for themed.
Vaughan Williams: Fantasia on a
Sudanese Christians fleeing repression
time between Christmas and Epiphany
is what gives us both the Twelve Days
of Christmas and Twelfth Night.
Twelfth Night is richly imbued with
lingering traces of pre-Christian
European midwinter festivals. (Early
Christianity was quite flexible in adapting to existing cultures and holidays.) In
the Middle Ages, Twelfth Night was
often an occasion for symbolic social inversions, and that tradition gave
Shakespeare's comedy its name.
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Theme of
Thomas Tanis, etc.; Sir John
Barbirolli (Angel Classics 67264): The
Tallis Fantasia is that rarity, awork that is
immediately accessible but of immense
staying power. Barbirolli's 1963 stereo
version is not the lushest recording job,
but it more than makes up for that in
conviction and logical inevitability.
Poulenc: Ballet Music; Charles Dutoit,
Pascal Rogé (PolyGram 452 937): L's
Bithes and other charming but bittersweet scores arc collected in idiomatic
performances and great sound.
Alasdair Fraser & Paul Machlis:
Skyedance (Culburnie CUL 101D):
Traditional Scottish tunes played by The
MacHeifetz himself, accompanied by
atmospheric piano that doesn't get in
the way.
The Art of Nathan Milstein (Angel
Classics 64830): Although this five-disc
collection unaccountably lacks even one
of the Goldmark Concerto performances that for many are the best explication of Milstein's artistry, you should
buy it anyway. A veritable encyclopedia
of musical ideas, and adictionary of violinistic communication. There were
giants in the earth in those days.
Mozart: Opera Arias; Kin Te Kanawa
(Philips 11148): Captured in her prime,
erstwhile plaid-skirt wearer Te Kanawa
demonstrates the rich, luxuriant tone
production that caused her fans to act
more like worshippers. Great camisole
action on the cover, too. And asaucy
smirk. Okay, I'm obsessing.
Canteloube: Songs of the Anvergnr,
Frederica von Stade (Sony 63063):
Languid and sun-ripened, these classic
interpretations arc even more attractive
at Sony's super-budget price point. A
touchstone CD.
Ican't resist also recommending as a
gift the Superbit DVD of the classic srifi movie The FUrh Element (Columbia
07574). Apart from having an eminently borrowablc name, and the fact that it
44

rounds the total up to the symbolic
number of 12 items, this DVD features Milla Jovovich's remarkable
flesh tones and soundtrack music that
holds up to repeated hearings.
As an object lesson, watch the
early scenes (in which Leeloo
escapes from the lab and flees the
police) first with the sound turned
off, then with the sound back on,
to realize the extent to which the
vaguely North African music
heightens the sense of action. The
opera sequence with the alien
Diva is, of course, near-universal
demo material. The Superbit version is one increment crisper in picture
quality than the normal one. Some PG13 violence and gore, but the film does
not take itself very seriously.

A small but powerful
stocking-stuffer is a
container of Caig Pro
Gold wipes, for cleaning
electrical connections.
A small but powerful stocking-stuffer
is acontainer of Caig Pro Gold wipes,
for cleaning electrical connections. The
wipes are available from www.mark
ertek.com, as arc all variety of brushes
and other products to make connection
maintenance, if not asnap, then less oía
frustration. You'll feel like apro!
To go beyond contact cleaning to
contact enhancement, one's highoctane options arc abit limited compared to those of yesteryear. Into the
breach strides that Titan among
Mahlerians, Jerry Bruck, triumphantly
bearing aloft a5m1 bottle of Stabilant
22. 1Stabilant 22 is an initially nonconductive complex block polymer liquid
that, under the influence of electricity in
acontact (but not otherwise), becomes
conductive. Furthermore, it does not
cross-link to form sludge. Pretty nifty!
Jerry has established to his satisfaction
that thin-film oxidation in contacts such
as microphone connectors (and, one can
assume, RCA plugs and jacks) changes
the waveform near its zero crossing
point. His website, www.posthorn.com,
explains it thusly:
"As an alternating current signal voltage passes through the zero voltage

IWhy Jo Iwant to call it Soylent 22?

state, current ceases to flow (we're assuming apurely resistive load here); if a
thin film contamination is present, current may not start to flow again until
sufficient voltage has built up across the
contaminant so as to break it down. The
result is a small notch in the signal,
which in sound is not dissimilar to the
notch distortion of aclass-B power amplifier. The characteristic sound ranges
from a'grainy' quality up to harsh 'glassy
brilliant' coloration."
Huedathunquet! Remarkable thing,
Jerry is abit of a"megabuck cable agnostic," in that he believes that awellmade professional cable (such as
Callare) is sufficient, but he's ademon
on contact maintenance and hygiene (as
well as on power-line conditioning).
Quite the reverse from most audiophiles. Hmmmm.
There is aschool of thought that some
of the "improvement" people hear when
replacing their three-year-old cables
with the latest and greatest is more properly attributable to the cleaning action of
undoing and redoing the connections,
and little else. (Another theory is that the
performance of the older cable has
steadily deteriorated, owing to the gaspermeability of its insulation and consequent oxidization of its conductors, but
we don't have time to carve up that figgy
pudding right now.)
In any event, wire goods are often the
longtime love-despair relationship in an
audiophile's life. My first word of advice
is always this, though few seem to take
it: Concern yourself with room acoustics before all else. But improving room
acoustics requires some degree of study
and diligence, and might involve changing aspects of the room's décor. Far easier to spend apile on stuff that plugs in
back there. Oh well. Itried.
In my last column, I mentioned
Stereovoz interconnect as anew contcnduh (www.stereovox.com). More
time with it confirms that judgment.
Stercovox is apartnership between digital cable guru Chris Sommovigo,
whose Illuminati digital cables have
long been Stereophile favorites, and
recording producer and former opera
singer Antonio de Almeida Santos.
(Tony's father conducted the atmospheric von Stade Canteloube Sows I
recommend above; Tony was at the sessions. Brat.)
Stereovox just doesn't fool around —
no surprise, given Sommovigo's track
record in the digital domain. They make
one interconnect and one speaker cable.
Buy it or don't buy it, they seem to be
saying, but we aren't going to put you
Stereophile, December 2002

SO YOU FINALLY HAVE YOUR GOLDEN SOUND SYSTEM.
IT'S YOUR LISTENING ROOM THAT'S THE PROBLEM.

UNTIL NOW.
Your room is our challenge. Here at Rives Audio,
we offer services and products that evaluate, design and
correct listening room defects ranging from very minor
to the extreme.
By using everything from sophisticated software to
dedicated hardware such as the PARC, we're driven to
solve your toughest problems.
You've put alot of time and expense into your sound
system. Are you ready to give your room the attention it
deserves? Call 800-959-6553, see www.rivesaudio.com
or e-mail info@rivesaudio.com

Rives

Our most versatile product is the PARC (Parametric Adaptive
Room Compensation system.) Its the only analog-based
system on the market with adjustable notch filters that
compensate for some common sources of sound degradation. A

•

800-959-6553 www.rivesaudio.com or e-mail info@rivesaudio.com
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M EFERENCE

SERIES

The only thing
missing is you.
Here are speakers so technologically advanced that their performance
envelope extends way beyond the limits of human hearing. Crammed with
patented design innovations found nowhere else and meticulously
constructed by hand, the new Reference Series fills the room with the
richest, most lavishly detailed 3-D sound image.

If you know your music, the effect is little short of incredible. Stradivarius
or Stratocaster, you lose yourself in the purity of the original
performance.

We call it emotional technology. Created by KEF because only KEF can.
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Stereovox cables: Square pegs for round holes?

on amerry-go-round of incrementally
priced products with catchy familyresemblance names. Stereovox's interconnect carries the gushingly effiisive,
romantic designation SEI-600.
The SEI-600 is terminated with the
elegantly chunky, serially engraved
Xhadow RCA connectors,
the speaker cables with proprietary angled silver spades.
Every technical aspect of this
cable is distinctive, from the
elliptical solid-core multistrand geometry (500 solidcore conductors in ahelical
array arc claimed) through
insulators, shields, terminations, and the outer covering, a nostalgic braid of
black fabric.
Idon't want to go into all
the specifics, in part because
l'us more interested in results
than in recipes, and in part because I'm urging John Atkinson to assign
someone else to write afull review. But
as far as Ican tell, Stereovox cables avoid
the sense of sterility or coolness that
often comes with extraordinary focus
and detail. Indeed, there seem to be no
tradeoffs in midrange liquidity and richness —Ella is still Ella, she's just more of
apresence. If you're considering cables
in the top price tier (Stereovox's 1m
interconnects are $2500/pair, their 2.5m
speaker cables $6950/pair), Stereovox
should be on your audition list.
If you're not considering cables in the
top tier but do want new cables, there's
aworthy contender in alighter bullionweight class. DH Labs recently released
its Revelation interconnect. Cables with
names like that usually cost $750-$1000
per meter pair, but DH Labs gives you a
big word (and nostalgic fabric braid,
too) for only $350. The cables sound
very good, too.
Once again, I'm not surprised. DH
Labs' D-75 digital interconnect is something I've kept around here for years as a
Stereophile, December 2002

reasonably priced reference. (I used it
for making the recordings with the
Denecke AID converter Iprofiled in
the August issue.) DH Labs also pays
particular attention to terminations.
Perhaps that makes Darren Hovsepian (the "DH" us DH Labs) the
workingman's Chris Sommovigo.
Regardless, the Revelation interconnects and Q10 speaker cables excel at
delineation and dynamics. Three dollar signs for value; put them on your
audition list.
One of the more amusing mental
disconnects Iexperienced at HE2002
was in the FPS planar-magnetic speaker
room (www.fpshifi.com). Isat down to
listen to their floorstanding hybrid
speakers, and noticed on the table beside
me what appeared to be adollhouse-size
miniature model of ahandsome woodcased flat-panel loudspeaker.

FPS-200 Desktop Audiophile Speaker System

A veritable Abbott and Costello
exchange ensued, as the representative
kept telling me that what Iwas holding
was the speaker, and Icontinued to ask,
"Yes, but where is it?," meaning where
was the full-size one. They finally got it through my head that
what Ihad in my hand was aproduction sample of aplanar-magnetic speaker designed to be used
with computers, or as acountertop stereo. Shazam. The FPS200 speakers look abit like little
penguins, at least in outline
(they've acquired the nickname
too, though not officially). They
come complete with apowered
subwoofer and all the cables you
need to hook them up to acomputer or portable CI) player. The
only exotic-technology computer speaker system on the planet,
all for $249.
Within the inevitable practical limitations of placement
and volume, the FPS-200s do a

Fifth

Element

jolly good job. (My daughter quickly
appropriated them for her room.)
They won't immerse you in the full
sound of an orchestra, but as long as
you're careful about dialing in the
powered subwoofer so it won't overwhelm the planar panels, the setup
gives apleasantly full sound with an
attractive tonal spectrum, and even
some soundstaging. The most impressive results, however, are found by
using them at arm's length (close
nearfield) on adesktop, and by resisting the temptation to put the woofer
on the floor.
An even more remarkable value for
money is Onkyo's CS-210 mini system, which for $200 combines aonebox single-CD player-receiver-clock
with two separate shoebox-sized
speakers (no subwoofer, but subwoofer pre-outs). With aheadphone
jack and remote control
(how do they manage that at
the price?), this is a wellthought-out and conscientiously executed product
(www.onkyousa.com).
Despite having less bass,
the Onkyo has asmall advantage over the FPS in overall
sound quality: Its woofermids handle the midrange
better. The FPS system has to
split the midrange between
the bottom of what are essentially tweeters and the top
of apowered subwoofer. But
these products are intended
for different purposes, and the Onkyo's
conservative design lacks the FPS's
"Wow" or "Hey, cute" factor. Cheers
for both.
Pax et lux! jmrcds@jmrcds.com

Onkyo CS-210 mini system
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Home Entertainment
2003
San Francisco
June 5-8

The ultimate Home
Theater and Hi -Fi event is
moving to the West Coast
for 2003! Join us in beautiful San
Francisco for the latest in home
entertainment. Enjoy an exciting live music
program, informative seminars from industry

Westin St. Francis Hotel
335 Powell Street
San Francisco, CA

experts, and one-on-one demos from industry
leaders. Meet the editors of the leading audio/

Reservations: 800-937-8461 or 415-397-7000

video magazines. Experience the best in HDTV,
DVD, SACD, DVD-Audio, Surround Sound, TwoChannel Audio, and much more. Listen to your
favorite music on the greatest high performance
audio systems. Relax and watch spectacular

For more information visit
www.HE2003.com
or call 800-830-3976, ext. 100.
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For Exhibiting and /or Sponsorship Information:

home theater demos. Don't miss HE 2003 —

Contact Lanny Morris at 212-886-3681 or

where home entertainment comes to life.
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14 BEST-SOUNDING

PRODUCTS OF 2002
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f

by

John Atkinson & Stephen Mejias

or more than a decade
Sterrophik has recognized corn
nents that have proved capable
of giving musical pleasure
beyond the formal review
period by naming its
"Products of the Year."
There are five individual
categories: Loudspeakers (including subwoofers), Amplification Components
(preamplifiers, power amplifiers, etc.),
Digital Sources (CD players, transports,
processors), Analog Sources (phono cartridges, turntables, tonearms, FM tuners,
etc.), and Accessories (everything else).
The two most important categories, however, arc the "Product of the Year" itself—the
best of the best —and the "Budget Component
Stereophile, December 2002

of the Year"— the bc,t sound for the buck.
There's also an "Editor's Choice" award, for
which John Atkinson usually singles out the
\
Only those
product that has most impressed him in the
past 12 months.
components
The formal voting procedure consists of
could be
two steps: First, each of Stereophik's hardware reviewers is asked to nominate up to
nominated for
.• . six components in each of the seven categories. To be acontender, aproduct had to
which awriter had
have been reviewed in Stereophile between
the November 2001 and October 2002
put his opinion
issues, in a full Equipment Report, a
"Follow-Up" review, or in Sam Tellig's or
in print for
Michael Fremer's regular columns. That
public scrutiny.
way, only those components could be nominated for which awriter had put his opinion in
print for public scrutiny. We then put together a
49
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Integra

In every industry, there's a leader that continues to push the limits of what's possible. Further...
and faster than anyone else. In high-end sight and sound, that name is Integra.
Despite our relatively young age, we've developed areputation for giving the world the first look at
the next wave of technology. Take, for example, our Net-Tune audio distribution system. It allows you to
"stream" an entire collection of music to multiple users on anetwork in your home or business. Connect to
Internet radio, instantly access your music library, and more—all with one expandable, yet easy-to-use system.
What else is Integra all about? The most sophisticated home theater receivers on the planet.
Awesome plasma displays. Components with features you won't see elsewhere for years to come. You can
begin to find out why so many people simply won't do without us at www.integrahometheater.com
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ballot form that lists all components nominated by three or
more writers and/or editors. This process ensures that most of
the nominees in most of the categories will have been auditioned by most of the reviewers.
The prices listed were current as of the end of August
2002. To order back issues mentioned in this article, call
(888) 237-0955, or visit www.stereophile.com (MasterCard
and Visa only). "WWW" indicates that the review is avail-

(2-0c...

YEAR

able online free of charge in the Archives of www.stereo
phile.com.
Each of the magazine's editors and reviewers gave three
votes for his first choice in each category, two votes for his
second choice, and one vote for his third choice (if any). JA
tallied the votes; address your compliments and complaints
to him.
And the winners are...

JOINT

LOUDSPEAKERS
Rockport Technologies Antares
($4 I.. )00/pain reviewed by Michael
Freiner, Vo125 No.8, August 2002
WWW)
Joseph Audio RM7si Signature
Mk.2
($1799-$1999/pair; reviewed by
John Atkinson & Chip Stern, Vo123
No.8 & Vo125 No.10, August 2000
& October 2002 WWW)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
B&W Signature 800 ($20,000/
pair; reviewed by Kalman Rubinson,
Vo125 No.6, June 2002 WWW)
Leff: Rockport Technologies Antares loudspeakers, right: Joseph Audio RM7si Signature Mk2 loudspeakers.
Burmester Audiosystems B99
($47,880/pair; reviewed by Larry
reference," and the not-easily-impressed Michael Freiner
Greenhill, Vo125 No.6, June 2002 WWW)
readily agreed. In fact, what struck Macey most was the
Dynaudio Evidence Temptation ($30,000/pair;
Antares' lack of faults: "I have no troubling news to report, no
reviewed by Larry Greenhill, Vo124 No.12, December
nits to pick....! can confidently say that, with every kind of
2001 WWW)
music imaginable, the Antares produced sound that was as
mbll 111B ($17000/pair; reviewed by John Atkinson,
good as I've ever heard, and probably as good as Iever will
Vo125 No.8, August 2002 WWW)
hear in my listening room." More than just another increMeadowlark HotRod Shearwater ($3195/pair;
mental step, the Antares is "an enormous leap" toward the
reviewed by Chip Stern, Vo125 No.9, September 2002
ultimate goal for aloudspeaker: believability.
WWW)
And, believe it or not, we move from a4'-tall, 400-lb
Meridian DSP8000 ($49,000/pair; reviewed by John
floorstander to a 15"-high, 27-lb stand-mounted unit to
Atkinson, Vo124 No.11, November 2001 WWW)
name our second winner. 'The Joseph Audio RM7si
Revel Perforrna M20 ($2000/pair; reviewed by John
Signature Mk2 is hard proof not only that good things
Atkinson, Vo125 No.1, January 2002 WWW)
come in small packages, but also that trickle-down techTriangle Zerius ($1095/pair, reviewed by Sam Tellig,
nology makes the audiophile heart go thump-thump.
Vo125 No.3, March 2002)
Indeed, though small in stature, the RM7si Mk2 is bigWilson Audio Specialties Sophia ($11,700/pair;
hearted, using the "Asymmetrical" recasting of Richard
reviewed by John Atkinson, Vo125 No.7 July 2002
Modaferri's classic Infinite Slope crossover topology,
WWW)
which was first explored in Joseph's top-of-the-line Pearl
and
33si models. While the original Signature RM7
t
seems
that
more
than
just
one
vote
should
separate
•
was çkflnitcly balanced on the sweet side, this updated
speakers that differ by nearly 40 grand and 400 lbs,
version, with revised drive-units, packs more muscle. Our
but the massive Rockport Technologies Antares bareman Chip Stern noted a"bigger, fuller, clearer, and more
ly edged out the diminutive Joseph Audio RM7si
open" sound, with "more tangible weight and impact,
Signature Mk2 in the face of astonishing competition
greater transient speed and dynamics, with enhanced
from some pricey and superb-sounding contenders.
midrange presence, detail, and focus."
The Antares demands apainstaking 90 hours to build and
Here is atale of two speakers that could not be much
40 hours to finish in order to achieve its unique shape,
more different —one based on fanatical execution and the
marked by atapered base and optimized for correct driver
might of size, the other on trickle-down technology and
placement, reduction of internal standing waves, and diffracheart—yet both succeed at communicating information
tion and reflection attenuation. Rockport claims the comand emotion with aplomb.
plex, fiber-glass-shelled enclosure is "essentially ...an inertial

l
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Enjoy audiophile-quality 2-chtnnel sound now
and the flexibility to expfito the ultimate in
realistic 1lb me theater later.

,S4X
Exclusive, patented S4X Driver-Control
Technology and high-Performance drivers
deliver clear, accurate, undistorted sound
and TRUE deep bass.
Audiophile Accuracy and Clarity
Induction Dynamics loudspeakers exceed te
expectations of audiophiles who demand the
highest degree of sound accuracy and clarity
in their home audio systems. The exclusive
S4X Driver-Control Technology integrates ideal,
ultra-low distortion drivers so they work
together perfectly to produce notes and
inflections that are clear and full of expression,
giving you aconcert hall experience.

heard...and you'll be tempted\t
Oten
Y.
longer than you planned.
Your Best Audio Investment

Most people listen to music at low
than in home theater applicationC
to many kinds of music. Induction Dynamics
has designed loudspeakers to be well balanced
and full-range at the highest and lowe
volume levels, with every kind of music
unparalleled audio experience can now
enjoyed because all the sound can be

Induction Dynamics loudspeakers are the
best audio investment you'll ever mak‘ï-he
loudspeakers have low power consumpMn
and work well with all kinds of amplifiers,
including tube amps. Induction Dynamics
loudspeakers will improve the sound of your
system more than any other piece of
equipment.
Induction Dynamics' extensive line of
high-end loudspeakers provides the
flexibility to create the ultimate home
audio and home theater system. Any
combination of in-wall, on-wall and
freestanding loudspeaker models, can
be used to deliver the same perfectly
matched audiophile-quality sound.

For detailed information about I

ynamics' exclusive, patented technology, extensive product line,

nearest dealer, brochure and price list call 913.663.9770 or visit inductiondynamics.com.
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COMPONENT

YEAR

Unison Research Unico integrated
amplifier ($1295; reviewed by Sam
Tellig, Vo125 No.9, September 2002)

l

I n this year's contest, the voting
was extremely close in every category but one. With its Stygian
noisefloor, vanishingly low levels
of distortion spuriae, and "intelligent"
power supply, the Australian Halcro
dm58 shifted the race into warp drive
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
to give us alook at the future.
Boulder 2008 phono preamplifier
Paul Bolin had the pleasure of
($29,000; reviewed by Michael
reviewing this revolutionary solid-state
Fremer, Vol.25 No:7, July 2002
design, and could describe its merit only
WWW)
in terms of science-fiction and magic.
Boulder 2010 line preamplifier
To quote from his findings: "The
($36,000; reviewed by Michael
dynamics, purity, and tonal transparency
Fremer, Vol.25 No.7, July 2002
were beyond anything in my prior
WWW)
experience.... Detail retrieval bordered
Halcro dm58 monoblock power amplifier
Connoisseur Definitions 4.0 line
on the supernatural.... Soundstaging was
preamplifier ($16,000; reviewed by
superb.... Depth was little short of incredible.... The
Michael Freiner, Vo125 No.10, October 2002)
Halcro offered dynamic performance that mere mortal
Manley 250 Neo-Classic monoblock power amplifiamps cannot manage...."
er ($9000/pair; reviewed by Paul Bolin, Vol.25 No.9,
PB went on to declare that "the revolution has arrived,"
September 2002 WWW)
and called for decisive action on our part: "The Halcro
Manley Steelhead phono preamplifier ($7300; reviewed
dm58 is aparadigm-destroying component that could well
by Michael Freiner, Vo124 No.12, December 2001)
justify the creation of a'Class A+' amplifier category in
McIntosh C2200 preamplifier ($4500; reviewed by
'Recommended Components.'"
am Tellig, Vol.25 No.5, May 2002 WWW)

Halcro dm58 monoblock power
amplifier
($25,000/ pair; reviewed by Paul Bolin,
Vol.25 No.10, October 2002 WWW)

7.011

DIGITAL SOURCE

COMPONENT
Sony SCD-XA777ES multichannel SACD player
($3000, reviewed by Kalman Rubinson, Vol.25 No.!,
January 2002)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Accuphase DP-85 SACD player ($16,500; reviewed by
Michael Fremer, Vo125 No.9, September 2002 WWW)
Alesis MasterLink ML-9600 hard-disk/CD-R
recorder ($1699; reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vol.25
No.6, June 2002 WWW)
Boulder 1012 D/A processor ($16,000; reviewed by
Jonathan Scull, Vo124 No.12, December 2001 WWW)
Chord DAC64 D/A processor ($3040; reviewed by
John Atkinson, Vol.25 No:7, July 2002 WWW)
Classé Omega SACD player ($12,000; reviewed by
Jonathan Scull, Vo124 No.11, November 2001 WWW)
Musical Fidelity A3 24 D/A processor ($1195; reviewed
by Sam Tellig &John Atkinson, Vo125 Nos.4 & 7, April &
July 2002 VTVVW)
Wadia 861 CD player ($7950; reviewed by Brian
Damkroger, Vo125 No3, March 2002 WVJVj)
fo llowing in the footsteps of the first SACD player to
come from Sony, 1999's SCD-1, the multichannel
\
SCD-XA777ES takes this year's prize. As one of the

Stereophile, December 2002

Sony SCD-XA777ES multichannel SACD player

criteria for reaching Stereophik "Product of the Year" status
is establishing anew standard of performance, it's no wonder the XA777ES garnered top marks among digital
sources in 2002. Sony boasts an impressive tradition of
excellence, and with this newest member of the family
they've surpassed the illustrious SCD-1 and its singleended successor, the SCD-777ES.
Euphony will have to equal accuracy if you're to
embrace the XA777ES as did Kal Rubinson, who noted
that its ruthless and uncompromising nature could sometimes work to the player's disadvantage. Communication
of the musical illusion, however, is heightened, with "staggering dynamic range," "thrilling inner detail," and no
apparent distortion or obscuring of the experience.
Superb all around and rated Class A+ in this magazine's
"Recommended Components" pages, the SCI)-XA777ES
not only enables its owner to get the best sound from the
new SACD format, but is also "a top-class" CD player that
offers no performance concessions.
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anew way of
hearing music
The B99 ranks as the flagship
among our loudspeakers. It
was our goal to design an
acoustically ideal speaker system so beautiful in appearance that it would
easily fit into any living environment.

Burmester USA Inc.

229 Arbor Rd. •Franklin Lakes •NJ 07417 •Phone 001 201 848 7700
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JOINT ANALOG
SOURCE COMPONENTS
Graham 2.2 tonearm
($3200; reviewed by Michael Freiner, Vo125 Nol, July
2002 WWW)
VPI TNT V-HR turntable
($6000; reviewed lw Brian Damkroger, Vo124 No.12,
December 2001 W*W)
Runners-Up (iit alphabetical ordtT):
Dynavector XX-2 phono cartridge ($1650; reviewed
by Michael Freiner, Vo125 No.7, July 2002)
Lyra Helikon SL phono cartridge ($2195; reviewed by
Michael Freiner, Vol.24 No.12,
December 2001)
Music Hall MMF-7 turntable
($999 with toneami and cartridge;
reviewed by Michael Freiner, Vo124
No.11, November 2001)
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B phono
cartridge ($950; reviewed by Sain
Tellig, Vo125 No.8, August 2002)
Tivoli Audio Model Two stereo
table radio ($160; reviewed by Sam
Tellig, Vo125 No.4, April 2002)
VPI Memorial JMW-12.5 tonearm
($2800; reviewed by Brian Damkroger
& Michael Freiner, Vo124 No.12 &
Vol.25 No.3, December 2001 &
March 2002 WWW)

bearing makes the original's subchassis obsolete while subtracting noise created by the old three-pulley design. Detail
and resolution are heightened, making it easier to "imagine
the sounds originating within the soundstage rather than at
the stylus/record interface." Brian Damkroger was delighted with the changes: "It's thoughtfully designed, beautifully
built, simple and intuitive to use —and, quite likely, one of
the premier record-playing systems on the market today."

Graham 2.2 tonearm

t

hough normally we wouldn't
see "Product of the Year" alumni back at the top of the class,
we make an exception for the
new incarnations of the Graham tonearm and VPI TNT turntable, whose
improvements so radically change
their performance that they demanded second ternis in office.
The revised 22 tonearm sports
one-piece base-plate construction,
new internal armwand wiring, and
Graham's blue silicone damping oil.
Improvements include greater solidity
and weight on bottom, and enhanced
richness and harmonic development
in the midrange. How much better
can it get? Mikey put it succinctly:
"I think Bob Graham has refined his
design about as far as he can, and has
kicked the fien'finish, already high,
up another notch. To surpass what
he's already accomplished with the
22, he'll have to start with ablank
piece of paper."
Like Bob Graham, VPI's Harry
Weisfeld is agifted tinkerer, and his
TNT V-HR is the latest step in the
turntable's evolution. The new Rulon
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VPI TNT V-HR turntable
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Pretty Face!
The Deco System is aperfect example of Velodyne's innovative engineering. Even the curves
of the speaker cabinets have adesigned purpose. The lack of parallel sides means less
distortion. Lift one up! Feel the heft of the quality. There's almost apound of magnet
structure in each speaker. Yes, that is afull 1" silk fabric (.95 Piston diameter) neodymium
dome tweeter. If you look at the back, you'll see that attention has been spent on how you
might use the product. You can attach it easily on awall, suspend it from
apivoting mount, or put it on ashelf or stand. The subwoofer is absolutely state of the art, and unbelievably small. Expect wall-rattling bass from
its patented 1200 watt "ERS" digital amplifier. The 8" driver (6.5" Piston
diameter) has aunique voice coil design, aKevlar reinforced cone, a
massive magnet and is totally controlled by Velodyne's exclusive Dynamic
Driver Control System. The result is the incredibly full, rich dynamic
sound, bass your body will actually feel and lowest overall distortion of
any system in its price range. The Deco System delivers performance you
would expect from products twice the price and three times the size.

Velodyne
.
feclinolog.

Inequalled Performance!

345 Digital Drive
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Phone (408) 465-2800

Web www.velodyne corn

The DtC0 System
Velodyne. where great sound comes in small packages.
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JOINT

ACCESSORIES
Grado SR125 headphones
(S150; reviewed by Robert J. Reina, Vo125 No.6, June
2002)
PS Audio Ultimate Outlet
($299; reviewed by Robert Deutsch, Vo124 No.12,
December 2001 WVVVJ)
Wally Phono Tools
(Various prices; reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vo120
No.11, November 1997; Vol.21 No.5, May 1998; &
Vo125 No.5, May 2002)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Nordost Valhalla Interconnects & Speaker Cables
($3300/m pair and $4200/m pair, respectively; reviewed
by Brian Damkroger, Vo124 No.11, November 2001)
Synergistic Research Designers' Reference X-Series
interconnects ($2000/m pair; reviewed by Chip Stern &
John Atkinson, Vo124 No.11, November 2001)

Grado SR125 headphones

0

fall the categories this one saw the closest
race, and the grand prize is shared by three
very different components.
First are Grado's open-air SR125 headphones. Bob
Reina discovered how truly special they are when he
used them to monitor his own recordings. Besides the
Grados being a"neutral, detailed, and warm-sounding
headphone overall, with extended frequency extremes,
wide dynamic range, and the ability to sound natural at
awide range of volume levels," BJR found the SR125s
"simultaneously musical and revealing of every nuance
recorded," but never aurally or physically fatiguing.
Undeniably, avery valuable tool at agreat price.
With its balun transformer, PS Audio's Ultimate Outlet
(UO) was designed to provide some of the benefits of
power-line conditioning at alower price than the company's
AC-regenerating Power Plants (the P300 was voted "2000
Accessory of the Year"), and to further reduce noise and electromagnetic interference when used in conjunction with a
Power Plant. With the UO in place, "there was anoticeable
increase in transient crispness and dynamics, an improvement in the focus of images within the soundstage," noted
Robert Deutsch, adding that "in general, music became
more involving." Those with audio systems that arc still
powered by AC as it conies out of the wall minus the interface offered by the UO are, indeed, "unfortunate souls."
Finally, with his comprehensive Phono Tools, Wally
Malewicz's goals are optimization of horizontal tracking
geometry, tracking force, antiskating, vertical tracking
angle (VTA), stylus rake angle (SRA), and azimuth. In
addition to his WallyTractor, the toolbox now includes
the WallyVTAGauge, WallySkater, WallyScales, and the
WallyAzimuthShop. Our analog guru, Michael Fremer,
finds Wally's help indispensable: "My job has been 100
times easier since Wally came on the scene." And that's
what this accessory thing is all about: making life easier.
it?
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PS Audio Ultimate Outlet

Wally Phono Tools
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LAS VEGAS, NEVADA USA

Cool. Way cool. Insanely cool. Outrageous, gotta-have-it cool. 100,000 arbiters of cool
wouldn't miss the 2003 International Consumer Electronics Show. Ideas and products from
2,000 leading companies. Industry players from 100 countries. The launch pad for countless
new products. More media coverage than any other single event. What could be cooler?

www-CESweb.org
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JOINT BUDGET
COMPONENTS
OF THE YEAR
Grado 512125 headphones
Music Hall MMF-7 turntable
Revel Performa M20 loudspeaker
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
JMIab Chorus 706 loudspeaker ($450/pair,
reviewed by Robert J. Reina, Vo125 No.1, January
2002 WWW)
Mission m71 loudspeaker ($250/pair; reviewed by
Roberti Reina, Vo125 No2, February 2002
WWW)
Paradigm Reference Studio/20 loudspeaker
($650-$900/pair; reviewed by Robert J. Reina &
' Robert Deutsch, VoI21 No2, February 1998; Vo124
No2, February 2001; & Vo125 No.5, May 2002
WWW)
PSB Alpha B loudspeaker ($249/pair, reviewed
by Robert). Reina, Vol.25 No.5, May 2002 WWW)
Tivoli Audio Model Two Stereo table radio

Grado SR125 headphones

0

nce again, in another tight race, the Grado
SR125 headphones find themselves in a
three-way tie for the prize, this time with
the Music Hall MMF-7 turntable and Revel Performa
M20 loudspeaker.
Of the SR125s, in comparison with all the budget
and top-of-the-line models, BJR remains convinced
that they "represent the greatest sound quality per dollar": accuracy, comfort, and value.
MF declared the MMF-7 to be "easily the best of
the Music Hall turntables" he's auditioned. It uses a
split plinth, freestanding motor, Pro-Ject 9 tonearm,
and Gold Ring Eroica H cartridge to give aslightly
warm and rich sound with an "impressively solid,
well-timed bass foundation." Distributor Roy Hall,
who visits the design factory and has the turntables
built to his wishes, has apparently "painted his masterpiece," wrote MF, who went on to say that "It's the
kind of reasonably priced, well-balanced product that
will deceive you into thinking you're getting it all —
until you compare it to something far more expensive." And something far more expensive is not what
we're looking for in this category.
About $1000 more expensive is the Revel M20
speaker, which had JA scaramouching and doing the
fandango right here in the Stereophile office. (You should
have seen it.) On the page, however, he kept the thunderbolts and lightning in check: "The overall impression
is of a well-engineered, well-crafted speaker that—
especially considering its weight — you'd expect would
sell for quite abit more than $2000/pair." Though its
ultimate loudness was abit limited, the M20's treble
octaves and midrange were "uncolored" and "exceptionally revealing," while it offered "enough bass extension to sound bigger than it really is." In the end, JA
shouted, "Magnifico!" and deemed the M20 aClass A
performer at an affordable price.
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Music Hall MMF-7 turntable

Revel Performa M20 loudspeakers
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2002 JOINT EDITOR'S
CHOICES
Linn Kivor Tunboks hard-disk music server
($20,000/system; reviewed by John Atkinson,
Vo124 No.12, December 2001 WWW)
Wilson Audio Specialties Sophia loudspeaker

a

sseems to be the case with computers,
Left: Linn Kivor Tunboks music server, right: Wilson Audio Specialties Sophia loudspeakers.
the Linn Kivor system Ireviewed was
still "in beta," both the controlling softdard, which makes products like the Kivor possible.
ware and the hardware lacking some of the specified funcIhave auditioned almost all the speakers reviewed in
tionality. But Idecided to make this Linux-based server —
Stereophile in the past 12 months, but the one Iremember
its massive hard disks can store hundreds of hours of
uncompressed audio data — one of my "Editor's Choices"
most fondly is the relatively demure-looking Wilson
Sophia. Ihave written before that the secret to designing a
for 2002 because of what the Linn Kivor Tunboks repretruly great loudspeaker is to balance all aspects of perforsents for the future of domestic sound reproduction: the
mance. So many speakers achieve great performance in
concept of getting away from the idea of music as being
one area while failing in others that my colleague Tom
something carried on aphysical carrier such as aCD or LP
Norton, editor of Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, came up
or SACD or DVD, and toward something that exists in
with the phrase "designer tunnel vision" to describe the
less tangible form but is therefore infinitely flexible in its
syndrome. 'While it is easy to think of loudspeakers that
relationship to its owner.
surpass the Sophia's performance in individual areas, there
This move, as MIT's IT guru, Nicholas Negroponte, put
are very few that do so across the board. The Sophia may
it in his 1995 book Being Digital, from "bits rather than
be the least expensive model in the Utah company's twoatoms" enables the iMerge-based relational-database softchannel line, but it features asuperb balance of overall perware provided with the Tunboks to redefine the user's relaformance and has no areas where it offers anything less
tionship with his or her music in acompletely open-ended
than excellence. Ineed no more reason than that to make
manner. It is ashame, therefore, that the record industry is
it one of my 2002 "Editor's Choices."
—John Atkinson
actively trying to destroy the open nature of the CD stan-

(

2002 PRODUCT OF
THE YEAR
Halcro dm58 monoblock power amplifier
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Accuphase DP-85 SACD player
B&W Signature 800 loudspeaker
Boulder 2008 phono preamplifier
Classé Omega SACD player
Manley Steelhead phono preamplifier
mbl 111B loudspeaker
Rockport Technologies Antares loudspeaker
Wilson Audio Specialties Sophia loudspeaker

t

he cover of Our October 2002 issue calls it "THE BEST
What more can we say? The dm58
ran away from the rest of the pack — no component
received anywhere near as many votes within its category
or this overall winner category — to deem itself this year's
clear winner. Paul Bolin and John Marks have been trying
to persuade John Atkinson to create anew "A+" rating that
would recognize the Halcro's achievements. JA himself
was wonderfully impressed with the sound of the dm58s
driving the Wilson Sophia speakers, adding that the amp
"offers astonishing measured performance."
Is a"Class A+" in the works? The future, in the form of
t_l_ie April 2003 issue, will tell. In the world of amplificaAMPLIFIER EVER!"
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Halcro dm58 monoblock power amplifier

tion, however, it seems the future is here. Congratulations,
Halcro, on ajob well done.
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ADU-N-13
Power Matters
Ever wonder why alive concert has thousands of watts driving highly efficient speakers?
To get the dynamics and realism of live music takes enormous, fast, clean power.
InnerSound amplifiers deliver massive power into any speaker with
zero coloration. The result is the most effortless, smooth &
accurate sound you can get.
Kilowatt Mono Amplifier:
1000W 8ohms 2000W 4ohms
ESL Amplifier:
300W p/c 8ohms, 600W p/c 4ohms
Absolute Sound's Editor's Choice
2000 and 2001
-Harry Pearson, Paul Seydor

•

Stereo Times Awarded 4/5
-Frank Alles, Martin Appel

N

Try any InnerSound Amplifier for 30 days. If you don't agree
InnerSound will refund your money, including shipping.

The Intimate Connection
Read reviews at www.innersound.net or Lail 770.838.1400
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...Against the Dying of the Light
PART 1: WES PHILLIPS ON THE CD'S GENESIS
ofind the true genesis of ...Against the
Dying qfthe Light, the new recording from
Minnesota-based male-voice choir
Cantus, you'd have to journey back to
the beginning of 2001. In January or
February, the group had begun to grapple
with the development of anew program.
Cantus' discs are distillations of the programs they perform
on tour, and for several years now, one of the ways the
ensemble had distinguished itself from other men's choruses
was in the way their concerts expanded on atheme or
themes —"almost taking the audience on ajourney with us,"
as bass Erick Licite puts it.
Coming on the heels of their last program, an exploration
of folksong from around the world that resulted in their last
Stereophile, December 2002

recording, Let lino- Voice Be Heard (see article in the January
2002 Stereophile), the group felt the need to perform more
ambitious material, lest they be dismissed as an upscale 'N
Sync. Musically and conceptually, it was time to get serious.
It occurred to Erick Lichte that, when sequenced correctly,
some of the new material the group had recently mastered
actually told astory. The stoicism of Sibelius' "Hymnus"
("Lazy heirs benefit from his effort / at last expended;
remembering they praise /his hands, now destroyed by cold
death, /and his heart, now broken") fed directly into the despair of"0 Vos Omnes" ("0 ye people who pass by /behold
and see /if there is any sorrow like unto mine") by Pablo
Casals, acomposer better known as avirtuoso cellist. Lamentations like Josquin's "Absalon, fili mi" ("Absalon, my son, that
Icould have died for you, my son. /Life holds no pleasure, let
me descend to hell, weeping.") were milestones on the path
to the acceptance of "De Profundis" ("If thou, Lord, should
63

mark iniquities /0 Lord, who shall stand? /My soul hopes
in the Lord. /For with the Lord there is mercy, /And with
Him is plenteous redemption.").
Armed now with the awareness that their concert could illustrate amusical and poetic progression from grief and sorrow to
consolation and joy, the group began assembling the new program. They regularly received standing ovations when they performed Kenneth Jennings' settings of two Dylan Thomas
poems, "Do Not Go Gente Into That Good Night" ("Old age
should burn and rave at close of day; /Rage, rage against the
dying of the light.") and 'And Death Shall Have No Dominion"
("Though they go mad they shall be sane, /Though they sink
through the sea they shall rise again; /Though lovers be lost love
shall not; /And death shall have no dominion."). Taking their
cue from the defiance of 'And Death Shall Have No
Dominion," the group sought emotional release in the rapture
of Randall Thompson's "Alleluia" and the triumphant beatitude
of Debussy's "Invocation" ("Rise up, voice of my soul, with the
dawn, with the night /Throw yourself forth like the flame /
Spread yourself like the noise /Float on the wing of clouds").
The final stage of the journey fell into place with Samuel
Barber's soaringly transcendent setting of Gerard Manley
Hopkins' "Heaven-Haven (A Nun Takes the Veil)":
Ihave desired to p
Mare sprii(es notfail,
fields whereflies no sharp and sided hail
And a_lily lilies blow.
And Ihave asked to be
Where no storms come,
Where the ,ereen swell is in the havens dumb,
And out of the swine of the sea.
Cantus had found its final piece about the final peace.
"God Protect Us from War —Kanteletar II
Then, on September 11 2001, everything changed. "We were
rehearsing at Westminster Presbyterian Church in downtown Minneapolis," tenor Michael Hanawalt recalled. "The
events in New York, Northern Virginia, and Pennsylvania
had unfolded during the morning and we had serious reservations about whether or not we should have our scheduled
rehearsal. Erick and Idiscussed canceling, but, in the end, we
decided that, at the very least, we should all meet. We all
walked into the rehearsal room and we just sat there.
Nobody spoke. Then, after about 15 minutes, we began to
talk about what was happening and what we could do.
Finally we decided that this is what we do — what we do is
sing, so we decided to go on with the rehearsal.
"Westminster staged an interfaith service that evening and
they asked us to participate, so we sang Pablo Casals' 0 Vos
Omnes.' Performing that night helped us get through that
day — we felt that, by singing, we were doing what we were
best at. We weren't firemen or construction workers or rescue
workers and we weren't there, but we were contributing."
The group had scheduled its next tour for October, but the
program concerned them. They had wanted to challenge
themselves and their audiences, but to confront concertgoers
with such difficult questions and such dark reflections at such
atime was not, to Cantus' way of thinking, to be undertaken
without soul-searching.
"We weren't certain this was what people wanted to hear,"
said Lichte. "But we immediately felt the audiences connecting
with those pieces — under different circumstances, Idon't
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CANTUS: ...AGAINST THE DYING OF THE LIGHT
Cantus is: Brian Arreola, Michael Hanawalt, Albert Jordan,
Lawrence Wiliford, Peter Zvanovec, tenors; Kelvin Chan,
Adam Reinwald, Paul Wilson, baritones; Alan Dunbar,
Erick Lichte, Timothy Takach, basses; with David
Hagedorn, tam-tam, and Charles Kemper, piano.
[1] "Hymnus (Natus in curas)" Jean Sibelius; text,
Fridolf Gustafsson
[2] "0 Vos Omnes" Pablo Casals; text, Lamentations 1:12
[3-5] "Sumt Lacrimae Rerurn" Carl Orff; texts,
Orlando di Lasso, Ecclesiastes 3:1-8, Carl Orff
[6] "Varjele, Juumala, soasta" Veljo Tormis; text,
Kanteletar H: 323, 326
[7] "Absalon, fili mi" Josquin Desprez; text, II Samuel
18:33
[8] "Sydâmeni laulu" Jean Sibelius; text, Aleksis Kivi
[9] "Grab und Mond" Franz Schubert; text, Johann Seidl
[10-11] Two Laments on Dylan Thomas Kenneth
Jennings; texts, Dylan Thomas
[12-15] "De Profimdis" Leevi Madetoja; text, Psalm 130:
1-3, 5, 7
[16] "Alleluia" Randall Thompson
[17] "Invocation" Claude Debussy; text, Alphonse de
Lamartine
[18] "Heaven-Haven (A Nun Takes the Veil)" Samuel
Barber; text, Gerard Manley Hopkins
Production: Cantus
Engineering, editing, mastering: John Atkinson
Booklet design: Timothy Takach
Recording Venue: The Chapel of the Good Shepherd,
Shattuck-St. Mary's School, Faribault, Minnesota
Recording Dates: March 18-22, 2002.
know if people would have had the same tolerance or understanding of the material. These works rank among the most
serious classical music in our repertory, and we were concerned it might prove too intense and too personal. But that's
not what audiences seemed to take from it.
"It's not as though we discussed September 11, but at the
beginning of October last year, there wasn't much else on
people's minds. We'd perform apiece and the audience
would just be silent; it was adifferent rhythm than there had
been before the attacks — they'd sit there for ashort spell,
thinking about things, and then they would applaud.
"After our shows we stay and talk to anyone who would
like to speak to us, and people were coming up to us and
telling us how much our performances meant to them —
particularly the Jennings settings of the Dylan Thomas
poems. Obviously, many people already knew and had
thought about those poems — or the `De Profundis' or some
of the other texts — so they brought all of that to our concerts
and gave that back to us in their responses to the music."
Stereophi/e, December 2002
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"Rise up in the silence"
•
Alphonse de Lamartine
Ican attest to the power of the
experience. Iwas, after all, present
in the Chapel of the Good Shepherd at Shattuck-St. Mary's School
in Farhat,lt, Minnesota, during
most of the recording sessions. I
carried the program texts around
in my reporter's notebook for six
months and Ihad heard individual
songs numerous times, both at the mixdown meetings
Michael Hanawalt and Erick Lichte flew to Brooklyn for, and
when .john Atkinson asked me to listen to different CD-Rs
of potential final mixes.
Still, nothing prepared me for the experience of receiving a
finished copy of .. Against the Dying of the Light one day in late
summer. The package, with its die-cut slipcase showing ablackand-white photograph of the group standing far off in afield of
grain under the lowering horizon, proclaims that this is something special. Inside, the texts are arranged in aformat notable
for its spare economy. The words arc set in large, clear, readable
type surrounded by acres of white space, and no graphic clutter
pulls the eye away from them. It is serious and quite moving. It
is significant that in this project the artists themselves made
every decision —even the layout was the work of bass Tim
Takach. The result is abeautifully integrated piece of art that
shames most major-label classical endeavors at every level
Then there was the program itself, which Ihad not heard
in its intended sequence — the works were recorded in segments and out of order.
So Isat down and simply experienced the disc for the first
time.
This experience was mirrored by Cantus' own, of their first
performance of the complete program at ahomecoming concert in Minneapolis. "On tour, we incorporate several of the
pieces into alarger program," said Hanawalt. "Of course, the
experience of recording the disc took things out of order and
even broke it down into sections. We were all concentrating
on just performing our parts to the best of our abilities, so we
never really had the experience of singing all of these works
back to back and dealing with this progression of emotions as
we sang them ourselves.
"Typically, we try to have an encore ready. but what could
you do? What could you do? Finally, we just decided we couldn't
follow this with anything—we'd just stand there. 'The audience
totally understood it—when we finally reach the final resting
place of the Barber at the end, the experience is complete. And
the audience was willing to just ponder that, to savor it."
'lie journey begins with "Hymnus," in which Sibelius
paints ableak picture of life, all right — nor do Casals or Orff
make death sound particularly easeful ("Death, pain, grief,
and terror fall upon all.").
In "Sychimeni laulu," Sibelius trudges to the fabled grove
of the dead, where "a sandy cradle is waiting" for his dead
'There, he reflects, "...my child is free from sorrow, /
Lulled to sleep by abirdsong mellow, /Rocked in acradle of
gold. /... far from passion, /Far away from man's oppression,
/Far from the treacherous world."
Schubert peers into the grave and pleads with the moon,
"Friend of slumber, dear moon, /be not silent, /whether
darkness or light /lives in the grave. /.../ Now, still grave,
speak. /You drew many abeam down into rest. /.../ Give
only one beam back!"
Stereophile, December 2002
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WHO ARE CANTUS?
antus (www.cantusonline.org) was founded in
fall 1995 when afew college friends gathered on
the campus of St. Olaf College in Northfield,
Minnesota, aplace known as avirtual wellspring
of activity in choral music. Their objective was to spend
time away from the rigors of college life doing something
they enjoyed: singing. During the next two years the
ensemble grew to 12 members and began performing at
venues on campus.
Cantus has performed more than 250 concerts in the
nation during the past seven years, including appearances at
AmericaFest, the American Choral Directors' Association's
(ACDA) National Convention, the Newport Music
Festival, the ACDA Central Division Convention, and
numerous choral festivals and regional ACDA gatherings.
In September 2000, Cantus established itself as anonprofit
arts organization based in Minnesota. In addition to its
work as aperforming ensemble, it is active as aproponent
of music education, encouraging people of all ages, and
especially young men, to sing. Its members are frequent
clinicians at festivals, elementary and middle schools, and at
high schools, colleges, and universities across the country.
In summer 2002 Cantus sang to great acclaim at the
Oregon Bach Festival and at the Sixth World Symposium
on Choral Music in Minneapolis. They embarked on their
first European tour in October, representing the US at the
prestigious Tolosa Vocal Competition in Spain. Cantus appears in concert with the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra
this month, in aholiday program titled Cantus and Carols.
In addition to the new .. Against the Dying of the Light,
four other Cantus CDs are available on the Cantus Recordings label: Introit (1997), Tidings (1998), Vagabond (1998),
and Let Your Voice Be Heard (2001), the last also engineered,
edited, and mastered by John Atkinson.
By the time the baritones were repeating "Rage, rage
against the dying of the light," Iwas awreck — staring eternity directly in the face is hard work. But the beauty of the
program is that it does not conclude simply with man's rage
against the inevitable.
Madctoja's "De Profundis" marks the beginning of aremarkable sequence of texts and tones. "Out of the depths,"
indeed. Thompson's "Alleluia" breaks like adawn, and Debussy's weightless "Invocation" actually sends one's spirits
aloft. Then, after what seems an interminable silence of nearly
30 seconds, the open major chords of Barber's "HeavenHaven" arc as welcome as the first gasp of air that fills your
lungs after an icy plunge. It is arelief—and it is arelease.
The only possible response is to sit there for a few
moments, pondering things.
And then, to applaud.
-Wes Phillips
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AD oVode 5A
In loudspeaker design, state-of-the-art is never static; it is inevitable
that the best of tomorrow will surpass the best of today. Proof positive
is the introduction of the Model 5A, joining our now legendary Model 5.
Offering substantial improvements such as aswitch-mode powerfactor corrected amplifier supply, aproprietary woven-cone midrange

RENEWED!

with high-efficiency magnet assembly, anew tweeter utilizing amore aerodynamic
magnet structure and die-cast alloy chassis, and the requisite refinements in the
crossoever to manage it all, the 5A is the perfect example of hitting amoving target.
In keeping with our commitment, all Model 5s are field-updateable to 5A status
preserving the entire investment of the original purchaser.
Call, write, or visit us on the Web for complete information on the 5A, upgrades to
existing Model 5's and the name of your nearest carefully selected 5series dealer.
www.vandersteen.com In Canada, call Justice Audio (905) 780-0079
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FT INTECel. RC LINKS

Alpha-Core GOERTZ AG 2,10 gauge solid fine silver.
Improved "f-series, with integral RC links.
emit
No price increase, 30 days full refund.
tbr

A small percentage of solid
state amplifiers may oscillate when
used with GOERTZ cables. The rare problem is
caused by their distortion eliminating extreme low
inductance, and it is easily solved by means of apair of
RC links (also called Zobel circuits). From November
2002, upon request RC links will become an integral
part of M12 and M13 cables.
9

With this development we believe to have done away
with last excuse for not buying the incredibly smooth
sounding, GOERTZ cables. Try them, and return them
within 30 days if not fully satisfied, -but we are sure
you'll love and cherish them forever.

Visit us at www.alphacore.com
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stand. For one evening session, Ialso used apair of DPA
4060 miniature omnis, one mounted 4" out from either side •
of aJecklin disc for aparallel quasi-binaural recording. (My
thanks to Len Moskowitz of Core Sound in Teaneck, New
he Chapel of the Good Shepherd on the camJersey, for the loan of the tiny DPAs.)
pus of Shattuck-St. Mary's School in Faribault,
For the Monday-night session Iused apair of almost-coinMinnesota — Marlon Brando and Sylvester
cident crossed Neumann TLM103 1" cardioids to close-mic a
Stallone are alumni —was built in the English
Steinway piano for the Debussy Invocation. Before you inhale
Gothic style in 1871. The interior features colleagasp of shocked breath at the words "close" and "mic" in
giate seating and ahigh wooden "A" ceiling, and the floor is of
such intimate embrace, we had rented the piano for only this
stone flags laid over a suspended wooden platform. The
session, and had very little time for setup. Iwanted to leave
acoustic is quite reverberant for afairly small space, but on the
the main pairs of mikes optimally set up to capture the voicbright side overall, and Cantus in full song verged on overes; only later, in post-production,
loading the acoustic.
ell
would Imix in some of the close
Placing the chorus on the altar
1=1:121:1
piano signal to counteract the rather
behind the stub walls wasn't agood
distant piano balance that would othidea, so they stood in an arc in front of
erwise have resulted.
those stub walls, about athird of the
Having set up the mikes in approxiway down the nave from the altar. I
1.11•11111111111111111111111111
mately the right positions —I try to
would have liked the singers to stand
match the same direct/reverb ratio for
on risers, to minimize early reflections
each pair of mikes, which mandates
of their sound, but we had none, and
,
moving the directional cardioids farso unscrewed and removed several
ther back than the omnis — Iset up
rows of pews. Nevertheless, as you can
my gear in the vestry, aside room e
see from the Sonic Solutions screenthe main entrance, which necessitated
shot, which shows the waveform of
Four mic tracks, time-aligned to single-sample
running 100' cables from the six mikes.
the sound of aslapstick as picked up
accuracy.
(You can never have too many cables!)
by the four mikes, there were still
All the sessions were done at 24-bit resolution and
plenty of early reflections.
882kHz sample rate. (The downconversion from 882kHz
As in my 2001 Cantus recording, Iused two pairs of
to the CD's 44.1kHz is demonstrably transparent, and the
microphones for the main pickup: aspaced pair of B&K
882kHz masters can also be used for eventual SACD or
(now DPA) 4006 omnis, and an almost coincident pair of
DVD-Audio release.) Apart from the separate binaural
B&K (now DPA) 4011 cardioids. Iused the ORTF technique
recording, for which Iused my Panasonic DAT recorder's
for the cardioids: mic capsules 7" apart and angled at 115°.
A/D converters, all three ADCs' wordclocks were linked.
The cardioids were mounted on an Audio Engineering
This way the heterogeneous storage media would not be an
Associates stereo bar fitted to a 12' high Manley Starbird

PART 2: JOHN ATKINSON ON CAPTURING THE
SOUND OF CANTUS
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point where my
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issue once I'd uploaded all six tracks of data onto my Sonic
Solutions Digital Audio Workstation's hard drives and aligned each pair in time with the others. (Each take lasted exactly
the same number of samples in each medium.)
The photograph on the previous page shows my usual location-recording rig, in three stacks of gear. From top to bottom
of the left stack: the computer monitor, an AKG D190E mic
for talkback and slating takes; my bass-guitar preamp gear in a
small SKB flight case, which Iused to feed an AR Powered
Partner active speaker for talkback; and my PC (a Dell
866M Hz Pentium 3with 47GB hard-drive space), fitted with
CardDeluxe and RIVIE soundcards. Iused the CardDeluxc
ADCs for the close-miked piano feed, storing the 24-bit/
882kHz data on the computer with the inexpensive CoolEdit
2000 program and slaving the standalone dCS converters to the
CardDeluxe's digital output. For the other sessions, Iused the
RME soundcard's AES/EBU data input to back up the omni
channels to hard disk, again using CoolEdit 2000.
The middle stack, from top to bottom: aNagra-D openreel digital recorder (four channels of 24/44.1 data, used to
store two channels of 24/882 data from the onmi pickup); a
PrismSound MR-1024T "bit splitter," used to divide two
channels of 24/882 data from the cardioid pickup into eight
channels of 16/44.1 data; aTascam DA-38 MDM recorder,
used to store those eight channels of cardioid data; apair of
two-channel Millennia Media HV-3B low-noise solid-state
mie preamplifiers, used for the onmis and cardioids; a
Forssell M2a 2-channel low-noise tube preamp, used for the
Neumanns and for the binaural DPAs; two two-channel dCS
904 A/D converters, one slaved to the other at 24/882; and
an Audio Power Industries Power Wedge AC conditioner.
On the right, again front top to bottom: Stax Lambda Pro
and Sennheiscr HD-580 headphones; the Stax tube headphone
amplifier, aPerpetual P-3A D/A converter for monitoring the
882kHz data; adCS 972 format converter to convert the
24/882 double-speed AES/EBU link from the dCS 904 ADC
to asingle-speed 16/44.1 AES/EBU datastream to feed the
Panasonic SV-3700 DAT recorder below it. This was used both
for the binaural recording and to store 16/44.1 backups of some
of the sessions, which
I burned to CD-R
î
when Igot back to my
î
hotel room.
Just out of shot, on
the far right and next
to the stack of BASF
tapes for the Nagra, is
aHeadRoom BlockHead balanced headphone amplifier, used
to drive balanced
Sennheiser HD-600
headphones.
Each take was slated with aslapstick at
the dead center of the
stage, this used in
post-production
as
the timing reference
to align the pairs of
channels. Itried moving the cardioids
backward and forJA geti, the ingle bemeen the cardioids right
ward in time in the
mixdown, but the
Stereophile, December 2002

Erick Lichte (right) tries to keep his hands warm during playback.

ERICK LICHTE AND MICHAEL HANAWALT
ON RECORDING ...AGAINST THE DYING OF
THE LIGHT
ccording to Erick Lichte, ...Against the Dying qj the
Light was not merely the most ambitious project
Cantus had ever attempted, it was also the most
difficult to accomplish. The recording was definitely horn in pain. For one thing, noise from the Chapel
of the Good Shepherd's heating system was incompatible
with the recording process, so the group turned off the
forced-air system during the sessions. But Good Shepherd
is astone building, and this was late winter in Minnesota.
The interior temperature dropped alarmingly quickly, and
Cantus frequently decided to gut out severe cold rather
than delay recording.
Most of the time, members of the chorus could see their
breath. Typical session garb included scarves, gloves, and hats
(and long johns) —and this is physically difficult material to '
perform even under ideal conditions.
Then there was post-production. "Because this was a 3
progression, we spent alot of time editing and arranging
the transition from one piece to another," said Lichte. "And
we really got into it in microscopic detail. Igot really nitpicky about it, but Ifelt it was so important that there be no
technical distractions from the message and the experience
of undertaking this emotional journey.
"John Atkinson did abrilliant job of helping us realize
that goal — he showed an extraordinary level of understanding and artistry in the way he employed his skills and '
knowledge. His commitment and dedication to this project equaled our own."
Michael Hanawalt agreed. "Every time we work with
John, he just astonishes us with his professionalism. No,
that's not right —you expect that, of course. He amazes us
with the depth of his musical knowledge and his empathy
with our artistic goals. He brings alevel of integrity to the
project that makes it possible for us to produce adocument
that fully expresses who we are and what we want to say."
Lichte was adamant. "If .. Against the Dying of the Light
succeeds at what we attempted to do with it, it's because
John cared enough about what we wanted to do that he
spent far too much of his time and talents to make it so.
Perhaps there are alot of engineers who can do what he
does, but he's areal musician and he knows how to communicate with musicians —and he cares about the musical integrity of everything he does."
The result is impressive. Cantus and Atkinson have
achieved marvelous sound that is both intimate and evoca- ,
tive, on adisc whose beauty matches its ambition. In the
final analysis, one of the strongest arguments for life must .,
be that it can hold such pleasures.
-Wes Phillips e
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5Ribbon Speakers
None on the floor

The Magneplanar MGMCI is awall mounted
quasi-ribbon speaker that critics all agree is an
incredible value. In September. 2002. Sound and
Visionre viewer. Rich Warren. said. "...I felt as if
1was back in my music critic's seat, with fellow
audience members rustling around me and live
music filling the hall. 'And on movies he said.
'They transformed the 10x12-foot room into a
great commercial movie palace.".. "They could
easily settle domestic disputes over good sound
vs. good decor."
The MC1 is awall mounted speaker that folds
against the wall or cabinet when not in use. Our
smallest speaker is not a"toy" to be relegated to
just surround applications. In his review in
www. soundstage.com. John Potts writes....
"System transparency far exceeds everything else
at the,.. price point. Nothing else comes dose—
not even for several times the price."
The MGMCI is the perfect solution for a
2-channel system where space restrictions rule out
afloor standing Magneplanar. Four MC l's and
our new center channel speaker. the MGCC2.
provides a"nothing on the floor" approach to
Magneplanar sound for 2-channel, multi-channel
music and home theater.
Mark Mickelson, in an editorial on www.soundstage.com. said of the four MCI's and CC2. "Even
among all of the mega-buck systems on display in
Las Vegas (Consumer Electronics Show), this one
by Magnepan was one of the best 1heard."

Ill MAGNEPAN
1645
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NINTH STREET, WHITE BEAR LAKE, MINNESOTA 55110
www . magnepan.com

Contact your dealer for ademo. No dealer in your
area? For alimited time, try the speakers in your
home with amoney-back guarantee. For details, go
online. www.magnepan.com. or call 800-474-1646.
O2002 Hachette npacchi Mea U.S.. Inc. Repented from
Sound &Veen, September 2002,eth perrnesan.
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theoretically correct align- ?.
ment was the best-sounding, z
with a deliciously open, 2
vivid sound. I ended up
using the omnis as the main
pickup in the mix, with the
cardioids added in at —6dB
to stabilize the soundstage.
The omnis' high end was
also shelved down by 3dB to
allow the more precise
imaging of the cardioid pair
to become dominant above
3kHz or so.
With this mix, the lower
mids were rather lightweight
compared to how they'd
sounded in real life, so Iused
a Z-Systems rdp-1 digital
parametric equalizer to provide aslight boost: 3.4dB at
80Hz, with aQ of 2. More
Cantu's arranged themselves in an arc
than this and the basses
began to sound too plummy
when the cardioids were added to the minis. Mixing in the
close sound of the Steinway at —12dB in the Debussy proved to
be just the right amount with respect to the levels of the vocals.
One problem Ihadn't anticipated concerned slight differences in the noise floor for different tracks. The program varied enormously in its dynamics, from the quiet, reflective
Barber piece that closes the sequence to the work by Finnish
composer Ve!jo Tonnis, which climaxes with the voices being
drowned by someone beating the hell out of alarge gong.
(From the score: "The sound must be so loud that the chorus
entrance is not heard.") Ithus adjusted the microphone preamp gain for each work during the sessions, to maximize the
resolution of each. This meant that Ihad to adjust the level
accordingly for each track during editing and mastering.
However, the ambient background noise had not been
consistent, due to wind, noise, and distant traffic. Ihadn't
thought this would be aproblem at the time, because the
peak level of this noise was between —57dBFS and —63dBFS,
and any changes in the spectra, almost always LF in nature,
should not have been audible. Nevertheless, they were audible, resulting in small "gear-changes" at some of the between-track transitions. Ieliminated these by creating long
crossfades between the songs and, in acouple of cases, some
slow changes in low-frequency equalization, applied to just
the noise floor and again using the Z-Systems rdp-1.
As all the mixing and equalization was performed in the
digital domain, the 24-bit resolution of the original data
was preserved.
Idovvnsampled the sampling frequency from 882kHz to
CD's 44.1kHz with my dCS 972. Once the master had been
assembled, Ireduced the word length from 24 bits to CD's
16 using the rdp-l's POW-R algorithm, as I'd done for last
year's Let Your 14)ice Be Heard album. This is not noiseshaping
per se, but very-narrow-band dither applied just below the
Nyquist frequency (half the sampling frequency), conceptually similar to the UV-22 algorithm that used to be available
from Apogee.
Iam confident that the sound of the CD is true to the
sound of cantus, on four of the coldest days Minnesota was
to experience in March 2002. It was aprivilege to have been
associated with this most moving music. —John Atkinson el
Stereophile, December 2002
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Charged with creating anew high-powered amplifier
that would continue our tradition of offering
near state-of-the-art performance at a
fraction of the cost, it seems
that Steve McCormack
has instead simply gone
ahead and established a
•
new benchmark of
performance for solid
state amplifiers. Read
what Peter Moncrieff has
to say in International
Audio Review (IAR 80):

"For music lovers, this
brand new power amp
•
has now captured the top
1111111
• DNA 5
honor as the best solid•
state amp on the planet....
The sound of the DNA-500
combines relaxed authority, effortless
transparency. grace and subtlety. and amusically natural liquidity ... the
new McCormack DNA-500 brings true musical naturalness to solid-state ... Its reach, and its
grasp, are both broad and deep, extending far beyond the musical capabilities of other solid-state amps in many different
ways, and in each and every way to astartling degree."
00
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Visit aMcCormack Audio dealer to hear for yourself just how
power and grace combine in the DIVA-500 to bring you closer to the music.
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2733 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031 •Phone: 703.573.9665
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by Thomas Conrad

EITH JARRETT
RECORDINGS

A PORTRAIT
OF THE ARTIST
AS A
?
UNLIKE MOST
BEST-OF SERIES,
ECM'S NEW
:RARUM COLLECTIONS
ALLOW ARTISTS
TO PAINT THEIR OWN
AURAL PORTRAITS.

0

tcan be said of Manfred Eicher, more truly than it can be said of any producer in the hisGARY BURTON
tory ofjazz, that he has created abody of work. The thread that connects Eicher's 700
a
ECM albums is spiritual rather than musicological. The artists from many cultures who
RECORDING
have recorded for Eicher have brought their diverse, distinctive voices to the label's projects. But the arc of Eicher's muse imparts aparticularly rapt aesthetic
atmosphere, and imprints an existential solemnity on the quest and
CHICK COREA
commitment of ECM music. The ECM sound never fully relinquishes
Eicher's own darkness and silence, from which it emerges.
ECM's yarum series may reflect an impulse on Eicher's part, in his 60th
IiIL
RECQRDINGS :.1111114
year, to begin a process of summation. Eight albums of these Selected
Recordings have been released to date, and there are plans for many more to
BOBO STENSON
follow in 2003 including collections by Pat Metheny and Dave Holland.
ECM's resident superstars, Keith Jarrett and Jan Garbarek, are represented,
but so are less famous figures of European jazz like Bobo Stenson, and
prominent names no longer with the label, like Chick Corea and Bill Frisell.
What is unique about the :rarum project is the artists' direct involvement. Each
musician chose and sequenced the material for his collection, and provided new liner notes. Each,
that is, decided on an artistic self-portrait The series is executed with classic ECM panache. Each
volume has its own individual rich autumn color and immaculate graphic& The liner booklets document each artist's ECM career and include photos from private collections. ECM's famous sonic
Stereophile, December 2002
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quality, mostly the work of the legendary
engineer Jan Erik Kongshaug, has been optimized with 24-bit/96kHz remastering.
Two of the compilations, those of Jan
Garbarek and Keith Jarrett, are two-CD sets.
On the phone from their homes in Norway
and New Jersey, respectively, both reported
similar initial reactions to the prospect of
choosing tracks from their enormous ECM
catalogs. "It was an ordeal," said Garbarek. "I
never listen to my own albums, and Ihad to
listen to everything."
Jarrett said, "At first, Ididn't want to be
involved. My 'old work' is never athing that's
in my life. My first reaction was to have someone else choose, or better, somehow create a
totally random selection."
But both artists not only overcame their
reluctance, they both, in their own fashions,
became deeply engaged in the selection process,
learned from it, and filled up two CDs each.
For Garbarek, the first revelation was in
finding himself transported back to each
recording
studio,
reliving
moments from as long ago as
JAN GARBAREK
1975. "I could feel myself in
those rooms again, and Icould
feel the presence of all the musicians who had been there with
ECM
me. Icould remember what we
ate. Icould remember days when
it was raining. Icould not listen
from astrictly musical point of
view. There were so many extramusical factors." Garbarek also
"One of
said, "One of the things Idiscovered was how my sound changed
the things
over the years. Icould hear it
develop into what it is now."
Idiscovered
But while the experience of
choosing contained intense perwas how my
sonal "extramusical" considerations for Garbarek, he was still
sound changed
able to perform his editorial
assignment with admirable disciover the years.
pline, objectivity, and humility. It
is difficult to imagine a more
Icould hear it
comprehensive, more balanced
overview of Garbarek's life work
develop into
(drawn from more than 50 ECM
albums, 21 as aleader) than the
what it is now."
one he himself has put together
for :ninon II. He said, "I was given
—Jan Garbarek
no criteria for what kind of compilation it should be. So Ichose
pieces that represented major
stepping stones —a certain collaboration or technique that
saw the light of day at acertain moment. Of course, there
were compromises: 30 years, and only two CDs. Ihad to find
the shorter pieces."
The great Polish trumpet player Totnasz Stanko (also an
ECM artist) has said that he has been playing one song his
whole life. The same can be said of Jan Garbarek. His single
soprano saxophone song is atransfixing, piercing prayer, a
drawn-out cry in the wilderness echoing over the Norwegian

J
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6ords. Garbarek's minim collection follows this song through
myriad variations, in asuccession of diverse settings with
some of the finest players in jazz and world music. There are
duos with people like Ralph Towner and Keith Jarrett. There
arc small jazz ensembles with people like Bill Frisell and
Eberhard Weber. There are collaborations with players from
Pakistan and India and Tunisia and from European classical
music. There are also solo projects on which Garbarek accompanies himself on synthesizers and overdubbed percussion.
There are some lighter, uptempo pieces, like the jubilant
"Lillekort," with John Abercrombie. But most of these performances are deep, serious searches for absolutes, and cumulatively they make one long, radiant smear of music, culminating
in the celestial "Parce Mihi Domine," with the voices of the
Hilliard Ensemble. This collection, more definitively than any
of his individual recordings, establishes Jan Garbarek's lasting
importance, and his ownership of aspecific treble language of
soul-baring expressiveness that is unique in modern music.
Keith Jarretes approach to the selection process could not
have been more different. Whereas Garbarek provided a
sweeping summary of his own work (and therefore an ideal
introduction for those new to his music), Jarrett decided to
"tweak the listener's ears." He said, "It is what Ido in concerts,
so why not do it here?"
While Jarrett's ECM portfolio is vast (46 jazz albums,
many of them multi-disc sets, and 11 classical albums in
ECM's New Series), his reputation is primarily founded on
two epic series of recordings: his totally improvised "Solo
Concerts" and the huge swath of the American popular
songbook recorded by his "Standards Trio," with Gary
Peacock and Jack DeJohnette. Yet the double album of xanon
Icontains only four little-noticed tracks from Solo Concert
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discs, and only three atypical tracks by the trio,
which arc not standards but Jarrett originals.
By contrast, there arc five tracks by aquartet
with Jan Garbarek that appears on only four
ofJarretes 46 ECM jazz albums.
Instead of his major piano works, Jarrett
gives us his clavichord oddities, his patiencetesting pipe-organ indulgences, and his oneman-band overdubs featuring his experiments
on flutes and recorders and soprano saxophone. On the phone,
Jarrett described his logic: "I
BILL FRISE
thought it would be immensely
hard to choose. But once Igot
RECORDINGS
started it went very fast. Ithink I
did it all in one evening. My wife
helped. Iknew the clavichord and
the organ had to be included
because they are the least known.
So Igot started with the clavichord things. They made sense to
me in acertain order and Isaid, 'That's it.' Iwould listen to
tracks and say yes or say no. It was as if Ihad all these parts
before me and Iwould assemble them in alinear way as
though Iwere improvising."
His insistence on the act of choosing as acreative process,
as spontaneous and intuitive and even unconscious as
improvisation, suggests away to hear and understand this
compilation. It begins with four of those aforementioned
clavichord pieces (from Book of Ways, 1986), hermetic and
strident and hypnotic, and segues to asmall, exquisite solopiano jewel called "Heartland" (from Concerts: Brew:, 1981).
Then there are five short pieces from Spirits (1985), as poorly
recorded as anything in the ECM catalog, in which Jarrett
overdubs himself on two cassette decks playing six instruments. Then there is apiece that many listeners will skip,
an exercise on baroque pipe organ with held notes like

60Hz hum (from Hymns/Spheres, 1976). Then there arc
four tracks, all different, all powerful, by the quartet with
Garbarek: two ecstatic (from Belonging, 1974) and two quieter
but still passionate (from My Song, 1977). Jarrett said,
"Whatever came into my head next Ididn't mistrust. Iwas
following my instincts the way Ido when I'm playing. It ends
up being aconcert."
But it is also undeniable that Jarrett pursued anot-so-hidden agenda. In his liner notes he states, "I would like to direct
the listener's attention to recordings that either have
been...heard less than Ifeel is their duc, or have escaped
recent. awareness." He elaborated on the phone: "It's about
the young listener and what they might not be aware of."
When asked what kind of artistic self-portrait he was trying
to create, he said, "I was trying to fill in the cracks.... If I'm
going to release my old work, it should be provocative." The
collection does indeed contain
Jarrett's "old work," spanning the
years 1974-1994, but with only
three tracks from the 1990s.
All major artists, of course,
believe that their minor works
have received less attention than
is their due. Artists tend to love
all their progeny, including (perhaps especially including) those
least loved by the rest of the
world. Because of his enormous
commercial success, Keith Jarrett is in the
enviable position of not needing avehicle like
the :ram, series to secure awider audience for
his music. His decisions for :ram: Ican be
seen as selfish and arrogant, as one further
manifestation of the egomania for which he
has been criticized throughout his career.
But Keith Jarrett always gets away with it,
because when he plays he spills his guts. The
passion of his creativity, in the end, overwhelms his vanity —and it happens again on
:mum I. Jarretes choices are indeed "provocative." Precisely because he dares to follow his
instincts, he makes this "concert" work —just
as his wildest improvisations in his actual concerts work — when he lurches between jarringly incompatible moods and ideas just
because he can, just because he is free, and
79
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"Chad. Isimply can't BELIEVE how good'I HeardIt Through the Grapevine' sounds!!! It is imposs ibl e to si
tst ill
ffl through it. Hell, it's impossible to sit, period. Iam SO impressed. All the others are great too (especially 'I Put A Spell
On You'). hut '...Grapevine' just blows my mind. (And Ihad NEVER heard those congas before...!)
Thank you sincerely for sharing this with me."
—Art Dudley, editor of Listener Magazine
in "I've just listened to the first two CCR test pressings mastered by Kevin Gray and Steve Hoffman at AcousTech Mastering
(at RTI) and let me tell you: when the bass kicked in on 'I Put aSpell on You' Ithought Iwas playing a45 at 33 1/3 it was
so deep and THICK hut it was 33 1/3 and when the guitars kicked in. it was WOWIE" The transparency, transient SNAP
and overall clarity without brightness or edge is phenomenal! This is as close to listening to amaster tape as I've heard
from vinyl —not hyperbole. Based on this. Ithink Kevin has put together the best-sounding lathe/cutting set-up I've heard
yet —better than what they were using at Future Disc for the DCC cuts and without the hum — and those were goo(x)d of
course.., the top end is just right —dynamics. depth. detail, the whole ball of waxxxxxxx. Iwas cautiously optimistic having
heard how great the Ella/Gershwin box cut there came out. but Iwas not prepared for THIS congrdts to all.-
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This is aRock and Roll album. And agood one too! Not some 'audiophile' recording of
an unknown ne'er-do-well performing a'nose-flute recital' (borrowed slam) in adrafty
VFW Hall. This is actual music. Ya know...popular music. And it sounds great!"
—Rich Brown, aka Speaker Boy, Klipsch Audio Technologies
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compels his listeners to discover along with him the subliminal congruence.
CD 2begins with two pieces from aSolo Concert album
called Dark Intervals, from 1987. "Recitative" and "Americana"
arc slow, riveting meditations that crest and recede, so flawless
that they exemplify Arnold Schoenberg's dictum that the best
written music sounds improvised, and the best improvised
music sounds written. Then there are two strange, somber
"Invocations" (from the album of the same name, 1980), in
which Jarrett conducts private rituals on soprano saxophone
and pipe organ.
Then comes the most radical 11 minutes of solo piano that
Jarrett ever recorded. "Munich, Part IV" (from the out-ofprint Concerts: Bregenz/Munchen, 1981) begins like so many
Solo Concerts, with Jarrett trying little figures, searching for
currents, waiting for atide to sweep him somewhere. But then he suddenly gets stuck at the far
ART ENSEMBLE
right of the keyboard and can't get out and circles in
apanic, trapped, and begins to slap the top of the
OF CHICAGO
piano with his left hand and stomp his foot and
groan in agony. He furiously searches the high treble keys for an answer, grunting spasmodically with
ECM
the effort, and then suddenly his right hand becomes
his liberation after all and he finds his way back to
the rest of the keyboard and rediscovers music.
notes, hovering in wide open sky, helped
"Munich, Part IV" is the act of aperformer willing
define the atmosphere of the ECM
to risk everything in public, and at the end the audisound. Frisell's :ranun Vdraws from the three ECM albums he
ence erupts. When asked to comment on why he included
made under his own name, and also contains tracks from five
this piece, Jarrett said, "Because Idisappeared. Iwas gone. I
recordings on which he appears as asideman. There are stark
did not know what my body was doing. Idid not know
contrasts here, from overdubbed solo acoustic guitar choirs to
where my hands were. Iwas in aplace that Ivery rarely reach
taut crossfires with world-class horns like Joe Lovano and
while playing, although I've been trying for it my entire life.
Kenny Wheeler. This collection is ahighly listenable miscelAnd also because Ithink trauma is good for alistener."
lany, but does not aspire to be more than asampler.
It requires several passes through this 150 minutes of music
Chick Corea, Gary Burton, and Tede Rypdal all chose to
to hear that incantation is an essential motif that recurs again
make statements in their :rarum collections by focusing on
and again, in "Book of Ways 14" and "Heartland" and
themes. From the wide variety of music that he made for
"Recitative," where both Jarrett and his listeners gather themECM, Corea went with three ensembles: his proto-fusion
selves before continuing with the other pieces and their varielectric band Return to Forever, his duo with Gary Burton,
ous extremes. Recurrences even emerge between sections as
and his acoustic trio with Miroslav Vitous and Roy Haynes.
different in texture as the pipe-organ sustains of "Spheres (7th
The three groups could not be more dissimilar, nor more
Movement)" and the ferocious piano-trio groove of "The
preeminent examples of their respective categories. Even
Cure," because they share asimilar simplicity of harmonic
fusion-haters will smile to hear again RTF's "Sometime
structure. Even on the pieces that are Jarrett's most defiantly
Ago," with its irresistibly infectious joie d'vivre.
"provocative" choices, even on soprano saxophone and pipe
Gary Burton limits his collection to his working quartets
organ, he eventually, for those who stay with him, breaks
and quintets of the 1970s and '80s. In his liner notes, Burton
through. By the time the end arrives with "Hymn of
calls Manfred Eicher "the best producer Iever worked with."
Remembrance," an organ softly keening in agigantic acoustic
Yet Burton left ECM in the mid-'80s. There is acertain regret
space and a dignified processional out of the music, it
in revisiting these intricate, meticulous sound paintings, built
becomes apparent that .rarum Iis indeed a"concert," one that
of glistening details from Burton's vibraphone and from the
took Jarrett 20 years to play.
instrumental voices of superb sidemen (Pat Metheny,
The other volumes in the first wave of the :rarum series vary
Eberhard Weber, Malcoto Ozone) who are deeply embedded
in quality from very good to sublime. Bill Frisell is atypical of
in the group pointillism. Burton's recorded work never again
ECM artists in that he has done his best work for other labels.
reached such consistent excellence.
Yet between 1982 and 1987, the cryptic chimings of his guitar
Tetje Rypdal mostly avoids the larger production pieces in his
ECM catalog (which includes works for symphony orchestra)
and concentrates on his primary persona of guitar god. Rypdal
showed the world that power guitarists do not have to choose
All: 2002. Manfred Eicher, Keith Jarrett, Hans Wendl,
between knocking people down and making poetry. His .rarum
Lee Townsend, prods.; Jan Erik Kongshaug, Martin
collection is an uninterrupted strong suite of performances from
Wieland, Kimio Oikawa, Kurt Rapp, Peter Laenger,
27 years, with awide spectrum of dark colors, authentic emoTom McKenney, Ingar Helgesen, UIf Noland, Tony
tional collisions, and, often, genuine majesty.
May, Bernie Kirsh, John Nagy, Stan Tonkel, James
Between 1971 and 1999, Bobo Stenson recorded four
Farber, Chris Ekers, David Baker, Ake Linton, Audun
piano-trio albums for ECM. They arc among the permanent
Strype, Dag Stokke, engs. AAD, DDD.
jazz-piano recordings of those three decades, and demonstrate
Stereophile, December 2002
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how Stenson's sense of dramatic gesture, liberated structure,
and stark lyricism evolved over time, culminating in his two
masterworks, War Orphans (1997) and Serenity (1999). Stcnson
also shaped the rhythm sections of some of the finest ensembles of that same era, and they arc here: the quartets of
Charles Lloyd, Tomasz Stank°, and Jan Garbarck. Stcnson is
an absurdly underrated player, an injustice that his extraordinary :ranters collection should help to correct.
:ranter: VI may be the most important volume of the series
to date. The Art Ensemble of Chicago was agroup beyond
category, beyond era, and one of the greatest small bands in
the history of jazz: fearless, outrageously creative, erudite,
exhausting, mind-expanding. Because they were visual performance artists whose public appearances were as much
vaudevillian tent shows and tribal rituals as jazz concerts,
their full impact could never be captured on record. But
Manfred Eicher, between 1978 and 1984 and over the course
of four monumental albums, came closest.
Trumpeter Lester Bowie died in 1999. While the Art
Ensemble is continuing as atrio (and recorded anew album
for ECM, atribute to Bowie, in 2001), the closest we can
now come to the full Ensemble in all its wildly impulsive, calculated glory arc 20-minute epics like "Magg Z,elma" (from
Full Force, 1980). In concert it would have been 90 minutes,
but even in this studio version it contains whole lifetimes of
human experience: hope as drummer Don Moye's rustlings
stir into life; search and struggle in the frenzied (yet contrapuntally coordinated) saxophone cries of Joseph Jarman and
Roscoe Mitchell; and fulfillment when Bowie's proud trumpet swings suddenly into time and rides on Moyc's rolling
thunder. The Art Ensemble lives.

The :ranun series provides special opportunities to hear how
the ECM sound has evolved through cross-pollination as the
label's small roster of players collaborated on one another's projects. The series also creates touch points, coincidental or deeply
significant or both. For example, Keith Jarretes liner notes express regret that he did not have room to include "Sunshine Song"
(from Nude' Ants, recorded live at the Village Vanguard in 1979).
He writes, "This track is alesson in group dynamics and one of
my ultimate memories of [the quartet with Jan Garbarekr
But "Sunshine Song" appears in Garbarek's collection, and
Jarrett was startled and delighted to find it there. On the phone
he related the story: "That night at the Vanguard, when we finished playing 'Sunshine Song,' Iknew that group would never
do better in terms of dynamics. Ididn't even care if the sound
was any good, I
just hoped we got some of it on tape. We all
rushed into the kitchen, where the equipment was set up, to
hear the playback. Inoticed that Jan was sitting in acorner,
sulking. Ididn't understand, but Jan later told me that he was
afraid he was losing his identity in the power of the music.
Maybe he did not like this piece for 20 years, but going back
to it now, he must have heard what Iheard at the Vanguard.
That must have been why he included it. When aplayer is best
is when he has lost his identity."
Because the phone conversation with Garbarck preceded
the one with Jarrett, there was no opportunity to confirm
Jarrett's theory about Garbarek's belated realization. But even
if Jarrett's theory is correct, it contains afiindamental irony.
Jarrett insists that artists relinquish petty matters like individual
identity, yet the :ranun series is all about the artist defining an
identity through amusical self-portrait. Upon such paradoxes
does the :ranter: series thrive.

"A performer of genuine wisdom and
enthralling elegance... Hahn thrills."
—Newsday

1
Hilary

Mendelssohn

HAHN
Violin Concerto

Shostakovich VIolin Concerto No.1
PhilharmetyKOrchestra

Hilary Hahn tackles the contrasting styles
of concertos by Mendelssohn and
Shostokovich, demonstrating why Time
Magazine recently called her "America's
best young classical musician."
New on Sony Classical
www.sonyclassical.com

Class.' and e Reg LS Pat &1m. Ott. Marta Repstrada /0 2002 Sony Mus.
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tis Stereophile's policy not to rush to
publish the first review of aproduct,
but to take the time to be thorough,
reflective, and responsible. But in the
case of the PS Audio HCA-2 amplifier,
so many comments have already been
published, even in Stereophile, that by the
time this review sees print it might seem
like old news.
First, PS Audio released agood number of beta samples of the HCA-2 to
their website subscribers, and posted
many of those subscribers' comments.
That created agood deal of consumer
interest —a welcome byproduct of beta
testing. Second, with all that word-ofmouth there has been abuzz on all the
audiophile websites, including the
perennial question about why there
seem to be so many HCA-2s offered for
resale. (I don't know the answer to that
question, which is often asked about
some of the best equipment made.) All
of this made my head spin —after all,

Description: Solid-state, two-channel "Hybrid class-A" power amplifier
with class-D switching ("SDAT")
output stage. Inputs: 2 pairs linelevel (1 pair RCA, 1pair XLR). 4WBT
multiway binding posts. Power output:
150Wpc into 8 ohms
(21.8dBVV), 225Wpc into 4 ohms
(20.5dBVV), 275Wpc into 2 ohms
(18.3dBVV). Frequency response:
10Hz-20kHz, ±0.5dB. THD+N:
<0.2% at full rated power into 8
ohms (1kHz). Input sensitivity for
full output: 1.15V. Input impedance:
100k ohms. Voltage gain: 30dB.
Dimensions: 17" W by 4.5" H by
14" D. Weight: 35 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
AM-2A164.
Price: $1695. Approximate number
of dealers: 85, plus direct. Warranty:
3years.
Manufacturer: PS Audio, 4824
Sterling Drive, Boulder, CO 80301.
Tel: (877) 772-8340. Outside US:
(720) 406-8946. Fax: (720) 4068967. Web: www.psaudio.com.
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Paul McGowan of PS Audio kept assuring me that I'd be getting one of the
very first HCA-2s. When, early in May,
McGowan dropped by with aregular
production sample, Ihad the feeling
that Iwas perhaps the last audiophile in
North America to hear one.
Finally, by the time Igot around to
living with the amp, formulating my
ideas about it, and transferring those
ideas to (virtual) paper, Sam Tellig had
already had his unique way with the
HCA-2, and John Atkinson had already
placed it in Class A of "Recommended
Components" (both in the October
2002 Stereophili). Fortunately, those recommendations saw print so late in my
deliberations that they had no influence
on my considerations, and only abit on
my comments.
Despite all the ballyhoo, Iwas surprised to see how compact and clean
the HCA-2's design really is. Although
it's no bantamweight — its weight is the
same as the Bel Canto eVo 2002's but
feels like less —the HCA-2 can be easily hefted into whatever space you have
for an amp. Imean any space: The
HCA-2 is not only trim in size, it seems
to generate almost no heat. The front
panel has asculpted On/Off switch on
the left side and an illuminated blue
"PS" logo on the right of abroad, black
rectangular panel. Turn the HCA-2 on
and the word "STANDBY" appears in yellow, replaced after about 15 seconds by
"OPERATE," in blue. There's a red
"FAULT" indicator, too, but I
never saw it
illuminated.
The rear panel is nearly as simple.
On the right are paired unbalanced
(RCA) and balanced (XLR) inputs. In
the middle are four sturdy WBT binding posts for the speaker cables. On the
left is the IEC power input, apowerline fiase, and a switch for selecting
between AC voltages of 100-120V and
220-240V. Above the power utilities
are modular connectors for an automation controller bus, DIP switches to
identify the HCA-2 on the controller
bus, and a 12V DC trigger input for
simpler control systems. There arc no
external heatsinks, and the only ventila-

tion opening is on the chassis' left side.
Inside, the simplicity continues. The
contents (and the weight) are dominated by the power supply, which includes
a hefty toroidal transformer and the
basic components of a High Current
Ultimate Outlet, PS Audio's widely
appreciated line conditioner. The actual
amplifier pcb with power output stage
is almost minuscule, and would probaStereophile, December 2002

Equipment
Kalman

Report
Rubinson

PS Audio HCA-2 power amplifier

bly fit in the chassis of the little Nagra
PL-L preamp that Ipaired with the
HCA-2 for apart of its workout.
The October 2002 "Sam's Space"
includes Sam's lighthearted but informative exchange with Paul McGowan
detailing the unusual engineering
ideas incorporated in the HCA-2, so
I'll be brief: The input stage, afully
balanced analog class-A design using .
JStereophile, December 2002

FETs, feeds a high-speed-switching
output stage called an SDAT, for Super
Digital Amplification Technology.
This class-D power stage is fully balanced, load-insensitive, and extremely
efficient. Moreover, after leaping off
the PS Audio drawing board and into
the measuring lab, it was modified
based on the results of extended listening sessions.

Break-in, Anyone?
Okay. Paul McGowan, the P in PS
Audio, did drop off the HCA-2 himself.
On the one hand, this is not something
that the average purchaser can expect.
On the other, Ididn't let him install the
amp. I'm an audiophile — nobody gets at
my connections but me.
Iplugged in the HCA-2 between
the Sonic Frontiers Line-3 preamplifi85

PS

Audio

HCA-2

er (via AudioQuest balanced Pythons)
and the Revel Ultima Studio loudspeakers (via Harmonic Tech Pro-9
Plus, internal biwire), played a few
selections, then let McGowan play a
few of his. The HCA-2 sounded okay
(I maintained astone face), but McGowan asked me when Iwas going to
get subwoofers, and said that the amp
would need afew hundred hours of
break-in before it would truly show its
mettle. Little did he expect what it
would get.
The next day, we Rubinsons began
major renovations to our apartment,
and placed all audio components out of
the reach of anything but the Sonic
Frontiers' remote control. For three

months (0, the HCA-2 was fed an almost continuous diet of WQXR-FM.
Any premature assessment of the breakin process was impeded by the several
layers of plastic sheeting we'd hung to
shield the listening room from the
demolition. Ialso left the system running over the weekends, when we lit
out for places less dusty.
So if anyone thinks that the HCA-2
needs more break-in than this, he might
also inquire about extending PS Audio's
three-year warranty.
Music, At Last
Finally, the renovations were complete,
the plastic sheets came down, everything was vacuum-cleaned (even the

equipment rack), and Isettled in to listen to the HCA-2.
The HCA-2 didn't sound any different from what Iremembered of the
brief initial audition, when it was cold
and right out of the box. It did sound
strikingly clear, pure, and open. Sure,
there was the joy of getting close to my
music again after months at more than
arm's length — but the HCA-2 was
magnetic. It made me want to listen to
may recording that Iwas familiar with,
to see if maybe there was something I
hadn't heard before.
In many cases, there was. The
amount of detail and information conveyed continually amazed me, nor was
it duc to brightness or highlighting—

Measurements
Tlic PS Audio HCA-2 inverted
absolute polarity, and its balanced
and unbalanced inputs featured almost identical voltage gains: 302dB
and 30.4dB, respectively, into 8ohms,
both of these on the high side. As a
result, it took only 1V or so to drive
the amplifier to clipping. The input
impedance at lkHz measured ahigh
98k ohms via the unbalanced RCA
jack, just under half that figure via the
balanced XLR jack.
The amplifier's output impedance
was moderate, at 02 ohm over most of
the audioband, rising slightly to 03
ohm at 201tHz. As aresult, the modification of its frequency response due to
the Ohm's Law interaction between
this impedance and the variation with
frequency of the loudspeaker impedance will be mild. However, the lowpass filter, in series with the amplifier's
output to minimize the presence of
radio-frequency switching noise, also
interacts with the load impedance; the
top trace in fig.1 reveals that it peaks a
little at 40kHz when the load is 8
ohms. As the load impedance drops,
the peak disappears and the response
starts its ultrasonic rolloff closer to the
audioband. Into 4 ohms, the PS
Audio's output is 0.5dB down at
20kHz; into 2ohms, the 20kHz level
is more than ldB down.
The HCA-2's reproduction of a
10kHz squarewave reflected this
behavior. Into 8 ohms (fig2), a
slight overshoot and one cycle of
40kHz ringing can be seen; into 4
ohms (fig.3), both the overshoot
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and ringing arc lower in level.
Fig.4 reveals that the amplifier's
channel separation is quite good, at
better than 70dB below 12kHz,
though some capacitive coupling between channels increasingly introduces
crosstalk with rising frequency. (I first
thought this measurement was being
affected by the presence of ultrasonic
switching noise, but looking at the
crosstalk waveform on an oscilloscope
revealed that true crosstalk is being
shown.) However, the presence of
switching noise meant that the wideband, unweighted signal/noise ratio
(ref. 1W into 8ohms) was just 45.7dB.
Lowering the measurement bandwidth to the audioband improved the
ratio to 723dB, with an A-weighting
filter increasing this to 76.5dB. This is
still not as good as Iwould have hoped,
but the measurement is adversely
affected by the amplifier's high gain
and, therefore, sensitivity.

The HCA-2's measured percentage
of distortion+noise was not affected by
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Fig.2 PS Audio HCA-2, channel separation
(R—L dashed, 10d8/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 PS Audio HCA-2, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.1

PS Audio HCA-2, frequency response
at (from top to bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V
into dummy loudspeaker load, 1W
into 8 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 4W into
2ohms (0.5d13/vertical div., right
channel dashed).
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Fig.4 PS Audio HCA-2, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 4 ohms.
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"Why ICried When the Music Ended"
Icouldn't help it. The song was so
sad. Ilooked over at my wife. Sure

Yes, but what do "real people" say?
For lots of information, including what owners and

enough, there were tears streaming

listeners say about the Avantgarde experience, please

down Pam's face as well. In my 30

visit our website—www.avantgarde-usa.com.

years as an audiophile, Icouldn't remember this ever happening to nie.

While you're there, check out the photographs of
owners' installations. And don't miss the reviews and
awards section—the incredible saga of what might

Why real men cry...
The Avantgarde Hornspeakers, per-

be the most highly reviewed "high-end" speaker line
in recent memory. Isn't it time you found out why?

haps alone among speakers, communicate better than anything else I've ever

Get your FREE InfoPak, including 31 Secrets

heard. You'll hear your music with all

to Better Sound

the emotional impact the composers and
performers meant for you to have.
Why? It's the effortless dynamics.
The music has afreedom, aquality
of just "floating" over to you.
A composer or performer intends

Everyone seems to like the inside tips they're getting from our acclaimed 16 page 31 Secrets. In it, you'll
find out how to make ANY system sound better.
To get yours, e-mail us, or call our InfoPak request
line. You'll also receive our Top 130 CD List, Avantgarde literature, and more (in all, over 65 pages!).

to speak to you through the music.

In ahurry to hear the Avantgardes? Call 770-777-

The way that happens most often is

2095 or e-mail us to find your nearest dealer. Or,

through dynamic shifts, sometimes

simply check out the next two pages...

extremely slight in nature.
Listen, most speakers need at least 30-50 watts
just to "come alive." By comparison to the Avantgardes (that need just milliwans to speak to you),
some high-end speakers are almost deaf to the gen-

Best regards,

df/:freifer4
Jim Smith

(
O

tlest subtleties in phrasing, tone, and emotion.
They're simply unable to convey the intended niessage of the music.
Never spend another boring night at home
As one respected reviewer recently told me, "With

It's About the Music...

other high-end speakers, it's as if the performance is
in abubble over by the speakers.
"But, with the Avantgardes, you're in that bubble!
It's amuch more intense and involving experience."
With your Avantgardes, you'll always be eager to
get home and listen. And the effect doesn't wear off.
In fact, it grows on you...

mg .

Avantgarde-USA ux
6445 Calamar Drive
Cumming, GA 30040
770-777-2095

Plus, the Avantgardes are the ultimate stress fighter.

InfoPak Line: 800-944-9537

You'll look forward to playing some music and let-

E-mail: hornguysqr aol.com

ting its therapeutic effects adjust your attitude...

www.avantgarde-usa.com
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turning up the levels only made everything bigger and clearer, but not overbearing or glaring. In fact, Ialways felt
compelled to listen at significantly higher levels with the HCA-2 than with my
other amps. Had mid- to high-frequency emphasis or peakiness been responsible for the revelation of detail, they
would have been obvious and intolerable at those levels.
If cranking it up was the order of the
day, did the HCA-2 have the muscle?
Yes, indeed. Iwas influenced by the
amp's small size and the more conservative (compared with the manual)
power ratings listed on the website, so
it took nie awhile to get the courage to
really push it. But when Idid, the
HCA-2 pumped out power like a
nuclear plant. From top to very deep
bottom, the PSA was capable of more

than my poor little ears could take.
"Mars Extension," from Dean Peer's I
think ...les All Good (Turtle 599008),
was spacious, with bowling-alley depth,
and punctuated with bass that was
chest-pounding or earth-moving, as
appropriate. Not only was there no evidence of compression even at very high
levels, but the HCA-2 seemed to
expand the dynamic range compared to
other amps. Moreover, no matter how
loud or for how long Iran the HCA-2,
1never detected anything more than a
barely warm draft from the small vent
on the left side of the chassis. The
power supply of the Nagra PL-L preamp
gets alot hotter than the HCA-2 power
amp did at full tilt.
So the HCA-2 was transparent and
powerful. Good. But that's not sufficient
description for potential purchasers. The

important attributes are its renditions of
tonality and space, which were distinctive
but, perhaps, not incorrect. The HCA-2
did not sound like any of the other amps
Ihad on hand. With the rest of my system components unchanged, the insertion of the HCA-2 greatly expanded the
soundstage depth, bringing near voices
forward while farther ones remained
well back. Scale was maintained, in that
the expansion is small for small groups
and venues, huge for the opera house.
Indeed, if Iwere mastering arecording,
I'd need this sort of resolving power
along the longitudinal axis.
The HCA-2 also seemed to minimize room- and placement-dependent
irregularities in midbass response. The
result was that, with the HCA-2, the
Revel Studios sounded more like the
B&W Signature 800s did than they do

Measurements
the grounding arrangement between
the amplifier and the Audio Precision
System One test gear. However, it did
vary significantly with both frequency
and load impedance, as revealed by
fig.5. This graph was taken at an output level of 2.83V, equivalent to 2W
into 4 ohms. The THD rises alarm077770000

Fig.5

•7007 KA 2 T110.7d ',Iv.

7 0.0.7777

fen

e•Ir

ingly at higher frequencies, reaching
1% into 4ohms at 5kHz.
Because this measurement also
includes the contribution of noise, I
again wondered if the graph was being
affected by ultrasonic noise. However,
monitoring the distortion content on
an oscilloscope screen indicated that

774,2

PS Audio HCA-2, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
lkHz): 4W into 2 ohms, 2W into 4
ohms, 1W into 8 ohms, 2.83V into
dummy loudspeaker load.

Fig.7

PS Audio HCA-2, lkHz waveform at
9.5W into 4 ohms (top), distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental
notched out (bottom, not to scale).

the rise in distortion at high frequencies is indeed due to nonlinear behavior. This is shown in figs.6 and 7. Fig.6
was taken at IW into 8 ohms. The
measured THD+noise level was
0.16%, and the distortion content can
be seen to be almost pure third harmonic. However, if the load is halved
to 4ohms and the power increased a
little, the third harmonic is joined by
higher odd-order spuriae to give the
waveform shown in fig.7. True, the distortion level is still fairly low at 033%,
but the presence of the higher harmonics will audibly affect the signal.
This harmonic content is shown in
adifferent way in figs.8 and 9, the
spectrum of the amplifier's output
while it reproduces 50Hz and lIcHz
sinewaves at fairly high powers into 4
ohms. Again, the higher-order harmonics will be audible. Note that the
120Hz AC supply component in fig.8
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PS Audio HCA-2, lkHz waveform at 1W
into 8 ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.8 PS Audio HCA-2, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 95W into 4
ohms (linear frequency scale),

1001,

Fig.9 PS Audio HCA-2, spectrum of IkHz
sinewave, DC-20kHz, at 100W into 4
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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"New York City goes AVANTGARDE"
Are you serious about your
NOW OPEN

musk?
If your answer is yes, then take
our "Jaw-drop Challenge"...
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Avantgarde

Ask them to play their best system,
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ETCinema, Ltd

cost no object.
Count the times that you are
amazed while listening to the music. After leaving the shop, can you
still FEEL the music you heard?
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SOLO, UNO 3.0, DUO 3.0, ETTRIO 3.0
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Components).
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be amazed every time you listen to your system? If
you agree, why don't you call me at (212) 2291842. Let's set up your "Jaw-drop Challenge."
Best Regards,

It's About the Music...

Bob Visintainer, President
PS—For asneak preview of your Avantgarde listening session, visit vvww.avantgarde-usa.com Go
to the "Consumer Comments" page. There, you'll
find out what happened to other sophisticated listeners when they visited Avantgarde Atlanta.
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Music C7 Cinema, Ltd
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with the other amps. That was agood
thing, mostly. It was good, when the
rest of the system had the dynamic
power to keep up with the amplifier,
to re-create musical moments of
tremendous weight and power without the midbass blotching of room
modes. The juggernaut of an opening
scene from Puccini's Turandot, in the
spectacular Zubin Mehta recording
(Philharmonia of London, Sutherland,
Pavarotti, Caballé, Ghiaurov, London/Decca 414 274-2), is enveloping
and overwhelming from beginning to
end. The HCA-2 created agenuinely
theatrical presence at what were,
undoubtedly, greater-than-real-life
SPLs, but such were the thrills that I
couldn't hold back.
It can be aproblem, though, if room
contributions in the midbass arc a

needed aid for tonal balance. For
example, Itried the HCA-2 in my
weekend system, and in that room it
was a poor match for the Paradigm
Reference Studio/60 loudspeakers.
The soundstage, clarity, and power
were there in abundance, but the
HCA-2 exposed the '60s subtle brightness and the room's thin support in the
100-150Hz range. (Low bass was just
fine, though.)
Isampled adozen or so recordings
and got afew kicks (mainly with solo
performances), but quickly found the
combination of the HCA-2, the
Paradigms, and this room fatiguing.
Ultimately, it was impossible to determine how much of these mix'n'match
results were due to the room itself and
how much to the equipment, but it
was arelief to return the amplification

responsibilities for the '60s to the
Bryston 9B-ST.
'Things were more than abit better
with the smaller Paradigm Studio/20s.
As with many minis, Paradigm has
given the '20s a little richness and
warmth to balance out the lack of truc
low bass. Since that's in the very region
where the HCA-2 seemed alittle reticent, the Studio/20s and the FICA-2
complemented each other. While k.d.
lang sounded less than velvety through
the Studio/60s on "My Last Cigarette"
(from Drag, Warner Bros. 46623-2), she
seemed appropriately smoky through
the Studio/20s. And with the Paradigm
Servo-15 subwoofer below 80Hz, the
combo of Studio/20 and HCA-2 was
truly superb, with more linear bass from
200Hz down to the depths than Ihad
heard before in this room.

Measurements

lies at almost —100dB, implying good
grounding in my test setup. However,
when Iexamined the amplifier's reproduction of the admittedly demanding 1:1 mix of 19kHz and
20kHz tones (fig.10), not only were
there many 1kHz-spaced intermodulation products present, but the two
fundamental tones were surrounded

1..0000.0• 100 •••••• ICA e 0.3••••• 01.11.11•00•11 Mum ••• us.
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Fig.10 PS Audio HCA-2, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 25W
into 8 ohms (linear frequency scale).

0010 ,
le

Fig.11 PS Audio HCA-2, distortion (%) vs
output power into 100k (from bottom
to top at 10W): 16 ohms, 8 ohms, 4
ohms, 2 ohms.
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by sidebands spaced at multiples of
120Hz, which suggests that at high
powers the HCA-2's power supply is
not up to the task demanded of it.
This graph was 121cen at an indicated 25W into 8 ohms (due to the
nature of the twin-tone waveform, the
actual power will be twice this), which
is well below both the amplifier's specified power into 8ohms and the level
at which clipping of the waveform
could be seen on the oscilloscope
screen. Yet the amplifier's poor highfrequency linearity results in 181cHz
and 211cHz intermodulation products
present at —54dB (02%). The lIcHz
difference product lies at amore respectable —74dB (0.02%), however.
There was some good news: With a
continuous lkHz tone, the HCA-2
managed to exceed its specified output power, with 170W available into
8ohms (223dI3W) at the usual 1%
THD clipping point, and 260W into
4ohms (21.1d13W). As shown by the
top trace in fig.11, however, the
amplifier turned off at 375W into 2
ohms, its red Fault indicator lighting
up. Because the PS Audio's output
stage is balanced, Iwasn't able to test
its dynamic output power capabilities
because the PC card used as the platform for the Miller test sofware needs
to reference the signal to ground.
Iwas disappointed with the PS
Audio HCA-2's measured performance, particularly regarding its lack

of high-frequency linearity. This behavior suggests that the amplifier circuit has limited open-loop bandwidth,
which conventional engineering practice suggest could be coped with by
applying more loop negative feedback. The resultant improvement in
high-frequency linearity would be
achieved at the expense of overall voltage gain; as the HCA-2 has around
6dB more gain than is strictly necessary, it might be thought that applying
the same 6dB of loop feedback would
radically improve the amplifier's measured performance.
However, it is not my job to second-guess designers. As PS Audio's
Paul McGowan is one of the more
careful listeners around, he presumably decided that increasing the
amount of negative feedback to improve the measurements did not make
the sound better, and perhaps made it
worse. But I'd certainly expect the
HCA-2's measured problems to have
audible consequences. Perhaps it was
the presence of added high-frequency
harmonic content that gave Ka!
Rubinson the impression that the
HCA-2 pushed the soundstage forward, though he didn't find its presentation "glaring." Certainly more
auditioning is called for if we are to
confirm the HCA-2's Class A rating in
"Recommended Components."
—John Adcinson
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It's the music that matters
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accessories seeking to extract the most musicality from our favorite discs. Our entire staff of
experts are available to answer questions or make recommendations to help you maximize the
performance of your system.
It's the music that matters most! That's why we search out new artists, labels, and recordings
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Swapping Partners
Itossed the HCA-2 back in the car for a
return to Manhattan for aface-off with
the resident power plants, to play with
cables, and to see if another preamp
might change my views. I'd been using
PS Audio's Lab Cable 2instead of the
standard IEC cord supplied with the
HCA-2. Using the regular cord flattened that generous depth of image
without affecting the amp's other performance aspects. Ialso tried anew JPS

Aluminata power cord, whose price
exceeded that of the amp. With the
HCA-2, I could not distinguish the
Aluminata from the PS Audio Lab
Cable, even though the JPS had been an
ear-opener with some other amps, like
the Sonic Frontiers, Classe CAM-350,
and the eVos.
I'd like to think that the HCA-2's
built-in Ultimate Outlet makes powercord improvements unnecessary beyond
acertain level, and that the amp per-
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formed optimally with either fancy
cable. But Icouldn't easily bypass the
built-in conditioner, and so could not
test this hypothesis. At various times, the
balanced interconnects were swapped
for others or for Cardas unbalanced, but
the personality of the HCA-2 remained
as delightful as ever.
When Iswapped the Nagra PL-L for
the Sonic Frontiers Line-3, it made little
difference other than what I've already
described in my November 2002

Head to Head in Class D.. or Class A?
Ihad reviewed the original Bel
Canto eVo 2002 quite favorably in
the March 2001 Stereophile (Vo124
No.3), but was somewhat surprised
by John Atkinson's decision to put it
in Class A of "Recommended Components." It was abreakthrough for
high-end amps in terms of technology and efficiency, but it was less than
the state of the art in transparency and
lack of grain. Moreover, JA and Ihad
problems getting it to put out full
rated power because of its built-in
protective current limiters. Snipping
out the limiting resistors solved some
of the power problem, but the HF
dimness remained. The amp did
sound better as a monoblodc pair,
especially at high levels.
The eVo2 offers Bel Canto's resolution of those issues. In addition to a
welcome and successful facelift, the
new amp has atransformer and power
supply twice the capacity of the original and similar to what was in the
older, four-channel 200.4 (now
replaced by anew eVo4, Iunderstand).
With the full deletion of restricting
power-supply limitations, one eVo2
now has the practical oomph of apair of
2002s. Although the upgrade is primarily that, the eVo2 lacks the eVo
2002's slight HF veil, which had made
me question including it in Class A.
The eVo2 is clearly better, the only
reason to use amonoblock pair is to
satisfy truly monstrous power demands or megalomania.
The demonstrated sensitivity of the
eVo2's performance to the influence
of power-supply modifications made
it unsurprising that the eVo2 benefited from use of ahigh-end AC cable
in place of the standard IEC cord.
Both the PS Audio Lab Cable 2and
the JPS Aluminata worked well.
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However, the Aluminata seemed a
particularly good match for the eVo
(and for the Sonic Frontiers Power-3),
subjectively reducing and softening
background noise. It seems abit crazy
to consider such an expensive accessory for such a moderately priced
amp, but the combination sounded
quite lovely.
So with the PS Audio HCA-2, Inow
had two really superb class-D (switching) amps side by side. Both had no
problem driving the Revel Studios at
any listening level. At low levels, they
were quiet but still dynamic enough to
be musical and uncompressed. At higher levels, each created an imposing and
spacious sound that Ifound utterly
convincing.
They were not, however, at all identical. Specifically, they differed in proximity of soundstage (HCA-2: nearer),
midbass weight (eVo: richer, firmer)
and macrodynamic range (HCA-2:
wider). Of these, the last is most problematic, since, with small ensembles
and recording venues, the amps were
comparable. As recorded objects grew
larger, they grew more with the HCA2than the eVo2, but Ican't decide if
the HCA-2 tended to magnify or the
eVo2 tended to minimize.
Listening via the HCA-2 to
Dominic Argento's wonderful Te
Deum (Salmunovich, Los Angeles
Master Chorale and Sinfonia Orchestra, RCM 12002), Ihad the chorale in
my living room, and the orchestra
was almost squeezed in as well. Sure,
there were yards of depth, too, but the
proximity of the voices was most
imposing. The rendition via the eVo2
was a bit richer and less intense.
There was also amore natural distance from the voices to the listener.
Make no mistake — the eVo2 offered

afront-row scat. But the HCA-2 was
more like aseat on the stage itself.
With Colin Davis' latest recording
of Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastique (LSO
Live LS0007), the tables were turned.
The eVo2 offered adecent mid-hall
scat, placing the players well out front.
The HCA-2 was closer and more
exciting, creating amultichannel ambience that transported me. Both
amps made thunderbolts of the bass
drum in the "March to the Scaffold."
Solo voices and small ensembles
were well within the ambit of either
amp. Alison Krauss's delightful "Forget About It," from the SACD of the
same title (Rounder SACD 116610456-6), got lots of comparative play,
so revealing was it. Icouldn't fault the
reproduction of her voice with either
amp, but Krauss was just in front of
the Revel Studios with the HCA-2,
and just at the speaker plane with the
eVo2. The supporting ensemble, however, was lighter and more ethereal
with the HCA-2. Nonetheless, Iliked
the eVo2's rendition more as Ireadily
traded the delicacy for abit more heft.
Choose between them? I don't
have to, lucky me —I generally keep
several amps on hand for comparison
purposes. But Idon't think that purchasers should have that difficult a
time. The Bel Canto eVo2 is clearly
more mellow and intimate, even
though there's no compromise in
power or soundstage size when required. The HCA-2 is cooler and
assertive, even though there's no
glare, and it's capable of excellent
low-level performance. The choice
hinges on the associated equipment
and room. If one of these amps
matches your setup and preferences,
the other probably won't.
—Kalman Rubinson
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RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS 1001
Aesthetix Callisto Line Stage—
Preamplifiers, Class 1
"...stunning dynamics, remarkable transparency
...soundstage is jaw-droppingly three-dimensional...as low distortion and grain-free as
they come..."

1
:

Benz Lukaschek PP1—Phono Stages, Class 3
"Best Buy" "...short signal path yields very
wide dynamics, space retrieval...and airy
bloom"
Clearaudio Master Reference—Turntables,
Class 1
"Best Buy." "...a wonderfully rich and
defined mid-bass, outstanding tonal neutrality, and apresence and weight to die for..."

Aesthetix lo—Phono Stages, Class 1
"About as good as it gets...exquisite
dynamic contrast...glorious midrange,
excellent bottom octave, and full rendition
of instrumental body..."

Phonomena—Phono Stages, Class 4
"...grace, poise and neutrality characterize this excellent unit., options for fine
tuning the loading and gain...very low
noise...add the BPS (Battery Power
Supply) for even lower noise and distortion, and even greater transparency."
Basis Gold Debut Vacuum Mk V—
Turntables, Class 2
"...very detailed but never analytical
...warm, sweet and full-bodied..."

Clearaudio Reference with Souther TO-I
turntable/tonearm—Turntables, Class 2
"classic combo.. simple, foolproof 'table with
astraight-line arm... straight-line rules"

Clearaudio Souther TO-1—Arms, Class 2
"...a joy to listen to: tremendous dynamics,
rich tone color, and glorious bass."

Clearaudio Harmony Mg—Cartridges, Class 1
"smoother, sweeter.. incredible life and detail..."

Koetsu Onyx Platinum—Cartridges, Class 1
"...the most sensuous, purely voluptuous cartridge on the market.. simply gorgeous
sounding..."

Benz Ruby 2—Cartridges, Class 2
"Best Buy" "lovable...easy tonal character... fine
harmonic, ambient and spatial resolution. excellent tracking, sweet and mellow textures..."

Basis 1400/RB300—Turntables,
Class 4
"perfect choice for anyone with agood
record collection...without breaking the
bank...clean, agile, lively, nimble."
Graham 2.2 tonearm—Arms, Class 1
"the best unipivot ever made...a masterpiece ...extremely detailed.. full in color
...powerfully dynamic,with terrific bass."

Clearaudio Insider Gold and Insider
Reference Wood—Cartridges, Class 1
"famous for its soundstaging, imaging, transparency, and incredible articulation...a
paragon of detail and finesse..."

Clearaudio Accurate—Cartridges, Class 2
"...offers about 75% of the Insider Gold...very
detailed, very dynamic, very neutral..."
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PS
review of the PL-L: The PL-L is just a
bit quicker and lighter than the Line-3,
and supported and intensified those
characteristics in the HCA-2. They may
seem an oddly matched couple, but the
semiprofessional Nagra and the definitely domestic HCA-2 provided much
the same musical balance, one that emphasized transparency without eschewing power. Each, but the HCA-2 more
so, was less than emphatic in the midbass and should not be mated with
speakers that lack strong midbass output
or with rooms with hard acoustics.
Ialso played around robin of amp
comparisons that pitted the HCA-2
against the Bel Canto eVo 2002 and
eVo2, Sonic Frontiers Power 3,
McCormack DNA-1 RevA, and the
Classé CAM-350 monoblocks. Of
these, the HCA-2 was most similar to
the Classes, particularly in their open,
grain-free, and spacious upper midrange
and treble, although the HCA-2 offered
a more close-up soundstage. The
Classés had more generous bass at all
levels, and seemingly unlimited power.
At comparably high levels, the Classés
inspired confidence — but while I
always waited for the HCA-2 to poop
out, it never did. That's important —the
HCA-2 can't be bridged for more
power, and, in general, biamping is not
aparticularly effective solution anyway.
Perhaps if Ihad alarger, more isolated room, less efficient speakers, or
greater tolerance, Imight have found
the PSA's limit. The four other amps
were noticeably warmer and slightly
more distant in their presentations. That
made them more relaxing for casual listening, even though, with slight adaptation, they were quite excellent in critical
listening as well. In particular, the eVo
2002 and McCormack seemed alittle
grainy and withdrawn compared to the
HCA-2, but then, every amp seemed
somewhat withdrawn next to the very
dynamic HCA-2. The newer Bel Canto
eVo2, however, offered an alternative,
equally valid and convincing view of
reality (see sidebar, "Head to Head in
Class D...or Class A?").
Is It Just Me?
The issue of subjective evaluation is
never free of the problem of adaptation.
Until Isee evidence better than the
anecdotal reports of perceptions, many
of which Ihave experienced, Ican't but
think that alarge part of acomponent's
"break-in" happens, literally, in the
mind of the listener. In the course of
my experience with the HCA-2, there
was no real difference between my subStereophile,
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jective descriptions of the amp before
and after its long break-in, but Icould
perceive differences between my subjective assessments of the amp at the
beginning and end of long, uninterrupted listening sessions.
At the beginning of areview period,
Iam attuned to the glories of the amp
under test, but also to the contrast with
the amp it has replaced. As the audition
proceeds, the latter awareness fades and
the new amp becomes completely convincing in its presentation. Switch to
another good amp and the cycle repeats.
So it is at those points where one amp is
replaced by another that one has the
best chance of determining how they
might differ.
As aresult, when Iput the HCA-2
into my main system in place of any one
of the other amps mentioned above, its
tight, lean midbass seemed a huge
change, but my awareness of that
change quickly waned. The system became exceedingly quick and powerful
with the HCA-2, capable of startling
transients and an enveloping ambience
that stopped short of true multichannel
sound. In addition —and, perhaps, as a

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Heybrook TI2
turntable, SME III tonearm,
Ortofon SME3OH cartridge.
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD/CD player,
Meridian 508-24 CD player, Sony
XA-777ES SACD/CD player,
Mark Levinson No.360 DAC,
Weiss Medea DAC.
Preamplification: Sonic Frontiers Line-3, Nagra PL-L preamplifiers; Audiolab 800OPPA phono
stage; TacT RCS 2.0 Digital
EQ/Room Correction.
Power amplifiers: Bel Canto
eVo2 and eVo 2002, Sonic
Frontiers Power-3, Classé CAM350 monoblocks, McCormack
DNA-1 Rev.A.
Loudspeakers: Revel Ultima
Studio,
Paradigm
Reference
Studio/20 and Studio/60, the latter
occasionally used with aParadigm
Servo-15 subwoofer.
Cables: Interconnect: AudioQuest Anaconda & Python (both
balanced), Cardas Cross (unbalanced). Speaker: Harmonic Technology Pro-9 Plus. AC: PS Audio
Lab, JPS Aluminata.
—Kalman Rubinson
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consequence of these characteristics —
the sound was engrossing and magnetic:
it was difficult not to pay attention. On
the other hand, aswitch back to the
eVo2 seemed a more subtle change,
with aslightly more distant soundstage
and abit more midbass. Resolution was
just as good —on careful assessment,
nothing was lacking. Continued listening, in fact, made me question even
those differences that Icould experience
only on switch-over.
Second Guesses and Conclusions
Iwas scooped by ST in "Sam's Space,"
so Ican't resist this unique opportunity
to be aMonday-morning quarterback
and comment on the PS Audio HCA2's ranking, based on his comments, in
Class A of "Recommended Components." There's nothing I'd like more
than to point out that he missed something, got it all wrong, or that the HCA2is undeserving of the accolades.
But Ican't. The HCA-2 will consistently impress with its speed, resolution,
lack of edge or harshness, dynamic
range, and — despite its size — power.
Although Ipaired it with only afew
speakers, Ithink it will be best when
used with large, floorstanding loudspeakers of the highest resolution and
low-frequency extension. It can also be
used very effectively with small, standmounted monitors, especially if assisted
by a subwoofer. Indeed, the HCA-2
even made the Celestion MP-1 minis
that Iuse with my TV sound bigger and
better than ever.
Would Iquestion the awarding of a
Class A rating to the HCA-2? My only
caveat is that, like areally good singleended triode amplifier, it might not be
an ideal partner for just any speaker or
room, and therefore might be less universal in its application than some other
Class A amps. You might argue that if
the HCA-2's transparency reveals shortcomings elsewhere in the system and
room, it is not open to criticism.
However, those revelations were consistent from system to system. With the
Revel Studios, Inoted — and appreciated — aslight leanness in the midbass. In
other setups, the same effect might not
work as well.
That said, it's hard to think of another amp anywhere near the HCA-2's
price that can compete with it for clarity and power. It is, like the psychiatrist's elephant in the middle of the
room, impossible to ignore. If you're
shopping for an amp for any system at
any price, you simply must audition the
HCA-2.
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"I wasn't ready to take on another amplifier
line, but you guys leave me no choice. This
is the best amplifier Ihave ever heard".
Doug Wilson, Wilson Audio, Metairie, Louisiana
504-888-8851

actn,9
AC power
were water, your
components would be
drinking

from

a sewer."

No coil
No transformer
No current limit
No transient delay
No dynamic compression

Introducing the new Plinius SA 102
$4995 00

Exceptional performance, with speaker driving ability and
a musical performance that is now available for the first
CLS HT 1000 MK II
For all your home theater &
audio needs

time in solid state amplifiers. The SA 102 is capable of
over 4000 watts short term. Even efficient speakers
take on new dynamics and life.

PLINIUS

For the USA or Canada Dealer Location Near You
contact us @ www.pliniususa.com
or phone: (716)741-6063 /DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
For Product Info Go To www.pliniusaudio.com

Plinius is available at these fine dealers
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LIGHTSPEED AUDIO

6465 Monroe St. # E
Sylvania, Ohio 43560 USA
TEL: 419-885-1485, FAX: 419-885-7148
www.changlightspeed.com

Exclusively available
in Portland, Oregon at:

Exclusively available
in Santa Barbara, CA at:

STEREOTYPES
HOME AUDIO
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Conrad-Johnson Premier
18LS line-stage preamplifier

R

ecording artists can reinvent
themselves by crossing over into
another style of music. Gloria
Estefan, who started with Latin music,
crossed over into mainstream pop with
great success. Doug Sax, who reinvented the direct-to-vinyl disc and produced
outstanding LPs for Sheffield Lab, eventually transferred all of his music to
compact discs. Ivor Tiefenbrun, designer of the Linn Sondek turntable, now
makes CD players.
Similar changes have occurred in
electronics. Audio Research, aleading
American manufacturer of tube power
amplifiers and preamplifiers, introduced
aline of solid-state amps. Bill Conrad
and Lewis Johnson, who make the C-J
triode tube amplifiers and preamplifiers, have also begun to design solidstate equipment. In the May 1998
Stereophile (Vo121 No.5), Wes Phillips
praised C-J's flagship Anniversary
Triode (ART) Reference line preamp
for its simplicity. Johnson and Conrad
kept the ARTs output impedance at a
low 500 ohms by linking five dual-triode 6922 tubes in parallel, "fabricating
the equivalent of asingle high-conductance triode" and avoiding the need of
an output buffer stage. But in crossing
over into transistor products, would
Conrad-Johnson be able to retain the
simplicity, low distortion, and musicality of their tube designs?
Design
As noted above, the basic circuit ideas
for the C-J preamplifier line were embodied in the all-tube, dual-chassis ART,
which initially cost $14,995 and of
which only 250 were made in both the
original and Series 2forms. The all-tube

Description: Solid-state (FED preamplifier with remote control, 4pairs inputs (RCA, unbalanced), 2 pairs
outputs (RCA, single-ended), 1tape
loop. Maximum voltage gain: 22dB.
Maximum output: 9V unbalanced.
Distortion: <0.1% at IV output, IMD
or THD. Polarity: inverted at all outputs. Output impedance: 200 ohms.
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Conrad-Johnson Premier 1815 line-stage preamplifier

Premier 16LS Series 2 ($8295; see
review in August 2001, Vo124 No.8)
was next, and was hailed by Jonathan
Scull as asingle-chassis version of the
ART Then carne the all-tube Premier
17LS ($4495; see review in May 2001,
Vo124 No.5), which Brian Damkroger
described as the most affordable incarnation of the ART. All three preamplifiers ended up in Class A of Stereophile's
latest edition of "Recommended Components" (October 2002). Now Conrad
and Johnson have introduced the solidstate, $3495 Premier 18LS.
In his solid-state circuits, Lew
Johnson uses the same principle of simple, single-ended, single-stage preamplifier design that he'd used in his tube
designs. To do this, the Premier 18LS
uses field effect transistors (FETs) be-

Bandpass: 2Hz-100kHz (no amplitude limits specified). Noise: ref.
500mV input (20Hz-20kHz): -96dB.
Dimensions: 19" (487mm) W by 3.3"
(85mm) H by 15.25" (391mm) D.
Weight: 16 lbs (7.3kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
3401003.
Price: $3495. Approximate number

cause they minimize odd-order distortion products. Because these distortions
are musically unrelated to the fundamental tone, they sound particularly
strident and irritating. On the other
hand, a FETs even-order distortion
products arc part of the natural musical
overtones. Simplicity meant limiting the
18LS to only one gain stage. For that
reason, the preamp had to be asingleended device. It has no balanced inputs
or outputs, which would require another circuit stage. The single gain stage
also means that the 18LS inverts phase.
The symmetry of FET drivers made
possible a total harmonic distortion
(THD) level of just 0.005% THD,
which meant no feedback loop was
needed. Why is this important? Negative feedback is used to reduce measured

of dealers: 65. Warranty: 3years, nontransferable.
Manufacturer: Conrad-Johnson Design, Inc., 2733 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax,
VA 22031. Tel: (703) 698-8581. Fax:
(703) 560-5360. Web: www.conrad
johnson.com.
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1977 AND FAY FIRST HIFI JOB Long hair. Wore polyester, platform shoes,
and aclip-on tie. Offered achoice of 8cutting-edge receivers and several cassette
decks and 8-tracks. Sold tubes to nutty people that would not give up obsolete
technology. Used terms like "Cool" and "Bitchin" to describe gear.
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Conrad-Johnson

distortion. Lew Johnson noted that transistors have much more gain and require
much more feedback to manage dynamic passages. Yet circuits with lots of feedback can sound edgy due to transient
intermodulation distortion (TIM).
"Feedback distorts the time information,
so that you lose microdynamics," says
Johnson. "These are the fine musical
gradations that the best preamplifiers
can reveal." Feedback also affects macrodynamics. "The Conrad 18LS handles
larger signals without requiring feedback
because it can create symmetrical currents using the two types of FETs [Nchannel and P-channel —Ed.]."
There are two kinds of negative feedback: loop feedback (aka global feedback) and local feedback, the latter
found in circuits that use cathode "follower" circuits, whether they be cathode

(tube), FET, or bipolar transistor.
Johnson's Premier 16LS and 17LS tube
preamplifiers do not employ cathodefollower circuits. Similarly, the solidstate Premier 18LS uses Cfs auto-linear
gain block, which achieves low distortion with zero loop feedback by exploiting the symmetrical distortion properties
of N- and P-channel FETs.
Johnson believes that the design of
the power supply is just as important to
the quality of the audio signal as that of
the signal-bearing circuits. The 18LSs
power supplies contain discrete DC regulators carefully designed for minimum
impedance even at the highest audio
frequencies, to prevent the supplies
from distorting the audio signal.
Controls
The Premier 18LS's thick faceplate of

Premier

18LS

extruded aluminum is styled like that of
Conrad-Johnson's ART preamplifier.
Reviewing the 16LS line-stage preamp,
Jonathan Scull described the C-J look as
"somewhat deco in overall styling,
while still retaining asense of the modern" (Vo124 No.8).
The 18LS has no On/Off switch.
Plugging it into the AC mains puts the
unit into standby mode: the standby
LED lights up, but the front-panel display is blank and the output is muted.
You have to read the manual to discover that pressing the Mute button
on the front panel or the remote places
the 18LS in operating mode, with previous settings retained. Out of the box,
the 18LS springs to life with its level
set at "20" and the CD input selected.
To put it back into standby, press Mute
for two seconds.

Measurements

W

I
Ii its single amplification stage,
lc Conrad-Johnson Premier
18LS inverts absolute signal polarity.
The input impedance at lkHz was a
usefully high 101k ohms and the maximum voltage gain was 21.9dB. The
volume-control steps ranged from
13dB at the very top of the range to
025 and 0.55dB nearer the center of
the range. The maximum indicated
volume was "99," but between "99"
and "89" only alternate numbers resulted in areduction of level; it; "98"
and "97" were both equivalent to an
attenuation of 135dB, "96" and "95"
were both equivalent to afurther attenuation of 13dB, and so on.
The output impedance was quite
low across most of the audioband, at
72 ohms at 20kHz, and alittle higher,
183 ohms, at lkHz. The source impedance rose to ahigh 1.5k ohms at
20Hz, however, which will result in
prematurely rolled-off low frequencies with apower amp having an input impedance much below 20k
ohms. This can be seen in fig.1, where
the bottom pair of traces on the left
(-3dB at 50Hz) was taken with the
Premier 18LS driving the very low
load of 600 ohms. Into 100k ohms,
however, the bass is flat down to the
10Hz limit of this graph.
At the other end of the spectrum,
the 600 ohm load results in aslight
rise in the top octave, this due to the
lower source impedance in this re-
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gion. More significant, there appeared
to be some correlation between ultrasonic bandwidth and the volume-control setting. With the control sa to
unity gain ("631, the response extends
out to -1dB at 150kHz. But with the
volume control set to its maximum
position ("99"), the -1dB point drops
to 12kHz. This would be audible, but
situations necessitating the use of the
Premier 18's full 21.9dB of gain arc,
fortunately, extremely unlikely.
Channel separation (fig.2) was
good below lkHz, with any crosstalk
buried beneath the noise floor. However, capacitive coupling resulted in a
reduction in separation to 60dB at the
top of the audioband. The unweight-

ed, wideband signal/noise ratio (ref.
1V output) was disappointing, at
73.4dB. This improved by 10dB
when the measurement bandwidth
was reduced to 22Hz-22kHz, and by
afurther 5dB when an A-weighting
filter was used.
Fig3 shows how the percentage of
distortion and noise in the Conrad-

»el

Fig.2 Conrad-Johnson Premier 18LS, channel
separation with volume control at
maximum (R-L dashed, 10dB/vertical
div.).
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Fig.1
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Conrad-Johnson Premier 18LS,
frequency response into 100k ohms
with volume control at unity gain
(middle pair of traces at 20kHz, top
traces at 100Hz), with volume control
at maximum (bottom traces at 20kHz),
and into 600 ohms with volume
control at unity gain (top traces at
20kHz, bottom traces at 100Hz).
(0.5dB/vertical div.)

Fig.3 Conrad-Johnson Premier 1815,
distortion (%) vs output voltage into
(from right to left at 3%): 100k, 10k,
and lk ohm.
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The front panel is divided into two
main sections. Moving from left to right,
the product's name occupies asmall section, separated from the rest by acurved
indentation that sweeps from top to bottom. The controls sit on the other side of
this curve. Two portholes include numeric displays of the left- and rightchannel output levels; the dark circle
below is the infrared receiver for the
remote. Farther left are two rows of five
LEDs each: above are indicators for the
selection of Phono/Aux 2, Tuner, CD,
Video, and Aux 2; below are Source,
EPL (external processor loop), Theater,
Stnby, and Mute. Farther to the right are
two rows of three buttons each: above

are Mute, Level Down, and Level Up;
below are Source, EPL, and Theater.
The 18LS lets you select one of two
external processors, as the remote clearly shows. Pressing EPL 1toggles between the source and the output of a
processor, though the 18LS controls the
volume level in either position. EPL
2/Theater, however, sets the 18LS to
unity gain, so the level of the front
speakers can be set by the processor.
This makes it simple to incorporate the
18LS into ahigh-quality home-theater
system without compromising its twochannel performance.
Looking at the rear panel, there are
inputs for Phono/Aux 1, Tuner, CD,

Video, and Aux 2. These are electrically
equivalent: the load they present to the
source varies with the volume-control
setting, but in no case does it drop below
12k ohms. Farther to the left are inputs
and outputs for EPL 1, for connecting a
surround-sound processor to a highquality two-channel system. Next are
inputs and outputs for 'Thtr/EPL, which
allow for matrix processing of selected
two-channel sources. Then come Main
Out 1and 2, to be connected to the
inputs of apower amplifier or an electronic crossover. There arc no balanced
XLR connectors.
Conrad-Johnson supplies the buyer
of an 18LS with a10-page manual that

Measurements
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Fig.4 Conrad-Johnson Premier 18LS,
THD+noise (%) vs frequency at 1.5V
into 100k and 10k ohms (bottom
traces), and into lk ohm (top below
lkHz). (Right channel dashed.)
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Johnson's output varies with signal
voltage (at lIcHz). At clipping (1%
THD+noise), the preamp can deliver more than 10V into loads of 10k
ohms and above, which is way more
than any real-life situation will require. Even into lk ohm, there are
still 7V available at clipping. The upward slope of the traces below 12V
output means that the distortion is
actually buried in the noise below
this level.
The minima between 1V and 2V
in the fig3 traces suggested that I
should plot the THD+noise against
frequency in this region. Accordingly,
fig.4 shows the traces taken into
three loads: 100k, 10k, and 1kohm.
The distortion rises slightly at low

frequencies into the low load, but
otherwise the load impedance has
very little effect on the preamp's
behavior. However, while the
midrange THD is very low, at less
than 0.02%, it does rise in the top
three octaves, reaching 0.2% just
below 20kHz.
At low frequencies and high levels
into 100k ohms, the highest harmonics are the third and fifth (fig.5), with
the 120Hz AC supply component
visible at —84dB (0.006%). Dropping
the load to 1k ohm (fig.6) brings the
third harmonic up to —72dB
(0.025%), and the second harmonic
can now be seen at —80dB (0.01%). At
higher frequencies and lower levels,
the distortion drops to a very low
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Fig.5 Conrad-Johnson Premier 1815,
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz,
at 2V into 100k ohms (linear frequency
scale, 10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Conrad-Johnson Premier 1815,
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz,
at 2V into lk ohm (linear frequency
scale, 10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.7 Conrad-Johnson Premier 18LS, spectrum of lkHz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 1V into 8k ohms
(linear frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.).
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Conrad-Johnson
describes the model's basic operation.
There is no table of contents or index,
but Iparticularly missed any control or
connector diagrams. An owner might
not miss such diagrams — the rearpanel arrangements are among the "set
and forget" operations that need to be
done only once —but they can be of
great help to areviewer in the repeated
plug,gings and unpluggings of connectors during reviews.
The 18LS's quality of internal components is superb, with polypropylene
and polystyrene capacitors used in the
audio circuitry. The power supply's
polypropylene capacitors are bypassed
with small polystyrene caps. The audio

circuits and their related power supplies
use precision low-inductance, laser-

The 18LS's quality of
internal components is
superb, with polypropylene
and polystyrene capacitors
used in the audio circuitry.
trimmed metal-foil resistors from
Vishay. The same resistors are used in

18LS having too much gain for
level (0.0035%, not including the
practical use and therefore having a
noise contribution). Though the
higher noise floor than would oththird harmonic is still the highest in
level in fig.Z at -90dB it is not going erwise be the case. However, as it is
widely felt that the lack of loop
to bother anyone.
negative feedback results in better
Despite the rise in THD at high
sound, perhaps due to the feedback
frequencies seen in fig.4, the
shifting the distortion energy to
Premier 18LS produced very low
higher-order and therefore more
levels of intermodulation distortion
with the demanding mixture of subjectively objectionable components, Bill Conrad and Lew
19kHz and 20kHz tones (fig.8).
However, the noise floor in figs. 7 Johnson may well have made the
correct choice, to judge from Larry
and 8 is around 12dB higher than
Greenhill's auditioning comments.
with the tubed Nagra and VTL pre—John Atkinson
amps reviewed in the November
issue, despite Conrad-Johnson's use
of solid-state devices. The designer's decision not to use overall loop
negative feedback results in the

Fig.8 Conrad-Johnson Premier 18LS, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
1V into 8k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Premier

18LS

the level control; the level is set by
selecting combinations among an array
of these resistors. Loudness and balance
can be adjusted precisely in 99 steps of
approximately 0.7dB each.
Setup
My moderately damped, 5400-cubicfoot, rectangular living room has a12'
semi-cathedral ceiling. Idid most of
my listening in the nearfield of my
Quad ESL-989 loudspeakers, which
were 63" from the rear wall and 36"
from the side walls, sitting on acircular
area rug. Imaging and soundstaging
were best when the speakers and my
chair described an 8' equilateral triangle, measured from the centers of the
Quads' panels.
The Premier 18LS's lack of balanced
outputs ruled out the use of my Krell
FPB 600e power amplifier, so Imainly
used aMark Levinson No334. Later, I
tried the Bryston 14B-SST and ConradJohnson MV2500 amps.
In my system, the amplifier and preamplifier are 10' apart, so Ihad to use
long runs of single-ended interconnects: Mark Levinson HFC (with
Camac connectors), Coincident CST
Interface, and UltralinIc Performance
Audio. To reduce hum and interference, Icrimped the ground shields of
the cables' RCA plugs to make asnug
fit on the power amplifier's singleended jacks, and kept the cables as far as
possible from power supplies and AC
transformers. All in all, because of the
long runs required, Iwould have preferred using balanced interconnects.
The 18LS's lack of aphono stage also
required aworkaround. Iused my trustworthy John Dunlavy MX-10 movingcoil head amplifier to boost the signal
from my Spectral moving-coil cartridge,
and fed the MX-10's output to either a
Margules Magenta FZ47 phono stage
or to the phono section of my Mark
Levinson ML-7 preamp. I found it
more convenient to use the Margules,
but the ML-7's phono section was more
transparent and provided a broader,
more three-dimensional soundstage.
Finally, I had to correct for the
18LS's inversion of phase. As stated on
p.8 of the owner's manual, optimal listening requires that the owner reverse
the speaker wires to the front-channel
speakers, which Idid before doing
any listening.
Listening
A good preamplifier must be musical,
dynamic, and neutral. And because it
acts as an audio system's control center,
101
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Premier

Ibelieve apreamplifier also must be
easy and convenient to use. This means
it must have aremote and be controllable from the listening chair.
The Conrad-Johnson Premier 18LS
excelled in both areas. Its remote
trounces any other I've used — it's intuitive in use, responsive, uncluttered,
and, best of all, was able to trigger the
18LS's IR receiver from any spot in the
room. Icould sit 10' away from the
18LS in my listening chair and get an
instant response. This remote was highly addictive; I'll find it hard to return it
to C-J.
The sonic report is just as positive.
The good news began with the 18LS's
strong bass response. It delivered solid,
subjectively smooth bass down to 30Hz
through the Quad ESL-989 electrostatics, with excellent extension, control,
pitch definition, and speed. Iheard this
time and again, whether it was the synthesizer on Massive Attack's Unfinished
Sympathy (CD, Circa VVBRX2), the
taut, driving electric bass on the soundtrack of My Cousin Vinny (CD, Varèse
Sarabande VSD 5364), or the distant
but massively forceful drum and bass
synthesizer in "Silk Road," on IChing's
Of the Marsh and the Moon (CD, Chesky
W0144). Iwas surprised at the solidity
and depth of the bass drum reproduced
by the Quads with Owen Reed's La
Fiesta Mexicana, from Fiesta (CD, Reference RR-38CD).
The 18LS also rendered solid and
tuneful bass from my vinyl LPs. Firm,
solid bass seemed to rise from my
room's foundations when I played
"After Anthem," from the Glory soundtrack (LP, Virgin 91329-1). The C-J produced bass of wide dynamic range, set
against powerful orchestral rhythms,
from my LP of Shostakovich's Symphony 6 (Leopold Stokowski, Chicago
Symphony, RCA LSC-3133). Similarly,
the 18LS equaled the ML-7A in reproduring the rhythmic drive of the double
basses in Bartók's Concerto for Orchestra
(LP, RCA/Classic LSC-1924).
The 18LS's midrange reproduction
excelled in its clarity, openness, and ability to convincingly render instrumental
and vocal timbres. Take the ease and
precision with which the tenors, baritones, and basses of the male vocal
ensemble Cantus arc rendered on
...Against the Dying of the Light (Cantus
CTS-1202). Described as a"musical and
poetic progression from grief and sorrow to consolation and joy," the selection of these works was inspired by the
emotions churned up by the World
Trade Center disaster. The subtle tim102

18LS

brai differences, microdynamics, and
colors of the voices contrasted with the
massive dynamics of ahuge gong that
invokes the attack in Veljo Tormis'
Vadele, Jumala, Soasta.
Other recordings excelled in dynamic contrasts when played over the 18LS.
The sudden rim shot that ends Harry
Connick, Jr.'s, "I Don't Get Around
Much Anymore" was stunning (CD,
When Hany Met Sally..., Columbia CK
45319). Mac-rodynamics were clearest
listening to the title song from Steely
Dan's Aja (LP, VIM 4039). The sad,
involving, self-destructive sentiment
that powers "Aja" through aslow buildup in the song's level came through
with all the pressure I've come to
expect. Dynamics and good transient
response were also heard in the opening
movement of Prokofiev's Romeo and
Juliet, from the original direct-to-disc LP
(Sheffield Labs 8). In "Romeo Resolves
to Avenge Mercutio's Death," the 18LS
conveyed the music's stunning dynamics, totally involving me.
The Conrad-Johnson 18LS captured

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Sondek
LP12 turntable with Lingo power
supply, Ittok tonearm, Spectral
moving-coil cartridge.
Digital source: Krell KRC-28
CD transport, Adcom GDA-700
D/A processor.
FM tuner: Day-Sequerra FM
Reference Classic.
Preamplification: Krell KCT
preamplifier, Mark Levinson preamplifier ML-7A with L-2
phono section, Duntech MX-10
moving-coil head amplifier,
Margules Magenta FZ47 phono
preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson No.334, Conrad-Johnson
MF2500.
Loudspeakers: Quad ELS-989.
Cables: 75 ohm digital coax: Silver
Starlight. Interconnect, singleended: Randall Research, Mark
Levinson HFC (with Camac connectors), Totem Acoustic Sinew,
Coincident CST Interface, Ultralink Performance Audio. Speaker:
Mark Levinson HFC-10, PSC
Pristine R-50 biwired double ribbons, Ultralink Excelsior 6N
OFHC, Coincident Speaker Technology CST 1.
—Larry Greenhill

the timbres of the string tone during the
third movement of Haydn's String
Quartet in d, Op.76 No2, "The Quinten" (CD, ASV CD DCA 622). This
movement includes acanon with two
violins playing together in octaves, followed three beats later by the viola and
cello. Its distinct rhythms have won it
the nickname "Witches Minuet." The
18LS conveyed its rhythmic pace, as well
as the resonances of the viola and the
tonalities of wood and bow. The C-J
placed the cello far to the left, while setting the other instruments in their own
spaces. The violin string tone was
unusually sweet-sounding.
Although its sound was effortless,
nonmechanical, and with astrong ability to resolve low-level detail, the 18LS
was less transparent with some recordings than my Mark Levinson ML-7.
This was most apparent with recordings
of small jazz groups. The vibraphone on
"Limehouse Blues," from Jazz at the
Pawnshop (LP, Proprius 7778-79),
sounded more lucid and transparent
through the ML-7. This may have been
aresult of comparing the ML-7's internal phono stage to the external hookup
required to run an outboard phono
stage through the 18LS.
The 18LS and Quad ESL-989s created an enormous, enveloping soundstage. This was evident listening to the
wide circle of male voices so brilliantly
depicted on the Cantus disc. When Ilistened to John Atkinson's voice move
around the church during the "Microphone Techniques and Soundstage
Maps" track on Swreophiles Test CD 3
(STPH006-2), his voice and the sound
of the struck cowbell illuminated the
church acoustic, moving smoothly and
easily from behind the left loudspeaker,
across stage center, and out behind the
right speaker.
Gustav Hoist's Chaconne (CD, Reference RR-39CD) displayed a deep,
wide image, with air around the instruments. Playing the opening Kyrie of Misa
Criolla (CD, Philips 420 955-2), the CJ/Quad system portrayed a seamless
choral fabric behind tenor Josè Carreras.
And at the end of pianist Anna Maria
Stanczyk's performance of Chopin's
Scherzo in b-flat, Op31, from Stereophiles first Test CD (STPH-002-2), I
heard Stanczyk's manager's "Well
done!" correctly through both preamplifiers: at the extreme left stage.
The Premier 18LS and ESL-989s
produced an acoustic illusion of a
waterfall spilling into a pool at the
beginning of I Ching's "Running
Water," from ofthe Marsh and the Moon.
Stereophile, December 2002

Soundstage depth and width excelled
on "Naris," from Patricia Barber's Bhh•
ca (CD, Premonition/Blue Note 5
21810 2). Percussion was open, airy,
and fast.
The 18LS's treble register was extended, neutral, and effortless. This
allowed me to hear both the shimmer
of the cymbal in the opening of "The
Mooche," from Rendezvousjerome Harris
Quiiitet Plar Jazz (CD, Stereophile
STPH013 2), and the rich harmonies of
the guitar's metallic strings on "I Get the
Blues When It Rains," from Etta Baker's
Railroad Bill (Cl), Cello Music Maker
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Conclusions
The Conrad-Johnson Premier 18LS
performed admirably in my system,
revealing dynamic contrasts both subtle
and bold, holographic soundstag,ing, and
solid, deep, tuneful bass. The remote
has the widest angle of effectiveness I've
encountered in aconsumer-electronics
product, and the preamp's front-panel
display is readable from 10' away. The
18LS's ergonomics arc the best I've
encountered.
But keep these caveats in mind:
Because Conrad-Johnson preamps are
single-ended designs, you can't use
them to drive amplifiers with balanced
inputs, or use balanced interconnects to
minimize hum and noise pickup with
long cable runs. And if you play LPs,
you'll need to add aphono stage and
head amp. Although the 18LS was
transparent on most recordings, more
expensive line stages, like the long-discon tinued Mark Levinson M L-7,
sounded even clearer.
That said, Irecommend the ContadJohnson Premier 18LS. For $3495, it
offers outstanding clarity and sound.
Add the three-year warranty and the
compact size and you've got a very
desirable product.
Conrad-Johnson's gamble in crossing
over from tubes to solid-state has paid
off. 13e sure to get in on this sea change
and audition the Premier 18LS preamplifier.
Stereophile, December 2002

The Goldmund Mimesis 24
The first 32 Channels
Home Theater Processor

The Goldmund Full Epilogue
The most Expensive
Speaker in the world.

Goldmund USA, our newly U.S.
established distribution company,
invites you in our Penthouse Suite
on January 9th-12th 2003
at the Bellagio, Las Vegas.

ON INVITATION ONLY
To receive an invitation
call Goldmund USA at:

1-888-GOLD-001
Or send Email at:
reachus@goldmundusa.com

G
GOLDIVIUND
USA

Phone: +1 (480) 563-4393 •Fox: +1 (480) 563-4394 •mobil: +1 (480) 560-6272
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Acoustic Signature Final Tool
53.900 with SME 309 tonearm and
Garrott FGS cartridge. Save $1.320!
Perhaps tile greatest mid-priced bargain 1,

800.229.0644

analog today sez MF Ruggedly built,
precision machined. 24lb damped aluminur

Order On-Line! www.needledoctor.com
Dealer Inquires Welcome For: Acoustic Signature, Dual,

platter. Should last a lifetime or even twc
-Stereophile Rec. Comp. Class B, 10/01

Garrott Brothers, Ortofon, Molly Toes & Sonic Circle

rte._
Walker Proscenium
Gold Signature SI 7,000

Dynavector
Acoustic Signature
Final Tool wNTA $2.070

Acoustic Signature

Special $2.200 w/ 88300 &

Samba $1.599

Garrott
P89 $6.000

Graham $3.800

DRT XV-1

EMT

Garrott

Nightingale

$3.500

TU-3 53.200

P88 $3.000

Kuzma $.3.0i
KC-REF
-

Garrott P77. Save $795!

Dynavector

clearaudio
Maximin Solution $7.000
$12.140 vv/T01 &
Discovery. Save $960!

4
0
ear>

clearaudio
Champion II $2.200

Benz

Cardas Heart

TE Kaitora

Lyra Helikon

Ref 2 Silver

Lyra Helikon

52.750

$2.495

SL $2.195

$2.000

51.995

Bluenote
Baidinotti

London Decca

EMT TU -2

Jubilee

Dynavector

Garrott FGS

Transfigurarie

51.795

$1.795

S1.750

XX2 51.695

51.600

Spirit $1.50

Ortolon $950
Kontrapunkt B

Grado
Master $800

P 25 51.275

$3,960 w/ Unify & Sigma
Wood. Save $365!

Music Hall MMF-7 5995
5 5499 /2.1 5299 /15199

SME Model 10 56.250

$6.995 W/ SME Tonearm
"2001 Analog Product
Of The Year -Stereophile

$1.500
Sumiko
clearaudio Sigma
Wood $1.200

JA Michell SE $1.795
$2.020 w/ RB 250 & Garrott
Kl. Save $300!
•••111.

Ortofon
Jubilee St.&

Celebration

,
Lyra Lydian
B $995

•

uloe

Benz-Micro
Glider 5795-

Pro-ject Perspective 5999

AO'
clearaudio S750
Virtuoso Wood

clearaudio Solution $1.600
Acoustic Signature
Analog One MK II $3.500
Special 54.700 w/ SME 309 &
Garrott FGS. Save $1.950!
" strike nie as being among
the best buys out there

$3.000 w/ Unify & Virtuoso.
Save $275'

Garrott
Optim S 5700

Ortofon $600
Kontrapunkt A

Exact 5595

Benz-Micro
ACE $550

Garrott P-77

Grado

clearaudio
Aurum/Beta S

Garrott K-3

Sonata S500

S-150

$400

Super Elys

dir

$.500

5395

1042 5375

clearaudio
Aurum/Beta

Dynavector

5350

10X4 $350

eh,

Shure $325
V15 VxMR

Ortolon
X5-MC $325

Rega

Dynavector
DV-20X 552,

Rega P 3 5750 /P2 $495

•

today
Stereophile Analog
Corner M. Fremer 4/02

Rega

Goldring

Pro-lect Wood Classic $750
Pro-ject RM-9 $1.495
51.845 w/ Blue Point Special

JA Michell Orbe SE $3.500
$4.550 w/ RB 900 & Garrott
P77. Save $450!

Tt*

Bluenote Bellavista $1,295
51995 w/Borghese arm &

Pro-ject RM-4 $495

Boboli. Save $690!
Audio
Vestax
Basis

clearaudio
Master Solution 53.200

$5.900 w/ Tangent & Victory
H. Save $600!

Garrott K-2

Grado

$300

Platinum 5300

Sumiko S2-19
Blue Point

Rega
Elys $225

BDT-2500 $150

1400 $1.200
$1.995 w/ RB250 &
Glider. Save $325!

-

etiliJ
Technica

OC-9 $299

Sumiko

BPS $349

Ortofon

Ortofon

OrtoIon

0M-30 S285

X3 -MC S275

MC 15 5250

Denon

Garrott

DL -103

K1 $200

S200

Ortofon
0M-20 S195

clearaudio
Champion $1.000
$1.560 w/RB250 & Aurum

Stanton
ST-100

$450

Beta S. Save $215!

STR8-80

5300

STR8-60

S230

STR8-50

$160

RPM $2.995
$5495 w/ RPM Tonearm
Save $500'

Bluenote Belvedere $2.695

Bluenote Deck 12 $695

$4.995 w/ Borromeo arm &
Baldinotti. Save $830'

5920 w/ RB 250 & Garrott
K1. Save $300'

Pro-ject 1.2 5319

_

/
Grado

Benz-Micro

Rega Super

Gold 5180

MC 20 E 5175

Bias.5175

Denon

Stanton
681EEE MKII

DL-110 S140

S130

Rega
Bias 5125

Denon
DL -160 5180

Grado
Silver $150

Stanton
Ortolon
Xl-MC $145

881 MKII
$145

Audio
Grado
Red 5110

Technica
440 ML 599

Shure
M97xE 599

Listening to music with the Garrott Optim FGS was

Established 1979
JERRY RASKIN'S
.........
1rEDLE DOCTOR

deeply moving and emotionally intense, among the
best that Ihave ever experienced. The building of

(

tension in classical music had me unconsciously
holding my breath the way Irespond at live performances. The feeling of exaltation when the tension
was released was equally stirring. Ifound it impos-

800.229.0644

sible to listen to music casually and had to choose
music of lighter emotional demands when doing the
more mechanical reviewing listening chores.

Worlds Largest Selection Of Needles!

-Paul Szabady. www.stereotimes.corn

www needledoctor com •e-mail info@needledoctor.com •612 378 0543 •fax 378.9024 •419 14th Ave. S E ,MPLS MN 55414
_000000ellit
AO Amazon $2.200 tin pr
-WE Model 309
WE Series IV Vi

51.550
. 52.995

WE Series V

53 500

Zanden

Ring

New

Bluenote

1200 $15,000

Mat $90
Anniversary Mat

Villa Stibbert

$150

$2 700

AO Anaconda 51.050 1
m pr
Grado RS 1Heauphone S695
Grado RS 2 Headphone 5495

-iega
Jew RB-1000 51.595

Grado RA 1Amp

AB-900 $995 /RB-600 $695
?B-300 5425 /RB-250 S325

Herron VTPH1-MC ..53.250
Herron VTPH1-MM ..52.750
Hot New CD Player!

AO SorboGel Mat
595
Rega Upgrades Motor $155

Shanling CDT-100 ._52.000
The world audio press has
AcousTech
PH-1 Premium
PH-1

51 500
51 200

given the Shanling CDT-100
the highest level of acclaim.

HD 580

$t99-

dini Pro Fully Auto.
1.5FI

...5689

Semi Auto

AS Silver Grip

5150

clearaudio Ouadro .

5100

HO 457

Rego Jupiter

1.5 Semi Automatic ... 5395

Stylus

576

J.A. Michell Clamp

$50

Kab Grip
Clever Clamp

$30
$20

f

Cleaner

SR225 . .5200

.51 895

SR125 ...5150

"01 Digital Comp Runner-up
Free AO Viper wpruchase
Sota I
-Clamp

AO Coral Sl34

.529"

-

ur

Grado

--Tecord Master Manual .S259

$69

In, pr

SR325 ...5295

$475

--reroDust

AO Python 5525 11110

AO Viper S225

RS 65 $18e
280 Pro $99
HO C451 S99"
HD 477 549"

Sota Reflex Clamp . . 5207
Nifty Gritty

$350

Sennheiser
HD 600 $349"

Ear
834P Chrome Min MC 51.295
834P Black Min MC .. 5995
834P (mm only)

Regs Planet
S950
•
01 Budget Comp Runner-up -

SR80

$95

SR60

$69

SR40

.5.39"

AO Diamondback 595 Im or

mading AO Copperhead 559 1m pr

Free AO Coral wpruchase
MMUS>

AO Sidewinder 535

$795
Herron Audio
VTST-1A Preamp

$3.995

M 150 Mono Blocks $5.895 pr

1
m pr

Final Lab DARUMA-311. .599
AO Big Feet

579 4pc

AO Little Feet

$49 4pc

AO G Snake $20

lm pr

111111Camin
clearaudio Protractor

Discwasher 04 Brush

$150

The Short Cut

$12e

DB DBP-10 Protractor
Garrott Protractor

.54e
$5

Upgraded power supply'
Acoustic Signature
Tango /71/71 rue

5600

See Paul Szabady review on
www.stereotimes.com

40 Carbon Fiber Brush $15
Hunt EVA MK 6

$25

London Decca Brush

KK Silver Streak $240 In,

.

Creek

5350 SE $1.500
2001 Budget Componen(
01 The Year -Stereophile

Molly Toes
$6 each

Vibrapods
$6 each

alegling221113

. S25

Kimber PBJ 584 lin pr

41
/
.7)r

Sonic
Circles
Kab Strobe & Light ....599'
clearaudio Strobe Disc
clearaudio Light
Allsop

Gruv Glide

Orbitrac $39

$24

.• a
it
.• .. ..

g, "

Blue Note Kymyas

$40

New Grado PH-1

Standesign

$100

Design 4 & 5
$399 4 shell

AO HL -5
. .520
Sumiko HS -29520 A•

$449 5 shell

..550

Cardas HSL PCCE

.535

Cardas HSL PCC

5116

Canino Dual Banana

Monolithic
PS-1 mm mc
HC-1 Power Supply .

$399
5259

Auric Illuminator

$39"

CD Stop Light
Discwasher

sir

AO BFA/CE Banana ..520 4pc
M BP-201 Locking Banana $15 pr

$20

LP #9 Stylus Cleaner ..525
Lyra SPT Stylus Cleaner $45

Plateau

Disc Doc. Stylus Clean $24'
JA Michell Bolt Set ....510

Lehmann Audio

Aesthetix Benz
Demag-netizer

5179

Cardas Sweep Record

Black Cube MM. InC

...5595

GS A4 & A5

FL 4A & 5A

5199' 4 shell

$139 - 4 Shelf

5270 5 shelf

5159- 5 Shelf

XL0 Test & Burn In CD

Apollo

524

Chesky Demo Disc . ..515
Ayre Enhancement CD

$20
$30

#1 Power Cleaner

M BP-202 Locking Banana $7 pr
Cardas SLBR RCA
514 pr
M RP-138T Locking RCA $14 pr
M RP-153T Locking RCA

WTI

57 pr

M BP-202 Dual Female ..510 pr

$125
Wall Shelf

M RP-148-2 Male .2 Fern 513 pr
Cardas Caps $6 pr ..533 12 pc

$34
. .5203

#2 Record Preservative $35
#2 Record PreservativeS212
#3 Record Cleaner .. .520
#4 Stylus Cleaner

$23 ech

44 BP-214 Dual Banana 510 2 pr
Monster X Terminator 530 pr

CD Scratch Repair Kit $10"
Laser Lens Cleaner . .51r

$59

clearaudio Elixir

IW

610 10/pk

$500

Headshell Leads

clearaudio

.

#1 Power Cleaner

Kimber Hero $150 1m pt

Shure SFG-2 Gauge . ..525

....S19'

Creek OBH-9 mc
clearaudio Level
535
discwasher VRP Rice Paper

Creek OBH-8 mm

Bedini Clarifier

$249

Creek OBH-8SE MM. . $325
5199

Record Sleeves ...549 - 100

•
_

•••••,,,

#5 Stylast Preservative $28"

12** Poly/Paper

#1 8, a2 Combo Kit

.563

12" Paper Inner ....$22 100

Cardas TC2 Torumat

520

#1, #2 & #3 Combo Kit .58e

12" Card Board Jacket S1 ea

#2 & #3 Combo Kit ... .550

12" Poly Outer with
Resealable Flap . .530 100

Caig Deoxit 05
Caig ProGold

$6
$9

clearaudio Micro Basic $200

JA Michell Bearing Oil

517

12 - Poly Outer

Pro-Ject Phono Box ...5120

Tape Head Cleaning Fluid 510

.

#4 & #5 Combo Kit. .541

..544 100

Last CD Cleaner

$20 100

MITI inc

#1. #2, #3, #4
45 .. .5125
Prices subject to change without notice Sorne pictures are representations of produ,ts

Kontak

$40

Statmat CDI Blue

$149
$19
. . 559

oudiequest
AO Binding Post Wrench ST
AudioPrism
Quiet Lines
$25 ech

CO Black Light

$40

Blu Tack

510

XLO TPC

$1

quiet
line

The World's Most Advanced Amplifier?

Perreaux R2001

1111Bre—

Three years in the making, Perreaux's new R20[1i stereo integrated
power amplifier is one of the most advanced audio products in ageneration.
A Highly "Intelligent" Amplifier
"Intelligent" is rarely aword used to describe ahigh-end
audio amplifier, yet the word defines the R200i. Inside the
compact marine-grade aluminum chassis is apowerful
microprocessor that controls all the functions of the amplifier. This processor lets you program the R200i's input
labels, balance, volume gain slope, maximum volume and
dozens of other parameters. You can even program the
speaker binding posts to drive two pairs of speakers or
bi-wire one pair!

True Wireless

dynamics. Thermal sensors and six levels of circuit protection — all outside the signal path — ensure the R200i will
not overheat or damage your speakers.

Truly Upgradeable
Inside the R200i is aslot for adding additional input
modules. The first module to be released will be asoftwarecontrolled MM/MC phono stage, followed by awide-band
USB computer interface. More modules will be released
as new audio formats are invented.

Bottom Line: The Sound

Control
The beautiful zinc alloy
wireless remote controls all the
functions of the R200i. This RF
(radio frequency) remote operates
around corners and through
walls up to 150 feet away!

Sonic purity — that is neutral, uncolored yet incredibly
revealing sound has been the hallmark of Perreaux amplifiers for twenty five years. Perreaux's R200i exceeds all its
predecessors. "This is the best sounding amplifier we have
ever made," reports Perreaux's Managing Director, Martin
Van Rooyen. One listen and you'll agree.
Not sold in stores! In the US you can only get the

Awe-Inspiring Power
The R200i drives loudspeakers with ease. Twelve
high-current Toshiba MOSFET outputs deliver
200 WRMS into 8S2 and 360 WRMS into 4.

Separate oversize transformers and amassive storage
capacitance bank offer instantaneot spower for spectacular

AU

R200i by calling Audio Advisor, (800) 942-0220, or
online at: audioadvisor.com. All products are sold
with our exclusive 30-day money back guarantee.
The R200i is priced under $4,000.
Visit: audinadvisorcom/perreaux/perreaux.asp

Call (800) 942-0220 For More Information.
Call (800) 451-5445 For Our FREE 72-page Color Catalog.

Equipment

Report
Chip

Stern

Rogue Audio Magnum M-120
tube monoblock power amplifier

I

'ni abig believer in the notion that
if you can't hear adifference, why
pay for it? Ialso believe that the ultimate goal of any high-end system
should be to simply disappear and leave
the listener immersed in the presence of
the music. System synergy is paramount, and how you spread your compromises around and make your
tradeoffs work for you is generally more
significant than how expensive the final
tab is. Thank God there are still plenty
of companies out there dedicated to the
proposition that ultimate resolution and
build quality are anything but antithetical to real-world value.
Handsome Is as Handsome Does
With its steel chassis and V .-thick aluminum faceplate, the Magnum M -120
tubed monoblock amplifier bears witness to the unadorned functionality
and high-value performance that have
become Rogue Audio trademarks. Set
off against ablack circular recess in the
center of the machined faceplate, a
heavy aluminum button triggers the
amp's slow start/turn on mechanism.
The simple, elegant retro look echoes
the straightforward, refined topology
within — because handsome is as
handsome does, and Rogue Audio is
committed to channeling its resources
into performance features you can actually hear.
That's because, when chief designer
Mark O'Brien and his partners, Phil
Koch and Mark Walker, came to the
High End from the Lucent division of
Bell Labs back in 1994, they did so
with the enthusiasm of dedicated audio
fans — three top engineers determined
to have some fun. O'Brien is Rogue's

Description: Push-pull vacuum-tube
monoblock power amplifier. Tube
complement: four 6550 (or KT88 or
EL34), two 12AU7, one 12AX7.
Output transformer taps: 8 ohms, 4
ohms. Output power at <1% distortion: 120W in ultralinear mode
(20.8dBW), 60W in triode mode
(17.8dBW). Single RCA input. Input
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Rogue Audio Magnum M-120 monoblock power amplifier

chief designer, while Walker and Koch
are responsible for producing and manufacturing those concepts. O'Brien has
some very definite ideas about audio
design, reflected in his use of an output
stage configurable for either triode or
ultralinear operation, and, in the
Magnum line, with his insistence on
using premium parts throughout. The
standard M-120 costs $2995/pair. The
Magnum models include larger, higherperformance output transformers; heftier, specially tweaked power supplies;
high-quality interstage coupling capacitors; Dale-Vishay resistors; better binding posts; gold tube sockets and silver
wiring; and premium input and output
tubes—all of which bump the price to
$3495/pair.
A defining aspect of.all Rogue circuit

impedance: not specified. Input sensitivity: 700mV for full output.
Signal/noise ratio: not specified.
Frequency response: 10Hz-50kHz,
±1dB.
Dimensions: 14.5" W by 7" H by 19"
D. Weight: 55 lbs each.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
M120-0532 and '0533.

designs is their use of mu-followers.
O'Brien explains: "It's away of taking
two tubes —or two halves of adual-triode, in our case —and using one half as
aconstant current source. Because the
current can't change, the voltage is
amplified. We employ two 12AU7s as
driver tubes in the Magnum M-120,
whereas most driver circuits employ
only one. This allows the tube to function in avery linear portion of its operating range, which means that in
bumping up afairly small signal to 10V,
20V, or more, you're driving the output
stage without adding any significant distortions. The other benefit is that mufollowers really excel at rejecting any
power-supply noises."
Another distinctive aspect of the
Magnum M-120's tube circuits is the use

Price: $3495/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 60. Warranty: 3 years
parts & labor; tubes, 6 months.
Manufacturer: Rogue Audio Inc.,
2827 Avery Road, Slatington, PA
18080. Tel: (570) 992-9901. Fax:
(570) 992-1978. Web: www.rogue
audio.com.
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of cathode biasing. "There've been cadiode-biased amps since the '50s," says
O'Brien. "Because it's such a reliable
design, with our amps it's just plug and
play: you can replace tubes without having to do any tweaking or rebiasing.
Which means that you can employ different output tubes —such as 6550s,
EL34s, or KT88s —in the same sockets.

And that's areally popular feature. It's
also avery musical tube sound, with excellent transparency. The tradeoff is that
cathode biasing typically produces
around 70% the output power of afixedbias amp, so the amps run alittle hotter."
System
The reference system Iused with the

Magnum M-120 (see sidebar, "Associated Equipment") was the same as
that used for last month's review of the
VTL 5.5 line stage, with one exception:
Toward the end of my time with the M120, the Sony SCD-777ES SACD/CD
player began skipping, to the point
where Ihad to put it on ice until Icould
get it fixed. Ireturned to my California

Measurements

D

ue to a miscommunication, I
didn't measure the Rogue Audio
Magnum M-120's performance with
its output stage set to ultralinear
mode. However, my experience with
other tube amplifiers that can be
switched between ultralinear and triode operation is that the higher
power available from ultralinear is
associated with ahigher source impedance and higher levels of distortion. So please note that all of the
following measurements relate to the
M-120 run in triode mode.
The Rogue's input impedance was
commendably high, approaching 1
megohm over most of the audioband.
While it did drop at 20kHz, this was
only to 500k ohms—still very high.
(Note, however, that there is ahigh
margin of error in these measurements of very high input impedances.) The M-120 didn't invert
signal polarity, and the voltage gain
was ahigh 332dB from the 8ohm
output transformer tap, a still-high
303dB from the 4ohm tap. Probably
as aresult of the high gain, the M120's signal/noise ratio was good
rather than excellent at 70dB wideband, unweighted (ref. 1W into 8
ohms). It did improve to 83dB when
A-weighted.
The M-120's output impedance in
the midrange was on the low side for
atube design, at 0.3 ohm (8 ohm tap)
and 02 ohm (4 ohm tap). It rose at
the edges of the audioband, however,
to 0.5 ohm (8 ohm) and 0.33 ohm (4
ohm). As aresult of the generally low
value, any modification of the amplifier's frequency response due to
impedance interactions was mild.
The top trace in fig.1, for example,
shows that variations with our simulated speaker load are no greater than
±02dB from the 4 ohm tap. The
response into aresistive load was fundamentally flat over the main
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audioband, with slight top- and bottom-octave rolloffs of around 0.5dB.
The ultrasonic -3dB point was arespectable 70kHz, which correlates
with the relatively short risetime seen
in the amplifier's reproduction of a
10kHz squarewave (fig2). There is
also no overshoot or ringing to be
seen in this graph.
Harmonic distortion levels were
satisfactorily low in the midrange,
provided the load impedance was not
too much below the nominal transformer tap. This can be seen in figs. 3
and 4, which plot the small-signal
THD+noise percentage against frequency from the 8 and 4 ohm outputs, respectively. However, these
graphs also reveal that the distortion
rises at low and high frequencies. The

former is possibly due to the onset of
saturation of the output transformer
core, and is moderate in level; the latter is potentially more bothersome.
Figs. 5and 6reveal that the distortion
0.111•11, 11111. 1,1« •...11.1 at

•.111
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Fig.3

Rogue Magnum M-120, 4 ohm tap,
THD+N (%) vs frequency at 2.83V
into (from bottom to top at 4kHz):
8 ohms, 4 ohms, 2 ohms, simulated
loudspeaker load.
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Fig.1

11111,

10.

Rogue Magnum M-120, 4 ohm tap,
frequency response at (from top to
bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V into dummy
loudspeaker load, 1W into 8 ohms,
2W into 4 ohms, 4W into 2 ohms
(0.5(18/vertical div.).

TNT

Fig.4

Rogue Magnum M-120, 8 ohm tap,
THD+N (
0
/o) vs frequency at 2.83V
into (from bottom to top at 4kHz):
8 ohms, 4 ohms, 2 ohms, simulated
loudspeaker load.
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Fig.2
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Rogue Magnum M-120, 4 ohm tap,
small-signal 10kHz squarewave into
8 ohms.

Fig.5

Rogue Magnum M-120, 8 ohm tap,
lkHz waveform at 10W into 8 ohms
(top), 0.06 0/o THD+N; distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental
notched out (bottom, not to scale).
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Rogue
Audio Labs Delta transport and the 24bit/96kHz version of CAUs Alpha
tubed D/A converter, and was impressed anew by the amount of bass
energy the Delta conveyed, as well as its
firm grip on dynamics. While its depth
of resolution and transparency weren't
on apar with those of the Sony, the way
the Delta accentuated the Alpha's hyp-

content in the midrange is heavily
third harmonic, with some second
harmonic also present. This will be
subjectively less problematic than
high-order harmonics. At low frequencies and high levels, the second
harmonic becomes more dominant

rem_ mememeemem

mem.....em•mme....en.

Fig.6 Rogue Magnum M-120, 4 ohm tap,
spectrum of lkHz sinewave, DC-20kHz,
at 57W into 4 ohms (linear frequency
scale).

00

.00

notic liquidity and holographic qualities
was very satisfying.
Then Kevin Deal, of Upscale Audio,
sent me apair of early-1980s Mullard
CV4004 tubes (in their own little Royal
Air Force box) to replace the Alpha's
two stock 12AX7s. Talk about adramatic, cost-effective tweak. Not only did the
Mullards enhance the focus, accuracy,

(fig.7). This is not what Iexpect from
transformer limitations; perhaps there
is some other non-linear mechanism
present at low frequencies. (Unloading the amplifier, by the way, produced a slight instability in gain at
very low frequencies.)
Its poor high-frequency linearity
meant that the M-120 didn't do well
on the demanding HF intermoduladon test (fig.8). Just below visible
clipping on the oscilloscope screen
from the 4 ohm tap into 4 ohms
(fig.8), the 1kHz difference component lay at an audible —43dB (0.65%).
The "fuzz" around each of the spectral lines in this graph is due to the
presence of AC supply noise, implying that the amplifier works very
hard under these conditions.
Finally, Ilooked at the M-120's
maximum output power using the
Miller Audio Research Amplifier
Profiler, which provides alow-dutycycle lIcHz toneburst to simulate the
behavior of transient-rich music program. Fig.9 reveals that the maximum

Audio

Magnum

M-120

and nuance of the Alpha's bass, but the
harmonic detailing, layering, dimensionality, and clarity they elicited from the
upper-midrange/lower-treble region
was so magical that the CALs' resolution
now approached the Sony's. The DeltaAlpha's performance is now so musical
and involving that Iremain mystified
why this classic combo is not amainstay

power is available when the load is
half the nominal transformer tap,
though this is obtained at higher
THD levels than when the load is
exactly matched to the transformer.
At our usual 1% THD clipping point,
the M-120 delivered 99.75W into 8
ohms (20dBW) from the 8ohm tap,
98.6W into 4ohms (16.9dBW) from
the 4ohm tap. The 8ohm tap would
deliver 114W into 4ohms, the 4ohm
tap 112W into 2 ohms, which suggests agood transformer design. The
maximum peak current Icould get
from the amplifier on this toneburst
signal was ahigh 10.3A into Iohm
from the 4ohm transformer, implying that the M-120 would be agood
choice for use with difficult speaker
loads. (Remember that these powers
were with the M-120 set to triode
operation.)
Poor high-frequency linearity
aside, the Rogue Audio Magnum M120's measured performance is very
respectable for atube design.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Rogue Magnum M-120, 8 ohm tap,
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz,
at 601N into 8 ohms (linear frequency
scale).
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Fig.8 Rogue Magnum M-120, 4 ohm tap, HF
intermodulation spectrum, 13C-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 30W into 4 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Rogue Magnum M-120, distortion (%) vs lkHz burst output power into: 16 ohms (red
trace), 8 ohms (black), 4 ohms (blue), 2 ohms (green), 1ohm (magenta).
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of Stereophile's "Recommended Components." !Became Gies-Ilia Audio Labs
informs us that neither product is still in production.— Ed.]

M-120
the ground lift and the triode/ultralinear selector.

comparably more forward in the upper
bass and lower midrange —rather than
sitting toward the back of the room, I
Sound
found myself right up on the lip of the
Iwas captivated straightaway by the
virtual stage.
Setup
sheer drive of the Magnum M-120.
No one wanting to really boogie
Much as there was to love about the
Fast, muscular, and accurate, with fanshould pass up an opportunity to audibuild quality and sound of the
tastic rhythm and pacing, the Rogue had
tion apair of Magnum M-120s in ultraMagnum M-120s, they did run hot.
all the intimacy, refinement, and dimenlinear mode with some classic rock
During their initial break-in period, I
recordings. The transient snap, crackle,
found myself wishing for avial of eau
and pop of Stewart Copeland's bassde tran4nmer— Icould plainly smell all
drum beater against aMylar drumhead
The Rogue had all
the electronic components burning in.
was portrayed with thrilling immediacy
However, after about aweek the smells
on the Police's "Voices Inside My Head"
the intimacy, refinement,
disappeared and the amps settled into a
and "Bombs Away" (from Zenyatta
more than acceptable level of longand dimensionality I
Mondatta, A&M 75021 3720-2), without
term performance.
neglecting the ambient shimmer and
expect of triode, but with
A curious aspect of the M-120's destereo spread of Andy Summers' Telesign is Mark O'Brien's tendency to
caster or the subtle layering and dimenadynamic thrust and
sequester all manner of features,
sionality of the mix.
switches, and fuses deep inside the
In listening to the cathartic perfortransient snap Icould feel
chassis. Not that it was so bloody diffimance of Johnny "Rotten" Lydon,
cult, when Iwas trouble-shooting the
Keith Levine, Jah Wobble, and Martin
in the small of my back.
source of some audible distortions late
Levine on their eponymous single,
in my auditioning, to loosen 10 screws
"Public Image Limited" (from PlUs lime
and remove the cover to inspect the
sionality Iexpect of triode, but with a Greatest Hits So Far, Virgin 91581-2), the
four slow-blow fuses. (I replaced three
dynamic thrust and transient snap I M-120 delivered all the tubby depth
fuses and three tubes during my time
could feel in the small of my back. The
and gargantuan weight of Wobble's
with the two M-120s.) Nor was it terMagnum M-120 delivered an honest Ampeg SVT-assisted bass tone, while
ribly complicated to disconnect the
60W into 8ohms, and believe you me,
successfully reproducing the wealth of
ground wire that screwed down to the
its dynamic headroom belied its rated
dub-like details that pepper the mix.
chassis when Iencountered groundoutput specs. And compared to other
Better yet, Icould actually make out the
loop hum during initial setup. Still, I ultralinear amps I've heard, the bump in
lyrics in Lydon's gnarly vocals.
had to don oven mitts to remove the
power you got from the M-120 in ultraWhich mode sounded better: ultrahot 6550s so that Icould access the trilinear mode didn't result in abrasher,
linear or triode? Each represented avery
ode/ultralinear switches. As we go to
brighter presentation (as Igot with the
different style of sound, and alot will
press, Rogue informs us that all new
VAC Avatar integrated amplifier), but a depend on what styles of music you
M-120s leaving the factory will be
plumper, more fleshed-out style of resofavor and the size of your room, but
equipped with external switches for
lution. The listening perspective was
mostly I'd say it will be afunction of the
interaction between the Magnum's output transformer and your speaker's
crossover. Even so ballsy an amp as the
Associated Equipment
Rogue sounded atouch underpowered
Analog sources: Rega Planar 25
Cables: Interconnect: Acoustic Zen
in triode mode when trying to drive the
turntable, Rega RB600 tonearni,
Silver Reference (balanced, singleolder version of the Joseph RM33si
Grado Statement Master cartridge,
ended, coaxial). Speaker: Acoustic
Signature speakers (though these probMaranta PMD430 portable cassette
Zen Hologram. AC: Acoustic Zen
lems ended with the implementation of
recorder.
Gargantua; JPS Labs Aluminata,
the Joseph's newest crossover design).
Digital sources: California Audio
ICaptovator, Kaptovator Power AC
Tradeoffs? When Ilistened to bassist
Labs: Delta CD transport, Alpha 24Outlet Centers; Synergistic Research
Christian McBride and the late, great
bit/96kHz tubed DAC, CL-20
Designers'
Reference
Master
Billy Higgins set the groove on John SeoDVD/CD player; Sony SCD-777ES
Couplers2 (with and without Active
field's "Heel to Toe" (from Scofield's
SACD/CD player.
Shielding).
fees Pr Me, Verve 314 549 281-2), the
Preatnplification: Musical Fidelity Accessories: Equi=Tech 2Q Balsheer physical presence that ultralinear
Nu-Vista, VTL TL5.5, Rogue Audio
anced AC Power System, Monster
mode imparted to McBride's bass was
Magnum Ninety-Nine line preamCable AVS 2000 Automatic Voltage
intoxicating, as was the brilliance of
plifiers; Rogue Audio Stealth phono
Stabilizer, PolyCrystal equipment
Higgins' cymbals. All was conveyed in
preamplifier.
racks and amp stand, Ringmat 330
natural scale, never larger than life —a
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity and Signal Guard II Isolation Stand
believable acoustic. However, while
Nu-Vista 300, Mesa Baron, VTL
(turntable), Shakti Stones, Polythere were plenty of soundstaging cues
MB-450.
Crystal cones, Argent Room Lens,
and small details in ultralinear, listening
Loudspeakers: Joseph Audio
Echo Busters Bass Busters and Abto the same track in triode mode gave me
RM33si Signature, Meadowlark Hot sorptive and Diffusive Panels.
amore palpable sense of air and transRod Shearwater.
— Chip Stern
parency —with asofter, more textured
depiction of Higgins' ride cymbal —
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while conveying more than ample rhythm and pacing.
Listening in triode mode to Patricia
Barber's "Pieces" (from her newest album, 141se, Premonition/Blue Note 5
39856 2), the singer's dark, hypnotic
alto was perfectly centered, suffused in a
deep amber glow. Meanwhile, in another frequency domain of engineer Jim
Anderson's brilliant mix, the Magnums
maintained this critical vocal balance
while fleshing out the complex room
cues conveyed by Neal Alger's holographic electric guitar. And I've never
heard another triode circuit convey
quite the depth of tone and physical
impact that Anderson and drummer
Joey Barron elicit from his tiny titan of a
bass drum — tight and tuneful, yet ringing like agong.
However, it was in listening to the
varied timbres, aquatic textures, and stipple touch of pianist Jean-Yves Thibaudet, on his hypnotic recital The Magic
of Satie (Decca 289 470 290 2), that the
true grace, grandeur, and transient impact of the Rogue's triode circuit shone
like abeacon. Sans the ingratiating midrange plumpness and happy gas of ultralinear mode, the piano just sounded
more like apiano in triode, with greater
clarity and transparency, and aprofusion
of harmonic details illustrating the inner
workings of the concert grand. Triode
also offered amore accurate take on this
recording's distant, romantic perspective
and the piano's interaction with this gorgeous acoustic space.

forgiving as the Magnum. The Magnum's mids sounded more effortless
and subjectively neutral than the
Baron's, alittle drier and more laid-back
on the top end, with snappy, tuneful,
weighty bass — the Magnum M-120
conveyed all the nuances and heady
dynamics of Fleming's phrasing with
admirable character and accuracy.
Ithen put the M-120 head to head
with my Nu-Vista 300. My notes: "The
Magnum excels in the mids, which it
portrays with awarm, smooth, layered

AGAIN!
"Music may he art and
audio may be engineering.
but sometimes. if were very lucky
the combination can be magic.
Go hear the Pearls:
I
suspect magic happens
around them alot."
Stereopbile
St-member 2002

-WeN PhiIlip..

The Magnum M-120
managed to convey the
best aspects of solid-state

Visit your JosephAudio dealer.
where you can experience the magic
from S1,799 to S20.000 per pair.

and tubes.
character, while the Nu-Vista excels in
the frequency extremes, with a cool,
reserved style of midrange depth; a
clean, true-blue low end and gobs of natural harmonic detail on top." The NuVista excelled at delineating Fleming's
voice amid awelter of orchestral details,
but seemed atad laid-back compared to
the juicier, more vivid Magnum.

Conclusions
The Rogue Audio Magnum M-120
tube monoblock was so remarkably
smooth, clean, warm, detailed, and
dynamic that it rarely drew attention to
itself with anything that sounded blatantly "ntbey." Over time, Ilearned to
Comparisons
more clearly apprehend its dry, laidIn aseries of head-to-head comparisons
back tube sound, but I'm still surprised
with my long-term references, atubed
how much this monoblock put me in
Mesa Baron ($4500) and a hybrid
mind of classic 1980s solid-state designs
tube/solid-state Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 ($5400 when last available), I from the likes of McIntosh, Luxman,
used as my reference operatic diva
Kyocera, and Hafier.
The Magnum M-120 managed to
Renee Fleming's remarkable Be! Canto
convey the best aspects of solid-state and
(Decca 289 467 101-2). In "Era desso il
tubes: while the instrument placement,
figlio mio," from Donizetti's Lucrezia
transparency, and frequency extension
Bowia, Fleming hits and holds aconclumight suggest solid-state, the depth of
sive, convulsive high E-flat with all the
soundstaging, the wealth of harmonic
pedal-to-the-metal, transducer-frying
detail, and the midrange layering were
bravura of Louis Armstrong on "West
dead giveaways that tubes were in the
End Blues." I've never before heard
circuit. At only $2395 for the Magnum
singing like this. Since getting Mesa's
Ninety-Nine preamplifier (review next
"tri-tube" mod, the Baron's mids arc
month) and $3495 for the Magnum Msmoother, sweeter, and more alluring
120, for less than six grand you, too,
with aset of EL34s than they were with
could be indulging in the audiophile
5881s, yet the amp still retains incredilifestyle —with enough left over for
ble speed and slam. A brighter top end
hundreds of CDs and many agood botand brassier upper mids give the Baron
asparkling, lively, bristling character.
tle of wine with which to toast the
proscenium arch and the enduring glory
But in adding harmonic artifacts to
of two-channel tubed audio. Glow on
Fleming's upper register, the Baron was
with your bad self.
nowhere near as smooth, refined, and
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Atkinson

Mission Pilastro loudspeaker
n

II sthat it?" Iasked.
Mission's director of
acoustic design, Peter
Comeau, had finished screwing in
four chromed, four-part cones
into the base of each of the
Pilastro speakers that now graced
my listening room. Comeau had
been aleading audio reviewer in
the UK in the 1970s, before he
jumped the tracks to found speaker and LP turntable manufacturer
Heybrook. Now with Mission,
he'd just set up the English company's new flagship in my room,
and it seemed that we'd done very
little maneuvering of the 340-lb
speakers before he'd declared
himself happy with the sound
they were making.
"That's it. Pilastro is sounding
as it should. Enjoy." And so Idid.

111•11111
-

Pillars
In ancient Roman architecture,
the word pilastro —"pilaster" in
English, according to my dictionary — refers to abuilding's fundamental supports, or pillars. It is therefore
afitting name for a$35,000/pair loudspeaker that embodies and supports
everything the English Mission company has learned about loudspeaker design
since its genesis in 1977. (Mission's
founder, Farad Azima, became focused
on NXT flat-speaker technology in the
1990s. Mission was the subject of amanagement buyout acouple of years back,
and now has D.C. Barkataki as CEO,

Description: Three-way, ABR-loaded
floorstanding loudspeaker. Driveunits: 1.25" (28mm) ferrofluidcooled, viscous-laminated ring-dome
tweeter, two 6.5" (165mm) naturalhemp-cone midrange units, four 8"
(200mm) air-dried Nomex-cone
woofers, six 8" (200mm) air-dried
Nomex-cone ABR (Auxiliary Bass
Radiator) units. Crossover: acoustic
second-order filter slopes at 110Hz
and 2.2kHz. Frequency response:
25Hz-48kHz, ±3dB, -6dB at 22Hz.
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Mission Pilastro loudspeaker

who has been associated with the company for two decades.)
Despite its mass and bulk, the almost
5'-tall Pilastro doesn't visually overpower a room. The fact that its four 8"
woofers and six 8" passive radiators arc
mounted on the sides of its deep enclosure allows for anarrow frontal profile,
and although the Pilastro's side panels
bulge outward, the black finish of the
grilles covering the low-frequency dri-

Sensitivity: 95dB/2.83V/m. Nominal
impedance: 6ohms (3.2 ohms minimum).
Recommended
power:
15-500W.
Dimensions: 57.5" (1460mm) H by
12.2" (309mm) W by 20.1" (510mm)
D. Effective enclosure volume: 82
liters. Weight: 341 lbs (155kg) each.
Finishes: Review samples finished in
"mirror-gloss" silver lacquer and cherrywood veneer, with black-gloss
woofer grilles and plinth. Special finishes available.

vers makes the speaker look narrower than it is.
Mounted on a gloss-black
plinth, the Pilastro's cabinet is constructed from Granitech, said by
Mission to be a"composite material that resembles granite, yet can be
molded into agently tapered shape
that is acoustically inert, and eliminates internal standing waves and
cabinet colorations." Sure enough,
rapping the Granitech —polished
and lacquered silver to resemble
marble —resulted in nothing but
sore knuckles. 'The side and rear
panels are damped with bituminous pads and constructed as a
sandwich of two different woods
with different veneers. The upperfrequency drivers arc mounted in a
midrange/tweeter/midrange array
in an acoustically isolated Granitech subenclosure at the top of the
tower, which gently slopes up and
back above them. This subenclosure is vented to the rear, though
the port is closed with foam.
The 125" tweeter is avariant
on the ring-radiator type used by Krell
and Audio Physic, among others. 'The
soft diaphragm is terminated with nibber roll surrounds not only at its circumference, as usual, but also at acentral,
stationary phase plug. A neodymium
magnet is used to get the desired high
sensitivity, and the Pilastro's tweeter is
said to offer useful output to 56kHz.
The 6.5" midrange units feature
cones made of hemp, the fibers of a

Serial number of units reviewed:
229P00087 (both).
Price: $35,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: not disclosed.
Manufacturer: Mission Symphonix
Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire
PE 29 6EY, UK. Tel: (44) (0)1480423700. Fax: (44) (0)1480-423701.
Web: www.mission.co.uk. US distributor: Denon Canada Inc., 505 Apple
Creek Blvd., Unit 5, Markham,
Ontario L3R 561, Canada. Tel: (905)
475-4085. Fax: (905) 475-4159.
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plant perhaps more familiar to members of the counterculture as "weed."
When grown under the appropriate
conditions, Cannabis sativa does not
secrete the psychoactive substance
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), but
instead produces light but strong cellulose fibers that arc traditionally
used in making rope. (Nelson's Navy
sailed the seven seas using ropes spun
from hemp.) The midrange cone is
terminated with an inverted rubber
roll surround, and the voice-coil is

wound on aKapton former to give
high power handling.
The four Nomex-coned 8" woofers
use adouble-layer voice-coil wound on
an aluminum former to give high
power handling and low distortion. The
woofers are mounted two on each side
at the base of the cabinet, with the chassis of opposing pairs mechanically
linked by a"force pipe" so that the net
mechanical excitation of the enclosure is
zero. Above them arc mounted the six
passive radiators, three to aside. These

also use Nomex cones, and weights can
be added to optimize the bass tuning for
aspecific room.
The hardwired crossover filters arc
specified to use audiophile-grade components, with reversible electrolytic
capacitors bypassed with polypropylene
Claricaps, and the internal wiring is
with polyethylene-insulated cables of
silver-plated, long-crystal oxygen-free
copper (LC-OFC). Electrical connection is via three pairs of binding posts at
the base of the cabinet's rear panel to

Measurements
The big Mission was very much
more sensitive than the average
loudspeaker,
at
an
estimated
93.7d13(B)/2.83V/m. However, its
plot of impedance magnitude and
electrical phase (fig.1) indicate that it
is really a4ohm design over much of
the audioband. The Pilastro's minimum impedance of 2.9 ohms at
70Hz and aphase angle that varies
between ±40° mean that a good
high-current amplifier is advised.
'The impedance traces arc free from
the wrinkles and discontinuities that
would otherwise reveal the presence
of panel resonances, and examining
the cabinet's vibrational behavior
with an accelerometer revealed nothing worth showing in agraph. The
saddle at 30Hz in the magnitude
trace indicates the tuning frequency
of the six passive radiators, which in
turn implies good bass extension.
The individual responses of the
drive-units are shown in fig2. The
output of the passive radiators is the
trace on the left that peaks at 32Hz,
the frequency of the notch in the
woofers' response. However, the
ABRs also peak alittle between 65Hz
and 80Hz, which is where the
woofers also have their maximum
output. This might be real, but it
might also be due to leakage from the
woofers into the measured ABR
response. Both woofers and ABRs
show aslight peak around 130Hz, but
this is above the units' passbands. The
woofers appear to roll out with asecond-order 12d13/octave acoustic lowpass slope, but the twin midrange
units roll in with what, initially at least,
is athird-order, 18dB/octave slope.
The upper crossover lies at around
22kHz, as specified, with the mid-
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range units rolling off sharply above
this frequency. However, the tweeter's output features astrong notch just
above the crossover, and the tweeter
appears to be balanced acouple of dB
too high in level. Usually, it is the
tweeter that limits a speaker's ultimate sensitivity; in this case, the
tweeter is actually held back by the
lower-frequency drivers. On its axis,
the HF unit's output is maintained to
above 20kHz and shows signs of
returning to its full level at 30kHz,
the current upper limit of my response measurements.
Fig3 shows both the complex sum
of the lower-frequency nearfield
measurements and the Mission's
farficld response above 300Hz, averaged across a30° horizontal window
centered on the tweeter axis. The
peak between 65Hz and 75Hz will
partly be due to the nearfield measurement technique, and it might also
be ameasurement artifact due to the
leakage from the woofers into the
measured ABR response mentioned
earlier. Without the peak, the
Pilastro's low frequencies usefully extend down to 30Hz, though there is
then afairly sharp rolloff.
The midrange in fig3 is impressivenap

Fig.2 Mission Pilastro, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with the
nearfield midrange, woofer, and ABR
responses plotted below 400Hz, 900Hz,
and 600Hz, respectively.
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Fig.3 Mission Pilastro, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30 0
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the complex
sum of the nearfield responses plotted
below 300Hz.
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Fig.1

Mission Pilastro, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)
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Fig.4 Mission Pilastro, effect on tweeter-axis
response of adding grille (2dB/vertical
div.).
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Mission
link. Ialso used an Acc-uphase DP-85
SACD player, a Technics DVD-A10
DVD-Audio player, and a Z-Systems
System
rdp-1 digital equalizer.
Vinyl was played on my Linn
A Mark Levinson No.380S preamp
Sondek/Cirkus/Trampolin/Lingo/Ekos
drove Mark Levinson No33H mono/Arkiv LP player sitting on a Sound
Organisation table and amplified by a blocks. Interconnects were Madrigal
CZ Gel-1 (balanced) and DiMarzio
Linn unto, while CDs were played on
(unbalanced), speaker cables were
a Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD
AudioQuest Gibraltar, and AC cables
player and a Mark Levinson No31.5
were Synergistic Research Designers'
CD transport driving aMark Levinson
Reference2 and PS Audio Lab Cable. A
No30.6 D/A processor via aKimber
PS Audio Power Plant 300 running at
Illuminations Orchid AES/EBU dataallow hi- and triwiring.

ly flat, as is the treble, though the 2dBhigh plateau seen in fig2, covering the
tweeter's passband, also makes an
appearance in this graph. In addition,
the notch at 2.7kHz in the tweeter's
output leads to aslight lack of measured integration between the upperfrequency drive-units. However, the

notch is both narrow and shallow
enough that it should be inaudible.
The top-octave response is maintained
to 20kHz, though shelved down a
couple of dB. However, the output
above 20kHz in this spatially averaged
response rolls off significantly. This is
due to the tweeter's ultrasonic output
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Pilastro

90Hz supplied power to the preamp
and digital players.
Sound
My review samples already had plenty of
hours on them —they were the same
speakers Mission and Denon had exhibited at Home Entertainment 2002 in
June. Nevertheless, before Idid any serious listening, Iran the burn-in signal
from Stereophilies Test CD 3through the
Pilastros overnight for several days. (This
track has some serious low frequencies

being very directional, owing to the
radiating diameter being larger than
the wavelength in this frequency
region. Fig.4 reveals that the grille
slightly emphasizes the low treble,
pulls down the octave between 5kHz
and 10kHz, and introduces peaks in
the top octave and above. (All the listening and measurements were performed without the grilles in place.)
Because of the Pilastro's bulk and
mass, Icouldn't place it on my computer-controlled speaker turntable for
the measurements. Ihad to examine
the speaker's lateral off-axis behavior
by rotating it by hand, using aprotractor for guidance. Iplotted the
response at 5° intervals out to only
±15° to generate the average shown
in fig.3. Beyond that angle, because of
the error inherent in the manual rotation method, Imeasured the off-axis
response at 15° steps.
The Pilastro's lateral dispersion, normalized to the tweeter-axis response, is
shown in fig.5. The indicated peak at
2.7kHz in the off-axis traces indicates
that the on-axis notch in the tweeter's
output does fill in to the speaker's
sides. Despite the large radiating diameter of the midrange cones, there is no
sign of beaming at the top of their
passband. The even spacing of this
graph's contour lines through the midrange to the high treble correlates with
the stable, precise stereo imaging I
heard. But, as noted earlier, the ringradiator tweeter does become very
directional above 20kHz.
This ultrasonic rolloff is also evident
in the vertical plane (fig.6), but it can
also be seen that the Pilastro is
remarkably uncritical with respect to
listening height. Pretty much the same
response will be heard by listeners
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Mission

Pilastro

on it to work hard the suspensions of
woofers and ABRs.) As set up by Peter
Comeau, the Pilastros were toed-in
slightly, not quite enough to cross at the
10'-distant listening position. They were
alittle farther out in the room than the
Wilson Sophias Ihad reviewed for the
July 2002 issue. The woofers mounted
on each side of the speakers were 56"
from the wall behind them and 35"/45"
(left), 65"/75" (right) from the sidewalls.
The asymmetry in the left/right room
positioning is mandated by two steps to

araised platform leading to my room's
vestibule on the right of the room.) The
Pilastro's perforated metal grilles complement the speaker's appearance, but
Comeau recommended Iremove them
for serious listening.
Paradoxically, given how good I'd
thought the Pilastros sounded at
HE2002, they were initially unimpressive in my room. It was only after several prolonged listening sessions that I
realized that what Iwasn't hearing was
coloration. Perhaps more significant, I

wasn't hearing the usual high-level congestion, and other limitations in dynamic range that I was accustomed to
hearing from box speakers. After the relatively small Thiel and RBH speakers
I've reviewed in recent issues, the
Missions seemed to have unlimited
dynamic range. Given the combination
of the Pilastro's high sensitivity and the
beefy Levinson monoblocks, drum
recordings simply exploded from the
speakers. Jerry Marotta's punctuating
tom-toms on "Wallflower," from Peter

Measurements
with ear heights ranging from 36" to
48". For standing listeners, howevet a
severe notch develops at the upper
crossover frequency.
The spatially averaged response
taken at the listening position in my
dedicated listening room (fig.7) reveals aremarkably even delivery of
energy into the room from the lowest
bass through the upper midrange.
Below 400Hz or so, the small peaks
and dips will be due to residual room
modes, which have not been completely eliminated by the speaker
positions and the spatial averaging.
However, as indicated in the quasianechoic response measurements, the
region covered by the tweeter is in-
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deed acouple of dB too hot in-room,
which correlates with the lively, forward high-frequency balance Inoted
in my auditioning.
Again because of the Pilastro's
bulk, Icould not lift it off the ground
for the acoustic measurements. As a
result, a strong reflection from the
ground can be seen at the '7.5ms mark
in the speaker's step response (fig.8).
But this graph still shows that the outputs of the tweeter and midrange
units are all in positive acoustic polarity, the former leading the latter by
400ps or so and its overshoot neatly
splicing into the midranges' slower
rise away from the time axis. The
individual step responses of the
woofers and midrange units (not
shown) reveal that the woofers are
connected in inverted polarity. This
combines with the acoustic phase
shift associated with the crossover filter to give good integration between
the lower-frequency drivers.
Iwindowed out the ground reflection seen in fig.8 to calculate the

Pilastro's cumulative spectral-decay
plot on the tweeter axis (fig.9), which
results in the dotted area, indicating
invalid data, in the graph. Nevertheless, enough valid time data are available to show that the Mission tweeter
has avery clean decay. While the black
ridge around 16kHz is due to the computer monitor, the ridge of delayed
energy at 8kHz is real enough, and is
probably associated with the peak at
the same frequency in the midrange
units' output However, this is low
enough in level that it shouldn't have
audible consequences. Lower in frequency, the on-axis notch at 2.7kHz is
associated with some delayed energy,
which suggests that it is some sort of
diffraction or interference effect.
Too often for my taste, very expensive loudspeakers have puzzlingly
poor measured performance. That this
is not the case with Mission's Pilastro is
reassuring, given the enthusiasm Ifelt
about its sound quality
—John Atkinson

11111111
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Fig.7 Mission Pilastro, spatially averaged, 1/3octave, freefield response in Xs
listening room.
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Fig.8 Mission Pilastro, on-axis step response
at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.9 Mission Pilastro, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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perverted by an anti—hi-fi mix that
fills up every space in both the spectrum and the dynamic window. To
release arecording that has the quality of a low-bit-rate MP3 on a $32
double-SACD is perverse on Sony' ,
part, to say the least.
'The Pilastro's midbass definition was
similarly superb. Ray Brown's double
bass on the Sonny Rollins SACD was
reproduced with just the right balance
between the leading edges of its sound
and the weight of the instrument's body,
and there was no unnatural emphasis of
any one note compared with another.
The only dynamic speaker Ihave used
Mission's Pilastro gives
in my system with the saine bass quality was the Sony ES SS-M9ED, which I
away nothing in
reviewed in August 2001. Even otherwise great full-range speakers, such as
sound quality to the
the Revel Ultima Studio (December
megabucks designs,
2000, January 2001) and the mbl 111B,
sound more "plummy" in this register,
and it looks gorgeous.
while the big Krell LAT-1, which
achieves similar low-frequency definition, does so at the expense of the instrument's bloom and weight.
This clarity is partly due to aslightly
On first listen, the Pilastro's bass
elevated treble region. This didn't
sounded alittle lean. Again, however,
make the Pilastro sound bright, but the
this is due to the lack of exaggerated
soundstage did project somewhat forbloom, the speaker actually offering
ward of the speaker plane, and the anaexcellent extension. The 1/3-octave
log tape hiss on my 1994 Concert CD
warble tones on Stereophile's Test CD 3
(Stereophile STPH005-2) was more
extended down to the 32Hz band with
audible than it should be. But my,
full weight in-room through the
could the Pilastro reproduce cymbals
Pilastro, and the 25Hz band was
with a delicious differentiation bealmost as powerful. When arecording
tween all the sounds wooden sticks can
had energy in this region—guitarist
make on abrass dish. Whether it was
Steve Tibbetts' techno-ambient A Man
Shelly Manne's kit on the SACD rerelease of Sonny Rollins' classic Way About aHorse (ECM 1814), for example, has some ponderous pedal notes,
Out West (Analogue Productions CAPJ
7530 SA) or Jimmy Cobb's on the Kind as does the Peter Gabriel CD mentioned earlier —it was reproduced in
o/ Blue SACD (Columbia CS 64935), it
full measure.
was almost as if the Pilastro was
increasing the differences between the
Conclusion
sonic characters. In this regard, the
Yes, Mission's Pilastro may be pricey at
Mission's ring-radiator tweeter is up
$35,000/pair, but it's not nearly as
there with the mbl 111B's omnidirecexpensive as many other contenders for
tional Radialstrahler (reviewed in
the state of the loudspeaker art that
August 2002).
Stereophile has reviewed in the past few
The Pilastro's midrange matched its
years. It gives away nothing in sound
treble in clarity and lack of coloration.
quality to the megabucks designs, and it
The speakers opened asuperbly clear
looks gorgeous. The Pilastro offers
window into Eva Cassidy's handling
enormous dynamic range, well-extendof Sting's "Fields of Gold" (Songbird,
ed and well-defined low frequencies,
Didgeridoo G2-10045, UK) that was
effortlessly clean highs, and deep, wide,
intensely communicative — it made
stable stereo imaging. Its forward treble
me regret Ihad not come across this
balance and lack of bass boom will
naturally gifted singer's work before
work better with some rooms and sysshe died. Even the Pilastro's midrange
clarity, however, couldn't do anything tems than others, but as ademonstrato rescue Bruce Springsteen and the E tion of what aveteran speaker designer
Street Band's LW(' in New York City can do when given apparently unlimitSACD (Columbia C2S 85490): great ed resources, the Pilastro is atour de
force.
music-making and great songwriting

Gabriel's eponymous
1982
CD
(Charisma 800 091-2), for example,
seemed to peak much higher than usual
with respect to the level of the vocals and
the synth continuo. Ihave consistently
noticed with components that have high
dynamic range that not all the elements
of arecording appear to increase equally
in volume as you turn up the wick. I
assume this is because, with such speakers, the grunge that would otherwise fill
in the spaces between those elements is
considerably lower in level.
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silver and gold technology

"...profoundly musical
and transparent,
still the
gold standard
in wires."
—The Absolute Sound
Dec /Jan. 2001
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76 Green Street
Boston, MA 02130
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From A Trusted Name Since 1989 -Elusive Disc

hardware and accessories .with our 30 day satisfaction or your money back Guarantee! ....
.

TURNTABLES &TONEARMS -Call for Package pricmc
Basis turntables/Rega &Vector1 tonearms -SCALL!
Clearaudio Turntables &Tonearms (all models)
Graham 2.2 and Robin Tonearms
Music Hall Turntables -MMF 1, 2, 5&7SCALL!
VPI
VPI
VPI
VPI

TNT &Hotrod w/JMW 12/12.5 tonearms -SCALL!
Aries/Scout Turntables w/JMW9/10/10.5 arms
HW-19 w/Rega or AQ tonearms -SCALL!
Delrin and Stainless Steel Clamps -SCALL!

• Scout Turntable
with JMW 9
mad.

•

Toneami

PHONO CARTRIDGES -Call for trade-in pricing!
Benz Micro Series 2(all models) -starting at $174.99!
Clearaudio (all models) -starting at $249.99!
Dynavector (all models) -starting at $349.99!
alret;
beta
Goldring (all models) -starting at S62.99!
Grado (all models) -starting at $35.99!
Lyra Helicon, Koetsu (all models available)
ClearAudio Autism Beta Mk 0Phono
Cartridge Class-BStereophile
***Let one of our analogue specialists design
Recommended Component! SSS
acomplete system for you today!***
AMPS, HEADPHONE AMPS &CD PLAYERS
Creek CD-43 & CD-53 CD Players -SCALL!
Shanling/MH CD-T100 Tube CD Player -SCALL!
Music Hall CD-25 CD Player -$539.99!
Creek
Creek
Creek
Grado

5350se Integrated Amplifier -SCALL!
P43R & OBH-12 Passive Pre-Amps
OBH-11/1 1
se Headphone Amps
RA-1 Headphone Amp -SCall!

Conics Mk 2Sweep, Bum-in &Demag Lp -$22.99 1
Ayre/Cardos System Enhancer Disc -$19.99!

gyp Audioprism M03 Ouietlines -$24.99 1
Brut,Glide Record Treatment -$24.99!

Vibropod Isolators (all models) -$5.99 each!
KEE Ringmat Ringaip $29.99!

Nitty Gntty MiniPro 2Record

LOUDSPEAKERS &HEADPHONES
Epos M12 Bookshelf Speakers &Stands- SCALL!

Cleaning System Stereophile
Recommended Component!

Epos M15 Floor Standing Speakers -SCALL!
Grado SR60,80,125,225,325,RS18,2 Headphones!
POWER FILTERING &CONDITIONING
Audioprism Foundation I, II &III &ACFX -SCALL!
NEW! Audioprism QuietLine MK3 Filters -524.99!
Audioprism Waveguide S99.99!
Quantum Syinphony/Sym. Pro & Electroclears- SCALL!
CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Audience Interconnect/Speaker Cable SCALL!
Audience Power Cords -SCALL!
Audioguest Interconnects/Speaker Cable (all models)
Audioprism Power Cords (all models) -SCALL!

Audience AU24 Speaker Cable,
Interconnect and Power Cord All
Stereophile Recommended Components!

PHONO STAGES -Call for package pricing!
AcousTech PHISE -Class-A Recommended Component!SSS
Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier
Class-A Stereophile Recommended
Component! SSS

must have accessories under $40!
100 pack Antistatic Inner Sleeves -$29.99!
100 Japanese Resealable Outer Sleeves -$29.99!
RRL LP#9, Vinyl Wash &Deep Cleaner -$24.99 ea!
Auric Illuminator CD System -S36.99!

«MO

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES
Nitty Gritty 1.0, 1.5, 1.5FI, Mini Pro 1-SCALL!
Nitty Gritty 2.0, 2.5, 2.5FI, Mini Pro 2-SCALL!
VPI HW-16.5 &17F Models -SCALL!
Allsop Orbitrac 2Cleaning System $34.99!

Allsop Ortritroc 2Record Cleaner S34.99
NIX Hi Fi News Producers Cut Test 1p $39.99
Audniguest Carbon Fiber Brush -S14.99!
Cants RCA/XLR Caps -Starting at $29.99!
MEL Lilt Lock Jewel Box SI25/$1.00ea over 20
Audioprism CD Stoplight Pens -$16 99!

Visit wysveelosivedisc.conn or call us for o
comulete list of all accessones we carry
end our recommended items!

Phonomena -Class-8 Recommended Component!
Clearaudio Micro Basic & Basic -starting at $199.99!
Creek OBH-8/9 OBH-8SE/9SE -starting at $169.99!
Black Cube Phono Stage Class-B
Music Hall Phono Pack (MM/MC) -S99.99!
Stereophile Recommeded Component! SSS

elusive disc inc.
call us today!

800-782-3472

or shop online: www.elusivedisc.com
fax: 765-608-5341 Info: 765-608-5340 email: elusales@'netdirect.net
4020 frontage road anderson. in 46013 m-f: 9am-6pm est. sat: 11am-3pm est

audiophile recordings -call us or visit our website for
our most recommended titles!
.
..
.
...............
AUDIOPHILE LP'S $13.99 & UP!

AUDIOPHILE MULTI-CH & 2-CH SACD'S $14.99 & UP!
All Universal SACD's- Getz-Gilberto, Muddy Waters, Ella
&Louis, Beethoyen/Sym. #9, E.T. Soundtrack, and More!
All 22 Rolling Stones SACD's!!!
Ray Brown/Solar Energy 2CH SACD
Eden Atwood/Waves: Bossa Nova Sessions M-CH SACD

The LA4/Just Friends 180g 245rpm LP's
Eden Atwood/Waves 180g 2LP's (33/45)
Dido/No Angel 200g LP
Peter Gabriel/1,2,3 & Up 180g LP's
Ray Brown/Solar Energy 180g 2LP's
Dusty Springfield/Dusty In Memphis 180g LP
Alison Krauss/Forget About It 180g LP
Crosby, Stills & Nash/1st Album 200g LP
Jimi Hendrix/Blues 200g 2LP's
Led Zeppelin/In Through The Out Door 200g LP

Eden Atwood Waves
Groove Note's newest release
on 2LP's, SACD 8CD!

AUDIOPHILE DVD-A's $22.99 & UP!
Guarneri Quartet/String Quartets R21:14! $22.99
Chesky Ultimate DVD-A Surround Setup S24.99
Tacet Mozart/The Flute Quartets DVD-A $29.99
AUDIOPHILE CD'S $14.99 & UP!
Tchaikoysky/Symphony #5 xrcd2
Tchaikovsky/Romeo &Juliet xrcd2
Ravel/Daphne et Chloe xrcd2
Oftenbach/Gaite Parisienne xrcd2
Stan Getz with Cal Tjader xrcd2
Jazz At The Pawnshop HM xrcd

Bill Cunlitfe Trio/Live At Bernie's 2CH SACD
Tony Bennett/Sings The Blues M-CH SACD
Janis Joplin/Cheap Thrills M-CH SACO
CCR. All 5Titles 2-CH SACD's
Bill Evans/Sunday at the Village Vanguard 2-CH SACD
Art Pepper/Meets The Rhythm Section 2-CH SACD

Diana Kroll The Look Of Love
Universal Verve Multi-Ch SACO

Cannonball Adderley/Know What IMean? 2-CH SACD
Bill Evans Trio/Moonbeams 2-CH SACD
Mary Mary/Incredible M-CH SACD
All Dorian SACD's -Mozart, Mussorgsky, Vivaldi &more!
Fidelis Records: Distributed by Elusive Disc, Inc.*
Tchaikovsky/The Seasons 2-CH SACD*

Jacintha lush Life XRCD2
Also available on 2LP's,
M-CH SACD &CD!

Astor Piouolla/Historie du Tango 2-CH SACO*
Vivaldi, Bach &Kodaly/Violincello 2-CH SACO*
Other available Labels Al? AO, Albany, Alto BIS, Challenge, Cheskµ Classic
Records, Decca, Delos, DMR EMI, FIM, Hypenon, DC, Linn, MA, MFSL
Mosaic, Opusl Red Rose, Reference, Rounder Sony, Speakers Corner
Sandaled, IBM, Tacet, Telarc, Vanguard, Water Lily &many more

Vivaldi, Bach 8Kodaly Violincello
Fidelis Records 2-Ch SACO'
Also available on Gold CD-R!

Equipment

Report

Michael

Fremer

Sutherland Engineering
12dAX7 USB DAC/preamplifier

C

omputers and vacuum tubes go
together like Trent Lott and flyaway hair, right? The last time
filaments glowed in computers was during the 1960s, when acomputer was a
building. Iremember laughing at the
ponytailed computer-science dweebs
back then, who spent their college days
playing nursemaid to afootball field's
worth of electronics capable of little
more than adding two plus two.
Chained to acomputer half the day, as
most of us now are, guess who had the
last laugh?
So if you're going to be plopped in
front of ascreen all day, the least you
can do for yourself is squeeze some
decent sound out of your computer —
especially if you work at home, or in an
office where you can pump up the volume. Adding a high-quality satellitesubwoofer system like Acoustic
Energy's Aego2, Eminent Technology's
LFT-11, or Cambridge SoundWorks'
Megaworks 2101) would be a good
place to start.
But there's much more you can do,
and if your computer is equipped with a
universal serial bus (USB 1.0) port, you
can do it without messing with internal
soundcards, which, while offering upgradeable audio, still must operate in a
difficult environment. The high-frequency noise produced by digital processing does bad things to both the
power supply feeding the audio circuitry and to the post-conversion analog
signal on its way out of the computer.
USB 1.0 offers single-jack multi-function connectivity with reasonably highspeed data transfer, so even without a
dedicated digital audio output jack on
your computer, you could still take the
D/A conversion and the rest of the
audio circuitry out of its foul environs —
if, that is, you could get an outboard
DAC with aUSB interface.
Now, thanks to Sutherland Engineering's 12dAX7, you can, and because
it uses smooth-sounding 12AX7 tubes
in its analog preamplifier circuit, you
can also round off the audio jaggies
inherent in MP3 recordings and make
them not exactly listenable, but less
noxious to the car.
Stereophile, December 2002

Sutherland 12dAX7 USB DAC/preamplifier

Even if your computer doesn't have a
USB port, you can add one. Keyspan
(www.keyspan.com), for example,
makes a Mac/PC-compatible USB
2.0/FireWire card that fits into PCI expansion slots for $99, complete with
installation software. [USB 2.0 is barkward-compatibk with USB 1.0 devices.—
Ed.] Yes, some computer dweebs will be
satisfied with nothing less than the higher data-transfer rate of IEEE-1394
(FireWire) connectivity, but for CD
playback, USB 1.0 will do fine.
The 12dAX7
About the size of a standard rack-

mountable audio component, the
PC/Mac-compatible 12dAX7 will not
be welcome on an overcrowded desk.
But assuming you have the space, its
transparent Plexiglas face — displaying
the circuit boards, LEDs, and glowing
tubes—will make aneat addition to
any workstation, and areal conversation piece.
A chassis of cold-rolled steel provides
arigid platform for the dual-mono modular design, which uses printed-circuit
boards of high-quality FR-4 fiberglass.
'There are modules for the power supply
and digital circuitry and two for the

Description: USB-based vacuumtube D/A converter and preamplifier
with USB 1.0 data input. Sample
rates supported: 32, 44.1, 48kHz.
Digital word length supported: 16
bits.
No
specifications
given.
Supplied with USB cable and setup
CD-ROM.
Dimensions: 14.75' W by 3" H by 8"

tubed gain stages. Name-brand parts are
used throughout, including 1% Dale
metal-film resistors and Wima polypropylene film capacitors. There's also a
toroidal power transformer, and
Russian-made 12AX7 tubes with a
claimed life expectancy of "at least"
10,000 hours. The digital circuit is based
on Burr-Brown's surface-mount PCM
2702 chip, a 16-bit two-channel DAC
with an integral 8x-oversampling filter
and aUSB 1.0 data input port.
Hookup is simple: you run the supplied USB cable from your computer
or USB hub output to the 12dAX7's
USB port, run analog cables (or an
RCA/RCA-to-stereo-miniplug cable)
from the 12dAX7's RCA jacks to your
amplifier or powered subwoofer-satellite system, and plug the 12dAX7 into
the wall via the IEC AC jack. (Yes,
you can even play with power cords.
Knock yourself out.) Computer operating systems include bit-trimming
digital volume controls that should be
cranked full on or you'll be diminishing the digital resolution reaching the
12dAX7's DAC. The idea is to control
volume in the post-conversion analog
domain using the 12dAX7's analog
volume potentiometer.

D. Weight: 10 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
None visible (pcb is marked "0001").
Price: $1600. Approximate number
of dealers: 5.
Manufacturer: Sutherland Engineering, P.O. Box 1633, Lawrence,
KS 66044. Tel: (913) 841-3355. Web:
wwvv.12dAX7.com
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New & Pre-owned Hi-End
203 Mamaroneck Avenue
White Plains, NY 10601
Buy. Sell. Trade. Consign
914-421-0069: Phone
914-328-3852: Fax
vvitos,.ttta.com
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-PlOSE demo
$Call
Mcs 200x3
$799
Aragon 8002
$899 Benz Lukascheck PP-1 $599
$2199
Arcam A-75 Demo
$799 C-J Premier 15
$129
Audio Valve Challengers $3999 Creek OBH-9
LP-12 w/Ittok
$899
B&K EX 442
$475
McIntosh
MR-77
$749
Bryston 76 ST's
$2999
MR-80
$1199
C-J Motif MS 100
S799
MF-2300A
$1499 Nak. Dragon w/remote $999

*****..*** www.t f
ta.com ******.***

$299
Cary 805C w/W.E.300B54999 Perreaux TV-3 phono
$99
Classe DR-8
$999 Premier MMT
Copeland CIA-401
$1399 Rega RB-300 w/Berdan $299
$799
Densen DM-30
$999 Roksan XERXES
Dynaco Mk.III's
$699 Thorens TRT2000 demo $999
TRT2300 demo
$1299
Fisher 800-C
$599
$7399
Harmon Kardon Sig 1.5 $999 Versa 2.0 w/stand
$6199!
HK 5901
$279 VPI TNT-HR demo
Extended Top Plate $349
PA-2100
$239
Aries w/JMW-10demo $Call
Levinson 331
S2999
HW-19 w/PT-68Grado $Call
332
$3999
McIntosh MA-6200
$1099 Walker Procenium Demo$Call
$99 I
MA-6100 w/cab
$699 Yamaha CT-800
MC-240
$1699 Speakers
NAD C-350
$239 Apogee Centaur Minors $499
Spectral DMA-50
$899 Atlantis Tech 353C
$17
Symphonic LineRG-4SE$3999 BA Sub Sat 6
$749
Wolcott Pros 220M Gld $4999 1B&W P-5
P-4
Pre Amps
$599
UrUS • T-3
Adcom GTP-600
Angstrom 200 w/205

Anthem Pre 2L NIB!
Audible Illusions L-1
BAT VK-3i demo

$699
$299
$1999
$oall
$599
SCall

Bryston BP-5
$499'
CAT SL-1 Signature
$1499
SL-1 Sig. Mk.III w/ph $2999
C-J A.R.T. II
$9899,
PV-10AL
S629
PV-11
$999
Carver C-5
$149
Cary CAD5500
$4991
Classe SSP-75
53999
Ensemble Virtuoso
$999'
$10999
Jadis JP-80 MkIll
JPL
$2699
$3$99
Krell H.T.S.
Marantz 7C NM-Mt
7C Ex-NM

Sonic Line 3demo
Di g
i
t
3
ragon 02A
A/A DTI 2.0 w/PS-4

audioquest
LJ
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Gold CD's ltd tides $12.49
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AudioPrism

audioquest

Paradigm 1200 sub
$299
Quad ESL-63
$1199
Vandersleen 2C
$499
2CE w/stands
$699
Velodyne ULD-12 wamp $699
Cables-n-things

$3499 AlC) Clear 8' spades
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000000 i.or

Link w/Ch. Is. Mods $129, PAD ColossusB 1.5m sp $899
Muse 2 Bal I/O, Bessel $899 Siltech S080B 5m RCA$4299
Model 2 Bal I/0
$729,
SPO-18M 3m pwr crd $499
Musical Fidlity X-Act
$149 Townshend 17x14 EHD1 $299
Panasonic DVD-H1000 $1499 1
19x16 END 2
$349
Theta Data Ill
$1399 Transparent Ref XL 10'se$1999
Data 11
$549
Music Link + 1m XLR $279
Pro Prime
$299 Wireworld Equinox 4.5m $379
Thorens TDA2000 demo $799 XL0 Ref Tvoe 3D1N-RCA$249

SCall
SCan
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Hawks and Winds
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The new Scout and
TNT HR-X are here

EGG LEST ON W ORKS

and on display!
Come give a listen.

(g)
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Coldringi Creek

MA,Z0

SCall

ACOUSTIC

Hear the music

ebtote.
.1AAAK041.::
Full Line

Single CD
4or more

now available

Bright Star
Vibration Management

Falcon .5m AES/EBU $169
$199 Audio Pwr Pwr Wdg 11 $299
$129, Illuminati DV-30 2.5m
$59

$349
Orchid 1.5m
$479
$399 Marantz RC2000 remote $89
S399 McIntosh SCR-2
$99
Cambridge D300
$189 MIT 330 + Mk11 2m RCA $149
Camelot Arthur
$299
MH 750 HE II 8' spkr $499
C.E.C. TL-1X
$3399 ,
MH 750 8' spkr
$399
TL-2
$1199
Z Center silver
$699
Esoteric P-500
$499
Z Stabilizer silver
$399
Forte F50A
$299 Music Meter Sig 6' bi
$249
Genesis Dgt1 Lens
$699 NBS Master II 6' pwr crd $499
Goldmund Mimesis 39 $21991
Master 118' speaker $1999
Krell Ref 64
$1999
Monitor 0 .5m AES/ $999
Meridian 508/24 2 avail $Call'
Monitor 0 1.5mAES $2999
566/24
$999
Monitor 0 pwr cord $1499
518 w/system remote $949
Monitor 08' speak'r $4999
Metronome CD-1
S899
Monitor 06' RCA
$5999
MSB Gold DAC
$499
Monitor 0 4' RCA
$3999
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$699

Bit Wise System 0
Delta
CAL Icon Mk11

LP
CD

We are authorized dealers for:
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AS-6 sub
$349 1
Clements RI-7 Ref
$1499
Coincident Part Eclipse$1499
Energy 22.3
$899
XL-S10 Subwoofer
$199!
Entec SW-5 w/x-over
$999
Epos M-15
$799!
Infinity IRS Beta
$Call I
Renaissance 90
$1699
k. -Refinement
JM Labs Pro-Fil 77
$1199
Joseph RM7Si rswd
$999
KEF Ref 104/2
$699
Krix KDX-M
$299
Legacy Classics
$1699
n le
Maggie MG 1.5
$749
SONIC FRONTERS
MG-1
$449
Martin Logan Anus I $1299
McIntosh ML1C&M0102 $599
Meridian M-2500 sub $1399
•

$2999
M-1500
$749
$2499, Merlin TSM-Millenium $1749
$499 Monitor Aud Studio 20SE$Call

$349,
McCormack TLC-1
$399
McIntosh C-26
$399
MX-114 w/cabinet
$799
C-32
$1099
C-33
Meridian 502w/sys rem $1399

Our new, highly anticipated and long awaited on-line catalogue is finally
live! Come puruse our entire inventory listing, complete with pictures, in
all three departments, right from the comfort of your own home. When you
find something you like, you may either come on in and take alook at it, or
order it right from the comfort of your easy chair and we'll arrange to have
it delivered directly to your door!!! Also, remember to take advantage of
our in home consultation service for either your 2or 5channel needs.
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MMF 7
Sin Stock!
MMF 5
$1n Stock!
MMF 2.1
$1n Stock!
OBH 8or 9
Mao
All models avail
$Call

van den Hul
Frogs and Grasshoppers!
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Single Crystal Cables

MUSICAL FIDELITY

Wat3ia DIGITAL
New 301 11,
$Call
861ix
In Stock!
Come hear the best!

IOU

pure copper Lair

1,41 tl 41.11€

Lehmann
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Symposium
Vibration Dissipation
Systems

forward Audio Technology
NEW JL2 Stereo Amp
now available!!! This is a
fantastic, must audition
piece. Stop in or call!
visa

I
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'

Remember:
You're never too old to play with toys!

Trades and
Consignments welcome.

NEW Ultimate FIDL's
now available ...SCall!
HDL MKII
.In Stock
Valid Points In Stock
Procenium On Display

WHEATON
New TrIplaner VI
Incredible'

—
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$Call

Sutherland
When Iswitched on my computer,
the 12dAX7 came to life: during the
short wamiup period, the turn-on relay
clicked, the filaments glowed, and the
yellow Mute LED came on. By the time
my Mac G4 computer was booted up
and ready to use, the 12dAX7's Suspended light had begun to glow as the
computer looked for peripheral devices.
Then it was the Zero LED's turn, until
Iinserted aCD into the Mac's CDROM drive and pushed Play. When the
bitstream hit the 12dAX7, its green Play

LED fired up and music poured from
the speakers. When Ishut the computer down, the relay clicked again, shutting down the Sutherland.
Okay Computer Sound
I've been using apretty-good-sounding
and very inexpensive (ca $200) Onkyo
SE-U55 outboard USB-based converter
with my Mac G4. It has optical and
coaxial digital as well as analog line inputs and outputs, and built-in A/D and
D/A converters so that, with the appro-

Engineering

12 dAX

priate recording software (I use Peak LE
2.58 for Mac), Ican feed it acassette
deck's analog output and store it digitally on the G4's hard drive. The Onkyo
also has aheadphone jack with volume
control, which the Sutherland 12dAX7
doesn't, so for sheer versatility, the SEU55 can't be beat. But while the Onkyo
sounds pretty good, and much better
than the G4's internal converter, it didn't
come close to matching the 12dAX7's
sound: rich, warm, sweet, airy, abit fat
on bottom, and, overall, BIG.

Measurements

T

o test the Sutherland 12dAX7, I
used aDell 866MHz Pentium 3
desktop PC fitted with both USB 1.0
and USB 2.0 ports, with the test signals in WAV format and output using
CoolEdit 2000 from www.syntrill
ium.com. Installing the device was
simple. When the special symmetrical USB cable — with aflat connector
at each end — was hooked up, the
PC's new hardware wizard recognized the 12dAX7's Burr-Brown
PCM2702 chip and installed the necessary driver files from the CD-R
supplied by Sutherland. Icould then
choose the 12dAX7 as the output
device from within CoolEdit 2000. I
later used my Apple iBook to drive
the Sutherland. An amber LED visible through the unit's transparent
front panel glows green when USB
data are present at the unit's input.
The maximum output level was
2.86V RMS, although this was available only into high impedances (see
later). The 12dAX7 inverted polarity,
and its output impedance was amoderate 872 ohms at ¡kHz and 20kHz.
However, at low frequencies the impedance rose significantly, reaching
7.3k ohms at 20Hz. The amplifier or
powered speakers used with the
Sutherland need to have an input impedance of at least 50k ohms if
dynamics and bass extension are not
to be compromised.
The 12dAX7's frequency response
is shown in fig.!. It's basically flat
across most of the audioband, though
arise in output can be seen above
4kHz, reaching amaximum boost of
ldB at 20kHz. This will be audible in
side-by-side comparisons with other
processors. Icouldn't get the unit to
recognize pre-emphasized data, so
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the response in this case showed the
usual rise at high frequencies (not
shown). However, it is extremely unlikely that auser will ever feed the
Sutherland apre-emphasized music
file. Because the Burr-Brown chip
used by the 12dAX7 conforms to the
USB 1.0 specification, which has a
maximum data rate of 12Mbps, it
cannot handle audio data with asample rate greater than 48kHz. What
was odd, however, was that when I
fed it 96k1z-sampled data, Idid get
an audio signal out, at the correct frequency. Perhaps the CoolEdit program downsamples on the fly when
outputting USB data.
Fig2 shows the channel separation
plotted against frequency. Though
very respectable in the midband, it
decreases steadily with increasing frequency due to capacitive coupling —
probably at the analog volume control, given the physical separation of
the tubed output stages. (Although
the PCM2702 has an on-chip digital
volume control, it looks as if Ron
Sutherland has used an analogdomain control.) However, the apparent decrease at low frequencies is not
due to crosstalk per se, but to some

60Hz and 180Hz hum that Icould
not get rid of, no matter how Iarranged the grounding of the computer, the Sutherland, or the Audio
Precision System One test gear. Icould
get rid of it if Idrove the Sutherland
from my iBook on battery power, and
Inote that Mikey Fremer suffered
from similar hum only when he first
set up the unit, and not on subsequent
occasions. It's possible, therefore, that
the 12dAX7's hum pickup is very dependent on the computer with which
it is used.
The hum components can be seen
in fig3, which shows aspectral analysis of the Sutherland's analog output
while it decodes 16-bit data represent-

Fig.2 Sutherland 12dAX7, channel separation
vs frequency (10d13/vertical div.).
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Fig.1 Sutherland 12dAX7, frequency response
at -12dBFS into 100k ohms with
volume control at maximum (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical

Fig.3 Sutherland 12dAX7, '/3-octave spectrum
of dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS, with
noise and spuriae (16-bit data, right
channel dashed).
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In acomputer-based sound system of
small satellites and asub listened to in the
nearfield, "accuracy" in the usual audiophile sense isn't the issue. It's more about
compensating for the limitations of the
associated equipment and, especially
when listening to MP3s, the software.
Although Ihave aDSL line, Ihave no
interest in downloading MP3s — but for
this review Iwent to www.geffen.com to
listen to atrack from Peter Gabriel's new
album, Up. Gabriel's albums have always
been well-recorded, even the digital
ones, so I'm sure what Iheard at 95.8kbs
via RealPlayer was a shadow of what

Classic Records' two-LP vinyl edition
will sound like. The MP3 didn't sound
bad, mind you, especially the bass, which
was robust and well-controlled, but from
the midrange and up it sounded gauzy,
kind of flat, and cartoony. But compared
to Evatone "sheets" — which is how Igot
to hear promo music as akid — this was
da bomb!
The 12dAX7 greatly improved the
sound of all three satellite subwoofer systems Iused it with, providing acushion
of air where otherwise there would have
been a parched sonic landscape. It
smoothed over jagged edges and soft-

cued the impact of barbed-wire transients. Most impressive were the improvements in imaging, soundstaging,
and harmonic development. Images became more solid and three-dimensional;
the soundstage widened and deepened,
with far more coherent center-fill; and
the stingy harmonic envelope positively
bloomed. The added midbass warmth
meant that Ineeded to adjust the various
subwoofers' levels and/or placements,
but once I'd achieved that balance, the
sound had a rich, addictive, honeyed
glow that was particularly effective for
classical music and acoustic rock.

Measurements

ing adithered lkHz tone at -90dBFS.
Note that the noise floor almost obscures the 1
kHz peak, with the right
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Fig.4 Sutherland 12dAX7, left-channel
departure from linearity, 16-bit data
(2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.5 Sutherland 12dAX7, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at
—90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.

channel being worse than the left, and
that the left channel shows atad of
second-harmonic distortion. As the
Burr-Brown PCM1702 is a16-bit device, it will truncate digital audio data
with bit depths greater than 16. Increasing the word length to 24 bits
and repeating the fig3 measurement
gave no change in behavior, therefore
(not shown).
Because of the relatively high levels
of analog noise and hum, the linearity error became increasingly positive
at levels below -70dBFS (fig.4); the
waveform of an unciithered 1kHz
tone at -9031dBFS was almost unrecognizable (fig.5).
As I wrote above, the 12dAX7
needs to see ahigh input impedance if
its dynamic range is not to be compromised. 'This is confirmed by fig.6,
which shows how the unit's
THll+noise percentage changes with
increased level into three loads: 100k,
10k, and 1
k ohms. Into the highest
impedance, the actual distortion is beneath the noise level up to 2V output,
at which point it starts to emerge. Into
10k ohms, the 12dAX7 clips at 2V

output, with the bottom peaks of the
waveform squaring off. The Sutherland is obviously in distress driving the
admittedly demanding 1
k load, with
only afew tens of millivolts available.
However, even into a kind 100k
ohms and with the volume control
used to reduce the analog level to 1V,
there was more distortion present
than Iwould have liked to have seen
(fig.7). Yes, the second harmonic is
just below -60dB (0.1%), with the
third at -64dB (0.06%), but there arc
also many higher-order components
visible. The 12dAX7 was also disappointing when it came to high-frequency interniodulation. Again with
the analog level reduced to 1V, fig.8
shows that the lkHz difference component lies at a fairly high -54dB
(02%). This rose to -40dB (1%)
when the volume control was rotated
to its maximum position.
Note the high noise floor in fig.8,
as well as the rise in noise around
each of the high-frequency components. This rise is generally an indicator of word-clock jitter problems.
When Ilooked at the 12dAX7's jitter
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Fig.6 Sutherland 12dAX7, THD+N (
0/4) vs
output voltage into (from left to right):
lk ohm, 10k ohms, 100k ohms.
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Fig.7 Suther and 12dAX7, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at IV into 100k
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Sutherland 12dAX7, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at IV
into 100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Sutherland
Beck's new Sea Chaiw is a stringdrenched, minor-key acoustic set magnificently recorded at Ocean Way
Studios. The CD sounded dramatically
full-bodied and detailed without giving
up transient clarity or the resolution of
inner details. As good as the Acgo2 system sounded connected directly to the
Mac's analog audio output, it sounded
cleaner, clearer, and more detailed using
the USB-based Onkyo SE-U55. The
12dAX7 took the Aego2's performance
to ahigher level, and did likewise for
the two other computer speaker systems Itried.

Another Configuration
Itried the 12dAX7 in my main stereo
system, driving it with my Mac iBook. I
got the same rich, full-bodied sound as
with my G4 system, but something
about the overall presentation bothered
me. Ididn't take the time to analyze
precisely what was going on, because I
suspect that most purchasers will be
using the 12dAX7 on their computer
desktops, and not as acomponent of
their main systems. But if you are thinking of using the Sutherland with alaptop in your big rig, don't let my
experience deter you — especially as

Engineering

12dAX7

Sutherland Engineering offers amoneyback guaranty.
Conclusion
Sutherland Engineering has come up
with aunique, fine-sounding, computer-friendly DAC/vacutun-tube preamplifier. It should enrich and improve the
sound of any computer-based sound
system. However, the $1600 asking

Sutherland Engineering
has come up with a
unique, fine-sounding,
computer-friendly

with the Miller Analyzer, Imeasured avery high 3.44 nanoseconds
(3440 picoseconds) peak-peak. The
narrowband spectral analysis shown
in fig.9 reveals that almost all of this
jitter is due to sidebands at ±60Hz
(brown "4" numerical markers) and
±240Hz (blue "12"). Actual datarelated jitter (red markers) is very
low, the sidcbands at ±229Hz (red
"11") contributing just 93ps ofjitter.
The jitter didn't change significantly
when Idrove the 12dAX7 from a
high-speed USB 2.0 PCI card
instead of the USB 1.0 ports on my
computer's motherboard.
It could be argued that the sonic
compromises inherent in the
low-data-rate MP3-encoded music

with which it will be used are far
more egregious than the 12dAX7's
technical limitations. However, given
the engineering excellence of other
Ron Sutherland-designed audio
components Ihave had on my test
bench, Iwas disappointed by the
12dAX7. Even if the 60Hz hum
problem Iexperienced was specific
to my test conditions —again, MF
experienced hum on only one occasion —the general performance of
the unit is not very good. In fact, it is
worse than implied by Burr-Brown's
spec sheets for the PCM2702 chip,
particularly regarding noise and output drive ability.
—John Atkinson

DAC/vacuum-tube
preamplifier.
price seems steep.
not sure what
justifies this price, given that the
12dAX7 is sold factory-direct and is
basically afull-function USB receiver,
digital filter, and DAC, all on an overthe-counter chip to which has been
added acase, adecent power supply,
and apair of one-tube gain stages with
volume control.
With a 12dAX7 in the system,
there's no reason not to invest in agood
powered satellite-subwoofer system, or
even apair of high-quality conventional speakers driven by an external amplifier. The Acoustic Energy Acgo2 now
sells for $399; add a12dAX7, and the
total of $2000 spent offers a level of
sonic performance Ihadn't thought any
desktop rig could provide. If you spend
a lot of time at your computer, can
crank it up, and have $1600 to drop, the
innovative 12dAX7 is definitely worth
considering.

Associated Equipment

Fig.9 Sutherland 12dAX7, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (I 1.025kHz
at -6dBFS sampled at 44.1kHz with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace,
11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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Computers: Apple Macintosh
G4, Apple iBook.
Power amplifier: Hafler DH200.
Loudspeakers: Eminent Technology LFT-11, Acoustic Energy
Aego2, and Cambridge SoundWorks MegaWorks 210D powered satellite-subwoofer systems.
Cables: Discovery Cable Essence
interconnect.
—Michael Freiner
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VK-300

...an integrated amplifier that rivals the finest
separates, in abeautiful, flexible, and userfriendly package that, to top it off, is also an
exquisite value (and if you're interested, don't
expect the introductory price to hold fo rever).
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— Wayne Garcia,
The Absolute Sound Issue 138

The cushions of air around each
performer, the utter truth of timbre,
the glow from within, the swing
and timing that tubes do so well
— all were perfectly rendered.
— Jonathan Scull,
Stereophile Vol 25 No 3

VK-51SE PRE AMP

T's Su

er supply for dynamics,

mids, alaundry list of premium parts.

VK -300X INTEGRATED AMP
Powéi amp section inspired by the powerful VK-6200.
Your choice of solid state, tube, or 6H30 Supertube preamp section. Upgradeable as you move up the food chain

VK -75 STEREO POWER AMP
Busy? Who isn't. These amps auto bias so you can turn
on, tune in, and jell out.
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rare tubes • highest fidelity

www.upscaleaudio.com
2504 Spring Terrace • Upland, CA 917134
[909] 931-9696 FAX: [909] 985-6968
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Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood
moving-magnet phono cartridge

T

the Virtuoso uses acoupling plate
here is no better time than
of Fenambuk wood instead of
now to invest in audiophilestainless steel, which significantly
quality vinyl playback gear.
reduces the cartridge's mass (from
I'll bet even Mikey Fremer would
10 to 6gin); and stricter tolerances
be surprised at the amount of new
for linearity, frequency response,
vinyl releases and reissues and
magnet strength, and trackability.
used vinyl available to musicThe Virtuoso Wood also offers
lovers today. And the choices availslightly higher output, at 3.6mV.
able to audiophiles seeking
Although the Virtuoso Wood's
turntables, toneanns, phono carstylus can't be replaced by the user,
tridges, and phono preamps is
distributor Musical Surroundings
greater than it's been in adecade.
offers complete cartridge replaceAs far as cartridges arc conment when the cartridge is worn or
cerned, Idoubt you can beat the
damaged, as well as atrade-up prohigh resolution, delicacy, and
gram. The Virtuoso was quite easy
transparency of today's best lowto mount and fine-tune on my
output
moving-coil
designs,
trusty, affordable analog cartridge
despite their high prices (as well as
review rig: aRega Planar 3 turnClearaudio Virtuoso Wood movingmagnet phono cartridge
those of suitably hi-rez, high-gain
table, Syrinx PU-3 toneann, and
phono stages). My choice for some
ltingmat Developments Ringmat. Ifine
moving-magnet cartridge, the $750
time has been the Koetsu Urushi
tuned the VTA carefully and found the
Virtuoso Wood, which they claim pro($4000), which combines Koetsu's
Virtuoso Wood to be less sensitive to
vides "enhanced performance with added
musically rich and seductive midrange
these adjustments than more exotic
musicality" compared with the Aurum
with extended, tight, and fast articulasytlus shapes—it was similar to Grados in
Beta S, Icouldn't wait to give it aspin.
tion at the frequency extremes.
this regard.
At the opposite end of the price scale,
Design
I've been a big fan of the Grado
Like the Aurum Beta S, the Virtuoso
Sound
Reference MM cartridges, which have
I was curious to hear how much
Wood is a moving-magnet cartridge
the natural, evenly balanced timbral
Clearaudio might have improved on the
with afairly long aluminum cantilever
presentation of my Koetsu Urushi but
Aurum Beta S. Sure, the Aurum didn't
and an elliptical stylus. Clearaudio
with much lower levels of detail resoluhave the last layer of resolution, articulaclaims that the design highlight of both
tion, transparency, and transient articution, and transparency of the best lowmodels is the matching of very strong
lation. The Grado Reference Platinum
output MCs, but its flat, extended
magnets with the cantilever-stylus
($300) and Sonata ($500) remain barfrequency response was beyond reassembly. This is intended to reduce the
gains in today's analog marketplace.
proach: adead-neutral midrange, prismoving mass of the generator in order
(See my reviews of both in the June
tine and extended highs, and
to optimize phase coherence and tran1998 Stereophile, VoI21 No.6.)
thunderingly clean and tuneful bass. The
sient characteristics. The primary difIwas quite smitten by my current refBeta S's articulation of transients was
ferences between the cartridges are that
erence in affordable moving-magnet
cartridges, the Clearaudio Aurum Beta S
($450), which combines levels of detail
resolution, articulation, and transparency
Weight: 6.0gm.
Description: Moving-magnet phono
that approached those of the more exSerial number of unit reviewed:
cartridge. Stylus profile" Not specipensive moving-coils, as well as the most
V00873.
fied. Frequency range: 20Hz-20kHz.
neutral tonal balance of any cartridge
Price: $750. Approximate number of
Output voltage (1kHz, 5cm/s):
I've heard. (See my reviews in Vo123
dealers: 160.
3.6mV. Channel separation (1 kHz):
No.4 and Vo124 No.6.) Furthermore,
Manufacturer: Clearaudio Electronic
>30dB. Channel balance (1kHz):
the Aurum Beta S, with its metal couGmbH, Spardorfer Strasse 150, D<0.2dB. Trackability: >90pm. Recpling plate (lead in the original, stainless
91054 Erlangen, Germany. Tel: (49)
ommended
tracking
force:
steel in the current model), far exceeded
9131-57702. US distributor: Musical
2.0-20.5gm. Electrical impedance
the performance of the original Aurum
Surroundings, 2625 Alcatraz Ave.,
(1kHz): 660 ohms. Coil inductivity:
Beta with plastic coupling plate ($350) in
Suite 501, Berkeley, CA 94705. Tel:
0.42mH. Load resistance 47k ohms.
the areas of bass extension, definition,
(510) 420-0379. Web: www.music
Load capacitance: 100pF. Cantilever:
and high-level dynamics.
alsurroundings.com.
aluminum.
So when Clearaudio offered their latest
Stereophile, December 2002
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Clearaudio

Virtuoso

flawless, as was its ability to portray the
subtle dynamic inflections you hear in
live music. For this review, Ispent along
time revisiting the Aurum Beta S, then
switched to the Virtuoso Wood and
played the same recordings.
Iimmediately noticed the Virtuoso
Wood's superiority in the midrange,
particularly on vocals, both male
(Mighty Sam McClain, Give It Up to
Love, AudioQuest AQL01015) and
female (Janis Ian, Breaking Silence,
Analogue Productions APP027). Voices
were reproduced with more detail and
delicacy, and had amuch richer presentation, with more dimensional body but
with no trace of euphonic coloration. I
noted superior detail resolution and
transient articulation on piano and guitar passages, with improved ambience
and air as well as longer decay times.
This improvement extended into the
high frequencies.
But it was in the highs that aparadox
seemed to emerge. 'The Virtuoso shared
the Aurum Beta S's pristine, extended,
uncolored high frequencies, but seemed
abit sweeter and airier, with more detail.
However, there was no touch of softening or rolloff—in fact, it seemed as if the
transient attacks on percussive instruments were faster still, but without a
trace of hardness or edge. The Virtuoso
Wood's sonic signature seemed a bit
more liquid than that of the slightly drier
Aurum Beta S, but without atrace of
softening, coloration, or loss of detail.
The Virtuoso Wood's performance
was consistent at the opposite frequency
extreme. Like the Aurum Beta's, the
Wood's lower to upper bass was clean,
fast, and uncolored, with plenty of bottom-end slam, but with the Virtuoso I
could hear more of the textural wood of
both electric and acoustic basses in all
types of music. My notes from listening
to Dean Peer's Ucross (Jazz Planet JP
5002-1): "extended low bass, fast but
rich and woody, powerful without
being sharp, but delicate, with extended
upper harmonics and natural decay."
A quick spin of Classic Records' reissue of Miles Davis' Kind oJ . Blue
(Columbia/Classic CS 8163) indicated
that the Virtuoso Wood may be the
affordable cartridge for jazz lovers. Both
Davis' trumpet and John Coltrane's
tenor sax had bite and tension while
sounding silky and sweet. My notes:
"more detail, but more relaxed and less
analytical, without atrace of coloration."
With this recording, Ialso found myself
analyzing the dynamics of Jimmy
Cobb's technique of positioning his
drumstick on the ride cymbal.
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Ihad asimilar experience listening to
the bite of Davis' trumpet on "Yesterdays," from the 10" reissue of his Young
Man with aHong (Blue Note/Classic LP
5013). The room disappeared, and the
ensemble interplay was dynamic and
organic. Finally, Iput on Louis Armstrong
and Duke Ellington (Roulette/Classic
SR52074) and studied in detail the interplay of Barney Bigard's clarinet and
Trummy Young's trombone in "The
Beautiful American."

studying the piano's hammers. They
sure sounded to me like the hard-polished hammers of the German Renner
action found on Steinways made in
Hamburg. These recordings convinced
me that the Virtuoso Wood may be the
affordable cartridge of choice for the
lover of classical music.
Rock? The acid test for bombastic
bass reproduction is "Behind the Veil,"
from Jeff Beck's Guitar Shop (Epic OE
44313). In one passage, Tony Hymas
plays the melody on abass synthesizer
that descends lower in frequency than
The Virtuoso Wood
Terry Bozzio's thundering bass drum.
The Virtuoso Wood reproduced the
was abit more liquid
melody with perfect clarity —fast, tuneful, with no sense of overhang —and
than the slightly
left the bass-drum line intact with no
drier Aurum Beta S,
trace of muddiness.
Want to break the lease? Try Grandbut without atrace
master Flash's The Messe (Sugar Hill
SH-584) at about 100dB. "Hey you
of softening.
youngsters, stop listening to that crap
music! You wanna hear some real rap??"
When Ifocused on the pitches of the
The
bass-synth-and-drum-machine
drum skins and the ambient body and
bombast did not induce my neighbors to
decay of each percussion instrument in
call the police, but only by adB or two.
John Cage's Third Cmistniction, from
Despite the perfectly articulated dynamPulse (New World/Classic NW319), I ics, the subtle, low-level articulations on
was able to follow, without strain, the
the snare-drum machine were perfectly
subtle contrapuntal motifs between
intact at the rear of the soundstage. So
pairs of instruments in this revealing and
oh, yes, the Virtuoso Wood might be the
natural recording. The Virtuoso Wood's
affordable cartridge of choice for rock
superb ambience retrieval and soundheadbangers as well. In fact, Ithink its
staging capabilities made it very easy to
overall dynamic performance might
hear hall ambience and instrument posihave exceeded the already outstanding
tions on such well-recorded orchestral
performance of the Aurum Beta S.
blockbusters as Stravinsky's The Firebird
Iused the magnifying glass of the
(Mercury Living Presence/Classic Virtuoso Wood to compare three pressSR90226) and Mahler's Symphony 2 ings of asingle album: Gary Wilson's
(Vanguard/Classic VCS 10003). With
You Think You Really Know Me. With the
the Mahler, Ican't recall having heard a Virtuoso, it was very easy to hear that
more natural reproduction of massed
the 1991 reissue (Cry Baby 13H03) flawstrings from aphono cartridge. When I lessly replicated the natural, extended
listened to Messiaen's Turangalila Symtonal balance of the vocals and instruphony (EMI SLS 5117), Ifound myself ments on the original 1977 release
(Gary Wilson GW001). Furthermore, it
was clear that the mastering of the 2002
reissue (Motel MRLP007) had boosted
Associated Equipment
the bass a few dB, and that the
Analog source: Rega Planar 3
midrange was now richer and more
turntable, Syrinx PU-3 tonearm.
holographic, along with some compresIntegrated amplifier: Creek
sion in highly modulated high-frequen5350SE.
cy passages compared to the earlier
Loudspeakers: Acarian Systems
pressings. In general, the Virtuoso
Alón Petite, NHT SB3.
Wood tracked difficult, highly modulatCables: Speaker: Acarian Systems
ed HF passages better than any carBlack Orpheus.
tridge I've tried, regardless of price.
Accessories: Various by ASC,
Bright Star, Ringmat DevelopThe Others
ments,
Salamander
Designs,
After completing my listening, IswitchSimply Physics, Sound Anchor,
ed back to the $450 Clearaudio Aurum
VPI.
—Roberti. Reina
Beta S. Although its overall character was
similar to the Virtuoso Wood's, there
Stereophile, December 2002

were noticeably less detail and subtle
dynamic and transient articulations.
Although the Beta Shad aneutral tonal
balance overall, the slightly more liquid
quality of the Virtuoso Wood was slightly more rich. Finally, there was just abit
of amechanical quality to the presentation of the Aurum Beta Sas compared
with the Virtuoso Wood.

Did the performance

However, the high frequencies were far
less detailed, extended, and articulate
when compared to the Wood's. Bass
definition, extension, and dynamic performance at both extremes were excellent through the Grado, but slightly
better still through the Virtuoso Wood.
But remember —the Aunun Beta S
and the Grado Reference Sonata are
both significantly less expensive than the
Virtuoso Wood.

Los Angeles Guitar Quartet

The Fat Lady Sings
Did the performance

of the Clearaudio
Virtuoso Wood exceed
my expectations?
Yes...
Icompared the Virtuoso Wood with
another of my affordable favorites, the
Grado Reference Sonata ($500). It had
been awhile since I'd listened to the
Sonata, and once again Iwas struck by its
deliciously warm but natural and inviting tonal balance. It had the rich,
holographic midrange of the Virtuoso
Wood, but resolved somewhat more detail and ambience through that region.

of the Clearaudio
Virtuoso Wood exceed my expectations?
Yes, by asignificant margin.
Can Ithink of any under-$1000 cartridge I've tried in my system that 1
would rather own than the Virtuoso
Wood?
No.
Can Ifind at least one criticism of the
Virtuoso Wood?
No. The performance of the Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood was so ear-opening that I recommend that anyone
thinking of spending up to $2500 on a
moving-coil cartridge consider buying
the $750 Wood instead, and investing
the money saved in better components
elsewhere in the system.

Telarc proudly presents
— the virtuosic and worldrenowned Los Angeles
Guitar Quartet in aunique
and colorful album
devoted to Latin and

Sound Product.
Pure Sound.

Latin-inspired music.

Improve
CD-80593

your audio
experience with

Also available on

non-inductive

discrete

multi-channel surround SACD

metal foil resistors by

All Telarc

Alpha Electronics.

SAC Os are

•Metal foil technology

hybrid discs

compatible

•Available in any value

for listening

•Quality sound for less

on traditional
CD players.

Pure and simple...
Contact Sara at (763) 258-8550

SACD-60593

stereofoilg

Available at

BORDERS
Alpha Electronics Corp.
of America

clips available at www.telarc.com

Minneapolis, Minnesota
www.alpha-amer.com
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High-Resolution, Multi-Channel OVOAudio Setup Recommendations
the-art amplification, cabling and speakers
The marriage of AIX Record's high-resoluSieve Davie Omer ef NMI Fana
tion digital Euphonix based studio with
AIX Records Gets New Gear
Mart Waldreo
high-end components specifically designed
Setting Up For 5.1 Channel Playback
sieve Davis
for multi-channel playback at home, means
More AIX Records Reviews
that you will experience exactly the same
Hello fellow audiophile, this month I sound as Dr. Waldrep does when he's mixing
would like to share some of the things that and mastering his award-winning DVDwe're doing to meet the needs of our clients Audio products. The $140K system that will
in the area of high-resolution, multi-channel be installed at the AIX Records studio in
playback.
With
the
West Hollywood will
...high-resolution, multiincreasing
level
of
include 5Piega P-8 LTD.
excitement about the
channel audio is the next Aloia 1501 amps and
DVD-Audio format, it advancement in the world Cardas cabling.
seems like the right time
When you decide to
of music reproduction.
to explore some of the
upgrade your system to
hardware pieces that
include 5.1 channel suryou'll need for 5.1 channel surround play- round sound playback, there are two differback. If you've heard real high-res record- ent approaches that you can take. Take a
ings then you already know that getting into large leap and acquire all of the necessary
high-resolution, multi-channel audio is the hardware in one fell swoop or move increnext advancement in the world of music mentally into ahigh-resolution, multi-chanreproduction. What you may not know is nel DVD-Audio system. Either way, you're
just where to start.
going to need access to knowledgeable proLet me first start by saying that it is our fessionals and a line of products that will
great pleasure to announce, in conjunction meet your system needs and your budget.
with Sanibel Sound, that we will be outfit- Too many "audiophile" dealers are ill
ting the AIX Records studio with state-of- equipped to demonstrate, discuss, and deliver the high-end equipment required as the
audio world moves towards surround sound.
Be sure that the salespeople understand the
formats and can actually play compelling
examples that clearly show the incredible
improvement that DVD-Audio offers.
The studio/record label responsible
That's why we've independently done
for producing the Discus Award winlecture/demonstrations of the format in
ning "Best DVD-Audio" disc of
Raleigh and of course, New York at the HE
2002 (Nitty Gritty Surround) is get2002 show. It's also why Dr. Mark Waldrep
ting an upgrade thanks to HiFi Farm
has chosen to put Piega P-8 LTD speakers in
and Sanibel Sound. The new 5.1 monhis mixing/mastering room...to provide his
itoring system will consist of 5Piega
record company clients and the consumers
P-8 LTD speakers, 3 Aloia 1501
that listen to his amazing records, the opportunity to maximize their listening experience
amplifiers, and Cardas cables. "I've
and
continue to strive for the best in audio!
loved my B&W speakers for many
Call
me or come by for avisit...it's time.
years but the sound of the Piegas convinced me that our high-resolution,
HIFI Farm is an Independently owned audio retailer.
5.1 recordings needed something
Sanibel Sound is an independently owned distributor.
Steve Davis is aconsultant to and director of Sanibel
more," said AIX company founder
In This Issue

Choosing the Right System Configuration

AIX Records Gets
New Gear...

and president, Mark Waldrep, Ph.D.

sound in charge of product acpuistion.
owner of Rift farm.

Sieve is the

HiFi Farm has long been dedicated to providing the world's
finest high end audio for its customers. Today we continue in
that pursuit by offering you
these fine products:
Aloia
Analysis Plus
Atlantis
Audio Magic
Audio Tekne
AVM
B&K
Bedini
Billy Bags
Bright Star
Cardas
Creek
DH Labs
Dodson
Dunlavy
Fisch
Golden Sound
Goldmund
Grado
Joule Electra
Lamm
Magnum Dynalab
Marsh Audio
May Audio
MIT
Music Hall
Nordost
Oracle
Piega
Roksan
Sennheiser
Seleco
Soliloquy
Sound Anchor
Sovtek
Spendor
TAG
Vampire Wire
Vansevers
VP'
Wolcott
and many more!
HiFi Farms: Serving Audiophiles
for over 20 years! Now recommending DVD-Audio!
800-752-4018
540-721-1313 fax
www.hififarm.com

News for the world's audiophile community
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Setting UP A5.1 System
Now that all of the AIX Records DVD- ly behind the listening position, which
Audio Christmas releases have been com- caused the mix to be "stretched" well
pleted and sent to retailers. Imanaged to beyond what Iheard in the studio during
squeeze aweekend of "rest and relaxation" the mixdown. This wasn't the first time
into an otherwise hellish
schedule. Time for a
CENTER
leisurely drive to the Bay
RIGHT
LEFT
area. I delivered and
setup a complete 5.1
channel
DVD-Audio
system to Romanian
friend and colleague. met
and discussed DVDAudio with Neil Young,
attended ameeting of the
DMDA (Digital Media
Device
Association),
toured the new studio at
Cisco Systems and had
RIGHT SURROUND
LEFT SURROUND
time to visit my daughter
at UC Santa Cruz.
On Friday afternoon,
an engineer friend and I
visited alocal "high-end"
5.1 Channel Speaker Setup
audio retailer so that I
according to the 171,' standard
could play him the new
classical DVD-Audio disc that Ihad just that I've run in to this problem and I'm
picked up from the replicator. We were sure it won't be the last. Ivisited apost
escorted into the room with the best play- house in SF that had never tuned their
room,
didn't
back equipment they had available. The first
arrange the speakthing that 1noticed was that the 5.1 speaker
ers correctly, and
arrangement was not comet. They had
place the "surround" speakers almost directjust turned their
subwoofer up and
down as needed.
To help studios,
retailers and consumers. I have
"Not only is this true 96/24 disc [Zephyr:
provided a diaVoices Unbound] one of the most incredibly
realistic-sounding recordings of human
gram of the ITU
standard for the correct placement of
singing voices ever achieved, it is good
value for dollar, too!"
speakers in a5.1 channel surround system.
Rad Bennett -Ultra Audio
You will notice that the left and right surround speakers are much more to the
"...nobody has taken innovation to the level
"sides" than to the "rear", although some
of anew series of DVD-Audio/Video discs
engineers prefer to cheat alittle and move
from AIX Records...All of their albums are
them to about 120 degrees.
pristine new 24-bit, 96 kHz sampled digital
The placement of the speakers in a5.1
recording, not past classics remixed for 5.1.
channel system is acritical to the realizaThese recording have been made specifition of the mixes so painstakingly created
cally with surround in mind, performed
in the studio. If the arrangement shown in
essentially live, and the result is extrernely
the accompanying diagram is not folsatising."
Richaul Elen
lowed. instrument localization and
limuuudionnolution.coin
ambiance balances could be compromised.

2

More Reviews About
AIX Records!

AIX Records Catalog 1
ixting..
80005 Brahms Fiarx) Quintet, op. 34
80006 Beethoxen 6th &14.1)ighi Pires
80014 Frederic Chopin Four Ballades
80009 Piano, Bass & Drums, Jew
800lllhielaiiniazzliio.Jwi
8001011w Paul Smith Trio. Jazz
80008 Nifty Gritty Surround, Bh.regtass
80013 Peppin() D'‘gotstino,p_itartert.
80012 Zeplwr Via's Unbound. lakesStravinskylRawl-l-inflittleoloo
MorArt-Sinphoniie 26 & 41
Bach -13tundenhtags 3& 5
Haydn -Pi(1110 Tie
Marx-elk), I
landel &Nivaldi
Seartitti/11athown -WW Quint«
Schunrantill‘lozirt- houctsielivittiom
aims) . Ainka & Others -Sok)/kap
Mixtures IC/axvird
Romanian Figk Nlusic
All of the recordings in the AIX catalog were recorded, mixed and mastered at 96 kHz/24 bits. Each disc contains at least four distinct mixes:
Stereo
PCN1,
5.1
MLP,
5.1
"Audience" Dollw Digital & 5.1 DTS
"Stage". Multiple pairs of stereo mies
were used (up to 24 tracks) during the
recordings but no compression/limiting, EQ, or artificial reverberation
was employed. The REAL thing...

A

7

records
e
.L
J/Le
o

vvww.aixrecords.com

Obviously, the particular circumstances
in your living room might require you to
modify the ideal placement. but do the
best that you can...you'll be amazed at the
benefits over simple stereo.
Ma,* Wok/rep
Mark Waldren Ph.D. is the bounder and chief engineer at AIX Records. acompany dedicated to recording and producing multi-channel music using state01-the-art high-resolution equipment He Is also on
the DMA faculty ol COD in Sae'. Email hint or visit
the welisite:
viww.aixrecords.com
mwaldren atxrecords.com

800-668-4249

vninv.aixrecords.com

323-655-4116

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS
FROM ATRUSTED NAME: AUDIO ADVISOR

The Rest In High-End Audio Right To Your Door
Established in 1980, we are the industry's oldest, largest.

LAST, Lovan, Magnum Dynalab, Marsh Sound Design,

and most trusted direct mail high-end audio retailer. Call

Mistral, MIT, Monarchy, Monster Cable, MSB, Music Hall,

us toll-free at (800) 942-0220 to consult with our highly

Nakamichi, Niles Audio, Nitty Gritty, Panamax, Parasound,

experienced sales staff, or visit us online for over 2,000

Perreaux, Philips, Pioneer, PS Audio, Record Doctor,

audiophile/home theater products including:

Roksan, RPG, Salamander, Santis, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Sonex, Sound Dynamics, Sound Organisation,

Acoustic Research, Adcom, AMC, Analysis Plus,
Apollo, Atacama, Athena Technologies, Atlantis.

Standesign, Straight Wire, StudioTech, Sumiko,

Audio Power,AudioPrism,Audio-Technica, Audio-

Tice, Tivoli, Torumat, Tributaries, Vantage Point,
Vibrapod, VPI, Wirework', Yamaha & many more.

Quest, Bag End, Billy Bags, Boltz, Bright Star, Caig.
Cambridge Audio, Camelot, Cardas, Celestion,
Creek, DigiVision, Earthquake, Grado, Illuminations, JVC, KEF, Kenwood Sovereign, Kimber Kahle.

AUDIO
ADVISOR

Worldwide delivery available. All products are
covered by our 3D-Bay Satisfaction Guarantee.
Or visit us online at www.audioadvisor.com

Call (800) 942-0220 For More Information.
Call (800) 451-5445 For Our FREE I12-page Color Catalog.

Audio Advisor, Inc. •4117A Broadmoor SE, Kentwood, MI 49512-5361 •Phone: (6I6) 656-9584 or (ODD) 942-0220 •Fax: (6I6) 656-9592
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Paul

Bolin

Grand Prix Audio Vonaco
odular Component Isolation System

I

es no longer news that uncontrolled spurious vibration is one
of the greatest threats to highquality sound and video reproduction. Source components arc, by
themselves, anightmare to isolate
from the omnipresent vibrations in
the enviromnent. The intrusion of
uncontrolled spuriae into the playback of LPs, CDs, SACDs, and
DVDs has adeleterious and occasionally disastrous effect on the
ability of the stylus or laser to precisely do its almost-molecular-scale
job. Electronics are nearly as susceptible to such vibration-induced
headaches as microphonics.
The easiest way to maximize the
performance of an audio or video
system is to isolate its components
from the shaking world around
them, and the last decade has seen
an explosion in products designed
to calm the world's gear. Devices
ranging from air bladders to suspended racks to feet made of everything from exotic metals to exotic
woods, as well as couplers, decoupiers, floaters, shimmiers, and
rollers, have been used to minimize
the effects of vibration. Almost all
of them help to one degree or
another, especially when used in
carefully selected combinations.
Into this cacophony of competing claims and products stepped
Alvin Lloyd and his company,
Grand Prix Audio. Lloyd's background includes 20 years of involvement
in professional motor sports, including a
stint as vice president of operations for
Swift Engineering, the only American
manufacturer of CART racing-car chassis. After founding GPA, Lloyd drafted
more motor-sports engineering talent in
the form of Henry Wolf and Tom
Huschilt. Wolf worked as an engineer-

Description: Modular metal/carbonfiber/Kevlar equipment rack system.
Dimensions: 34" VV by 28.5" D; each
shelf unit is 5.875" H.
Prices: 3-shelf system, $2495; 4-shelf
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vers as Nigel Mansell and Mario
and Michael Andretti. There,
Huschilt was responsible for codesigning the first American-built
car to win the Indianapolis 500 in
more than 20 years. It would
appear that these gents understand
the physics of vibration.
The path to the GPA shelves
began with nothing more than
Lloyd's curiosity about what, if
any, of his racing experience could
be applied to his other great interest: audio. Having mastered management of the massive stresses
that act on the suspension system
of aCART car traveling at up to
220mph, with multiple G-forces
acting on its chassis and suspension in all three dimensions, designing audio stands should be a
piece of cake.
So Lloyd and company brought
their wealth of experience in testing, research, and exotic materials to
bear in designing the Grand Prix
Audio series of stands, the apex of
which arc the Monaco modular
stands. After considerable preliminary design work, Lloyd determined that acombination of rigid,
lightweight carbon-fiber frames
supporting acrylic (or the optional
Fl Kevlar/carbon-fiber composite)
shelves would be just the ticket. But
because Lloyd believes that no single approach can successfully proMonaco Modular Component Isolation System
vide the degree of isolation
ing consultant for aCART series team
necessary for optimal vibration control,
GPA developed an eight-stage approach.
and was responsible for shaker dyno
The Monaco is available as athree-,
research, which involves determining
four-, or five-shelf system, or as individthe natural resonant frequencies and
ual modules. From the ground up, a
stiffnesses of all aspects of acar and its
tires. Prior to joining Swift, Huschflt, a GPA system consists of: 1) a304 stainless steel spike; 2) alarge-diameter 304
suspension engineer, worked at
stainless-steel support column, to which
Newman Haas Racing, overseeing susan aerospace-derived damping compension design and research for such dri-

system, $3495; 5-shelf system, $4495;
base module, $1500; short or tall module, $999; amplifier stand, $999; Fl carbon-fiber/Kevlar composite shelf, $850.
Approximate number of dealers: 24.

Manufacturer: Grand Prix Audio,
26582 Avenida Deseo, Mission Viejo,
CA 92691. Tel: (949) 587-1065. Fax:
(949) 454-1065. Web: vvww.grand
prixaudio.com.
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Giving the word "Value" a new meaning in
the world of High End Audio Cables

Skyline v2.0 Interconnect Cables
Through the end of 2002 we will
once again be accepting trade-ins
of your old interconnects toward

Sonic Horizon
$179.

the purchase of the exceptional
Sonic Horizon Skyline version 2.0
interconnect. Skyline is

95
unquestionably the highest value
interconnect in the line, with sonics and features normally found in far
more expensive cables. It features HSO-EGC silver/copper
conductors, Teflon/Air dielectric, MSC conductor technology, the
proprietary STAT-CORE technology, and genuine WBT precision
machined locking RCA plugs. Call or e-mail for the trade-in value of
your current interconnect. All brands accepted.

Daybreak v3.0 Speaker Cable
•Silver/Copper HSO-EGC Conductors
•Teflon & Air Dielectric
•MSC -Multi Spectrum Technology
•Stat-Core Technology
•Direct Silver plated connectors

Sonic Horizon

$199.95 2Meter
Sonic Horizon

S169.95 8' pair

The Skyline power cord is an incredible value! It makes other $300
power cords look like.., well, you know what we mean. It features
HSO-EGC conductors, Triple independent ground isolated shields
with double RFI-Zero noise suppressors, Teflon dielectric, and the
proprietary Z-Stat treatment. And then there are the plugs, the part
that some cord manufacturers really try to avoid talking about.
Skyline is fitted with the state-of-the-art Audio Grade WattGate 330
AC plug and the WattGate 350 IEC plug. You simply can't get bette
plugs than the WattGate. When purchased alone the plugs retail foi
$180, and they are worth it! But they are standard equipment on
Skyline. For more information on the Skyline power cord and the
WattGate plugs, please call us, or visit www.sonichorizon.com

Sonic Horizon

$299

95

Hurricane AC Power Cord

Daybreak AC Power Corn

•Huge 11 AWG design w[CC Conductors
•Dual Independent Ground 'so Shielding
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
•WattGate 8215 Hospital Grade AC Plug
•WattGate 320 IEC Connector

•Big 13 AWG design w[CC Conductor:
•Dual Isolated Independent Shields
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
•WattGate 5268 AC Plug
•WattGate 320 IEC Connector

As seen on Audiogon.com

$99.95 2Meter
Sonic Horizon

As seen on Audiogon.com

The SOTA Moonbeam & Grado Platinum

The Music Hall MMF CD-25

Audiogon Special Package Offer

Aucliogon Special Package Offer

The Moonbeam is an astonishing
Product! Every aspect of this machine
was designed to extract the highest
possible performance obtainable in this
price range. From its unique platter
design, to the internally damped plinth,
the Moonbeam is clearly top of its class.
Comes with cartridge mounted and
properly aligned. List price.. $938.00

Here is what you get for only $699 ...

• SOTA Moonbeam Turntable •SOTA VLMT Tonearm
• Grado Platinum Cartridge •LAST Stylus Cleaner
• AQ Carbon Fiber record brush • Pro Setup

PLEASE VISIT

2 meter

OURALL..

Here is what you get for only $549 ...
• Music Hall MMF-25 CD Player
minim
•Remote Control
•AudioQuest Diamondback Interconnect
•Three AudioQuest SorboGel Big Feet
•Aurex CD Mat
•Includes Shipping within the USA/48

N EW W EB SITEAT...WVVVV.FICMAUDIO.COM

FAST, CLEAN, EASY DATABASE LOOKUP, AND IT NOW HAS SECURE ONLINE ORDERING.
We ship
anywhere in
the world!

www.SOIlichorizon.con,
wsep.N.hcrnaudio.con,

Toll-Free 800-222-3465 &
Local 530-345-1341 •Fax 530-345-7269
2725 Hwy 32, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com

HCM
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Grand
pound is applied; 3) 0-ring dampers in
the caps of each support column; 4) "truc
vector" stainless-steel ball couplers that
couple multiple modules together; 5) the
viscoelastic damping material that
secures 6) the carbon-fiber supports,
which provide the foundation for 7) specially sized dampers between supports
and shelves;' and 8) acrylic shelves (F1
shelves can be substituted at additional
cost). The hollow stainless-steel columns
can also be filled with lead shot to further
improve performance. The approach is
based on high-tech engineering and
finesse rather than brute mass-loading.
Lloyd backs up his approach by providing comparative test results of GPA
stands, conventional metal stands, and
air-bladder shelves, measured on ashaker table. GPA claims that while air-suspension devices provide an 80%
reduction in vibration over conventional
shot-filled metal shelving, the Monaco
reduces vibration even further.
Lloyd and Ichatted extensively about
what gear Iwas going to be setting on his
shelves and the philosophy behind the
Monacos. A few weeks later, several large
boxes showed up. While unpacking the
stands, Iwas somewhat dubious about
GP/Vs theories. rve used the heavy-duty,
high-mass approach for my electronics

1 Weight-specific dampers are installed between
frames and shelves to provide finther refinement.
When acustomer purchases aMonaco stand, the &alt.r needs to know the weights of the components that
will be placed on the stands in order to supply shelves
of the correct thickness and the proper dampers from
the six available load-bearing ranges.

Prix

Monaco

and digital gear for along while, including
stone slabs, dampers, and various combinations of isolation footers. How, I
thought, could these very stylish, lightweight stands do the job of acouple of
hundred pounds of sheer mass? Despite
its light weight, afour-shelf Monaco can
carry up to 150 lbs per shelf, for amaximum total loading of 500 lbs. (Fortunately, my basement listening room
allows me to spike everything to the concrete-slab foundation.)
Iset up the unloaded amplifier stands
and plunked down first the Lamm ML1
power amplifier, and later the Manley
Labs Neo-Classic 250. (Lloyd recommended that Ifirst listen to the stands
unloaded, and then load the lead shot. I
auditioned them in that sequence.) Per
Lloyd's instructions, Iused no footers
between amps and stands. Ihadn't expected that there would be much of a
change, and, in asense, there wasn't.
Neither amp changed in its basic character, but the subtle improvements were
unmistakable. More than anything else,
the Monaco brought asense of focus
and adifficult-to-explain sense of calm
to the sound of both of these excellent
amplifiers.
Intrigued, Iset up the main shelf and
transferred my digital gear to the Monaco
from my aged but trusty Target TT5
stand (with granite slab and asmall forest
of footers). While assembling the main
Monaco rack, Iwas taken slightly aback
—when nudged, it swayed a bit. My
doubts were quickly eliminated. As with
the amplifiers, there was anotable reduc-

Associated Equipment
Analog
source:
Clearaudio
Champion 2 turntable, Clearaudio
Unify tonearm, Benz L2 cartridge.
Digital sources: Classé Omega
SACD/CD player, Ayre K- lx
CD/DVD player.
Preamplification: Manley Labs
Steelhead, Jeff Rowland Design
Group Cadence phono stages; Jeff
Rowland Design Group Synergy IIi
line stage; Ayre K-lx, Anna-Sphere
MP-3 preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Lamm ML1,
M2.1, Manley Labs 250 Neo-Classic.
Loudspeakers: EgglestonWorks
Andra II, Calix Phoenix Grand
Signature, Apogee Duetta Signature,
Silverline Sonata.
Cables: Phono: Clearaudio Sixstream.
Interconnect:
Nordost
Valhalla; Acoustic Zen Silver Ref-
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erence 2, Matrix Reference 2;
Wireworld Gold Eclipse 3+; Cardas
Golden Reference. Speaker: Nordost
Valhalla, SPM; Acoustic Zen Satori
Shotgun biwire, Hologram biwire;
Wireworld Gold Eclipse 3+ biwire.
AC: Nordost El Dorado; Acoustic
Zen Gargantua, Gargantua 2; Wireworld Silver Electra 3; Custom
Power Cord Company Top Gun,
Top Gun HCFi, Top Gun Super
Power Block conditioner (front-end
electronics, digital components).
Accessories: Ganymede isolation
footers, Nordost Ti Pulsar points,
PolyCrystal footers, WallyTools analog setup equipment, Argent Room
Lenses, Caig Pro Gold contact cleaner, Ayre [BE system break-in CD.
—Paul Bolin

Equipment

Stands

lion in the already low amounts of smear
and blur. A fine curtain of mist was lifted
from in front of the soundstage of my digital sources, allowing music to emerge
with agreater sense of clarity. Again, the
sound of the components didn't change
their sonic stripes, but there was an
increased sense of ease and centeredness
that was clearly audible.
The effect of setting electronic components on the unloaded Monacos was
clear and worthwhile. Loading them
gave me asubstantially larger increment
of improvement. Backgrounds became
quieter, low-level detail retrieval improved markedly, and dynamic contrasts
took on greater subtlety and sharper contrasts. Adding the F1shelves under the
Ayre D-ix and Classé Omega digital
players brought afurther level of stability,
image definition, and overall refinement
to their presentations, even greater than
the effect of loading the stands.
After enjoying the GPA effect on digital gear for agood long while, Imoved
the Clearaudio Champion Level 2turntable (review to come) onto the
Monaco, and again was pleasantly surprised. For years, I'd consistently obtained the best turntable isolation from
heavy, bulky stands. Perched atop the
Monaco, the Champion's depth of field
and downstage resolution improved to a
truly surprising degree, and the Zen-like
calm I'd already come to expect from the
GPA stands was immediately apparent.
It was as if another $1000 or so worth of
performance had been grafted into the
already good-sounding Champion.
Perhaps the most telling aspect of the
Monacos was that they were the first
stands I've used that were not further
improved by the use of separate isolation footers under components. Neither
amps nor CD players sounded better
when isolation footers of any type were
inserted between acomponent and an
acrylic or F1shelf. In fact, using footers
only muddled things to varying degrees,
and seemed to cancel out the beneficial
effects of the unadorned stands. This is
perhaps the best evidence of the fundamental soundness of the GPA approach
to vibration control.
Conclusions
The Monacos are expensive, but their
splendid appearance and their acrossthe-board improvements in resolution,
imaging, and dynamics make them a
"must audition" for anyone looking to
maximize the performance of ahighresolution system. Easy to set up, lovely
to look at, extremely effective, and highly recommended.
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the best jazz ever
The most-classic music also ought to
sound the best.
Now it does. Analogue Productions is
reissuing the TOP 25 titles from Fantasy, Inc.,
keepers of the world's mightiest jazz catalog.
Never has such aset been available on
180-gram vinyl cut at 45 RPM and limited to

1,000 numbered copies of each title.The first
250 people to purchase this 25-album series
will be assigned the corresponding numbered
edition of each title. Please remember, the
earlier you sign up, the lower your number
will be. We will send you your limited-edition
copy of each record as it becomes available,
free of shipping charge. In addition, the first
100 people to purchase the series will have
their copies personally autographed by mastering engineers Steve Hoffman and Kevin Gray.

So why are we calling these the best?
Because they are. We're talking the revered
jazz classics by artists like Miles Davis,
John Coltrane, Sonny Rollins, Oscar Peterson,
Ben Webster, Bill Evans, Cannonball Adderley,
Thelonious Monk, Count Basie, Gene
Ammons, Coleman Hawkins and Duke
Ellington and acouple blues gems by heavyhitters like Lightnin' Hopkins and Willie
Dixon. Each album will be spread onto two
pristine slabs of 180-gram virgin vinyl cut at
45 RPM and packaged in exact replicas of the
original jackets with no bar codes.
Using only the original analog master
tapes, the renowned team of Steve Hoffman
and Kevin Gray will remaster and cut all of
the titles at AcousTech Mastering, which

department and mastering room in the same
facility as now Steve and Kevin can cut alacquer
and have it plated immediately. This prevents the
degradation of the grooves in the lacquer, which
is very fragile and prone to quick deterioration.
And of course cutting at 45 RPM is the audiophile choice for highest quality. A 45-RPM record
is sonically superior to a33 1/3 variety because
of a35 percent reduction of groove curvature
compared to a33 1/3 cut. It means that while you
can't fit as much music onto a45, the undulations
of the groove that your cartridge has to track are
stretched over a
longer distance.
For these reissues,
the music will be
displaced onto
four record sides,
meaning that
each side will
contain about ten
minutes of music.
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Cuttl.rh..ad will, alecsh

ultimate reissue
series. The only
way you'll get
closer to this
classic music is
to listen to the
master tapes.

Miles Davis
Relaxin'
LP = AJAZ 7129 $50.00

FIRST PAIR AVAILABLE
IN NOVEMBER 2002
Two titles released each
subsequent month
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So there you
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system. AcousTech is located at
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RELAXIN WITH
THE MILES DAVIS QUINTET

Record Technology, Inc., the plant where the
vinyl will be pressed. It is atremendous sonic
advantage to have the pressing plant, plating

features apure Class-A disc-cutting
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Just because nobody knows what you want,
doesn't mean that you shouldn't know what's good for them.
You're an audiophile. You've got awhole list of goops and wraps and widgets you'd like to get your paws on. But do
you know what the other people in your life really want? If the answer is no, we're here to lend a hand.

41%

(The Brat.)

(The Teeny-Bopper.)

Of course, it's difficult to muster the

Your 16-year-old niece loves listen-

How about that wonderful significant

ing to those obnoxious, blonde,

other of yours, sweating over chores

bouncing Betty, bore midriff, teen

and picking up after you? Don't you

chick singers, doesn't she? Even
though the sickly sweet sound might

think (s)he'd appreciate the ability
to room around the house listening

will to get something nice for o son
or doughter away at school—do they
even appreciate the opportunity
they're getting? Maybe if you buy
them

on

RirHeod

amp

ond

Sennheiser 280 Pro headphones to
go along with their portable player
they'll (finally) think you're so cool
that they'll start taking your advice
and

study

more

seriously.

(The Nice Guy.)

make you gog, she'll dig the balanced,

to o favorite soap or Mozart op-

sweet punchiness of the oh-so-cool

era? You bet, and the excellent

looking (and oh-so-cheap costing)

Sennheiser RS 65 wireless head-

Koss KSC-55 "behind the neck" heodphones.

phones let your mote do just that!
(Plus, you con always borrow them;
listening to the game while you're
out on the porch flippin' steaks on

(Ptschyeoh, right!)

the borbeque ain't bad, either.)

The RirHead amp, FlirBog,

Don't let good looks and

and Sennheiser 280 Pro

o cheap price fool you—

combine with o portable

the KSC-55 actually sound

player to form o music

great.

system they'll love for o

Even the compost heap out
back is within reach of the
excellent reception of the

long time.

RS 65.

(FlirHeod & 280Pro System, $229)

(The Koss KSC55 .s, $19.95)

(The Sennheiser RS65's, $169)

Lastly, think of the down-homiest guy you know. The guy who pays the bills; the guy who always pulls off the family vacation; the
guy who knows the true cost of a dentist visit. (Yeah, that guy.) Make sure to get him something nice, too. So give us a call... I
mean, tell him to give us acall, and we'll help you... er, him find just the right stuff to put in abox from Santa under the tree (right
next to the boxes filled with undies and ties from loved ones).
Aren't you glad we're...

Obsessed Headphone Geeks at Your Service.
www.heodphone.com
521 East Peach Street
Bozeman, MT 59715

(e)l s
e

f'

HeadRoom

www.heac.lphone.com

800.828.8184
outside US 406.587.9466
fax 406.587.9484
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Recording of the Vonth
COLDPLAY: A Rush of Blood to the Head
Capitol 540504 2(CD). 2002. Coldplay, Ken Nelson, prods.; Mark Phythian,
Ken Phythian, engs.; Rik Simpson, Jon Withnal, Ben Thackeray, Jon Bailey,
Andrea Wright, asst. engs. MD? TT: 54:14
Performance ****'6
Sonics ****
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ou did not need my urgency," sang Bruce
Springsteen in "For You." In the past few
years, more than afew alt-rock fans have had
the same feeling about the moody, groomed mope rock
coming out of the UK. We didn't need their earnestness.
We needed their angst even less.
But in 2002, English bands like the Doves and, now,
Coldplay have released new albums of candied pop that
contain more than afew moments when music and lyrics
speak more of, if not exactly joy, then some form
of elation.
After the Grammy-winning success of their
first album, Parachutes, and its simple but appealing
single, "Yellow," it seemed astretch to think that
Coldplay could make asecond album that was
lyrically and, more to the point, musically leagues
above their first. Yet A Rush of Blood to the Head is
the sound of aband maturing, using the confidence that naturally flows from awell-received
debut to add ahesitant grace to their otherwise
smoky, baleful worldview.
Musically, vocalist and frontman Chris Martin,
bassist Guy Berryman, guitarist Jon Buckland, and drummer Will Champion work in primary colors. Simple,
engaging, often repetitious melodic lines, led by acoustic
guitars and piano and backed by an at times almost funky
rhythm track mixed far forward, make Coldplay's musical
confections nearly irresistible. 'While this description
might make it sound as if the music lends itself only to
slow numbers and mind-numbing ballads, Blood to the Head
is mostly midtempo, and occasionally edges into jauntiness. The first track, "Politik," is abasher; its loud/soft,
verse/chorus dynamic and repetitive, descending chorus of
"Open up your eyes" is rudimentary but catchy.
While Blood to the Head is ameticulous studio construction, Coldplay can do these songs live, as Isaw and heard
at arecent New York concert. While U2 is the band's
constant and obvious influence, also evident arc the spaciousness of Pink Floyd's Dark Side ithe Moon and — I
mean this in the best way —the atmosphere of ELO's Face
the Music.
At the center is Chris Martin's voice. Unlike
Radiohead's Thom Yorke, who can be too acidic,
Martin is fuller-toned and can break into aconvincing
falsetto. Nick Drake is afrequent echo. But Martin has
outgrown the steady diet of Drake-like drone he served
up on Parachutes. He's now unafraid to dig in and sing, as
in the very Bono-esque "The Scientist" — or soar, as in

o
-
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the album's first single, "In My
Place."
Soaring is what makes the
music and the lyrics of this
album — still moody, still darkedged, and at times still too precious — such awelcome surprise.
While continuing to make what one UK label owner
calls "music for bed-wetters," Coldplay has decided that
there's aplace in their music for the occasional flash of
optimism. "In My Place" is bright pop in the best sense of
the word. And when Martin sings "If you go, if you go,
and leave me down here on my own, then I'll wait for
you," it's only awindup for his full-blown declaration of
love in the folky "Green Eyes."
Other sunny moments are the chorus of "Daylight,"
which chants "Slowly breaking through the daylight,"
and the psychedelically tinged, next-octave-up chorus of
"God Put aSmile Upon Your Face." The moment when
Martin sings "God give me style and give me grace /God
put asmile upon my face" defines an album that has
actual moments of lyrical hope. These sunny stretches are
even more surprising considering the fact that the album
was extensively revised and re-recorded after September
11, 2001.
In the end, A Rush ofBlood to the Head is anew kind of
white soul music. Still world-weary and still too fey for
some, on their second album Coldplay proves that they
have intellect, ego, and, yes, abit of heart. What makes
this disc superior to its predecessor is the realization by
this once sullen quartet that what their musical ambitions need to succeed is not misery, but alittle hope.
— Robert Baird
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BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
It doesn't take arocket scientist to figure how to create acomplete line of fully balanced solid state and tube pre-amplifiers and amplifiers which
yield alevel of unsurpassed musicality. Arocket scientist alone could only design the circuits. It takes arocket scientist with an abiding love and
understanding of music. It takes Victor Khomenko, MSEE, physics, Leningrad Polytechnic Institute and the senior designer at Balanced Audio
Technology to create consistently, components which are universally hailed as, dollar for dollar and on an absolute scale, some of the best money
can buy. How does he do it? Is it the proprietary tubes and solid state devices which he designs? Is it the true balanced circuitry from input to
output which is present in every BAT component? Is it the absence of global feedback? Is it the minimal number of gain stages? Yes, all that and
much more. It is Victor's dedication to the proposition "the union of the mathematician with the poet, fervor with measure, passion with
correctness, this surely is the ideal" william James. Pursuing this ideal as far as it can go yielded many extraordinary products: for the no compromise
listener the VK 51SE ($8,500 )fully balanced tube preamplifier and VK 150SE ($17,000PR) mono block amplifiers. The discriminating audiophile
can appreciate 90% of that performance at half of the cost with the exceptional new VK 31SE ($4,995) tube pre amplifier and VK 6200 ($4,995 )
solid state power amplifier. For the music lover on amore moderate budget the VK 300XSE ($4,995 )integrated amplifier is competitive with
reference level separates at up to 3times the price. Invest in audio and buy BAT. Get back the balance in your life.
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Today's leading soprano: Renée Fleming.

classical
RENEE FLEMING
Bel Canto
Bellini,
Donizetti,
Rossini:
Arias
from
La
Sonnambula, Maria Padilla, Semiramide, II Pirata,
Armida, Lucrezia Borgia
Renée Fleming, soprano; Patrick Summers,
Orchestra of St. Lukes
Decca (CD). 2002, Erik Smith, prod.; Tom Lazarus,
Graham Meek, ens. DDD. Tr: 71:46
Performance ****V2
Sonics

R

cnée Fleming's voice is so "perfect" that occasionally it seems
almost impossible: each tone is so
flawlessly produced, so round, so
absolutely on pitch, that it makes your
jaw drop. Her technique seems to have
no holes in it: the voice sits comfortably
on the breath; the beta is superb; she has
areal trill; her ability to execute difficult
florid passages, staccati, .qruppetti, and
ascending and descending scales is spectacular; each note in her two-octavesplus range has the same quality, but its
color can be altered according to what
she perceives as characteristic (chest
tones, for instance, can be brutal or not,
depending on their dramatic purpose);
every dynamic range, from ppp to .11; is
capable of being produced with ease.
And on top of all this, and even despite
the fact that beauty is subjective, no one
would deny that her voice is, indeed,
beautiful. She has proven herself in the
operas of Richard Strauss, Mozart, and,
occasionally, Verdi, but she veritably
defines "bel canto" — the traditions, the
styles, and the literal definition.
Fleming portrays six heroines here,
Stereophile, December 2002

and only one strikes me as amiscalculation. Best is Imogene's final scene from
Il Pirata, said to be the prototype of the
operatic "mad scene." Here Fleming
sounds unhinged from the start and
takes us through the character's lunacy
step by step. She exhibits great exclamatory abilities, fantastic dramatic use of
chest voice, and, of course, absolute control over the difficult vocal hurdles —
including some very apt embellishments. A remarkable performance. The
Amtida scene, in an entirely different
vein, is asong of seduction and enchantment. But it is so difficult to sing, with
so many notes, such huge leaps, such
intricate coloratura, that any soprano
who attempts it (and there are few
enough) normally just wants to get the
right notes out in the right order.
Fleming is so self-assured that she can
actually work off the text —and convince — while she's negotiating the nearly impossible turns Rossini has put in her
way. Her portrayal of the hapless
Lucrezia Borgia, too, is both dramatically
and vocally right on—the grief is palpable (and the bonus high E-flat near the
end is adazzler). The beautifully —and
rarely —performed scene from Maria
Padilla is dramatic and musically worthy
(there's asuperb recording of the complete opera on Opera Rara), with ahighflying vocal line; and as Semiramide,
Fleming negotiates the tricky music well.
But it's the Sonnambula scene that's
troublesome. One emotion that seems
to elude Fleming is what might be
called "shrinking violet." To portray innocence, she tends to croon, enter notes
breathily, sigh, caress, and coo enough
to make the listener want to run. It's
annoying and reeks of insincerity. Her
old habit of sliding into notes, much the
way jazz singers do, has been taken care
of— there arc almost no inappropriate
"blue" notes here.
But the breathy approach is just as
infuriating —in Semiramide's first statement of "Verra," in the bridge leading to
the cabaletta of "Bel raggio," she sounds
as if she's about to pass out. Furthermore,
the flourishes Fleming opts for in
Amina's "Ah, non giunge" are too mellow and cool. (The eminent specialist Dr.
Philip Gossett is credited with some of
the embellishments on the Cl).) When
Amina awakens, she awakens in all ways,
including to her sexuality (just listen to
Callas in this cabaletta —it's ecstatic and
rapturous); here Fleming is still playing
coy and girly, and it starts to cloy.
The recorded sound is natural and
big, and Patrick Summers and the Orchestra of St. Lukcs arc first-rate —
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although the cabaletta to the Pirata
scene could have used more loony energy. Gripes aside, should you own this?
You bet!
-Robert Levine
MOZART
Two Requia
MOZART: Requiem, K.626
Mane-Noelle de Callatay, soprano; Annette Markert,
mezzo; Robert Getchell, tenor; Peter Harvey, baritone; Netherlands Bach Society, Jos van Veldhoven
Channel Classics CCS 18198 (CD). 2002. Jos van
Veldhoven, prod.; C. Jared Sacks, prod., eng. DDD.
TT: 54:21
Performance ***
Sonics **
MOZART: Requiem, 10626
¡ride Martinez, soprano; Monica Groop, mezzo; Steve
Davislim, tenor; Kwangchul Youn, baritone; Chorus
Musicus KOln, Das Neue Orchester, Christoph
Spering
Opus Ill OP 30307 (CD). 2001. Laurence Heym,
prod., eng. DDD. TT: 73:21
Performance ***
Sonics ***
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erhaps it's time to perform a
requiem for Mozart's Requiem. In
its various reconstructions, rethinkings, reorchestrations, and reorganizations, Mozart's would-be masterpiece remains a perennial favorite of
record labels, conductors, orchestras,
choirs, and acadre of editors ever willing
to take astab at yet another "more reasonably authentic" completion of this
unfinished work. Exactly five years ago,
in the December 1991 Stenvphile, Iexamined adozen recordings of the Requiem, and although each year since has
produced more recordings of the work,
none of those —nor the two under
review here —supplants the all-around
excellence of the Herrcweghe (Harmonia Mundi) or Christie (Erato)
recordings, both of which use Süssmayr's
completion; or the Pearlman (Telarc) or
Rilling (Hânssler) discs, which use
Robert Levin's edition. That said, both
of these new recordings offer interesting,
even worthy views of the work that,
while not essential, will give Requiem
completists abit more to ponder.
Conductor Jos van Velilhoven chose
to adopt Süssmayr's score in an edition
by Marius Flothuis, who not only was a
Mozart scholar but served as artistic
director of the Concertgebouw Orchestra from 1955 to 1974. Flothuis'
changes primarily amount to cleaning
up and correcting the orchestration to
make it more Mozartean. But, like
many others, he "fixes" Süssmayr's
notoriously awkward transition from
Benediaus to Osanna, in this case by
changing key and adding two measures.
None of Flothuis' editorial alterations
will jar listeners used to the traditional
Süssmayr completion, but for those
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
At David Lewis Audio we don't just carry high end.
We are the Specialist in Ultra High End.
We may be the most unique audio dealer in the country.
We cater only to music lovers with the broadest
selection of 2 Channel components.
No one even comes close.
We now also have aselection of both Single Ended
Triode amps and high efficiency horn and full range
single driver Lowther type speakers. You now have a
chance to see and hear the equipment you've only read
about. We even built adedicated listening room
just for this purpose.
No other audio dealer can lay claim to the commitment
we have to the music listener and audio purist. We just
love music. If you do too, please call or visit us.
You'll be amazed. 2 Channel rules.
2 Channel is alive and well in Philadelphia.
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and nearly leaves the slumbering listener
•
in the dust. Such extreme variations of
ore»
tempo from movement to movement
happen throughout the performance.
Aside from these unusual if consistent
and sincerely intended interpretive
'R I
" e
choices, the performances by chorus,
orchestra, and soloists are outstanding.
Crisp, clear articulation from singers and
players, and exacting attention to
S,
holds Bet
Spering's direction, lead to amemorable
Non
Requiem that may not be afirst choice,
interested in but one to have as areference.
Of course, the curiosity that may
the theoretical and musicological challenges involved in producing a attract some to the Spering disc is the
performing edition of this work, it's inclusion (on separate tracks at the end
worth sitting with ascore and taking of the CD) of Mozart's autograph Renotes on this performance. Flothuis quiem fragments. No other recording
himself provides some helpful guidance contains performances of these thinly
scored but very familiar-sounding "origin his liner note.
My reservations concern the perfor- inal" settings, which contain only the
mance itself, which, in energy, pacing, notes that Mozart himself wrote out
and presentation of the text, just doesn't with his own pen. Spering's objective is
meet the standard set by the recordings to allow us to hear "the essence of the
mentioned above. Veldhoven's interpre- music. the nucleus of the compositation is too caring and perhaps too tion." These tracks will be of interest
careful, as if he's handling aprecious and primarily to the musicologically indelicate porcelain heirloom. In general, clined and to those who just can't get
the enunciation of the text is not clear, enough of this work. Ifound it fascinatand often the orchestra takes the lead, its ing to hear these spare but fertile scraps,
sound weightier and more prominent in imagining what the dying genius must
have had in mind for the great work to
such key sections as the Kyrie fugue. The
RCN' tremendae is too gentle, the Confutatis follow. And, of course, it's strange and
sad to hear the Lacrimosa end abruptly
needs more pointed articulation. The
soloists are excellent if alittle laid-back, after only eight bars.
Ultimately, however, neither this
and the orchestra is acceptably responsive as far as Veldhoven's modest expres- unique feature nor the individual views
sions demand. This concert recording of Spering or Veldhoven leads to a
gives too much prominence to the strong recommendation for either recorchestra and tends to homogenize the ording. Perhaps that says something
chorus, blurring the texts and lessening about the point we've reached regarding
the dynamic impact, whether in louder recordings of this work. Is "something
new to say" really something all that
or softer passages.
Although Christoph Spering also new and different? Does it provide any
offers the Süssmayr score, his interpreta- new insight about or illumination of the
tion is markedly different from most score, or of Mozart's intentions? Until
others —not in terms of orchestration or that happens, I'll stick with Herreweghe
interpolations of newly composed or Christie (or Marriner, Bernius,
-David Vernier
music, but in tempo and mood. You'll Rilling, Pearlman...).
notice this immediately in the "strikingly slow tempo" (Spering's words) of the
Introit and Kpie, the latter of which is
more than afull minute longer than
most other versions. Spering firmly
JESUS AND
believes that arequiem, being "a memoMARY CHAIN
rial in honor of the deceased and as an
accompaniment for his soul's departure,"
21 Singles
calls for "the serious expression of digniWarner Bros./Rhino R2 78256 (CD). 2002. Jesus and
fied remembrance and an underlying
Mary Chain, prods.; Dick Meaney, Alan Moulder,
John Loder, Flood, Bill Price, engs. MD? TT: 73:22
spiritual attitude." If this means "slow,"
***ii,
then Spering's rendition is as spiritual Performance
Sonics ** to ****
and reverent as we can imagine — but
it's also tedious, and musically doesn't
ighteen years after this Glasgow
outfit's initial appearance on disc,
seem avery defensible concept.
it's hard to convey precisely how
Then, like ashot, the Dies irae takes off

rock/pop
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outrageous the Jesus and Mary Chain
was at first. Their flair for headline-grabbing gig violence, and records equally
notorious for their feedback-laden, Port0-San ambiance arc still very much part
of public memory. But even on the
JAMC's early singles, asonic aesthetic
was already in place that was equal parts
Velvet Underground psychedelic droneskree, Stooges ur-punk, T Rex glampop
boogie, Phil Spector wall-of-sound, and
Beach Boys smiles (frowns, actually...),
vibes, and harmony.
Sequenced chronologically, this anthology kicks off with the distortiondrenched 1984 debut, "Upside Down,"
plus four songs from the band's first longplayer, 1985's Ps),
chocandy. Pick to click:
"Just Like Honey," apuppy-lovesick ballad that, incredibly, married the anarchic
urges of the first Velvets album to the traditionalism of 1960s girl-group pop. The
following 16 tracks display the JAMC
growing up in public —only to implode
onstage in 1998 courtesy adust-up between founding brothers William and
Jim Reid —with key tracks including the
melodic, Duane Eddy-style twang of
1987's "Happy When It Rains," the psycho-gothic rockabilly of 1989's "Head
On," the sweet psych-pop of Nancy
Sinatra and Lee Hazlewood (actually,
Reid and Mazzy Star's Hope Sandoval)
in "Sometimes Always" (1994), and the
Bo-Diddley-meets-Marc-Bolan crunch
of the Reids' fittingly titled swansong, "I
Love Rock'n'Roll."
The influence of the JAMC can be
heard today in such outfits as the Black
Rebel Motorcycle Club, The Strokes,
and The Hives. While much of the
group's oeuvre can make for uneasy listening among audiophiles, it is agenuine
musical mini-revolution that one hears

AMC: hold them responsible for The Strokes.
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unfolding on 21 Siwles.

-Fred Mills

LITTLE FEAT
Live and (Mostly) Unreleased
Waiting for Columbus
Warner Bros./Rhino R2 78724 (2 CDs). 1978/2002.
Lowell George, orig. prod.; Warren Dewey, orig.
eng.; Gary Peterson, Bill Payne, Paul Barrère, reissue prods. MD. TT: 2:18:11
Performance
Sonics **** 1
/
2
Raw Tomatos, Vol.!: Raw Recordings 1971-2001
Hot Tomato HTR 0203 (2 CDs). 2002. Paul Barrère,
Bill Payne, prods.; Gil Morales, cog. AAD. Tr:
2:2404
Performance ****',
Sonics ** to ****

(
-01 3
17,77E: 2r

Ripe Tomatos, Vo1.1: Ripe Recordings 1971-2001
Hot Tomato HTR 0204 (2 CDs). 2002. Paul Barrère,
Bill Payne, prods.; Gil Morales, cog. MD. Tr:
2:25:21
Performance ****'6
Soaks** to ****

L

ittle Feat has always taken tradition
seriously. Founder, lead singer, lead
guitarist, and chief songwriter
Lowell George's vision for the band
embraced rock'n'roll, funk, New Orleans
jazz and complex second-line rhythms,
compressed song lyrics that made little
linear sense but whose resonances were
deep in the American grain, and a
behind-the-beat vocal style that has yet to
and two new ones. Longtime Featists
be matched. The sheer density and
and purists swear that, minus Lowell
craftsmanship of the songs on the Feat's
George's songwriting, guitar, and vocals,
original recordings from the early and
the new band can't be as good as the
mid-1970s sound more and more imoriginal. The fact is, the new band has
pressive as the years go on. George tried
always to maximize the richness of what grown to fill George's legendarily tiny
(hence the band's name) but conceptuhe called asong's "cracked mosaic": rhyally capacious shoes, and they play at
thms meeting at right angles, beats
least as well as they did way back when.
dropped and added at will, sudden keyNow that pianist Bill Payne and guitarist
changes, chorus-like fragments scattered
Paul Barrère lead the band, it leans abit
throughout averse —all of it still sounding basically like that simplest of more toward Steely Dan and away from
the Meters, and though the various lead
American musical forms, the blues.
singers get very close indeed, no one has
But you needed musicians of monuever sung like George. But to say the
mental chops to make all of this
current version of Little Feat isn't as
sound natural and easy. With the exgood as the original is like saying the
ception of whatever band Frank
Beatles arc better than the Stones: truc
Zappa was fronting at the time —
but meaningless.
and with whom Lowell George and
Now the Feat are taking their own
Feat bassist Roy Estrada had recorded
tradition seriously and have gone the
and toured — Little Feat was, simply,
route of the Grateful Dead in founding
the best American band of that or, it
a record label, Hot Tomato Records,
now seems, any decade. And no other
through which they've already released
American band — including the
the two historical overviews reviewed
Grateful Dead, the Allman Brothers,
here, as well as acomplete concert, Lice
and The Band itself— has had so
at the Rains Head: An Acoustic Evening with
consistently good atime on stage, or
Little Rut (2 CDs, recorded June 2001;
been able to so dependably deliver
see www.littlefeat.com), which should
that good time in asolid kick across
be out by the time you read this. The
the footlights. And unlike the Dead,
two 7iimatos (yes, that's how they spell it)
the Feat niper noodled.
sets and the greatly expanded reissue of
Little Feat disbanded after
their classic live album, Waiting Jo.r
George's death in 1979, but reCohunbus, together comprise more than
grouped almost adecade later with
all the surviving original members
seven hours of music, only 90 minutes
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of which has been previously released.
The first CD edition of WaitingJr
Ohimbus was a single disc short two
tracks from the original LP (1978). This
new version, atwo-CD collaborative release by the Warner Bros., Rhino, and
Hot Tomato labels, restores the missing
tracks, adds three live ones later issued on
Hoy-Hoy, and seven previously unissued
tracks —all from the same 1977 concert
tour. As the liner note points out, "Waiting
.
for Olumbus now contains all the songs
that were performed at the series of
shows recorded for this album." Only
one song, "Skin It Back," appears twice.
It's an impressive document. The
tracks already released are known classics and need no comment from me. Of
the new, which total 42 minutes, "Cold,
Cold, Cold" has aterrific guitar solo by
George, "Rock and Roll Doctor" is
much rougher-edged than the studio
version on Feats Don't Fail Mc Now, and
"Day at the Dog Races" is far closer to
convincingly real music than its fusionlite original on 'lime Loves aHero.
But all of the new tracks are better
than their respective studio versions, benefiting not only from in-concert electricity but also because, on this 1977 tour, the
original Feat were at the absolute height
of their considerable powers. The LP
twofer of Columbus was always renowned for being one of the most vivid
and live-sounding rock recordings ever
made — one that veritably leapt out of
the speakers with all the chunky rawness
of areal rock band tearing loose. The
new mix sounds even better. Ikept hearing things in these thickly textured
arrangements —particularly little vocal
fillips from George, keyboard fills from
Payne — that I'd never heard before.
Greater than any of this is the sense,
however artificial, of the spaces, both
physical and musical, that these musicians shared at these concerts — the rarest
thing in arock recording.
The first thing Feat fanatics will want
to know about the two new Hot
Tomatos releases is how much Lowell
George they contain. Each has 11 tracks
of original Feat material, for atotal (if
you buy both) of an hour and 23 minutes' worth of Lowell. But there's much
more here.
On Raw Tbmatos 14)Iiiine One, it's
remarkable how much the original Feat
could sound, alternately, like astraightahead blues band ("A Apolitical Blues")
and Zappa's original Mothers ("The
Fan"). Here are early demos of decidedly
"historical" quality, acoustic and electric.
The original quartet version of the Feat
could sound like aroughWraunchy blues
Stereophile, December 2002

band of little rhythmic distinction —
Lowell George's vision before he began
channeling New Orleans funeral marches —and the version here of "Fat Man in
the Bathtub" owes more to the Stones'
"Honky Tonic Women." Bonnie Raitt
belts backup on a live "Sailin' Shoes"
from 1973, with aterrific vocal and slide
guitar solo from George. There's abreakneck "Teenage Nervous Breakdown"
and away too short "Ass for Days," a
crunching "Rocket in My Pocket" from
1978, and a beautifully elegant "Long
Distance Love."
The shift into the reformed band is
considerable. The songwriting isn't quite
as good, and new singer Craig Fuller,
though aconsummate stylist, still can't
match George's lurching, unpredictable
grace. But the new band is so magisterial and overwhelming in sheer chops that
it's pleasantly easy to forget that they
don't swing quite as loosely as before ...
except when they play acoustic, as they
do here on "Strawberry Flats" and "Six
Feet of Snow," Fuller sounding so much
like George it's uncanny.
Disc 2 of Raw 7innatos has exciting
live versions in very raw sound of "R&R
Doctor" and "Tune Loves aHero." The
Feat do Miles Davis àla Bitches Brim,in
"Voodoo Jam," and cover George's
"Honest Man," from his sole solo album, sung by Shawn Murphy, who
sounds here like afemale Bill Withers.
Barrère tackles "Rocket in My Pocket"
and can't hope to match George's vocal,
but the thick stew of the band's new
arrangement rivals the original's. An
acoustic "Old Folks Boogie" is worthy
of Ry Cooder at his rootsiest, the pianovocal duet of Payne and Murphy on
"Rio Esperanza" is better than anything
else Murphy has done with the Feat,
and guitarist Sonny Landreth sits in on a
remake of "Let It Roll" that's even faster
and looser than the one on the album of
the same name.
Ripe Tomatos IMune One opens with
excerpts from the second concert ever
by George's second, expanded band.
This mini-set includes atight, uptempo
medley of "Cold, Cold, Cold" and
"Dixie Chicken," and George's vocal on
"Texas Rose Cafe" has the belting energy of Van Morrison at his most classically ecstatic. From the Feat's last tour with
George, in 1978, comes his wonderfully
bluesy singing on "A Apolitical Blues,"
which also boasts some of his best guitar
work of all time, in the Clapton mode,
as does "Tripe Face Boogie." There's
also asinewy, whiperack "Down Below
the Borderline," from 1975.
Disc 2begins with an "acoustic" (they
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JVC Disc America is pleased to announce the next two additions to
our catalog of classical releases culled from the vaults of RCA/BMG.
The period between 1955 and 1963 has long been considered the "golden era" of sound and
music at RCA by knowledgeable audiophiles and music critics. Over the coming months
we will be releasing many more of these classic sessions m glorious XRCD sound. You may
very well be familiar with some of these recordings, but wait till you hear them on XRCD!
XRCD allows the listener to hear the recordings as the artist and producer intended ... to hear the
sound of the original master tape. The gains in clarity, transparency, dynamics and warmth can be
heard by all, on every CD player, without the need for any add-on converter or additional equipment.
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CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Fritz Reiner and the USO are in superb form on this session recorded by the famed production team of Layton and Mohr on April 1957. The symphony, otherwise known as the
"Pathétique, is atour-de-force of emotional contrast. Dark moods and high spirited passion prevail in this legendary performance of Tchaikovsky's last masterpiece. The sound

"p41k.

quality is spectaculEtt even by Mohr and Layton's lofty standards. Hear the "Pathétique
as never before on XRCD2!
JMCX11-0021
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CHARLES MUNCH 'BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
These remarkable recordings, recorded by the team of Max Wilcox and Lewis Layton in

1961 at Boston's Symphony Hall, are truly of demonstration quality. Tchaikovsky's love
theme of Romeo and Juliet is universally recognized as one of the greatest melodies
ever written. The tone poem Till Eulenspiegel contains some of Richard Strauss' most
brilliant orchestrations and has never before been released on CD. Charles Munch
conducts the BSO to perfection. This is not to be missed on XRCD2!
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turned the amps down but not off)
reconception of "Ingenue" that sounds
like nothing so much as Zappa's band of
the early 70s, as documented on Rosy &
Elsewhere. Fred Tacket sounds like
Kenny Wheeler on trumpet, as the
band suddenly segues into Miles Davis'
"So What" behind him, with ascat solo
by conga player Sam Clayton. And there
are semi-acoustic reworkings, live and
in the studio, of such late-era Feat songs
as "Vale of Tears" and, in aterrific new
arrangement, "Eden's Wall."
There's much more music but no
more space to write about it. 'The sound
on the Ripe and Raw sets varies from very
grung,y mono from decades-old cassettes
and oven-baked reel-to-reels, to state-ofthe-art digital multitrack, but what matters is the music. Any fan of the old or
new Little Feat will find any (read: all) of
these well-packed sets well worth buying, with more music per minute than
any dozen releases by most other betterknown bands. These guys and gal so
clearly love what they're working so hard
at that it's impossible not to feel better for
having listened. Little Feat's music is, in a
word, wholesome.
But if you're a diehard Lowell
George chauvinist who still finds it
hard to believe that the reformed Little
Feat could possibly be worth hearing
while Lowell's memory yet lives, don't
take my word for any of this. Do take
the Rock'n'Roll Doctor's advice, open
your ears, and listen to the sound of
your own shufflin' feet. You'll find
your condition, whatever it may be,
much improved by the music of one of
the best American bands of all time.
—Richard Lehncrt

Jazz
PATRICIA BARBER
Verse
Patricia Barber, vocals, piano; Dave Douglas, trumpet; Neal Alger, acoustic 8 electric guitar; Michael
Amopol, bass; Joey Baron, Eric Montzka, drums
Premonition/Blue Note 39856 (CD). 2002. Patricia
Barber, prod.; Jim Anderson, eng. MD? TT: 51:48
Performance
Sonics
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Meridian 598 Progressive DVD
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atricia Barber is more than apoet,
more than asinger, more than a
songwriter. None of these categories alone can do justice to the fullness
of her artistic presentation. Her strikingly
thoughtful and clever lyrics seem naked
on the page. She twists each syllable
rhythmically, attaching subtle shades of
melodic variation in avoice that often
whispers but never shouts. Her audacious
approach to melody and song structure
should place her in rare company as ajazz
singer, yet this work bee to be seen more
in the context of crossover masters from
Tony Bennett to Joni Mitchell. The songs
themselves are so personal, so evanescently caught up in her performances, that it's
hard to imaene other people singing
them. But you could say the same thing
of another artist Barber occasionally
resembles, Mose Allison, whose quirky
compositions have traveled well.
On 14/se, Barber relies less on her own
piano playing than on the atmospheric
settings created by bassist Michael
Amopol and drummer Joey Baron (Eric
Montzka takes over the drums on the
album's centerpiece, "I Eat Your Words")
and outstanding lead performances from
trumpeter Dave Douglas (check the
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rd to define, impossible to overestimate, Patricia Barber's talents aren't easily fenced in.
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Record
muted solo on "Regular Pleasures") and
guitarist Neal Alger, whose playing
ranges from contemplative acoustic solos
to searing, pointillist electric accents.
But all this inspired music is very
much in service to Barber's intricately
crafted word structures. The frozensmile horrors of "The Fire," the brutal
self-mutilation of "Pieces," the somnambulist democracy of "Regular
Pleasures" —each is an incisive observation about the soul-destroying nature of
contemporary life.
The album ends on amasterpiece, "If
IWere Blue." Floating along on adeep,
resonant melodic line, Barber likens her
mood to striking images associated with
different artists. "Bring on the pelting
rain," she softly cries, "palpable sensual
pain /like Goya in his studio /in the
thick of night /absence is /dull and
Silent."

—john Swenson

LOU DONALDSON
The Complete 1957-60 Blue Note
Lou Donaldson Sessions
Lou Donaldson, alto sax; Donald Byrd, Bill Hardman,
Blue Mitchell, trumpet; Sonny Clark, Herman
Foster, Horace Parlan, piano; Sam Jones, Peck
Morrison, lamil Nasser, Andy Simpkins, bass; Dave
Bailey, Al Harewood, Art Taylor, drums; Ray
Barretto, congas; others

Mosaic MD6-217 (6 CDs). 1957-60/2002. Alfred
Lion, orig. prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, orig. eng.;
Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod.; Ron McMaster,
remastering. MD. TT: 7:15:31
Available by mail order only: Mosaic Records, 35
Melrose Place, Stamford, CT 06902. Tel: (203)
327-7111. Web: www.mosaicrecords.com.
Performance **** 1
/.2
Sonics ****

T

he major-league but often overlooked bebop-based alto saxophonist Lou Donaldson, now 75,
has always been an artist who can deliver a wealth of quality material with
panache, poise, and heart. This six-CD
boxed set, full of winsome standards,
gutbucket blues, beguiling ballads, and
more, is proof.
Significant as well as enjoyable to listen to, the collection comprises the 10
first-rate LPs, ranging from bop to hard
bop, that Donaldson made for Blue
Note after his early-'50s heyday and before he turned to aquartet with organ,
guitar, and drums in 1961. There arc
albums with guest hornmen, discussed
first, as well as sessions with piano, bass,
and drums, many of these with aconga
drummer as well.
Wailing with Lou features trumpeter
Donald Byrd and afavorite Donaldson
pianist, Hernian Foster. The boisterous,
uptempo "Move It" exhibits the altoises

AUDIO NEXUS
our Online Seminar Series and listen to lectures and interviews

ffrom world-famous audio/video manufacturers over the Internet. More
information is available at httn://vAvw.audionexus.com/online.shtml
AUDIO PHYSIC Beautiful European craftsmanship and exquisitely clear
and detailed sound make these the most affordable "Class A" speakers you
will ever hear. The new Tempo Illi, Virgo Ill and Yara are now available.
AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio Research has been around
practically forever and has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They have acomplete line of
vacuum tube products as well as aselection of solid state units. Their latest
products are the very affordable VS-55 tube amp at $2495 and the SP-I6
preamp at $1995. Now you, too, can afford Audio Research!
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube and
solid state designs have established BAT as aleader in high-end electronic
design. Now all their marvelous tube products are available as Signature
Editions which use the fabulous 6H30 supertube and bring unprecedented
excitement and clarity to your music. Their latest offerings are three incredible
solid state and hybrid integrated amps, the VK300X series. with 150
watt/channel outputs.
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capacity for rich melodic
thought, while the ballad "Old Folks"
demonstrates his tenderness.
Byrd returned for Lou Takes Off
which also sports trombonist Curtis
Fuller and an ace rhythm team. On the
very fast "Sputnik," based on "What Is
This 'Thing Called Love," Donaldson is
kicked deftly by pianist Sonny Clark and
drummer Art Taylor. Byrd displays his
sizzling top notes on "Grooviie High."
The charismatic trumpeter Blue
Mitchell is on The Time is Right, offering
choice ideas on "Lou's Blues," which
reveals the leader's bop blues acumen.
The speedy "Idaho" is agrabber, ditto
"Mack the Knife," where Ray Barretto's
congas add abubbling beat.
Trumpeter Bill Hardman teams with
Donaldson on Sunny Side Up. Hardman
ambles along on his own "Politely,"
which showcases the composer's shimmcring tone and engaging ideas. "Softly,
as in aMorning Sunrise" is also moderately paced; pianist Horace Parlan's
block chords stand out, as does Sam
Jones' measured bass solo.
LD+3 finds Donaldson working with
the then-popular trio The Three
Sounds. Pianist Gene Harris is boppish
on "Three Little Words" and "Con-

juicy tonc and
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KIM BER KABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable
prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Come hear
the Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!
REVEL It's so hard to find speakers which are both musical and accurate.
but Revel excels in both areas. They have bookshelf, floor-standing, center
channel, subwoofer, and surround models for building either an audio or
home theater system. Their sound is spacious, dynamic. and powerful, and
the reviews have been great. Come discover them for yourself.
VAN DERSTE EN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that
presents music with stunning beauty. Their flagship Model 5will engulf you
in abreathtaking, musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCCcenter channel and VSM-I surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.
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firmation," the latter boasting a hornlike Andy Simpkins bass solo. Drummer
Bill Dowdy accompanies with taste.
There's also the blues "Smooth Groove,"
with meaningful alto statements. These
tracks typify the set's sound, which is
well-balanced, detailed, and lifelike, as if
from aclose-in scat.
On Swing and Soul, Donaldson hits it
with pianist Foster, drummer Dave
Bailey, bassist Peck Morrison, and
Barretto. One charmer is the obscure
pop tune "I Won't Cry Anymore," on
which Donaldson offers impassioned
gushes alongside calmer statements.
There's also ameaty slow blues, "Grits
and Gravy," and the gently percolating
"Herman's Mambo."
The same lineup is on Blues Walk, the
title track of which was Donaldson's
first hit. On this catchy minor blues, the
leader delivers crying notes along with
more tempered remarks. Another plus
is "The Masquerade is Over," donc at a
medium bounce. The altoist all but
sings his lines as Foster adds empathetic accompaniment.
Light-Foot, with essentially the Blues
Walk crew, sports an uptempo title track
in which Donaldson is intense while
maintaining superb control. On the
soulful, crawling blues of "Hog Maw,"
master storyteller Donaldson delivers
phrases packed with emotion. The
Latin "Green Eyes" spotlights Foster's
zesty, dancing piano, and there's the
evergreen "Stella By Starlight."
Pianist Parlan, bassist George Tucker,
and drummer Al Harewood join
Donaldson on Midnight Sun. The moving title track is notable for the leader's
glowing sound and alluring ideas. There
are also two upbeat blues, "The Squirrel"
and "Dog Walk," as well as "Exactly
Like You," all done with swagger.
Gravy 'Rain has Foster back, along
with bassist Ben Tucker, drummer
Bailey, and conga drummer Alec
Dorsey. In the title track, afunky blues,
Donaldson scores with growls, repeatedly tagged single notes, and lines that
unfurl surprisingly. The brisk "Avalon"
and "South of the Border" are replete
with appealing improvisations, while
"Polka Dots and Moonbeams" is done
with simplicity and grace.
Together, these 10 outstanding LPs
document the peak creative period of a
masterful jazzman who never overlooked his audience's myriad tastes. As
only one of these albums is in print in
the US, the $96 list price for The
Complete 1957-60 Blue Note LOU
Donaldson Sessions is extremely reasonable.
—Zan Stewart
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CHARLES LLOYD
Lift Every Voice
Charles Lloyd, tenor sax, flute, taragato; John
Abercrombie, guitar; Geri Allen, piano; Larry
Grenadier, Marc Johnson, bass; Billy Hart, drums
ECM 1832/33 (2 CDs). 2002. Charles Lloyd, Dorothy
Darr, prods.; Joe Harley, sound; Michael C. Ross,
eng. ADD. TT: 2:10:52
Performance *****
Sonics ****'6

C

harles Lloyd's ninth recording for
ECM is aconcept album: aresponse to the events of September 11, 2001. Artists in every medium will be confronting these traumas of
the human race for years to come, but
none with more valid qualifications
than Lloyd. He had been scheduled to
open at the Blue Note in Greenwich
Village, about 20 blocks from the World
Trade Center, on September 11. When
he was finally able to take the stage, on
September 14, he immediately began
planning Ljft Every I4rice, recorded four
months later, around the irrefutable idea
that "the world needs more gentleness."
Many of the songs here are hymns
and spirituals and traditionals, such as
"Go Down Moses," "Deep River," and
the title track. There are also Lloyd's
own
invocations:
"Prayer, The
Crossing," the mesmerizing extended
free drone of "Hymn to the Mother,"
and popular songs that he turns into
secular hymns, such as "You Arc So
Beautiful." This recording references
issues so cataclysmic and transforming
that Lloyd is moved to strip away the
last protective layers of reserve and
convention and let his shattered heart
speak directly through his tenor saxophone. What Lift Every Voice expresses
is rarely anger, but asadness so deep
that to find atruc voice for it is to come
out the other side, toward the beginnings of healing.

Not everything works. The title track
is played too straight and never takes off.
Marvin Gaye's "What's Going On" was
chosen because its lyrics are relevant,
but its musical content does not support
an instrumental treatment. But "Amazing Grace" is perhaps the most
poignant jazz version of that great hymn
ever recorded. John Abercrombie's guitar marks out its bare outlines before
Lloyd enters in awhisper purified by
pain. No jazz musician has ever expressed spiritual yearning with more
intensity than Charles Lloyd. Performances like "Go Down Moses" and
"Wayfaring Stranger" are powerful because they respect the spirit of the originals even as emotion overwhelms
them, and barely, hold together to contain their individual, universal cries.
Geri Allen is the latest in along string
of strong pianists to thrive in Lloyd's
company (Keith Jarrett, Michel
Petrucciani, Bobo Stenson, and Brad
Mehldau are among the others). She
brings a bold consciousness and new
tumult to Lloyd's music. John Abercrombie, who joined Lloyd three
albums ago, has never sounded better.
Lloyd's rapt atmosphere bathes
Abercrombie's stark lines in new meaning, and the guitarist's raspy textures
contrast beautifully with Lloyd's fluidity.
Consultant Joe Harley and engineer
Michael C. Ross did the exceptionally
precise, balanced sound for this album.
The Harley-Ross team has executed
several superb DSD recordings for
SACD release (like Bennie Wallace's
Moodsville, on Groove Note). ECM
should have them record Lloyd's next
album in DSD, which would be the
only obvious way to appreciably improve on the sonic quality of Lift Every
Voice.
—Thomas Conrad
Stereophile, December 2002
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Manufacturers'
Stereovox cables
Editor:
I
just wanted to take amoment to extend
my appreciation to John Marks and to
Stereophik for taking the time to evaluate
Stereovox cables for his "5th Element"
column. John Marks is agem, gifted and
unique, and we arc grateful that he has
lent his eminently talented ears and talented pen to shine alight on our efforts.
We look forward to seeing you at CES
2003 at the Alexis Park, Room 1713.
Chris &minor*
Chris@ stereovox.com
Hagerman Technology Trumpet

Comments

alent input noise voltage of 2.5p.V.
Ido not consider a750 ohm output
impedance to be worrisome. It is remarkably low for an all-tube amplifier, and
almost five times better than the LP2. It
is, in fact, low enough to drive 10m of
typical interconnect pa st 200kHz, which
the Trumpet's wide-bandwidth design is
perfectly capable of accommodating.
Yes, the Trumpet is not well suited to
cartridges under lmV, and an external
step-up transformer is recommended. Not
only does the transformer supply virtually
noise-free gain, it also provides matched
impedance loading for the cartridge.
Thanks again to Mr. Fremer and
Stereophile for an informative article and
for continuing to carry the torch for analog and vinyl!
Jim Hagerman
Hagerman Tryhnolcm ,LLC

would like to thank you for publishing
the well-crafted review of the Groove
Phono Stage.
Michael Freiner has succinctly
described the finer points of the product
and is to be congratulated. We would
like to take this opportunity to formally
request that perhaps on afuture occasion the Groove, along with our preamp, the Vibe, be measured by your
technical team, as we firmly believe that
our unique Lithos technology has realized the true dynamic range of vinyl to
be in excess of 100dB.
Bill Pile/ter
Technical Director
FX-CELL Power Sohrtions Ltd.

Editor:
Lamm Industries LP2
Thank you, Mr. Fremer; your writing is
Editor:
clear and concise, accurately articulating
We are pleased with Michael Fremer's
the sonic qualities of my Trumpet phono
review ofour new LP2 phono preamplistage — no easy task when space and time
fier. Incidentally, this is our first phonoTom Evans Groove
arc limited. Itotally agree with your comstage model, and Mikey's is the first
Editor:
ments of "open, airy, detailed, and thorreview in print of this product. We
The team at Toni Evans Audio Design
oughly intoxicating sound" and "pacing
and rhythmic flow were stellar." To me, it
is this toe-tapping, head-nodding, get-upand-dance quality that really makes the
Trumpet swing.
Music stirs your soul. Fills
Quirky? Indeed, the Trumpet is an
your heart. Opens your
odd-looking, perhaps even strangely
mind. And no music can
Bob Kirk - Stereo Maestro
move you like live music.
beautiful machine. Its tall chassis is built
to minimize microphonics, interconnecUnfortunately, you can't
tions (only one internal cable), and
enjoy live music every night.
ground loops. The no-frills design emBut with asound system
phasizes components of exceptional qualfrom Archive Audio, you can
ity, implementing an expensive balanced
enjoy the feeling of being in
circuit topology (double the number of
the concert hall whenever
tubes) and choke-regulated supplies.
the spirit moves you.
Regarding signal-to-noise, there arc
various methods to specify and measure
Based on over three decades
this parameter, so it is easy to compare
of home-audio experience,
apples and oranges. For example, the
Bob Kirk has personally
extraordinary 86dB quoted for the Lamm
selected those brands of
LP2 is valid only with a13mV cartridge. Is
stereo equipment that can
that relevant? Similarly, John Atkinson
best recreate the sound,
recently clocked a$29,000 phono stage at
power, and emotion of live
58dB. But was it objectionable? It is easy
music -simply by pushing
to get caught up in anumbers race, and I
the button marked "PLAY."
fully understand why some manufacturers
leave out details and just say "low noise,
high gain." The most important conARCHIVE AUDIO
sideration is sound. Is the noise inaudible
Columbus, Ohio
or intrusive under listening conditions?
Superbly performing products.
For the record, Ibelieve the best way
sensibly priced
to specify SNR is using A-weighted dBu.
Analysis Plus • Antique Sound •Audio Analogue •Audio Refinement
This is input-referred noise voltage relaAVID •Cambridge • Chang • Creek • DM Labs • EDGE • Eminent Technology
PHONE/FAX
tive to lmW output (0.775V RMS into
Harmonic Tech • HOVLAND •Jamo • REF • Kris • Living Voice • Meadowlark
600 ohms), and takes into account both
Monarchy • Music Hall • NAD/Silver Series • Moon •Onkyo •Reference 3A
(800) 267-2305
Rogue • Newcastle •LG. Audio •Totem •Von Schweikert •Wisdom
gain and human audibility. The Trumpet
achieves arespectable -110dBu, an equivStereophile, December

2002
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Manufacturers'

Comments

believe he has captured the essence of the
LP2 quite well; the review concludes
with "the Lamm became one of ahandful
of the finest phono sections I've ever
heard." We hope that this acknowledgment will be adoor-opener to those who
have not yet had an opportunity to audition the LP2.
In the review, Mr. Freiner mentions
that the "Lamm's output impedance was a
somewhat high 3.5k ohms." We'd like to
briefly comment on this. The phono preamplifier is the most delicate part of the
audio chain, as it deals with very small signals. Consequently, the minimization of a
number of amplification stages is of paramount importance for improving the signal/noise ratio as well as for assuring the
most natural sound reproduction. Finding
the proper solution to it is relatively tricky
and ambiguous. Employing high-transconductance triodes has enabled us to create a single amplification stage with
sufficiently low output impedance. In
addition, because of the high-current design, such a stage ensures tremendous
loading capability, which, in turn, made it
possible to omit the output buffer.
In the case of the LP2, the single-triode
output stage has the output impedance of
about 3.5k ohms, and that is more than
enough for proper matching with any
line stage that has an input impedance of
at least 30-35k ohms.
Our thanks to everyone who made this
review possible.
Vladimir Lamm
President, Director ofEngineering
Lamm Industries, Inc.

praise for the bass performance of the
Andra II: "dead-bang on a precisely
defined pitch," and "profound, compelling, and, above all, musically correct."
Mr. Atkinson shows anearfield measurement that could indicate aslightly different bass characteristic.
The EW design team uses both
nearfield and farfield measurements when
testing all of our products. Accordingly,
measurements are conducted both in an
anechoic chamber and in an IECdesigned living room. Since listeners sit in
the farfield (ic, more than 2m from the
speakers), we consider farfield measurements to most accurately tell the story for
actual listening conditions.
In capsule form, the reason we believe
you won't hear what JA measured in the
bass is because the bass-amplitude differences between nearfield and farfield measurements can vary by 10dB duc to the
proximity effect of the microphones
themselves. Robert B. Schulein, of Shure
Brothers, Inc., the world's largest manufacturer of microphones, has shown this to
be true.
Albert Von Schweikert, who played a
key role in the Andra II project, indicates that boundary-reinforcement
equations come into play. When the
microphone is placed for nearfield measurements, the bass pressure/microphone relation is considered to be in
"half space" (2E environment), which
can boost the response by 6dB due to
the boundary effect. Conversely, the
mathematics of sound-pressure radiation predicts a6dB loss of bass power
EgglestonWorks Andra 11
when the microphone is placed farfield
Edito:
and the environment is now changed to
In the five years since we have had aproda4n boundary (wherein the bass presuct reviewed by Sterrophile (October 1997,
sure is radiated into the entire room).
original Andra, later named "Loudspeaker
Since the woofer's response is essentialof the Year"), many positive changes have
ly abandpass response, the compression of
occurred at EW. Under my direction, we
the frequency scale shows the bass rehave made the transition from aprimarily
sponse as a "hump" when using the
domestic, two-channel, single-product
nearfield technique. When you subtract
company to an international, multi6dB from the bass peak to compensate for
channel, full-product-line corporation
the nearfield microphone placement, you
with an expanding presence in the home
will find that JA's measurements will cointheater and professional markets. Even
cide rather nicely with our measurements,
with all of these changes, we have been
which show nominally flat response.
able to maintain our focus on our credo:
In conclusion, let nie again thank
"The essence of music is emotion."
everyone at Stereophile for the opportunity
Mr. Bolin's comments on his listening
of having our Next Generation Andra II
experiences with our Next Generation
reviewed. We hope everyone who has the
Andra Il confirm that we have acreated a opportunity to listen to an Andra II has an
design that strikes an emotional chord
experience similar to Mr. Bolin's.
with the listener. Our design philosophy is
Michael Sabre
that speakers should not be viewed as
Owner-President, EW Loudspeakers
"gear" through which music is processed,
but rather as musical instruments through
Sutherland Engineering 12dAX7
which music is to be enjoyed. The comprehensive listening tests performed by
Thanks to Michael Fremer and John
Mr. Bolin confirm that our Next
Atkinson for getting out the news on the
Generation Andra II is capable of allow12dAX7 The review effectively and accuing the emotional essence of avariety of rately conveys an image of its performusic to be experienced by the listener.
mance. There are only two items Iwould
Mr. Bolin's comments include high
like to comment on.
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Measure/nods: The specifications of the
12dAX7 are nothing to write home about,
nor were they intended to be. To accomplish the design pal of making computersourced music listenable, Iresorted to
classic tube circuitry. The line driver is
essentially the same as found in a
McIntosh C-22 or Marantz 7. They also
show rising output impedance at low frequencies and higher distortion figures.
Value: In the context of an $800 computer and $400 amplified speakers, $1600
for a12dAX7 is not agood value. The
12dAX7 is designed and built as ahighend audio component. It is not acomputer gadget, it is not built cheaply, and it is
not priced cheaply. Iencourage users of
the 12dAX7 to match it with appropriate
components. Be prepared to spend another $1600 for apower amplifier and another $1600 for speakers —or more. Only
then can you more fully realize the performance capability of the 12dAX7. In that
context, the 12dAX7 is an incredible
value. For "only" $1600 (along with the
computer you already own) you get: aCD
player, an MP3 jukebox, a webcasting
tuner, an outboard DAC, and avacuumtube line stage.
To quote MF, "rich, addictive, honeyed
glow ... rich, warm, sweet, airy, abit fat on
the bottom, and, overall, BIG... midbass
warmth ... full-bodied"— all
derived
from a computer-sourced datastream!
What more could you want?
Ron Sutherland
Sutherland Erreineerinq
Rogue Audio M-120 Magnum
Editor:
Thank you for your excellent review of
the Rogue Audio M-120 Magnum
monoblock amplifier, the praise given to
the amps by Chip Stern is indeed music
to our ears. It was also gratifying to see
that John Atkinson's test measurements
support (or even exceed) our own performance claims.
One note, the amps that we submitted
for the review are about two years old. I
should point out that the triode/ultralinear switch is now more conveniently
located on the rear panel.
At Rogue Audio our goal is to design
and manufacture cutting-edge tube products for the audiophile community. To
that end, Stereophile readers can look forward to anumber of new products in the
near future. Thanks again for the great
review.
Mark O'Brien
Rogue Audio, Inc
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Once Is Not Ellokh...

ficlelis

I really am nc3t interested in
making the quick, one time sale.
Rather, 1want you as a long-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. I do this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
-Galen Carol
Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
Quad, Soliloquy, Totem, Michell, Plinius,
Gamut, Spendor, Art Audio, Creek, Rego,
Dunlavy, Quicksilver, Aerial, Jolida, Basis,
Pass, Dodson, Cary, Shunyata, Dunlavy,
Alon, VPI, Sim Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Audible Illusions, Graham, TacT Audio...
and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

PO. Box 17562 Son Antonio, TX 78217
(210) 805-9927 Fox:(210) 805-9928
email: galen@gcaudio.com

www.gcaudio.com
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to all the sponsors,
magazines and websites who
joined The Cable Company
and our customers in
supporting the August

2002

Summer Against Hunger fundraiser.
Seven years of contributions and
matching funds now exceed
enoo,000 in support of CARE and
The International Rescue Committee.

The Cable Company
125 Union Square New Hope, PA 18938 • 800 fatwyre • 215 862-4870
fax 215 862-4871 •fatwyre@fatwyre.com • www.fatwyre.com

•Consultations
•Installations
•Shipping Worldwide
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ANALOG, ANALOG! Hear the Iliost realistic :Ind
emotionally uplifting demonstrations! A trip worth taking from anywhere! Testimonials available. Alberts
Amazon, EuroLab, dps, Morch. Schroder, Trou,
Loricraft, and more. We also do allisidable turntable
kits and mods! Audio Advancemems LLC, (973)875-8705,
audadv@earrhlinkto, IVIVIltalidithal'alia711111KC0111.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Naim Audio, Spendor.
Quail JA Mithdl. Roksan, Rega, Mistral, Meadowlark.
Roark. Koetsu, Creek, Epos. Sound Organisation, Gold
Ring, and more. Always lots of used gear. Established way
back in 1979! (805) 658-8311, 11111q17011billille0À0111.
ATTENTION SPENDÔR AND— QLTAD- OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales, service. and upgrades
available. The authorized service agent for New
Chapter Audio. www.chapteraudio.com. QS&I)
Audio Furniture information and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy, Q.SE-D, (540) 372-3711, eix (540) 372-3713, e-mail
qsandlgtotcom. 1146: 11111144111ddi0111.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! lion't let go o(yot
ir
ARC, Aragon, Cello. Krell. Mark Levinum, MIT.
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Slip= Prodnas,
(310) 826-3686Jax (310) 826-857Z &rune
AUDIO ART, EST 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon.
Cardas, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz. Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Iince/.1,iv (804) 358-5300, e-mail AndidAnUSA@aol.coon.
AUDIO UNLIMITED oilers Acctiphase. Acoustic
Energy, Aesthetix, Air Tight. Anthem. ASC Audio
Note, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics Basis.
Benz-Micm. Boulder, Cambridge Audio. Chang. Clearaudio, EAD, EAR, Electroc
paniet, Emlare, Grado,
Koetsu, Kuzma, Loewe HDTV, Magnum
Dynalab, McIntosh, Muse, Napa. PS Audio, Rep, Sherwood Newcastle, Spendor. Tumoy, TARA Libs. Teem,
Transfiguration, Transrotor, XL0. YliA, Zoethems, and
more. Caliph's Runes at (303) 691-3407, fax (303) 9220522, 2341
Yale Ave, Engicwood, CO 8(010.
111111 lllll 111111111111111111111111111111111
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We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
INCREASED STAYING POWER — Add inches
overnight! Alón, AMC, Anthem. Antique Sound Lib,
Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Audio Research.
Benz, CAL Cambridge, Clearaudio, Creek, Hovland.
JA Michell Lyra, Manley, McIntosh, Music Hall,
Nordost, ProAc, PS Audio, Quad, SME, Synthesis.
Quicksilver, Wireworld, more! Arizona Hi-H, (480)
921-9961, uninv.mbeandio.com.
COUNTERPOINT UPG RAI3ES: 24-bit/96-192k1 Iz
upgrade for DA-10. Si
is better than UltraAnaks!
Shipping now! Zero-kedback 6SN7 nioik• upgrades for
SA 12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services. upgrades Counterixint. (760)
945-0356. Six unvutahavistaamiio.cons
MICHAEL ELLIOTT'S NEW ARIA AMPLIFIERS.
Experience the whole tone of your music. 22 years of
experience bring you 100W stereo and 350W mono
amps of exceptional sound litUlity. These are listener's
amplifiers built to last, with lifetime warranties. Sold
direct, no dealer markup! Call Mike ar (760) 945-0356
or visir unvutariaandio.com.
SOUNI) LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans B&B, travel reimbursement with purchase. Also Anna-Sphere, Birdland, Clayton. Gamut
lamerSound amps. JoLida. Thor, Warner Imaging.
Wolcott. Bugeussel Clifthanger, Gradient. Hsu. Oskar
Heil Analysis Plus, Magnan, Nordost Valhalla, Shunyata, Walker Audio. Private auditions. AniliiiKinob,
(504) 866-1730,uu'iimu,uuudi,'kipu,'isaiiuui.
BEST PRICES —BEST QUALITY stereo and hometheater components: Audio Research. Bunnester. Classé,
Collins, Gryphon, Krell. Levinson, McIntosh. Meridian,
Proceed, Totem. Runco, ReveliMlab, EgglestonWorks,
/yeaudio, I
)urland, WM, Aerial, and others. Factorywaled with 'naiad:it-niters' warranties. Satisfaction guaranteed. Halm:« Audio, (310) 891-6866.
MAGNUM AUDIO AMPLIFIER and CD2020 for
sale. Offers, (516) 610-3706.

111111111t111111111111111111111111111111111

Iunvutconwrandia.com, (503) 643-7512 ,1,1,1,1
MUSICAL CONCEPTS — respected for quality
modifications. "Making the best better since 1979."
Prixiucts modified this year include ARC. Boulder.
Levinson. Krell, vintage McIntosh and Marantz,
Spectral, Rowland, Counterpoint, Rotel VAC,
Magn
Dynalak and many more. We have specialized mods for Haller, Dyna. Adcom, B&K. Pioneer
CI). and others. New, great-sounding DVD players!
Musical Omen, 49 Jason Gnu:, Sr. Charles, MO 63304,
(636( 447-0040, latest newsletter at www.musical
concepn.com.
McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES available from SMc Audio. Ikveloped by Steve McCormack (the original designer), these outstanding
upgrades are available for all I
)NA amplifiers, TLC and
ALI) preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760) 732-0332 or see www.SMuhulio.rom.
CUSTOM-BUILT RACKS ANI) STANDS for your
high-end gear. (206)789-0386.
AUDIO RESEARCH VI«) mono amplifiers, balanced, $42(0. Cahlemia, (805) 527-6887
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LINE RATES: $35.00 per line. There arc
approximately 45 characters in aline (including letters, spaces, and punctuation). DISPLAY RATES: Please contact Latarria Hardy
for rates and frequency discounts at (212) 4623332 or Latarria_Hardy@primediamags.com.
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: PRIMEDL4
Magazines, 249 W. 17th St., 4th Floor, New
York, NY 10011. Atm.: Latarria Hardy. MX:
(212) 462-3595. ONLINE: Latarria_Hardy@
primediamags.com. DEADLINE: Ads arc
duc on the first working day of the month, two
months in advance of the issue in which your
ad will appear. For example, if you want your
ad to run in the February 2003 issue, you must
submit it by December 2, 2002. No refunds.

Mart

AUDIO RESEARCH LS3li preamp, 1)130 amp,
$2200 both. Sony XA7ES Cl) player, $1200. (716) 684.1853.
THE AUDIO ENTHUSIAST: Analog specialist since
1980. Nestorovic speakers; Curcio tube monoblocks;
Herron. Hovland mbe preamps; Amazon, Immedia,
Basis, Merrill turntables; Alberts, Koesti, Clearaudio,
ScanTech, Cardas cartridges; Morch. Graham toneanus; Fade', Analysis Plus, Audience, DiMarzio cables;
Dodson DAC; Magi
Dynalab FM; PSE, Creek
solid-state; much more. (310) 541-8177,
GET THE QUALITY YOU PAID FOR from your
speakers! Sorbothane Speaker Isolators give you unbelievably clean sound. The improvement is dazzling!
Isolates Cl) players. turntables. tube equipment too.
Stereo/home theater disturbs neighbors? Use
Sorbothane Isolators! Special pricing, only $15/set of 4.
Black Audio Devices, wunehlackaudia.com.
CONRAD-JOHNSON 1,517 preamp, $2995; Revel
Salon, $11,500; MIT Oracle, 8' bissire speaker ages,
$1795; 15' interconnects, $1895; TAD tsm300 speakers,
$1095; Sony SACD-777ES, $1595; TARA Labs One
ISMonBoard, 10', $2795; Velodyne HGS12, $1295.
Dmilin@phoosvon, (909) 468-1084.
TWO GRANITE AUDIO 860.1 monoblock amps.
KT88 tubes, 30W triode, 60W pentode. Amiable
feedback, like new, ($5000) $4000. Fred, (910) 974-3079,
ikerk@eankliener.
WADIA 27 DAC, mint condition, purchased 1997,
best offer over $2000. (280 493-4494.
ACOUSTIC INTERFACE PADS damp and absorb
vibration, isolate distortion, secure objects and Mrnicure for stability. Eli lll Mate the need for spikes. bolts
mounts. Fastens and adapts any speaker to any stand or
surface. Great for center channels, tile, wood, and
linoleum floors. Stops vibration between amps. CI)
transports. wunekleinrechsr.com, (560 969-2298, fix
(560 423-0388, surronekhintechsrs.com.
SALT LAKE CITY AREA! Ans Audio features serious
music systems: Audio Analogue, Audio Research. Billy
Bags, Cairn, Clearaudio, Creek. Epos, Gold Ring, Lehmann, Mistral, Music Hall, NAD. Opera. I'S Audio,
Triangle, Vandersteen. Wasatch Cable Works Wilson
Benesch, and more! (800 272-1690, wunmarisainlio.com.
ALL NEW IN BOXES, not taken out: ConradJohnson 1.517 VTL-250 monoblocks. In-box demos:
Virgo Audio Physic, SN 2582A/13, very low use. Basis
2000 with Benz Micro Glider and cover. (718)222-4392.
USHER AUDIO SPEAKERS are world-class and
affordable at u the cost of the competition! Audition
them now with EJectrocompaniet and other great gear
at Lpnb Marketing, (949) 489-8304, in Oranty Carnir,
Gilikrnia.
lyousinktmeau.net, WWW.11SikTalldieCOM.
Auditions by appoinnnent only.
i2DIGITAL introduces THE NEXT TRUE 75 ohuii
reference: X-60 S/PDIF digital cable by Chris
Sommovigo. Unmatched precision, peerless performance, unbeatable factory-direct pricing via the Web,
and a 31-day money-back guarantee. See what the
excitement and reviews are all about:

WII

l

IIMS GRAND FINALE AUDIO cules. The new
top audiophile cables from Germany for down-toearth prices. With the famous impedance-matching
breakthrough design. Fine-tune your system to anew
performance level with the 10 settings of the patented
Top Match Box. For inquiries, please visit our website:

159

AUDIONIDEO
CABLES
& MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES

the

highest

performance

cables'

to

price

ratio of any wire and cable company.
Customers tell us L A T Intl cables are
sonically equal to (or better than) any of
the competition and at a fraction of their
prices. We offer a 45 day money back
guarantee. Also, ask for literature that,
demystifies

wire

& cable

Ill I
commercial tube and horn speakers,
some current "high-end" Alwc, JBL, Jensen., Western
Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher.
Eico, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (850) 314°32141x (850) 314-0284, e-mail SonnySound@a01£orn.

PRESTIGIOUS A/V FIRM DEMO BLOWOUT!
Wilson Audio Cub 2speakers with matching stands in
candy-apple red. Theta David II DVD/CD transport.
Theta DS l'ro Generation Va DAC. Call for pricing
and availability. (858) 454-9898. Check out our other
specials at tommtandiovidwhannonycorn.

VIS Ituli! 1Lli 'in0/1111.E-LP-CD.DE collection.

L A T International

who are continually gaining recognition
for

Wanted

FINALLY! AFFORDABLE TOP-QUALITY 99.9%
pure silver interconnects and loudspeaker cables.
Check out www.rscaldes.com.

LPs, CDs, Tapes

!FOR TOP QUALITY!
We carry

THIEL CS3.6, $1795. (320)746-2123.

technology.,

LP, C1), TAPE STORAGE RACKS and cabinets hold
your collection, equipment, and more. The RACKET"
Systems —expandable oak furniture. Factory-direct to
ru since 1984 from Per Madsen Desitm,. Free
brochure (please mention Serivphi/O. Order yours
now! (800) 821-4883 or ummuarkinm.coon.
RCA L50-1009. aria me !rah Grandma Moses, recorded June 1958, "the rarest of all and one of the best" per
7AS No.75/76. "It's so rare, you may as well consider
it nonexistent." Gatefold cover with 10-page color art
booklet, side 1mint, side 2 "prickly" noisy pressing
(plays fine). Few have ever heard this remarkable
recording. $299. Fred, (50 477-2609 sir •gs.
lioround@aolcons.
_

WARNING !!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check.
or who offer alarge discount on the sanw basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

& MORE

COMPONENTS

Audio Mart Order Form
LINE RATES: $35.00 per line. There arc approximately 45 characters in aline (including letters,
spaces, and punctuation). DISPLAY RATES: Please contact Latarria Hardy for rates and frequency
discounts at (212) 462-3332 or Latarria_Hardy@primediamap.com. PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: PR1MED1A Magazines, 249 W. 17th St.,
4th Floor, New York, NY 10011.
Luarria Hardy. FAX (212) 462-3595, or SUBMIT ONLINE:
Latarria Hardy@primediamags.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-curd only.) DEADLINE: Ads are
due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.
For example, if you want your ad to mn in the Febmary 2003 Srerrophile, you must submit it with payment
by Ikcember 2, 2002. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue. No
refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 462-3332.

CD Players. DVD Players
Amps, Pre-amps, integrated amps
Line conditioners
Phono Cartridges & Turntables
Speakers & Component stands

& MORE

HOME THEATER

Enclosed is payment in the amount of $
for
J Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to .Srertnilti/e.
_I Iprefer to pay by J Visa

lines.

1MasterCard

My card # is

Exp. date

Video & Audio wire and cable

Signature

OVO players

Please run my ad in the following months:

Speakers & Component stands

Category heading:

Line Conditioners

J General

J CDs/LPs/Tapes

J Waisted

J Employment

Copy (Please type or priest attach separate sheet if necessary):

& MORE

ACCESSORIES
Send for a free complete catalog of all
our

AudioNideo

products

that

also

includes wire and cable demystifying
literature, or Phone 800 321 2108 24
hours per day. Fax 856 428 1832 or email

latinternational@erols.com

or for
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twas about five o'clock on a rare
Scottish afternoon — clear and gorgeous — when Iarrived at the Fopp
record store on Union Street in Glasgow.
It was only an hour before closing, so I
decided to ignore the listening stations, cut
to the chase, and do something I'd almost
forgotten about in the States: ask the clerk
about several records by artists I'd never
heard of.
In a reversal of the elitist stereotype
made famous in Nick Hornby's novel
High Fidelity and the subsequent film, the
clerks at the Virgin Mcgastore near the
Stereophile offices in New York's Union
Square can hardly find their way home, let
alone a record by Orange Juice, Webb
Pierce, or Fugazi. Asking for apersonal
opinion on arecord is likely to be met
with ablank stare and an admonishment
for "the next in line" to step up. There arc
exceptions, one being the glorious new
Amoeba Records behemoth in Hollywood, where clerks and customers alike
are like wolves under afull moon. But in
what Isuspect is agrowing number of
cases, American kids no longer work in
chain record stores because they dig
music. They do it as ajob.
At Fopp in Glasgow, my inquiry about a
band called The Music had the counter
help falling over each other, eager to add
breathless descriptions of this rave-rock
guitar band, who've since signed Stateside
with Capitol Records. Ditto another group,
the more straight-ahead alt-rock Miss Black
America. Everyone who worked at Fopp
had seen both acts at least once.
Ihad the saine experience afew streets
over, at the smaller but more indie and hip
Avalanche Records. There, clerks were
eager to ask me questions about such
American acts as Ryan Adams and The
Flaming Lips.
Intrigued by all this enthusiasm, Irode
an evening train up to Edinburgh to catch
The Music live. There, on a Tuesday
night, were nearly athousand music fans
of all ages — more than afew with gray
hair —packed into aclub and/or milling
about outside, smoking, drinking, but
mostly listening to the music. Judging

from the amount of singing along going
on inside the club, it was obvious that
most there knew the songs by heart. For a
minute, my over-idcalizin' imagination
thought it had caught ahint of what it
must have been like during those nights at
The Cavern in Liverpool.
Judging from those experiences, not to
mention the serious older faces Isaw in
used-record stores, and the lines — yes,
lines—I saw and stood in just to use the
listening stations at the impossibly busy
HMV store on London's Oxford Street
(talk about gooey headphones!), it became
starkly apparent that music is more important to British kids and adults than it is to
Americans. While I'm sure that the British
passion for music has, like ours, lessened
in the past 20 years, it seems more
ingrained in their culture than it is in ours.
In the UK, people still rush out to buy a
record the day it's released. Singles, aformat that once ruled the earth but is now a
distant memory in the US, still sell in
Britain.
betting that what this translates to is more kids who put down the
playstations, listen to music, and in some
cases eventually pick up guitars or drums,
or even sit down at apiano.
After ashort stay back home in New
York, Ifound myself in Los Angeles, visiting old friends and new recruits in the
record business. When Ibegan writing
about music more than 15 years ago, the
record biz in LA was booming. Still in
charge were such legendary figures as Mo
Ostin —guys who were into "artist development," who knew about music and listened to records. There was an energy
around places like the Warner Bros. headquarters in Burbank that was electric to be
around. Imay be romanticizing abit, but
despite its many faults, the record business
back then was about something more
than just money. It wasn't dominated by
the clueless, passionless lawyers and
accountants who now run the business for
the corporations and their stockholders.
Today, if you don't have ahit on the first
single or album, there is no second chance.
The term "baby bands" is obsolete, and
the marching orders are simple: hit now,

grow up yesterday. Back then, rock labels
also still made records for adults. Today,
panic has set in, particularly at the major
labels, where teenage girls seem to be the
primary target audience.
Nor has it helped that record labels
spent adecade in denial, blithely ignoring
the fact that the day would come when
the CD reissue boom would run out of LP
content to convert and their cash cow
would run dry. When Imentioned to a
record-biz friend in LA that the industry
now seemed shrunken to me, he observed
that the CD reissue boom had artificially
inflated major labels, which have only
now returned to their real size.
Another pervasive theory about music's
ills voiced by some in LA is that radio stations, which are now owned mostly by
conglomerates, instinctively shy away
from any kind of risk that might offend
advertisers, and so have become stale. Real
music can't get played on the radio anymore. The theory continues that if, say,
Los Lobos had been given as much airplay
and promotional dollars as Brimey Spears,
they, too, would have abillboard in Times
Square that exposed their backsides.
Preferring to credit listeners with some
modicum of taste, free will, and intelligence, Idon't know how much credence
I'd give that one.
Iand others feel that the problem runs
deeper. I'm not so sure there's that much
"real" music out there. Sure, if you know
what you're looking for and have the time
and motivation, you can prowl around a
good record store, such as Fopp or
Avalanche, and come up with an armload
of choices of decent music. But where arc
the "White Album"s or Blonde on Blondes
or even Neomninds of today? They don't
exist. Talent levels are down. Record labels
can't sign talent that isn't there.
The most encouraging theory Iheard
in California is that this is just alull; that
the current dearth of talent in rock'n'mll,
jazz, and classical music is simply the
down leg of acycle that in the past has
always swung back up to better times.
Here's to hoping that the cycle's upside
starts soon.
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come around only once
every twenty years.

Musical Fidelity's
20th Anniversary Limited Edition Tri -Vista Components
utilizing triviçtnr

tPrhrinIncry

Miniature glass tubes have extraordinary low noise, great linearity
and an expected playing life of over loo,000 hours.
Integrated Amplifier

SACD Player

Preamplifier

MUSICAL FIDELITY
905 428 2800
www.musicalfidelity.co.uk

Amplifier

TIME TO SAY GOODBYE
It's true; beginning in 2003, there'll be a new
generation of Utopia speakers. Three years of
R&D has resulted in four new revolutionary
concepts (and four new international patents)
that will continue the JMIab Utopia ideal: The
Spirit of Sound.

Available at your JMIab Utopia dealer now. But
remember, when they're gone, they're
gone forever ...

Micro Utopia

The current Utopia series has received
worldwide praise and were (and are still),
considered 'State Of The Art' loudspeakers.
Great speakers they are now and will
forever be.

standard finish

MSRP

NOW

$5000.

$3995.

black ebony
Mini Utopia

standard finish

$3495.
$7000.

black ebony

And we've decided to make their 'Last Hurrah'
a time of opportunity. An opportunity for you
to make your dream a reality with real savings
on a landmark line of loudspeakers.

$4495.

Mezzo Utopia

standard

$14000

$9995.

Utopia

standard

$30000.

$19995.

1 24111
Mg MI

WI,

$4995.
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